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FOREWORD

The International Centre for Theoretical Physics has maintained an interdisciplinary character in its research and training programmes
in different branches of theoretical physics. In pursuance of this objective, the Centre has organized extended research courses and workshops, including topical conferences, with a comprehensive and synoptic coverage in varying disciplines. The first of these - on Plasma
Physics — was held in 1964 and then repeated in 1977; the second, in 1965, was concerned with the Physics of Particles. Between then
and now, the following courses were organized; five on Nuclear Theory (1966, 1969, 1971, 1973, 1978), six on the Physk^pf Condensed
Matter (1967, 1970, 1972, 1974, 1976, 1978), three on Atomic Physics (1973, 1977, 1979), two on Geophysics (1975, 1977),"&ur on
Control Theory and Functional Analysis (1974), one on Complex Analysis (1975), one on Applications of Analysis to Mechanics (1976j,~.
one on Mathematical Economics (1978), one on Systems Analysis (1978). two on Teaching of Physics at tertiary level (in English in 1976,
in French in 1977), and three on Solar Energy (1977, 1978, 1979). Most of the Proceedings of these courses have been published by the
International Atomic Energy Agency (Vienna, Austria).
The present volume forms part of the Proceedings of the Winter College on Nuclear Physics and Reactors, conducted from
22 January to 28 March 1980. This volume contains the Proceedings of the Interregional Advanced Training Course on Applications of
Nuclear Theory to Nuclear Data Calculations for Reactor Design, held at Trieste. 28 January to 22 February 1980. A separate volume
contains the Proceedings of the Course on Operational Physics of Power Reactors, held from 3 to 28 March 1980. The Winter Courses were
held in response to the growing need of developing countries which plan to establish a nuclear power programme to familiarize themselves
with the nuclear and reactor physics foundations of nuclear energy and their applications in the design of nuclear reactors.
The programme of lectures and working sessions was organized by Drs. J.J. Schmidt and J.B. Dee (International Atomic Energy
Agency, Vienna, Austria), Dr. M.K. Mehta (Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay, India), Professor U. Farinelli (Italian Council for
Nuclear Energy (CNEN), Casaccia-Rome, Italy), and Professor L. Fonda (.ICTP, University of Trieste).

Abdus Salam

PREFACE

This volume contains the text of the invited lectures presented during the Interregional Advanced Training Course on Applications of
Nuclear Theory to Nuclear Data Calculations for Reactor Design which was held at the International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP)
in Trieste, Italy, from 28 January - 22 February 1980, within the framework of the nuclear physics activities of the ICTP during the
winter of 1980. This Course was jointly organized by the IAEA Nuclear Data Section and ICTP. The Course was attended by 73 participants from 26 developing countries and 8 participants from five developed countries.
The purpose of this Course was, pursuant to a similar course held in 1978, to offer nuclear scientists from developing countries who
are implementing a nuclear science and technology programme a review of advances in contemporary low-energy nuclear reaction theory and
a training on an advanced level in the application of this theory to the interpretation and prediction of neutron nuclear data needed for
nuclear reactor calculations and in the evaluation and processing of such data. The Course was also to provide a review of the experimental
and theoretical methods used in the generation of 14 MeV neutron cross section data.
The Course comprized lectures, special seminars and workshop sessions on the following major topics:
1. Recent advances in the understanding of reaction mechanisms for fast neutron-nuclear interactions;
2. Recent advances in nuclear fission theory; both topics 1 and 2 included applications to the computation of neutron nuclear data;
3. Generation and computer processing of evaluated neutron nuclear data;
4. 14 MeV neutron cross sections in experiment and theory.
A special workshop held during the last week of the Course, 18—22 February 1980, developed the scientific and technical basis for a
new IAEA Interregional Project (TA/INT/1/018) for the Training of Nuclear Scientists from Developing Countries using the Expertise
available in the Nuclear Data Field; the findings of this workshop have been published separately by the IAEA as report INDC(NDS)-122/L.
The lectures given at this Course built upon those given at the Course on Nuclear Theory for Applications held at the ICTP in Trieste
in 1978 and published as report IAEA-SMR-43. They are expected to be of interest to nuclear scientists both from developing countries
where the interest in nuclear data and reactor physics research is steadily growing and from developed countries where such research is in an
advanced stage. They can be used as reference in the field or as an advanced textbook for postgraduate study.
The organizers wish to express their deep appreciation to the lecturers and workshop leaders for their very active engagement and cooperation in the objectives of the Course. The excellent collaboration of the Training Section of the IAEA Division for Technical Assistance
and of the staff oi the ICTP as well as the generous financial support by the IAEA Division for Technical Assistance were indispensable for
the successful organisation and conduct of this Course and are most gratefully acknowledged.
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tinuum states (multistep direct reaction), or a succession of model discrete

STATISTICAL THEORY OF
NEUTRON-NUCLEAR REACTIONS

states (multistep compound reaction) to the exit channel.

In the case of the compound reactions, all processes belonging to

P.A. MOLDAUER
Applied Physics Division,
Argonne National Laboratory,
Argonne, Illinois,
United States of America

r" fferent conserved quantum numbers (total angular momentum, parity,
etc.) are added incoherently, leading to symmetric cross sections in
the center-of-mass system.

In the direct processes, matrix elements for

transitions which do not change the momentum of the continuum particle are
ABSTRACT

added coherently, so as to produce a characteristic forward peak in Che

In addition to the topics dealt with Ijy the author in his lectures at
the Joint lAEA/lCTP Course held at Trieste in 1978 t recant developments in
the statistical theory of multistep reactions are reviewed at well as the
transport theory and intranuclear cascade approaches to the description of
nuclear mulci—step processes.

cross section.
The expression for the multichannel compound cross section is of the
form of the Hauser-Feshbach formula, where the exit channel width is
replaced by a product of transition strengths between different classes of

The lectures on this topic followed in substance the 1978 lectures 1 of

states.

The latter calculated by combinatorial formulas based upon optical

model and level density information as well as more detailed assumptions
the same title with the following topics added.
regarding the statistical properties of the various classes of states.
1.

Statistical theory of nultistep reactions.2

Here Che Hilbert space

is divided into states belonging to different classes of complexity;, arising
from some model Hamiltonian.

Integral over transitions between successive steps.

One example ^ is the exciton model of states

with various numbers of particle-hole pairs in the independent particle shell
model.

Similarly the multichannel direct cross section is expressed as a multiple

Regardless of the specific model, it is assumed that the residual

2.

Transport Theory.1*

Earlier, Agassi, Weidenmuller and Mantzouranis

had devised a theory baaed upon physical assumptions quite similar to the

interaction (difference between true and model Harailtonian) causes transi-

above raultistep compound processes, but had treated the transitions between

tions only between states belonging to successive classes of complexities

classes of states as a transport phenomenon.

(e.g. differing by one in the number of particle-hole pairs).

transmission factors for the entrance and exit channels surround a probability

The model

states are further classified into those belonging to the model continuum
and discrete spectra.

The reaction is described as proceeding from the

entrance channel continuum state through either a succession of model con-

The result is a formula in which

matrix in the space of classes of states which satisfies a probability balance
equation that describes the transport of the system among the various classes
of states.

3,

Intranuclear Cascade. 5 " 7
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Each tine a sequence of inter-

actions between nucleons is selected at random and the ultimata state resulting
from that sequence is weighted according to the cross sections for all the
nuclear processes involved.
runs yield

The composite results of a large number of such

cross sections for all processes initiated by the impact of a very

energetic nucleon or other particle on a nucleus.

RECENT RESULTS IN THE THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION
OF PRE-EQUILIBRIUM PROCESSES

gular distributions, usually
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The great importance of such a kind of reactions as spectro-

forward peaked, and the high se-

lectivity which manifests itself in the excitation of particular levels of residual nucleus.

ABSTRACT
The main assumptions underlying the phenoinenological pre-equili
brium models are reviewed. A special attention is given to the
discussion of the different approaches suggested to reproduce
the yield and spectral distribution of fast complex particles
and the angular distribution of reaction products emitted during
th3 fast stage of the reaction process.
A number of successful applications of these models to the description of reactions induced by fast neutrons are summarized.

scopic tools comes just from the selectivity which favours
transitions to states of the residual nucleus in a simple structural relationship with ground state of target nucleus. From
the analysis of data, if the dynamics of the process is well
understood one obtains useful information concerning the static
properties of nuclei.
On the other hand, once the long lived compound nucleus state
is reached, the enussinn of particle* is governed by statistical
laws and provided that spin, parity and energy are conserved the
decay appears to be independent of the way the compound nucleus
has been created. Tne decay probability is governed by the phase
space which is accessible to the reaction products. The particles are emitted from the compound nucleus with symmetric or isotropic angular distributions and with a Maxwellian spectrum. The
basic information concerning the nuclear properties which one
obtains from the analysis of the experimental data concerns the

1. PRE-EQUILIBRIUM PROCESSES AND PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODELS.

density of levels of the residual nucleus which depends little
upon the properties of the particular nucleus considered (ex-

At not too high excitation energies a natural way to classify
nuclear reactions seems to be according to the time scale on
wnich they occur. Zit the two extremes of this time scale there
are the fast or direct interactions and the compound nucleus
processes.

cept in the vicinity of magic numbers) but mainly upon the size
of the nucleus and the total number of nucieons.
In between these two extreme processes, intermediate processes
are likely to occur. A series of complicated collisions inside
K

.he nucleus can follow the initial interaction and there is a

certain probability amplitude that a particle be emitted after
Direct interactions are processes which Involve few nucleons.

each one of these collisions.

Typical processes are inelastic scattering, stripping and
pick-up. In these processes' the emitted particle comes out in

In a quantum mechanical description of this process, emissions

a time of the order the time it takes for the projectile to

from each stage of the cascade are expected to contribute co-

go through t-he nucleus. The most important features of such a

herently; however the experimental data accumulated during the

k\nd oZ interactions are the diffraction structure of the an-

last twenty years showed striking regularities. In a typical

experiment, at incident energies of the order of a few ten
MeV, the spectra of emitted particles shov; a low energy peak
which is to be attributed to evaporative contributions, and
at the highest energies the selective population of low energy
levels of residual nucleus, inbetween a smooth distribution.
It seems natural to attribute this contribution to the intermediate processes described above which here-after will be referred to as pre-equilibrium emissions. In these processes
the high selectivity of direct interactions is lost, on the
other hand few degrees of freedom are involved, i.e. the number
of excited particles and holes which shared the excitation
energy of the intermediate system, when the particles contributing to the smooth measured distribution were emitted, is
small. This feature can be proved by an analysis, like the one
usually utilized in the case of the evaporation, which shows
that the nuclear temperature of the residual nucleus is much
higher than the one expected in a compound process. In addition,
this temperature and the measured cross sections are practically independent from the particular nucleus considered. The
absence of marked fluctuations in the measured spectrum, which
should be apparent if interference effects are important,
prompted the different authors to try to describe the process
by semiclassical approaches by adding incoherently the contributions from each stage of the cascade.

4

These models have now become very
uBeful
tools for the
analysis and interpretation of nuclear reactions at energies
greater than approximately ten MeV. A formal theory of the
processes previously described has been recently developed by
Feshbach et al.
. This theory predicts the existence of two
distinct processes: one,which should dominate near the evaporation end of the spectrum of emitted particles, is referred
to as the statistical multi-step compound reaction; the other
should dominate the highest energy part of the spectrum
and is referred to as direct multi-step reaction. At present
only a very few analyses of experimental data on the basis of

1 2)
the first mechanism have been reported ' ; the formalism
describing the second process is yet at a stage which does
not allow an immediate application to the analysis of data.
In recent years, introducing suitable averaging procedures,
also direct reaction theories have been applied with some
3,4)
success to the analysis of continuous part of the spectra

The importance of pre-equilibrium phenomena is today fully
recognized. They are extensively investigated and their relevance in practical and technological applications has been indicated by several authors. The need for an accurate reproduction of these processes has been stated in domains like: a)
Fusion reactor design and radiation damage investigations.
The need for data concerning nuclear reactions induced by 1040 MeV neutrons has intensified in recent years. Due to the
sparsity of experimental data in this energy range, model calculations are expected to play an important role in meeting the
data requirements '; b) Radiotherapy. The fluxes of primary
and secondary particles determine the biological damage in
tissue. The energy spectra of these particles contribute essentially to the distribution of the absorbed dose and its localization and, as a consequence, to the relative biological
effectiveness and the oxygen enhancement ratio of the radiation
field '} c) Space explorations. Accurate calculations of
fast neutron production are of Importance to the shielding of
space exploring vehicles from the highly abundant low eneroy
protons in solar flares and in Van Allen belts 7 ) ; d) Astrophysics. A systematic study of the yields of nuclides produced
by cosmic ray irradiation (in particular protons of energy in
the 10-100 MeV region and non-zero energy pions), which is only
possible if one understands the mechanism of pre-equilibrium
emission, is of interest in understanding the nuclear transformations produced during the exposure in space to high energy
cosmic rays and solar flare particles, of meteorites, the surface of the moon and asteroids 8)

Different experimental techniques have been employed to inves-

odd

tigate processes to which pre-equilibrium decay is supposed to

the decay scheir.^ must be accurately known. Also in this case

contribute: I) Measurement of inclusive spectra of particles

the reproduction of all the measured yields constitutes a seve-

residual nuclei several

¥•

lines have to be detected and

emitted in reactions induced by a given projectile. Differen-

re test of a theory; IV) Recent experiments utilise in-beam and

tial energy spectra of p , d, t,Tr,o(. particles can be measured

off-beam Y--ray spectroscopy to identify the final products. In

simultaneously

this case a substantial fraction of the total reaction cross

over a wide dynamical range (See as an example

ref. 9 ) . Precise measurements of neutron spectra have been re-

section of the projectile is measured

ported by several groups (see e.g., ref. 10-12 ) . Coincidence

V) Finally one can measure the spectrum of a particle in coinci-

;

measurements of neutron spectra in (n, 2n) reactions have also

dence with a > - ray which identifies a given final nucleus thus

been reported. The experimental techniques utilised for the

detecting only particles emitted in a particular process. This

study of secondary particle energy spectra in reactions induced

very recent technique is the most apt to visualize pre-equilibrium

by 14 MeV neutronswill be reviewed by profs. Seeliger and Vo-

processes

nach;

ful means of investigation.

II) Measurement by activation techniques of the yield

*

. Also particle-particle coincidences are a power-

of radioactive residuals. Though remarkable differences in re-

Other techniques involve the use of particular

sults obtained in past experiments are reported in literature,

a 4TC liquid

present-day techniques and knowledge of decay schemes allow ac-

detectors, e.g.,

scintillator (by this technique several beautiful
19)
measurements of (n,xn) reactions have been performed
).

curate measurements. Cross sections as low as ten ubarns can be
measured if one utilises radiochemical methods. In properly designed, experiments the yield of several final products can be
simultaneously

detected and varying the incident projectile

All the phenomenological models that we shall call, brcadly speaking, pre-equilibiium models - e.g., the Intranuclear Cascade

energy the excitation functions of several reactions measured

Montecarlo (I C M) model, the Exciton model (E M ) , the Harp-Miller-

(see, e.g., ref. 14 ) . Though in general the

-Berne Master Equation approach, the Hybrid and Geometry Depend-

sum of measured

yields amounts only to a small fraction of the projectile reaction cross-section, at a given energy, the

simultaneous

re-

ent Hybrid models (including ';heir Quasi Free version) - while differing ir. specific and even important points, introduce certain

production of all the yields utilising a unique set of para-

common hypotheses to describe the generic nuclear process

meters constitutes a severe test oi a theory; III) In beam mea-

These hypotheses are, briefly, the following: (a) The projectile

surement of V - rays which identify the reaction products. In

or one of its constituent

this case the residual nuclei identified can also be stable. A

particle, interacts with a nucleon, (or possibly with a small

"" .

nucleons if the projectile is a complex

fraction of the total reaction cross section of the projectile

number of correlated nucleons) of the target giving rise to states

much greater than the one measured by activation techniques can

of a simple configuration.

be detected

. The accuracy is,however,much smaller. Only

cross sections greater than approximately 1mb can be measured

(b) The particles and the holes excited in the first stage of the
process originate a cascade of two-body interactions that brings

and with a fair accuracy only in the case of even-even final

about the distribution of the excitation energy among an ever in-

nuclei, though also in this case the cross sections correspon-

creasing number of particles and holes. In this second stage of

ding to processes which populate directly the ground state cf

the process fast particles may be emitted which, by retaining (at

the residual nucleus cannot be measured. In the case of

least partly) a memory of the direction of the incident projectile, 5

26

have asymmetric (forward peaked) angular distributions. Emissions

sions

during this stage are the ones we call pre-equilibrium emissions.

ly intented to apply to the analysis of reactions induced by

(c) The statistical equilibrium is finally reached between all
the states corresponding to a given energy, parity and angular

projectiles with energy exceeding some hundred IleV it has been
2 7}
utilised in the analysis of data at much lower energy
. As

momentum. Now the mean energy of the excited particles is low

a result of the analysis of angle-integrated

(assuming that the residual excitation energy is small in com-

i have been considered. Though this model was original-

(p, p') spectra

in reactions induced by 39 and 62 MeV protons on nuclei ranging

subsequent emission of particles takes place through the well

209
B i , Bertini et a l . 2 8 ) concluded that the infrom 1 2 C to
clusion of refractions and reflection effects suppresses the

known evaporation mechanism.

escape of fast particles to the extent that serious discre-

parison to the total binding energy of the nucleus), and the

pancies were introduced for the elements considered at the
In respect to the differences among the various models, we shall

lower incident energies and for the heavier elements at all

limit ourselves to a few remarks. In the I C M model the inter-

the energies. Much better results were obtained by the use of

action cascade is calculated by following explicitly the tra-

a different code due to Bertini

jectories of the excited nucleons inside the nuclei. An extrac-

refractions and reflections has been suppressed. In this case

tion of random numbers decides where inside a nucleus an inter-

the calculation reproduced the shapes of the measured spectra

in which the effect of

action (which is assumed, except for limitations due to Pauli

satisfactorily and the absolute cross section within 25-30%.

principle, identical with the free interaction) can take place,

It has been shown that a much better estimate of the yield of

and it likewise decides the direction and momentum of the struck

fast particles with Vegas code is obtained when in the calcu-

nucleon as well as the direction and energy of the particles

lation a mean free path for the cascade particles substantial-

after the collision. The calculation follows all the nucleons,

ly lender than the one originally calculated is utilised

excited in the course of the cascadp, that are emitted if -

Numerical calculations demonstrated, in the case of reactions

on reaching the nuclear surface - they are not reflected there, and

induced by 60 l!eV protons, that the effect of suppressing re-

it terminates when the energy of every nucleon drops below a
predetermined value.

fractions and reflections is - to some extent - equivalent to
an increase of the mean free path of the cascade particles

' .'

The most sophisticated version of I C tl is the one(the VEGAS
24)
code) described by Chen et al
' . I n this calculation the

The Bertini code has been utilised for analysing reactions in-

target

viously considered and comparable to those of neutrons for

nucleus is

taken to be a Fermi gas with a step func-

tion density distribution chosen to approximate the Fermi dis-

duced by protons of energies even lower than the ones prefusion reactor studies (14-18 M e V ) . In this case the reproduc-

tribution and one takes account of the effect of the refrac-

tion of the data was rather poor

tion of the cascade particles as they rove through the nucleus

A code similar to the Bertini one has been developed at Dub-

and of the possibility that particles with enough energy to

na

escape from the nucleus may be reflected back into the interior

between nucleons. A preliminary calculation has been reported

while on their way out. In a further refinement of the calcu-

by Bertrand s Peelle

lation

actions, which is based on a ti.odificaticn of Bertini code to

the effect of the velocity dependence of the nuclear

potential

' and of the granular structure of the nucleus-by

imposing a minimum distance between successive nucleon colli-

'.

'. Tne I C M models assume that all interactions take place
, in the case of proton-induced re-

allow for interactions of the primary proton and the cascade
nucleons with correlated pair of nucleons. This calculation

showed a much increased yield of fast protons at backward

S7t

5

angles.
In conventional versions of the I C 11 models one takes into ac-

where

count only the interactions that involve excited particles. It

calculation of this quantity see refs. 36, 37)).Formula (1) has

has to be mentioned that in a recent version by Iljinov et al.
33) account is taken, although in a rather schematic and arti-

been extensively employed also at higher energies when |
|M
M

ficial way, also of the interactions that involve exci'.ed holes.

following Kalbach

P '

is the density of accessible final states (for

can no more be

one assumes

In the other mentioned models the probability of a given process

where

taking place is calculated with the methods of quantum statis-

energy.

tical mechanics and is expressed by means of decay rates.

For K, values in the interval 190-700 MeV

As an example we will sketch the approach one follows in the

39-43)

A

|

considered energy-independent, In this case

is the excited nucleus mass and

E

is its excitation

+3
have been nronosed

211
Exciton model

. In this section we will discuss the theo-

ry proposed to deal with angle-integrated particle emission.
The modifications to be introduced to predict the angular
distribution of the reaction products will be discussed in

At sufficiently high energies and in the case of not too lirtit
nuclei, for

n

values lower than

n = V2gE, where

g

is the

single nucleon state density,

section 3. The states of the excited nucleus, the"composite"
nucleus,
(n)

are grouped into classes characterized by the number

of excited particles

excitonsj

(p) and holes

(h) referred to as the

interaction (these decay rates, which can lead to states
having a number of excitons

m = n, n+2, hereafter will be

referred to as internal transition decay rates and indicated
(E)) or by emitting a particle of a certain energy in

the continuum (these decay rates will be indicated as
where

•?

dependence of the decay rate

and the total excitation energy, E. A state of a

given class can decay either by means of a residual two-body

as W n + m

Then it has been proposed that the energy and exciton number

w".' &,£•/),

identifies the particle which is emitted; the total

decay rate for emissions in the continuum is w". (E) =Z. j w".' (E,£,?)<Js.,>).

W

+ ,(E)

be calculated as

_
where

W.

and

W..

are the values of particle and hole

col-

lision probabilities per unit time (collision probabilities per
unit time of a particle above (hole below) the Fermi energy,
£_,

with a particle below (a hole above) the Fermi energy)

averaged over all possible particle (hole) energies in states
or class (n, E ) . The particle and hole collision probabilities
per unit time are evaluated as
velocity, O

v 0 G , where

v

is the nucleon

the nuclear density and l? the average nucleon-

nucleon cross section in nuclear matter.
The internal transition decay rates can be calculated, at low

It has been shown in ref. (34), to which the reader interested

excitation energy where the average squared matrix element for

in a detailed discussion of this point is referred, that V^>5,

two-body residual interaction [ M f

can be considered approxi-

mately energy-independent 34) , by means of first order perturbation theory as
'

at low nucleon energies, has an energy dependence equal to the
one foreseen by the first order perturbation theory.
The absolute value of

w

n^n+2'

E

>

is

obtained by the analysis

of appropriate experimental data. In Table I, values of

exo:
'-ton numbers encountered in the case of nuW
cleon-induced reactions are reported as a function of the excitation energy.

The decay rates,corresponding to the emission of a particle of
a certain energy in the continuum,is evaluated by means of the
expression
The quantity P h (£;+&?) is the product of the number of particles of type •? times the density of probability that the
excited nucleus with energy E , in a state of a class characterized by n=p+h excitons,has a configuration with one particle v? with energy in the interval 6$+Bj -*6f+Bj+&€j, where
B ^ is the binding energy of particle •? and &$ its energy
outside the nucleus. The assumption that all the states of a
given class are equiprobable is often introduced and, as a consequence, P .(6,7+B?) is expressed as
(5)

where U) h (E) and ^ - . p , h<°R> a r e < r e s P e o t i v e l v » t n e state
densities of the composite and residual nucleus (a detailed
list of papers devoted to the calculation of the state densities can be found in ref. 21); further work relevant to the
44)
problem is due to Betak and Dobes
) and g(6^+B^) is the
single state density for particle $ .
has been evaluated by
In recent calculations P _
means of an explicit calculation
of the energy partition rel
sulting from the dynamics of particle-particle interactions inside the nucleus 2 3 / 4 5 ' 4 6 ) .
In the nucleon case,this more comnlex procedure leads to results substantially coincident with expression (5); in the
case of 0 ( - particle emission, in nucleon-induced reactions,
if one supposes that the emitted «'s were preformed in the nucleus and are knocked on by the incident nucleon or a cascade

nucleon, a calculation based on nucleon-&. dynamics indicates
that expression (5) is a rather poor approximation. This case
will be explicitly discussed in the next section.
P k(€^+Bj) has been also evaluated by means of recursion reP
P/"
47)
lations which keep track of the exciton flux explicitly
The quantity A. C<.G$) is the dscay rate for the emission of
in the continuum and is given by
particle

where 0". (£?) is the inverse cross section of particle
the density of translational states
its velocity, ft)
of particle 9
in the continuum, V
an arbitrary volume
whd ch cancels out with an identical quantity in CJ (£^).
Two different procedures have been proposed to calculate the
cross-sections for particle emission in the framework of the
exciton model. One is based on the solution of a system of
master equations which determine the tiroe-depnndent occupation
probability P(n,t) of the n-exciton states of the composite
48-51) Another resorts to closed-form expressions
nucleus
34, 39, 40, 52-57)

a) Master equation approach. The function
satisfy the boundary conditions

P(n,t), which must

fc

with n = number of excitons of the initial configuration, is
determined by solving a system of equations like

(7)

The time spent by the nucleus in a generic
ration is
"V

n-exciton configu-

oo
I IV „ L \ J h
- '

b) Closed form expression.
If
W

lo)

n

n-m-2"

is noticeablv smaller than
This

W™n->n+2>>Wn+n'

relation is satisfied for the states at the begin-

ning of the de-excitation cascade in the case of not too
The energy spectrum

of the particles •? emitted in the de-

light

nuclei for excitation energies exceeding ten MeV and holds also

excitation process of the composite nucleus in a reaction in-

in the case of light nuclei if the excitation energy is suffi-

duced by a particle

ciently high.

b

is given by:

Then,

one can express in a closed form the cross section of a

given process. For instance the cross section given in the
To this spectrum contribute both pre-equilibrium emissions

master equation approach by relation (9) in closed form is

and evaporations from the compound nucleus. &c CE;)denotes the

written

cross-section for absorption

of the incident particle. Finally,

the cross-section of any given process X
particles

•) with energy between

integrating eq.

E^

(11)

(e.g., the emission of

and

E2> is obtained by

(9) :

where

Dn

is a term representing the probability of reaching

a state of class

(n, E ) .

D n =1

if

nQ

represents the exci-

ton number of the states of the initial configuration; if
The connection between a random matrix model for the nuclear

n^n ,

Hamiltonian and this statistical theorv has been established
51)
by Weidenmuller and cow.
58)

n

Betak and Dobes

have shown that it is possible, utilising

fast iterative procedures, to evaluate, with reasonable computing
times,

multiparticle emission probabilities. In addition these

authors included also

V- — emission

(which usually is neglected)

differing by

n

by an even integer number, :

(12)

The use of closed-form expressions,instead of the system of
master equations,remarkably simplifies cross section calculations and yields very satisfactory results since pre-equilibrium emissions mainly occur from states with low values of
and the summation on the right hand of equation

as a competing channel.

n

(11) usually

A generalisation of the system of master equations (7) in

converges rapidly. The probability that the sequence of two-

order to predict the angular distribution of particles emitted

body exciton-exciton interactions leads to the long-lived state

during the pre-equilibrium phase has been proposed by Weiden••
59)
muller et al.

and will be discussed in section 3.

A system of master equations to be utilised if one differen-

of statistical equilibrium called compound-nucleus state can
also be expressed in a closed form by means of the decay rates
Wn+n+2(E)

and

W n ( E ) . In fact, even if from a phenonenologi-

cal point of view, it may be convenient to consider pre-equi-

tiates between neutrons and protons, neutron holes and proton

librium emission as distinct from evaporation,-and in fact

holes, has been proposed by Gudima et al.

they develop over quite different time scales-it is essential

'

, however, it

has not yet toeen applied to the analysis of experimental data.

to keep in mind that the attainment of equilibrium i s the
conclusion of the equilibration process.
The cross-section for compound-nucleus formation

CCN' E X'

takes a suitably simple form

any given stage of the reaction the probability of a given decay of the excited nucleus is evaluated as the ratio of the
decay rate corresponding to that particular decay and the total
decay rate. Once, by means of the extraction of a random number,
the emission of a given particle has been settled, its energy
€

is estimated by assuming that the probability of its occu-

rence is given by the ratio between the values of the theoretical energy distribution at €

and at the maximum. Some

Once the compound nucleus state is created, its decay can be

examples of results obtained by means of calculations of this

easily described by utilising well-known procedures. A genera-

kind will be given later.

lisation of this approach in order to evaluate the angular
distributions of particles emitted in the PE phase has been
proposed

'

and will be discussed in section 3.

Also the Hybrid model formalism resorts to closed-form expres-

initial interaction of the projectile is localized in the peripheral region of the nucleus

. In fact it has been demons-

appearing in expression (11! the decay rate for emission of

trated that, in I C M calculations, the simplest reactions
24)

whatever particle of any possible energy,

occur in the diffuse edge of the nucleus

In that case, in the denominator of the fraction

sions

W^(E),

tuted by the decay rate for emission of particle
; the decay rate for internal transitions,
the collision probability per unit time

w

iD'^'»

is substi>? with enerw

E
n+n*-2 ' ''
referring

. Detailed calcu-

lations of particle-particle collision probabilities per unit
time, W. (£;<>*), as a function of K*, utilising a local density approximation and realistic matter density distributions

again to particle V , with energy€^+8;. The different physical

Jf)

assumptions underlying the Exciton and Hybrid models have been

contribute to the absorption of the incident particles (see

1

also show that the outer regions of the nucleus greatly

amply debated in literature. This discussion will not be re-

ref.

peated here, the reader is adressed to references (47, 6 3 , 6 4 ) .

model referred to as the Geometry- dependent hybrid j.odel has

The use of both the system of master equations and closed-form

(69) and reference therein). A modification of the Hybrid

been proposed by Blann to describe processes nainly occurring

expressions is of little benefit when very complicated reactions

at the nuclear surface.

are analysed, due to the need of evaluating all the possible re

sity approximation, due to the small depth of the potential

action paths contributing to a given process. To treat these

well, no energy is supplied to the holes

cases, in the framework of the E M, a Monte Carlo approach has

gion. The density of the excited nucleus states in the initial

been reported and widely employed in the analysis of data

configuration, in the case of nucleon-induced reactions, resembles U ^ j h=0(E)-rg E

65-67).
The method of calculation is simply a generalisation of the wellknown Dostrovski et al.

' procedure, proposed to evaluate the

de-excitation of a compound nucleus. In this approach the pro-

10

A great number of authors are convinced that in most cases the

'

Blann argues that in a local-denin this nuclewr re-

and the residual nucleus density be-

comes equal to the density of single particle states

g. In

this model the emitted particle spectrum is almost flat, while
processes occurring inside the nuclev:G would be characterised

bability of a given process taking place is evaluated by simu-

by a softer emitted paicicle energy distribution decreasing

lating a great number of possible sequences of emissions. At

with the energy. In practice an effect of this kind has been
observed only in the case of some

(p, p") reactions, 7 1 '7 2 '

while neutron spectra in (P/n) reactions are satisfactorily
fitted by calculations which do not take explicitly into account the geometry of the process 5 5 ' 7 2 ' ' . It has to be
mentioned that calculations based on the use of direct reac4)
tion theory and Random Phase Approximation
and experimental
results like the ones reported by Cohen et al. 74) , show that
in (p, p') reactions most likely low-energy collective states
of the residual nucleus are excited. This process that hardly
one could expect to be reproducible, in the framework of the
models here described, could be responsible of the observed
hardening of proton spectra.
Finally the argument that the intervention of peripheral interactions would be indicated by the fact that certain cross sections - like the total cross section for the emission of
1 /3
one fast proton in (p, p 1 ) processes - vary as A '
is not
conclusive since the same dependence is, e.g., foreseen by the
Exciton model without implying peripheral interactions.
The pre-equilibrium models have been employed with increasing
success as their sophistication grew and the knowledge of the
required parameters became more precise, in the study of reactions induced by light particles (n, p, d,OC) and less usual
projectiles (jf.U-jH) as well. Here we will not attempt to give
a complete list of the enormous amount of papers - appeared in
the last years - reporting the results of analyses of experimental data. The reader is referred to the literature already
quoted. The main results obtained in the case of neutron-induced reactions will be briefly summarized in Section 4. Just
as an example we can show in Figs. 1-3 and Table II, the results of some recent calculations with the Hybrid, the Exciton
and the I C M models at excitation energies up to s» 200 MeV (16,
67,75,76)
These results indicate that by means of such
models it is possible now to reproduce with cuite good precision, using a well-defined set of parameters, the yield of the
great majority of the reaction channels contributing to the
total cross section of one of the projectiles previously men-

tioned, for nuclei spreading the entire ipass table. This statement holds also in the case of low-probability processes with
cross sections of 1 mb or less.
The probability of emissions during the pre-equilibrium stage
rises with the excitation energy, so that, e.g., in the case
of proton-induced reactions, for incident energies exceeding
50 MeV, in the majority of the reactions one gets the emission of at least one particle from the pre-equilibrium stage
(see as an example Fig. 4 ) . Such emissions lower considerably
the excitation energy of the excited nucleus which afterwards
decays through evaporation. Also if normally the average number of particles emitted during the pre-equilibrium stage is
much lower than the one of the evaporated particles, the average energy dissipated during the pre-equilibrium stage is comparable or even greater (at the highest energies) than the one
dissipated during evaporations.
To conclude this summary exposition, we would like to remark
that although at comparatively lower energies the phenomena
taking place during the equilibration are on the whole less
relevant, still certain processes can occur only because there
is a pre-equilibrium stage. Such is the case, e.g., of the emission of charged particles in reactions induced in heavy nuclei
at comparatively low excitation energies.
2. (X PARTICLE EMISSION IN NUCLEON -INDUCED PRE-EQUILIBRIUM
PROCESSES.
The detailed study of o( - emission in nucleon-induced /reactions
begins in the early fifties with activation measurements of
cross-sections of (n,ot) reactions at a neutron energy of
about 14 MeV 77) . About ten years later sufficient material
was collected to allow systematic analyses of this process. The
result of these investigations was that calculations based on
the statistical model satisfactorily reproduced the experimental cross-sections in the case of quite light nuclei (A<80),

while for heavier target nuclei the experimental cross sections
7 R1
greatly exceeded the calculated ones
'.

Theoretical analysis of backward-angle spectra on the basis of

In subsequent years several measurements of continuous spectra

The yield and energy distribution of these energetic 0('s depend

and angular distributions of K

's emitted in reactions pro-

the statistical model is in full agreement with this finding

.

little on the mass of target nucleus; their angular distribution

duced by low-energy neutrons and protons have been reported.

has a shape which is practically the same for all the emitting

The measured spectra indicated that a sizeable amount (in the

nuclei

81)

.

case of heavy nuclei the greatest amount) of the Oi 's emitted
in low-energy nuclear reactions have an energy greatly exceeding the Coulomb barrier and a structureless distribution. Their
In the framework of I C M model and Harp-Hiller-Berne master

angular distribution is also forward-peaked.
In the last few years, finally, a big amount of experimental
measurements of the yield and energy distribution of

equation approach, no attempt has been made to account for the
emission of fast alphas.

o<'s

In the framework of the other models, we mentioned, various sug-

emitted in processes induced by protons of energy exceeding

gestions have been advanced to account for their emission. A

20 MeV have been reported.

first attempt is based on the hypothesis that the Oi is formed
from among the excited nucleons during the equilibration cascade
The main features of the processes involving

O<- emission can

be summarized as follows. The shape of the inclusive ©(-spectra
clearly shows the presence of two different contributions. In
the case of a light nucleus one observes a peak at low energy

which follows the interaction of the projectile with a nucleon
of the target. To describe this process an expression for the decay rate, for

oi emission, of the same structure as the ones

which are utilised to describe nucleon emission has been proposed:

due to the evaporations from the compound nucleus; at higher
energies a structureless shoulder which has to be attributed
to a different reaction mechanism. This contribution becomes
the predominant one in the case of heavy target nuclei and not
too high bombarding energies when the evaporative contribution
is greatly reduced or, in some cases, absent.
The non-evaporative contribution is concentrated at forward
angles.
(13)

However, also at backward angles the non evaporative contribution is far from negligible; e.g., a comparison between the
C M . spectra of oC-particles emitted at a backward angle under
90 MeV proton bombardment of nuclei ranging from Al to Bi, indicates that the slope

of these spectra, corresponding to a

temperature of 2-3 MeV, is identical for all target nuclei

12

(Rdj gives the probability that the t>
'.

particles have the right

combination of protons and neutrons to form the outgoing 0( ) .

This feature clearly indicates that also at backward angles the hard-

The calculated o(- yields greatly underestimate the experimental

est part of the Oi-spectra

ones (especially at the highest Oi energies).

is not due to an evaporation process.

another expression which has been shown to reproduce successful-

In expression (14) the quantity <A)^i0 (^+£fc(>Ro<y<it

ly the experimental distribution is the following:

lized

has

been

uti

"

to evaluate the partition of the excitation energy between

<P~P<<) particles, h

holes and four excited particles clustered

into one <>C . Then - in our opinion - it has the meaning
of the density of OC-states. The same quantity, instead of
should then appear in the denominator of the emission rate
This substitution would lead to an expression like (13) which has
already proved unsatisfactory.
Now W o o (6^+Bd) represents the number of ways •pg excited particles can statistically share the energy f^+Bul
the partitions of the energy as equiprobable;

, assuming all

^

is indicated

as "the formation probability for the (X in the composite nucleus
to have the right momentum to undergo emission as an entity";
0
Q'-i

(6J + BJ)

is the single-particle density for the

oi

*

assumed to be constant or a weak function of ( ^ + o^)

'

Oil

'

The quantity in the first square bracket should give the density
of probability Tp,^ (^+&ct)

"preformed" ot-particles in target nucleus, first proposed by
L. Milazzo Colli et al.

86>

, have been reported

23

'46).

Here we will describe the calculation of ref. (46) in which -

(usually
<jn g2

Different approaches based on the assumption of the existence of

that the energy E of the composite

by improving previous treatments based on the equiprobability
assumptions -

,66,o ) t^e

ot-energy distribution is evaluated

on the basis of nucleon - ot scattering dynamics inside the nucleus.
A similar approach - referrred to as Quasi-free scattering model -

nucleus, in a (p,h) configuration, be partitioned between p^ par-

was previously considered by Blann et al.

ticles with total energy (^jj+Bcj) and (p-p«< + h) excitons with

dea underlying the two calculations and several of the assumptions

. Though the basic i-

energy U_ (to have exactly this meaning this quantity should be

introduced are the same, the two treatments differ in many aspects

multiplied by ^P-P^j ft*' ) . ffii ( e^+Byj'Rrf

and - what is more important - in their quantitative conclusions.

fa

should then

have the meaning of density of probability that the energy

E

Obviously the main difference consists in the fact that while the

of the composite nucleus in a (p,h) configuration be partitioned

approach by Blann et al.

between an c<-particle with energy (6^+Brf) within the nucleus and

the one here discussed constitutes a generalisation of the E M .

is a generalisation of the Hybrid model,

<P-Pol + h) other excitons. The last quantity within square bracket

Let us consider the case of nucleon-induced

represents the emission rate into the continuum for a n d with ener-

med that, in the interaction of the incident nucleon with the tar-

gy outside the nucleus 6^ = E " U R " B O < ( B C <

get nucleus, states of a simple configuration are excited. In most

is

tne

<* binding energy) .

This approach leads to a reasonable reproduction of the c<-spectra
in reactions induced by protons of energy 30-90 MeV. The quantity
Y- was found to be energy-independent. It varies with the mass

reactions. It is assu-

cases the configuration is of the 2p-1h type, but in a few cases
the incident nucleon may interact with a "preformed"

oi—particle

exciting 1N-1o( -1c( hole states. These initial states can decay

of target nucleus, from about unity for A~12 to less than 1O~

either by particle emission or by exciton-exciton interactions (in-

for Pi~20Q. The same approach with obvious generalisations and em-

cluding interactions involving preformed

ploying different values for the y- can be and has been applied for

the case of the excited residual system after a particle emission

the analysis of spectra of d, t, F . Despite the satisfactory agreement between experimental and calculated spectra 79) a serious

and in the case of the composite system in d more complex configu-

question can be raised against this approach.

tinues. Eventually the nucleus reaches a state of statistical equi-"

Oi-particles) . Both in

ration, the competition between the two different decay modes con-

librium which further decays by evaporation. In evaluating the va-

bability per unit time. ^ " t y * /A is the density of tf's within

rious possibilities some approximations are introduced. The most

the nucleus in terms of nuclear density.

important are the following: i) at each stage of the process, states

Since the absolute value of V»1 (E) we used in the calculation is

characterized by a configuration in which an excited OC-particle

deduced from the analysis of experimental data and is noticeably

is present are thought to represent a small minority of the total

smaller than the one evaluated on the basis of free nucleon-nucle34)

number of possible states. Then, the lifetime of the excited composite nucleus, at a given stage of the equilibration cascade,

on scattering

should be only slightly affected by their presence. In actual cal-

minator of expression (15) is an effective quantity which al-

/ we assume that the second addendum of the deno-

culations the possibility of Interactions of excited oC 's both

ready takes into account the possible presence of preformed

with nucleons and preformed OC 's is neglected;'ii) the density of

ti's and we did not introduce the factor (1 -4 (J>^) that otherwise

probability that the nucleus be in a configuration with an ot-par-

would be necessary. A similar assumption is made in writing ex-

tiole of a given energy, at each stage of the de-exciting cascade,

pression (23) (see later):

is considered to be the one evaluated on the basis of nucleon - OC
(17)

scattering dynamics inside the nucleus.
In the initial configuration, this quantity is expressed as
is the angle integral of

3

£

v

the incident

nucleon velocity in nuclear matter, P the nuclear density. The

a*

cross section ( c£Gj,(^)/<JPJ) c(r| is given by

'

(15)

where R.(E, €g)

is the A-independent probability per unit time and
(18)

unit energy that, due to the interaction with a proton (neutron)

dlf

of energy, outside the nucleus, E. = E - B (B is the nucleon bind
ing energy) a preformed Oi be excited in the energy interval 6pj.
^Ct"l"^^Ct

' ^A^-s

fc e

^

otenergy in excess of Fermi energy, which

coincides with <.€ot+&cl) of formulae (13) ,(14)).

here P £

The quantity

the incident proton momentum within the nucleus in the Lab.

and P 1 are, respectively, the final c( momentum and

system, which coincides, for sufficiently heavy nuclei with
the C M system for proton-nucleu^ scattering, v
(16)

. is the re-

lative nucleon-0< velocity. ^QM(*ii*$)/J|? is the free nucleon-^
cross section in C M system of the two colliding particles and
the k's are their nomenta in this system.

1J

is the total proton (neutron)- ft. collision probability per unii.
time. W. (E) is the total proton (neutron)-nucleon collision pro-

The quantity dn(l<2)AiP2 is the momentum distribution of the preformed oC ' s within the nucleus (normalized to one Pt) . A detailed

description of the integration technique of (18) can be found^in
ref. (46). The d S ^ d ^ /ic^/dftj

can be given in terms of 6=^jfj-TC

by

has been used. •§ <f\ = JiO" SL For € , , the ot Fermi energy, a value of
8O MeV, four times the value of the nucleon Fermi energy utilised
in nucleon-nucleon collision probability calculations, was chosen.
The integration limits in expression (16) represent the minimum

(19)

and the maximum energies of the DC after the nucleon- Ot scattering.
^ilia*

dfj

i s eas

* l y evaluated on the basis of energy conservation.

The choice of G-^raJm

being As<0 for 0<£ 0 £ ^ , zero otherwise, and Cj*O for 9> ft/2 » zero
otherwise. The parameters A, B, C, n.., n_, n, are functions of
the relative nucleon-0( energy. Their values, at a given energy,
are obtained by means of a logarithmic interpolation of values
deduced, at several energies, by a best fitting of the experimental nucleon-& scattering angular distribution.

is

somewhat arbitrary. Since an c(, within the

nucleus is constituted by four correlated fermions, each of these
after the scattering should occupy a state of energy greater than
the nucleon Fermi energy £ , . It is then to be expected (see the
considerations by Blann et al. in Ref. (23) that nucleon-otscattering processes producing oC-particles with energy slightly in excess of 6?

be strongly hindered by the Pauli principle. Since the

effect of Pauli principle should disappear with increasing the

For the momentum distribution of preformed Ot 's various expressions have been considered. The dynamics of nucleon - Ot

Oi-particle energy, we arbitrarily assumed that its effect is

scattering, due to the great mass of the Oi, hinders the trans-

negligible if the oi final energy exceeds 6^»»,

fer to the ot. particle of a great fraction of the energy at

those interactions leading to final ot - states of energy small-

disposal. Therefore it is found that in order to reproduce quan-

er than £'e(/nwH

titatively the measured yield of high energy oi.'s it is necessa-

cedure is temperated by the

ry to assume that already before the interaction the OL possesses
a sizeable amount of energy (an amount, e.g., greater than the
one foreseen by Harmonic Oscillator model, which predicts

^ / ^ . — (E)

are

, while all

suppressed. The arbitrariness of this proconsideration that

R (6)in (15) or

in (23) (see later) are, for reasonable values of

, much smaller than W. (E) or W _ (E) . In all our calcu'
ip
n-2-*n
lations it was assumed S^^y, = B^fCtf
where B^ and c^ are,
respectively, the O(.-bindlng energy and the Coulomb barrier. To

(20)
at least for reasonable values of

L

and

P ^ ) . Satisfactory re-

sults can be obtained if one utilises ad hoc Ot-momentum distri-

evaluate &(E,6^) it has been also assumed that, after the interaction, the scattered proton momentum must exceed the Fermi momentum
N
Pf. By far, and not too high incident nucleon energy, the greatest contribution

bution like a Fermi Gas model one:

to emitted et-spectra is due to the emissions

from states of the initial configuration. In ordsr to evaluate
(21)

the ot-energy distribution at the next stage of the equilibration
cascade we introduce some simplifying assumptions. Possible impro-

or

even better, an arbitrary distribution which greatly favours

vements to the procedure here described will be indicated.

Ot-momenta near in modulus to the maximum available. In the cal-

On the basis of the results of analyses of o^-particle-induced

culations described from now on a distribution like

reactions which seem to indicate that in most cases the incident

57) one hypothesizes
Oi-particle
divides
into its
constituents
in the nuclear
and if
Coulomb
field of
the struck
nucleus
that,
it

df

(22)

is not emitted, an OC does not survive. In this hypothesis, at a
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given stage of the equilibration cascade, the Oi-energy distribution is the one which results from the interaction of one already
excited nucleon with a preformed oi . If we retain the usual assumption that, at the previous (n-2) exciton stage of the equilibration
cascade, the density of states was the one corresponding to the
partition of the excitation energy in all the possible and eguiprobable ways among (p-1) excited nucleons and (h-1) nu'-leon holes (a good approximation in the case of nucleon-nucleon interact45)
ions
) and we neglect those few states in which an OC was excited and divided subsequently into its constituents, the tsi-energy
distribution in a n(=p+h) exciton configuration is given by:

bed - that the probability of oi-break-up while on its way out is
negligible.
The ot-particle excited at a given stage could also suffer a further interaction with a nucleon or a preformed oC being subsequently emitted. This effect is likely to occur in processes initiated
by nucleons of sufficiently high energy. Once the energy distribution of the excited oi.' s is known, it is an easy matter to write
the expression for the decay rate for OL emission:

(26)

(23)
where
1

(24)

The decay rates for neutron and proton emission, neglecting in
the evaluation of the state densities the few (p-1) nucleon10(-(h-1) nucleon holes-1 Oi hole states, is approximately given
bv

(25)
(27)
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and WW 2 (E) i s t n e decay rate for exciton-exciton interaction
in the (n-2) stage. € p is the proton energy in excess of Fermi
energy. It has to be explicitly noted that the assumption leading to expression (23) is a tentative one. In fact an ot- particle
excited at the j-th stage of the equilibration cascade, in a certain percentage of cases, could survive-without interacting with
other nucleons or od.- particles - for a time areater than the lifetime of the excited nucleus in the j-th configuration and could
be emitted at a next stage. Since tha energy distribution of the
Ot-particles emitted in such a ^ase Is equal to the one of the
OC s at a previous stage, the assumption introduced tends to underestimate the yield of high energy cC's; on the other hand it is
counteracted by the implicit assumption - in the approach descri-

The coefficients Kf^j Cfi"-) take into account that, both in residual and composite nucleus, a number of states can be excited
which i.s lower than tne one evaluated by counting all the possible ways of partxtionincj a given energy between p particles
and h holes (their numerical value is tabulated in ref.(65)).
The single Ot state density ejA was assumed to be constant and
equal to ( arc V\.Z^)
6 | )/h 3 ,
if & j = 4 ^ f ' 9rf = 4$ • W e assumed
6r =80 MeV and 6, =20 MeV. Also the value of all the other parameters except fl)., was fixed a priori. Their values are the onea

u t i l i s e d in the extensive c a l c u l a t i o n s
our yroup

. In Ref.

made in recent years by

(46) i t was shown that - by thi.s procedu-

re - i t was possible to reproduce s a t i s f a c t o r i l y
t e n s i t y and energy dependence of the od-spectra

the measured i n (their strong s i -

m i l a i i t y with nuoleon spectra at low incident nucleon energy,
t h e i r decreasing i n t e n s i t y at the increase or the p r o j e c t i l e

ener-

gy) for proton energies in the 20-45 MeV i n t e r v a l . A s a t i s f a c t o r y
reproduction of the spectra was achieved by usirg for a l l the considered

l u c l e i and energies

(J)^'" 0.19.

Hcwever,it has to be stressed that only the ratio

fy

/ g^ i s determined by

a best f i t of the experimental spectra; consequently the valie here quoted for
<!>({ should be modified if a different value for g^ would be chosen.
I t was also shown Vnatz a variation of the Fermi energy of preformed Of's, 6r ,
within reasonable limits ( 20^ €, < 80 MsV ) did not substantially modify the
spectnm shape. A reasonable reproduction of spectral shape could also be obtai
ned by employing a Fermi mcentum distribution for theoj's. However, in this
case a value of

ft/

g^ greater thar. the one here reported would be needed.

A typical result i s shown in Fig. 5.
The calculaticn nere described was utili-ed also in the analysis of spectra
of Ol- particles emitted in (p,ct) reactions at higher proton energy ( 72
MeV )
Fig.

. Also in this case the data were reproduced reasonably well ( see
6 ).

For the time being, the approach described has to be considered chiefly as
a method for evaluating oi-emission yields utilising a completely defined
set of parameters.

In fact, the CA-momentum distribution which was utilised

lacks a physical interpretation.

C*i the other hand i t should be eriphasized

that the calculation discussed allows to reproduce satisfactorily - at -he
sams time - the spectral shape, the angular distribution ( see next section )
and the yield of "anitted Ot 's as a function of incident nucleon energy in a
rather wide incident energy (~14<jE^»7O MeV ) and target mass range (

Al

< A^Th ) .

These agreements are a rather convincing suggestion that Ot-emission should
really be governed by the dynamics of proton ( neutron ) -Oi scattering.
An independent estimate of the density of preformedot's could be based on
the analysis of ofc-spectra in {.A, ef ) reactions.

Cieverier et al. found, at incident energies of 55 MeV, that the emitted
fit-spectrum, for nuclei with mass less than 115, presents a lew energy evapg
ration peak followed by a flat continuous spectrum extending up to the region
of low excitation energy of residual nucleus where discrete levels are sel£
ctivaly populated.
The heavier nucleus spectra do not exhibit the evaporative peak, or , at least,
i t i s Btrcngly reduced in intensity.
The continuous energy distribution of high eneigyot's, in this case, starting
from threshold, increases in absolute value with the increase of outgoing
Otenergy, reaching a maioimm at an Of-energy near to the maximum attainable.
These general trends are confirmed by the results reported by other authors
88, 89 )
A satisfactory explanation of these spectra i s s t i l l lacking.
Chevenert et a l . suggested that part of the spectrum could be attributed
to nucleon pick-up followed by break-up of outgoing ( tie or Id ) parti
92 )
cles
23 )
Blann et a l . " ' in the framework of Q F S model presented detailed calcu
lations which - especially in the case of lighter nuclei - gave a poor re
productiaiof the data.
The harder part of calculated spectrum increases - for all considered nu
clei - with the Oi-energy, peaking to a value near to the maximum kinetic
energy of outgoing ol's.
As a consequence, in the case of lighter nuclei, th€ superposition of the
evaporative component and the Q r s specLrum originates a valley - at ya
riance with experimental data.
In the case of Chevarier data, the valley occurs for Ejj'sCS "feV and there
the experimental yield is underestimated by a factor of the order of - but
sometimes greater than - two
The failure of these calculations, at least partially, could be due to the
fact that Blann ot al. considered only the possibility of interactions of
the incoming ol's with nucleons of target nucleus. Being the mass of the Ot
much greater than the nucleon mass, theot preserves most cf i t s energy.
If, on the otiier hand, the incident el could interact with preformed a£'s,
the energy distribution of outgoing ot's would peak to a smaller energy
( in the case of Chevarier data approximately 25 - 30 M2V ) .

A contribution of this kind of interactions to the o£-spectrum would certain

3. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS

ly help in reducing the discrepancy between experi-nental data and theoreti
The calculation of the angular distribution of nucleons emitted

cal predictions.
Ot-induced processes are far nore complicated than nuclecn ones, so that

during the pre-equilibrium phase can be carried out in a most

one should be cautious before stating that such a suggestion is the only

natural way within the framework of the

one which could allow to resolve the discrepancy above noted.

Model

However, we can, at least, state that the consideration of (pi,oC') spectra

results and model prevision - at not too high excitation ener-

dees not seem to afford clues against the interpretation which has been given
to the

Intranuclear Cascade

. The most comprehensive comparison between experimental

gies - has been made by Bertrand et al. (27'28'
These authors analysed the spectra of protons emitted at diffe

( nudeon - OL ) process.

rent angles in (p,p') reactions induced on nuclei ranging from
In the case of proton-induced reactions, several calculations

C to Bi by 39 and 62 MeV protons. Their conclusion was that the

r e s t on the hypothesis that the pick-up of a t r i t o n might con

theoretical predictions compare reasonably well with the mea

t r i b u t e to the highest energy portion of the oi spectra.

sured spectra for angles in the range 20°- 90°; serious discre-

L. Milazzo Colli et a l .

have noticed

(in the case of double

pancies

were noted in the very forward and the backward direc

magic nuclei where t h e i r EM calculations have failed to ac-

tion (analogous conclusions are reached by Galonsky et a l . ^ 2 '

count for the intensity and the shape of the measured spectra)

after the analysis of (p,n) spectra at 25 < E < 45 MeV). At
P =•'
(2<n

the presence of a selective population of low excited s t a t e s
in residual nuclei. According to these authors, the oC angular

very forward angles, the spectra predicted by Berxini code

distributions and the individual t r a n s i t i o n i n t e n s i t i e s are sa

show a quasi-elastic peak (which in the case of reactions indu

t i s f a c t o r i l y reproduced by calculations based on the hypothesis

ced by 62 MeV protons extends from as 50 toss 60 MeV) which is

of t r i t o n pick-up in the framework of the semi-microscopic mo-

in serious conflict with experimental results. This quasi-ela-

del of Smits. O1) ijhe hypothesis of t r i t o n pick-up i s also a t

stic peak is removed when the effects of refraction are inclu-

the basis of calculations in the framework of the multistep d^

ded. However in this case - expecially when heavy target nuclei

r e c t reaction approach by Tamura e t a l .

(3)

which reproduces

satisfactorily the energy and the angular distribution of the

are considered — the predicted cross section is too low.
This quasi-elastic peak arises in the calculation from a sin

high-energy part of the continuous (X-spectra.
Kalbach (42) too, assumes that the pick-up of a triton can

gle scattering of the incident particle in the diffuse edge of

give rise to a spectrum that is continuous and structureless,

cally. <20>

whose intensity per MeV should be essentially proportional to

the nucleus; refraction diminishes this class of events dramatL
At backward

angles the predicted cross section was by far

the density of 3 hole states of the residual nucleus.

too low but it was shown that the predictions were greatly im-

She suggests that the pick-up mechanism could effectively supply

proved by allowing proton scattering from nucleon pairs - more

the predominant contribution to the DC-spectrum in the highest

generally clusters - within the model nucleus.

energy region.
Her approach is, for the time being, founded on quite arbi-

It has, however, to be noticed that also neutron spectra in (p,
n) reactions are greatly underestimated at backward angles ' 9 2 '

trary assumptions with no attempt at theoretical justification,

and in this case it does not seem that the previous effect could

so that it is difficult to form an opinion on its reliability.

eliminate the discrepancy.

The conclusions were quite distressing: because of the effect
of solid angle, comparisons between calculated and experimental
angle-integrated energy spectra could give a misleading impression of the overall validity of the considered model, also if mar

since each collision contributes to the loss of correlation with
the incident direction, irrespective whether the exciton number
41)

has been changed after the collision or not.

It is further assumed that the decay rate corresponding to
the transition from states of the class (n,S2) to states of

ked discrepancies between predictions and experimental results
exist.

the class (m,S2 ') can be factorized in the product of the usual

It has to be honestly admitted that the same conclusion could

decay rate to transit from an n to an m exciton configuration

often apply to other phenoiwuological models we consider in this

(adopting for this rate the William 1 s expression,

report.

quantity supposed to depend only on the angle between the di-

) toy a

rection of fast particle before and after the transition:
As regards the EM, the first attempt to reproduce not only the
energy but also the angular distribution of the emitted fast

(29)

particles is due to Weidenmu'ller et al. ( 5 9 ) Their theory has
41)
been improved by Akkermans et al.
in a recent article. The

G(ff,fi') is independent of the classes m, n considered and is

procedure of Weidenmuller et al. has been extended to the Hybrid
93)
model by Mantzouranis.
In this theory the hypothesis is made that the configurations

expressed by means of the free differential nucleon - nucleon
cross - section 6S/dSt

A.Q.

of the nucleus, during the de-excitation, can be characterized
both by the number n of excited particles and holes and by the

(30)

dfr is nearly isotropic in CM system of colliding parBecause g=,

direction £2 that a fast particle (either the incident one re-

ticles, at not too high incident energies, it is assumed that:

taining most of its energy or a struck one gaining a sizeable

l<5 _ if?
J.Q,
•UB

energy) has with respect to the incident direction. Then, the
states of the excited nucleus are grouped into classes labelled
by (n,S5 ) .

•(£'-»£)

(Herefrom the n o t a t i o n Q , Q ' refers to directions in

(31)

where » , „ is the angle in LAB system - and (£(/ is the Heavlside

the projectile - target CM system).
The occupation probability of class (n,Q) at time t, P(n,5c,t)

function.
Using relations (29) and (30), equation (28) reads:

is evaluated by means of a generalized master equation

(32)

(28)
Carrying out a solid angle integration the terms A n = 0 cancel
and the usual master equation (7) which holds when no account
It has to be explicitly noted that transitions with ^ n = 0 have

is taken of the direction of the fast particle is obtained.

to be included in (28) in contrast to the case of equation (7j

Equation (32) has been solved by Weidenmuller et al. by nume-

rical methods; Akkermans et al.

have shown how it can be re-

duced to a form similar to equation (7) of which/ moreover, an
analytical solution is presented.
where

To do that, one expands P (n,O,t) into a Legendre polynomial series

(38)
(33)
Also

C (n,S2)

can be expanded into a Legendre polynomial series

and one demonstrates that the integral operator occurring in (32)
can be diagonalized according to
(34)

Akkermans et al. have been able to present an explicit expression

for L (n):
The eigenvalues

Mo

are given (in the approximation of an infi-

nitely heavy nucleus) by:

A
0

1=0
(I oil, 1*4)

Making use of relations

(35)

where

(33), (34) and of the orthogonality of

the Legendre polynomials equation (32) reduces to
The first product within parenthesis in equation (40) represents
a depletion factor (it must be replaced by unity if n = n Q ).The
second term within parenthesis keeps track of the many possible
paths to reach

28

the n - th exclton state, due to the inclusion

We are thus led to a set of linear differential equations, one

of both n—> n and n — » n - 2 transitions .

for each * , whose form is identical to the one of equation (7).

A much more detailed discussion of the procedure can be found

The double-differential cross section corresponding to a process

in the original papers by Akkermans et al.

b + T—> \? + R is given by:

To solve equations (32) or (36), the initial condition is given

and cannot be justified on the basis of calculations relying

as

upon the nucleon - nucleon scattering inside the nucleus.
Of these, one of the most criticizable is assumption (29). It
leads to the quite unphysical consequence (see expression (37))
that, according to this theory, the angular distribution of
the

particles emitted from states of a given class turns out

to be independent of their energy, while one would expect that the
more energetic a particle is, the more it should retain the me
mory of the direction of the incident particle. In itself the
The higher order contributions to expansion (39) fastly decrea

concept of fast particle - expecially at not toohigh energies

se with respect to the isotropic part even foi- low n, so that

of outgoing particles and not toolow n - is a quite drastic

in most of the cases it will be sufficient to consider only a

schematism.

few Legendre polynomials.

Moreover,effects that are relevant expecially when the energies

The above described theory has been applied in the analysis
of (p,n) and (n,n') reactions. It has been found that in several instances

a reasonably good agreement is obtained at for-

ward angles but

the angular distribution is underpredicted at
41)
the backward angles. Akkermans et al.
found, analysing the
angular distributions

of neutrons emitted in (n,n') reactions

measured by Hermsdorf et al.

10) on nuclei ranging from Be to

involved are not very high, like the refraction of the wave as
sociated to the incident and to the emitted particle, when it
enters and leaves the nucleus,or the Fermi motion of the struck
nucleon, are neglected.
It has also been suggested that the angular distribution of
particles emitted in (p,p'), (p,n), (p,«) -reactions could be

Bi at E n = 14.6 MeV, that a much more satisfactory fit to expe

evaluated by utilising closed-form expressions like (11) and

rimental results could be obtained by multiplying the theoreti-

by substituting - in the expression of the decay rate for par_

cal coefficients for t = 1 and t = 2 Legendre polynomials by,

ticle emission (see expression (4)) - the product of the num-

respectively, 0.87 and 1.74.Though this result can prove to be

ber of particles of type •) times the density of probability

useful in calculations for practical purposes like fusion reac_

that a particle of a given configuration has a given momentum

tor design, no theoretical justification for it has been sugge

(i.e. a given energy and direction of motion). P i

sted.

for the quantity P , ( € f + B y ) previously defined ,

The theory has been also applied in the analysis of (0f>p)
reactions

"'

though, in this

case, further assumptions have

(6^t- B^ ijj^) ,

Restricting ourselves to nucleon and o(-particle emission and
assuming that the 0( pre-exists in target nucleus, P i

(£^ + &^,

fti.^ ) can be evaluated starting from nucleon - nucleon or nu

to be introduced.

cleon -d

interactions inside the nucleus. ( 4 5 ' 6 2 < 8 D

A generalisation to the case of (p, complex particle) reactions
has been discussed by Machner.

'

The assumptions on which the whole treatment is based are

In practice the calculation of p ,

( 6-7+8^52,;) is feasible

for states of the initial configuration but becomes immediate-

attractive on account of their simplicity, however it 'has to

ly complicated as soon as subsequent

be remarked that some of them are not devoid of arbitrariness

dered, unless the approximation of the fast particle is adopted. <*t

configurations are cons^

Therefore we will limit ourselves to the case of emissions
from the first configuration and thus to the angular distribution of the highest energy particles.

Incoming particles;
a) neutrons
The refracted particles are always in the plane defined by the

Let us consider explicitly the case of (nucleon,0() reactions
in order to utilise some formulae already discussed (the result
concerning (nucleon, nucleon) reactions is obtained

by a straight

forward modification of the formulae here considered).
In this case, if Q.^ is the direction of the struck 0<-particle

incident direction and the centre of the nucleus (see fig. 7 a ) .
Due to axial symmetry one needs only to consider what occurs in
a given plane.
The angle 0 becween the direction of the refracted and incident
particle is given by

after collision, with respect to the direction of the nucleon be
fore the collision.
Assuming that the tangential component of the particle momen

<u,.t?s;

turn is unchanged-as the particle enters the nucleus - the relation holds

4

being E^ the incident particle energy and n the refraction index;

11 h

i is related to the impact parameter Cj by the relation

and

(50)
(hi)
where R is the nuclear radius.
By means of (48), (49),(50)

it is then possible to establish

a relation connecting a to 8 :
If the incident and outgoing particle energies are not too high

(54)

i6/eL6ciSi , as given by (47), is not directly comparable to the
experimental cross section due to refraction effects.
These effects which always lead to a smoothing of the angular distributions evaluated according

(47) can be computed in a

classical way assuming that the target nucleus - assumed as in
finitely heavy - acts on the incoming or outgoing particle as a
<95)
potential well of depth V

Now the probability P R (0) that the incident neutron be refracted
at an angle Q is easily calculated

|9)= ±. J_ A

(53)

Then

?r

2

f? i& d e

(58)

Vv

and using relation (51) one obtains

being P. a n d lithe tangential component of the particle momentum

(fa)
of the refracted particle momentum.
Due to angular momentum conservation:
b) Charged particles
In this case (see fig. 7b)

(55)
The trajectory of the incident particle is a branch of hy_
perbola - being the particle - nucleus force a repulsive Cou
lomb force - and the equations of an hyperbola in polar coor-

where P

is the incident particle momentum at infinite distance.

,(*)

(60)

?f *

dinates - if the origin is in the focus (the center of the nu
cleus) and Tp is the angle between the polar vector P and the
incidence direction (one asymptote of the hyperbola) - is gi-

where C is the Coulomb barrier. Using

(59) and (60) , (58) can

be written

ven by

P=

—. r

^6)

being A = WC 4 /K ; C = )[t(<rt)ti/w. ={&tm E| Cj//m. ; K=ZZ T 6

; m

the

mass of the projectile; Z and Z_ the projectile and target nu
cleus charge in terms of elementary charge e ; 6 i s the eccent r i c i t y ^ $mcH\TWT/k)
Then If = arc cos XD<!fr

and y-= (tftc COS f / e )

incident energy E. is known - relates the deflection angle 9
to the impact parameter q.
The maximum value of the impact parameter O ^

.

i s one of the two solutions of the equa-

tion which i s obtained from

By means of relations (57) and (61) , relation (55) - once the

(56) putting ^ = R , the nuclear radius,:

is the one

corresponding to a grazing trajectory.
Then

(5?)
Also in this case w e assume that the tangential component of
the particle momentum is conserved.

23

It can be shown that - depending on the value of the various
can assume positive and negative values and a same value of

165
H o (p,oO
Dy at proton energies varying
= 14.1 MeV and
26 to ^ 44 MeV are compared to the theoretical prediction.
from
The same parameters and the same momentum distribution for the

E

parameters entering (55) - while q varies from 0 to q M a x * 9
&

can correspond to two different values of q. Due to axial simmetry we are simply interested in the modulus of d.

preformed <X. particles which have been utilised in calculations
discussed in the previous Section have been used.

Now

The agreement is satisfactory. Equally satisfactory agreement

(63)
SIM©

between experimental data and theoretical predictions has been
obtained in the analysis of (p,«) reactions at E p as 70 MeV. 81)
These results add our confidence in the substantial correctness
of the hypothesis that the emittedtf'swere preformed in the nu-

where q. are the different values of the impact parameter leading to the same 0 or to the same modulus of 0 . P R (8) is -in
this case- computed numerically by mea""1 of relations (55),
(57), (61).

cleus, and in the theoretical calculation described in previous
Section.
In fact, it has to be noted that,in all the considered cases,the
modulus of the incident nucleon momentum inside the nucleus was
considerably

Outgoing particles.

smaller than the one of the struck Di. (from 3 to 2

times smaller).

To evaluate the refraction of particles leaving the nucleus, one
has to note that - dus to the reversibility of the optical path-

Though one can qualitatively understand that the fact that the
oi-particle cannot lose energy in the

collision and the increase

the probability that the direction of a particle be changed by

of (nucleon -ot) cross section at the lowering of relative nu-

an angle 9 approaching and entering the nucleus is equal to the

cleon

one that the direction of the same particle be changed by the

the same direction of motion, and thus the emission of oi's in the

-ot energy favours the interaction of nucleons and <u' s having

same angle when it reverses its path, i.e., leaves the nucleus

forward direction, the quality of the agreement between experiment-

and gets away.

al data and theoretical predictions is gratifying.

For this reason the formulae already discussed apply.

Examples of comparison of experimental data and theoretical re-

The calculation is,however,more time consuming because the par

sults in the case of (p,p') reactions can be found in ref. (62).

t i d e s leaving the nucleus have a broad energy distribution in

It has been noted that also in this case the calculation underesti-

stead of a fixed energy.

mates the emission at backward angles. It has been suggested that

Finally, double differential cross section of oi particles emitted

an increased emission at these angles could be obtained by allow-

in the (nucleon,ot) process is given by

ing for the reflection of the outgoing particle at the nuclear
boundary.
We have not discussed calculations of angular distributions in preequilibrium processes based (i) on the non-equilibrium statistical

In figs (8) and (9) the experimental angular distributions
24

of ot-particles emitted in the reactions

149

Sm (n,«)

46

Nd at

operator formalism of Zubarev and (ii) the use of state densities
which depend on the total linear momentum of the exciton gas, re-

cently reported by Madler et al. 98)

These calculations presuma-

bly will be discussed by Prof. Seeliger in his lectures.

contribution, was greatly underestimated (often by a factor of
two) .
These authors found that the energy distribution of neutrons e
mitted during the pre-equilibrium phase (whose energy integra-

4. ANALYSIS OF PRE-EQUILIBRIuM PROCESSES IN NEUTRON-INDUCED
REACTIONS.

ted cross section was found to vary with A according to the law
(3^ n ,

%

(130 ± 30)A 1 / 3 mb) was satisfactorily reproduced in shape

and absolute value by a calculation based on a simplified verWe will briefly summarize the main conclusions reached in the
analysis of fast neutron-induced reactions. No attempt will be

sion of equation 111).
The analysis of the highest energy tail of neutron spectra gave

made to present an exhaustive survey, and several papers published

for the square of the two-body residual interaction matrix ele-

on the subject will not be cited.

ment, |M| 2 , the value (537 ± 60 MeV 3 ) A ~ 3 E ~ 1 .

On the other hand we believe that the most significant conclusions will be reported.
Values of |M|

These data have been recently re-analysed by Akkermans et al.,
who utilised the more approximate theory we discussed in Sec-

deduced by various authors will be compared.

tion 3. These authors obtained a good reproduction of integra-

In order to reduce as much as possible differences in absolute

ted spectra using for |M| the noticeably smaller value (181

values of this quantity due to a different choice of the single

MeV 3 ) A" 3 E ~ 1 .

particle level density, g, all the values we quote correspond - if
it is not otherwise stated - to g

13.16 MeV

-1

It is not easy to understand - from a quantitative point of
view - the reason for such a marked discrepancy which cannot be
entirely due to the approximations on which the Hermsdorf treajt

(n,n') reactions.

ment is based (these authors assumed that the main contribution

Time-of-flight measurements of (n,n') reaction cross sections

to high-energy tail of the spectrum is due to emission from sta

have been reported by several Labs. As an example, we quote the

tes of the initial n = 3 configuration and neglected "3^.3 and

results by Dresden group, which measured the differential inela

w,^.. decay rates in comparison to w , ^ and w c ) .

stic scattering cross sections for 14.6 MeV neutrons on more

Akkermans

than thirty elements ranging from Be to Bi

with notably less satisfactory results (for a discussion of

.

Extensive analysis of these data have been later reported by
Hermsdorf et al.

40

'

and Akkermans et al.

their results we refer to Section 3 ) .

41)

The analysis of these data indicates that, at energies exceeding
« 6 MeV, the secondary neutron spectrum is

et al. analysed also double-differential spectra

fed

(n,p) reactions.
Accurate determinations of cross sections of (n,p) reactions

almost comple-

tely by pre-equilibrium emissions.

at « 14 MeV are of great importance in fusion reactor technolo-

The influence of pre-equilibrium emissions is not negligible

gy studies. Data prior 1969 have been collected by Csikai et

also at lower energies. Hermsdorf et al. showed that the level den-

3l-

sity parameter a obtained from the analysis of neutron spectra

been reported (see refs.

1 from that time on several other measurements have

in a narrow excitation energy lange centered around ** 10.5 MeV

In the case of A > 100 target nuclei, the (n,p) cross sections

(e <« 3.6 - 4.6 MeV), without subtraction of the pre-equilibrium

cannot be accounted for by calculations based on the statisti-

(39), (100)

and references therein).
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^

tistical partition of the excitation energy among the neutron,

at the lncrea

the oC and the c^-hole assuming as equiprobable all the possi-

cal model. The calculated cross sections are smaller than
rimental ones by a factor varying from 10 to 10

ble states.

se of target nucleus mass. 101)
A comprehensive analysis, in the framework of Exciton Model,
of data existing in literature up to 1972 has been pubblished
by Braga Marcazzan et al.

-a g \

who utilised an approximate ver

sion of relation (11) (the depletion factor was taken to be equal to unity, w " was neglected in comparison to w

Recently, as discussed in Section 2, detailed calculations
of oi-energy distributions resulting from the dynamics of nucleon -o£ scattering inside the nucleus have been reported.
Analyses of (p,CO reactions - at energies varying from * 20 to
70 MeV - based on the mentioned approach have been pubblished,

for

the expression calculated using the first-order perturbation

but, at our knowledge, this theory has not been extensively ap_

theory expression was utilised).

plied in the analysis of (n,o0 reactions. Nevertheless the few

These authors were able to reproduce the data with an accura
cy comparable to the experimental one (cross section measured
in two or more different experiments often differed by a factor
of two or even more) using for the square of the matrix element
2

3

for residual two-body interactions the value | M | * (485 MeV )
— 3 —1
A
E
in a notable accord with the value found by Hermsdorf
et al.

comparisons made up to now between experimental data and calculations based on this approach show a remarkable accord.
To give an example, in fig.(10) the experimental energy distri
bution of ct's emitted in the reaction

Sm (n,o()

Nd at E n i

14.1 MeV is compared to the one calculated according to the theory discussed in detail in Section 2; the comparison between experimental and calculated angular distributions has been already

in their analysis of (n,n') reactions.

Since 1972 a number of new results, characterized by a grea
ter accuracy, have appeared. A new evaluation utilising these

shown in fig.(8).
Comparison between (n,0£) spectra and calculations based on
the Quasi Free Scattering model have been published by Giowacka

new data would be worthwhile.

et al.

103)

A detailed analysis of the existing (n.K) data using such

(n,0Q reactions.

improved calculations in order to deduce the best fit parameAs in the case of (n,p) reactions, the statistical model predic
tions of the cross sections of (n,K) reactions induced

ters could be useful.

by •>. 14

KeV neutrons on heavy nuclei are an order of magnitude, or mo
(n,xnyp) reactions.

re, smaller than the experimental ones.
In addition the predicted energy distribution of emitted K's
is too soft, at variance with the experimental results
Analyses by L. Milazzo Colli et al.
Giowacka et al.

'"^i

s how

101)

, Caplar et al..

that the exciton model allows one

to reproduce satisfactorily the measured o( particle energy di-

A great number of experimental results concerning

(n,xn)

reactions have been recently published (see au an example refs.
(13), (104)-(106)) .
Cindro and Holub

107)

and K. Seidel et a l . 1 0 8 '

by analysing

the angle and energy.integrated cross sections of (n,2n) reac-

stribution if one assumes that an 0( preformed in target nu-

tions at En * 14-15 MeV have shown that the calculated cross

cleus has been knocked on by the incident neutron. In these

sections are systematically higher than the experimental ones.

calculations the further assumption is introduced that the e-

Cindro et al. have carefully investigated the influence of the

nergy distribution of the (X is the one resulting from the sta

level density parameter and neutron

cross sections on the cal

dilations and analysed (n,2n) cross sections for about 80 nuclei ranging from A = 45 to 209 at neutron energies which sati
sfy the condition Efi + Q n
= (6 ± 1) MeV (En -v 14-15 MeV),
using a single set of input parameters.
The calculated cross sections were found - on the average = 1 0 % greater than the measured ones.
This discrepancy was removed taking into account the possibil^
ty that the first neutron is emitted in a pre-equilibrium process. If this happens, the first neutron spectrum becomes harder and the probability of
further neutron emissions decreases.
Recently Holub and Cindro
' analysed the excitation functions
of (n,2n) and (n,3n) reactions at neutron energies varying from
•v 4 to 24 MeV on 12 nuclei ranging from A = 45 to 209, using the
Exciton Model.
They used for the w 3 + 5 decay rate the first order perturbation theory expression and found (employing £or the single pa£
tide level density parameter the values suggested by Gilbert
109)
(700 MeV33 ).
and Cameron
) |M|2

Calculations of the same kind
predict cross sections for
the (n, n p) + (n, p n) reaction greater than the ones estimated on the basis of the statistical model.
In fact during the pre-equilibrium stage the proton emission
competes much more favorably with neutron emission than during
the evaporation stage, thus increasing the probability of occur
rence of (n, n p) + (n, p n) reactions.
It has to be explicitly noted that second chance pre-equil^
brium emissions give a noticeable contribution to the cross sec
tions of these reactions.
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TABLE I
Decay Rates, Wn . n . 2 ( E >

E
(MeV)

W

3.5

W

5.7

W

f o r Exciton-Exciton Interactions U t i l i s e d j.n Present work
(The U n i t o f the Decay Rates i s 10^'sec - i )

7.9

-11.1,

"13.,,

W

15-17

w

W

17*19

19.21

"21.23

3

0.022

0.018

0.012

0.010

0.008

0.006

0.005

0 .004

0.003

5

0.054

0.040

0.034

0.O27

0.022

0.019

0 .016

0.O14

0.011

10

O.17

0.13

0.11

0.031
0.092

0.080

0.072

0.061

o .052

0.044

0.038

15

0.34

0.26

0.22

0.19

0.16

0.15

0.13

0 .12

0.11

0.10

20

0.55

0.43

0.35

0.30

0.27

0.24

0.22

0 .21

0.20

0.19

0.002

25

0.74

0.63

0.52

0.45

0.39

0.35

0.32

0 .30

0.29

0.28

30

0.91

O.84

0.71

0.61

O.54

0.48

O.43

o. 4 1

O.39

0.38

35

1.04

1.03

0.91

0.79

0.70

0.63

0.56

0 .52

0.50

0.48

40

1 .17

1.22

1. 1 2

0.99

0.88

0.79

0.71

0 .66

0.62

0.59

45

1.26

1 .37

1. 3 1

1.19

1.07

0.96

0.88

0 .81

0.75

0.71

50

1.35

1.54

1. 5 1

1 .40

1.27

1.15

1 .06

o.97

0.90

0.85

55

1.65

1.67

1.58

1.46

1.34

1.26

1 .15

1 .07

1 .00

60

1.41
1 .48

1.80

1 .86

1.79

1.67

1 .55

1 .48

1 .35

1.25

1.17

65

1.52

1 .87

1.99

1.96

1.86

1.74

1.70

1 .56

1 .44

1.35

70

1.53

2.00

2.16

2.16

2.07

1 .95

1.93

1.78

1 .65

1 .54

75

1 .60

2.05

2.26

2.30

2.14

2.15

2 .01

1.86

1 .74

80

1.65

2.16

2.41

2.49

2.24
2.45

2.35

2.38

2 .23

2.09

1 .95

85

1.66

2.20

2.49

2.60

2.59

2.52

2.59

2 .46

2.31

2.17

90

1.70

2.29

2.63

2.77

2.79

2.73

2.80

2 .68

2.54

2.39

95

1.71

2.31

2.68

2.86

2.91

2.88

3.00

2 .90

2.76

2.62

100

1.74

2.40

2.81

3.03

3.10

3.09

3.19

3 .11

2.98

2.84

31

TABLE II
Figure Captions
Cross sections for proton-induced spallation of Cu at 200 MeV.
The theoretical predictions are based on the Los Alamos version
of VEGAS code (from ref.76).

Fig. 1. Experimental excitation functions for (p, 2pxn) reac
tions on Ni and predictions of the Hybrid model (from
ref. 7 5 ) .

EXP. YIELD
(mb)

TH. YIELD
(mb)

62 Zn

2.4 + 1.1

3.0 + 0.9

61 Cu

25.0 + 3.0

34.0 + 3.1

57 Ni

1.7 + 0.2

5.44+ 1.23

2.0 + 0.2

6.4 + 1.4

RESIDUAL NUCLEUS

Fig. 2. Experimental excitation functions for (p,3pxn) reactions on Th (black dots with error bars) and predic-

55 Co
56 Co

12.4 + 1.3

21.7 + 2.5

57 Co

37.5 + 4.0

37.3 + 3.I

58 Co

44.6 + 5.0

28.5 + 2.8

tions of the Exciton model (open points and line
through them). (from ref. 67)
Fig. 3. Yield of isotopes produced after TC~ absorption in
'Co. Black dots are the experimental values,
the histograms the results of Exciton Model calcula^
tions (the expected uncertainty in theoretical estiL

61 Co

2.8 + 0.9

mate is indicated).
Fig. 4. Calculated pre-equilibrium emission fraction - ratio
between the cumulative cross section of processes in

52 Fe

0.1 + 0.02

0.5 + 0.37

which at least one particle is emitted during the pre-

59 Fe

1 .3 + 0.13

1.43+ 0.66

equiltbrium stage and the reaction cross section-for

52 Mn

5. 56+ 0.6

12.3 + 2.0

the composite nucleus obtained in proton bombardament
of

54 Mn

17.4 + 1.8

16.4 + 2.1

56 Mn

2.3 + 0.3

3.7 + 1.0

48 Cr

0.07+ 0.01

0.03+ 0.09

49 Cr

0.74+ 0.08

1.65+ 0.7 5

V. Dashed, dot-and-dash and solid curves represent

proton, neutron and total emission fractions, respecti
vely. (from ref. 2 1 ) .
Fig. 5. Comparison between the measured (black points and trian

51 Cr

32

12.2 + 1 . 3

14.7 + 1.0

48 V

2.4 + 0.3

2.8 + 0.9

44 Sc

0.33+ 0.04

0.25+ 0.26

46 Sc

0.61+ 0.07

0.06+ 0.13

47 Sc

0.36+ 0.04

0.03+ 0.09

gles) and calculated

(histograms) spectra of ONparticles
118
Sn (p,ctf...) reaction at dif_
(46)
ferent proton energies.

emitted in the reaction

Fig. 6. Comparison between the measured and calculated (thin
histograms) spectra of OC-particles emitted in the rea£
tion

Al (p,£*....) at different proton energies.

Fig. 7. Trajectories full lines o* a) a 20 MeV neutron striking
a

Ho nucleus with impact parameter q = 4.14 fm,

b) a 20 MeV proton striking a

Ho nucleus with an

impact parameter q = 2 fin.

Pig. 8. Comparison between the experimental

(96)

(blackcircles

(full line) an-

with error bars) and calculated

gular distributions of (X.-particles emitted in the reac149
146
Nd at En = 14.1 MeV
tion
Sm (n,OC
)

Fig, 9 Comparison between the experimental (blackcircles with
(97)
error bars)
'and calculated (full lines) angular di
stributions ofoi-particles emitted in the reaction
Ho (p,(X ....) at different proton energies. Each angular distribution corresponds to <X-particles with energy
in the interval A E ^ .
Fig.10 Comparison between the experimental

(96) (blackcircles

with error bars) and calculated (histogram) spectra
Ot-particles emitted in the reaction

of

Sm (n,ot) at E

14.1 MeV.
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATIONS OF MULTI-STEP
HAUSER-FESHBACH/PRE-EQUILIBRIUM MODEL THEORY
C.Y. FU
Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
United States of America

ABSTRACT
A recently developed model that combines compound
and precompound reactions with conservation of angular
momentum is discussed. This model allows a consistent
description of intermediate excitations from which
tertiary reaction cross sections can be calculated for
transitions to the continuum as well as to the discrete
residual levels with known spins and parities. Predicted neutron, proton, and alpha-particle production
cross sections and emission spectra from 14-MeV neutroninduced reactions are compared favorably with angleintegrated experimental data for 12 nuclides. The model
1s further developed to include angular distributions of
outgoing particles. The random phase approximation used
for the compound stage is partially removed for the precompound stages, allowing off-diagonal terms of the
collision matrix to produce both odd and even terms in
the Legendre polynomial expansion for the angular distribution. Calculated
double-differential cross sections
for the 14.6-HeV 23Na(n,n'x) reaction are compared with
experimental data.

of angular momentum in the precompound stages in a manner consistent with the Hauser-Feshbach model used for the compound stage.
We have recently developed a model [4] that treats compound
and precompound reactions consistently with conservation of angular momentum. The main features of this development are summarized in Section II.
The fact that angular momentum is conserved in both the precompound stages and the compound stage of our calculation provides
the possibility of calculating angular distributions of outgoing
particles. Progress in this respect is reported in Section III.
Our aim is to develop a model code, with ever-improving physics content, that can be used to calculate a large variety of
nuclear cross sections over a wide energy range. Much work needs
to be done, but Irs the meantime many uses of the code have been
made. Some examples of applications are briefly discussed in
Section IV.
II.

THE CONSISTENT COMPOUND AND PRECOHFOUND MODEL
WITH CONSERVATION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM

Detailed d e r i v a t i o n o f the model w i l l be published e l s e where [ 4 ] . Here we present the f i n a l formula and summarize i t s
essential f e a t u r e s . The cross-section formula f o r outgoing p a r t i c l e o f type b and energy E i s given by

ob(E,E)d£

* X2 7
UTT

Development of fusion energy technology calls for substantial
improvement in the knowledge of neutron cross sections in the
energy range from a fe-j HeV to about 40 HeV [1], In this energy
range, the multi-step Hauser-Feshbach model with precompound
effects is the most versatile and is considered an indispensible
theoretical tool for cross-section evaluations [2]. In analyzing
cross sections such as hydrogen and helium production from 14-MeV
neutron-induced reactions, we showed [3] that spin and parity
effects are more important in the second step (tertiary reaction)
of the calculation than in the first step, requiring conservation

fes i r *.• v<^>> "•)

Db(p,E) p b (p-l,h,l.u-) + C(E)

Ob(I,E,U)

U1)

(1b)

with
Db(p,E) = / T Pb(p,h,t)dt/u)(p,h,E)
C(E)
T
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where

P b (I.U') =>

(lc)

P(p,h,t)dt/u)(p,h,E)

(Id)

P b (p-l,h,I,U')

(le)

.

Equation (la) has a form much like the Hauser-Feshbach formula
except the quantity nD(I,E,U) defined in Eq. (lb). E is the excitation energy of the composite nucleus. The quantity I [summed
implicitly in Eq. (la)] is the spin of a group of residual levels
at excitation energy U. The effective excitation energy U1 is
related to U by U' = U - UR n where Up h accounts for the pairing
effects. The righthand sidl of Eq. (i£) contains two terms, the
f i r s t corresponds to the pracompound component and the second the
compound. Occupation probabilities Ph and P for the particle-hole
pairs, (p,h), at time t are obtained from a set of new master
equations which ensures consistency between the precompound and
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the compound stages of the calculation. The equilibration time T
is the time when all allowed states are equally populated. The
level density pb(p-l,h,I,U) and the state density ub(p-l,h,I,U)
are related by uib(p-l,h,I,U) = (21+1) p b (p-l,h,I,U).
The following features of Eq. (1) may be noteworthy.
1. Equation (1) reduces to the Hauser-Feshbach formula if
instantaneous equilibration is assumed.
2. The occupation probabilities, P b , for the precompound
stages depend on the relative distribution of neutrons, protons,
and alpha-particles in the excitons. This dependence is particularly strong for t « T when the incident particle contributes
predominantly to the particle-type distribution. On the other
hand, there is no such dependence in the occupation probability,
P, for the compound stage.
3. The spin dependences in u, P., and P are assumed to be
similar and therefore cancel in their ratios in Eqs. (1c) and
(Id), allowing the use of spin-independent master equations for
solving P b and P. This assumption needs to be examined, but we do
not expect it to cause a serious problem for nucleon-induced
reactions above a few MeV.
4. The level density used for the compound stage of the calculation is obtained from summing those used for the precompound
stages, removing a large source of uncertainty in defining the
ratios of the precompound to compound cross sections often found
in the literature.
5. Because (p,h) states have fewer high-spin stages than
(p+1,h+l) states, conserving angular momentum in the precompound
calculation results in spin populations different from those of
the compound calculation, changing calculated cross sections
accordingly.
Calculations of neutron, proton, and alpha-particle production spectra for 14.6-MeV neutrons incident on thirteen isotopes
have been compared
with experimental data [4]. Our calculated
results for56 Fe are compared in Fig. 1 with the (n,xn) spectrum
measured by Hermsdorf et at. [5] and the (r,,xp) and (n,m) spectra
measured by Grimes et at. [6]. The histograms in the calculated
(n,xn) spectrum in Fig. 1 represent DWBA calculations for some
discrete levels [7], These cross sections correspond to rotational
and vibrational excitations which are very weakly taken into
account by the compound and precompound calculations. The dashed
curves in Fig. 1 include calculated results from the binary step
only. Twelve other comparisons similar to that shown in Fig. 1
can be found in reference 4.

We know that an incident particle enters a nucleus as a
single particle. After initiating a certain number of collisions,
creating h holes, the incident particle as well as any excited
particles will have lost all traces of the incoming singleparticle coherent motion and the random phase approximation becomes valid. On the other extreme, if an incident particle traverses the nucleus without suffering a collision, fully correlated
phases for any connected pairs of the collision matrix elements
should be assumed instead.
Knowing the two extremes at h = 0 and h = h, we may be able
to guess what happens in between by examining some experimental
data. This is done in two steps. First we derive a formula for
differential cross sections that assumes random phases for the
compound stage but fully correlated phases for the precompound
stages. Then a weighting function that depends on the number of
collisions is used to require the formula to satisfy the two
extreme cases. We obtain the following:
da _
PL(cos 9)
(2a)
dfi "
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B
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III. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS
The use of Eq. (1) in our multi-step Hauser-Feshbach code for
the calculation of angular distributions yields front-back symmetry
in the center-of-mass coordinates. This is of course incorrect
because the random phase approximation used for the compound stage
is invalid for the precompound stages.

J

a

sa\s TsVb bb

L
L

s

(2c)

where
Y(h) =

( ^
R

(2d)

Here the Z's are the Z coeffients defined by Biedenharn, Blatt,
and Rose [8]. The phase correction due to Huby [9] corrects an
error in the derivation given by Blatt and Biedenharn [10]. The
collision matrix elements in the formula given by Blatt and
Biedenharn [10] have been replaced by transmission coefficients in
the manner described by Satchler [11]. The first term in Eq. (2a)
produces even Legendre coefficients L = 0, 2, 4,
The second
term gives L = 1, 2, 3, 4, ... and is present for h < fi and t < T.
For h >_ B and t :> T, the random phase approximation is valid and
the second term approaches zero. This is achieved by using the
weighting function Y(h) which we tentatively assume to take the
form of Eq. (2d).
Calculated results using Eq. (2) for the 14.6-HeV 23 Na(n,n'x)
are compared in Fig. 2 with the data of Hermsdorf et al. [5]. For
this calculation, h was taken to be the most probable hole
number
in the excitsd composite nucleus and is equal to 2.7 for 21|Na.
This number of course increases with increasing excitation energy
and increasing mass number of the composite nucleus. The parameter y was determined to be 2.0 from fitting the data but can probably be derived from a theoretical model. From Fig. 2 it is clear
that the model did what we wanted it to do - a forward peaking
that increases with increasing outgoing particle energy and a
backward peaking that exhibits angular momentum effects. Such
backward peaking cannot be obtained from calculations that ignore
angular momentum effects.
Extensive tests of the model are planned. Refinements of the
model are anticipated.

We have started to redo some of our evaluations for ENDF/B-V
that were made without the aid of an advanced nuciaar model code.
An example is given here for the reevaluation of neutron and
gamma-ray-production cross sections for calcium from 8 to 20 MeV
[13]. The original evaluation [14] made extensive use of a multistep Hauser-Feshbach code that had no precompound effects. For
this reasons the neutron emission spectrum shown in the review
[12] is typical of a pure compound component. We have made new
calculations using our present model for all reaction cross sections of """Ca from 8 to 20 MeV. The same parameters as determined
previously were used. The parameters required for the precompound
mode of calculation were
those determined in reference 4. Our
calculated 14.6-MeV **0Ca(n,xn) spectrum is compared in Fig. 3 with
the data measured by Hermsdorf et al. [5]. The calculation is in
much better agreement with the experiment than those used for
EUDF/B-V.
Simultaneous calculations of neutron and gamma-ray-production
cross sections will ensure consistency between the two and ensure
energy balance between the incident neutron and the outgoing particles and gamma rays. For this reason, gamma-ray-production
cross sections and spectra need also be calculated at the same
time and be used for the new evaluation. Two such calculations,
induced by 8.75- and 15.5-HeV neutrons respectively, were compared
in Figs. 4 and 5 with the data measured by Dickens [15]. These
calculated results deviate somewhat from those obtained previously
for ENDF/B-V but remain in good agreement with the experimental
data.

IV. APPLICATIONS
While development of our model theory and code continues,
many applications have been made. A summary of rather broad
applications was given previously [3]. Here we describe our
latest efforts.
A critical review of neutron emission spectra induced by 14MeV neutrons from ENDF/B-V files was made by Hetrick et al. [12].
It became clear from this review why advanced nuclear model codes
need to be developed and applied to cross-section evaluations. In
14-HeV neutron-induced reactions, several neutron-producing reactions compete. These reactions usually include (n.n'Y). (n,2n),
(n,np), (n,na), (n,pn), and (n.ctn). Barring a sudden advancement
in experimental techniques, cross sections of these competing
reactions as well as the secondary particle and gamma-ray energy
distributions can only be evaluated in a consistent fashion
through the use of multi-step Hauser-Feshbach codes with precompound effects. The fact that such codes were not available
several years ago explains the poor agreement of many ENDF/B-V
neutron emission spectra with available experimental data shown in
the review.

V. SUMMARV AND CONCLUSIONS
A model that treats compound and precompound reactions consistently with conservation of angular momentum is summarized.
This model was extended, also in a consistent manner, to calculate
angular distributions of outgoing particles from combined compound
and precompound reactions. The importance of including spins in
the precompound mode of calculation became apparent from the agreement between the calculated and the observed backward peaking in
the angular distributions. The practical need of advanced nuclear
model theory and code was reiterated.
Further developments in both theory and code are needed.
Tests of the angular distribution method should be made for (n,xp)
and (n,xa) reactions and more (n,xn) reactions. A scheme is
needed to extrapolate the precompound effects in the angular distributions from the continuum to the discrete levels. Radiative
capture should be incorporated in a consistent manner as one of the
competing precompound reactions.
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F i g . 1 . Calculated and experimental a n g l e - i n t e g r a t e d n e u t r o n ,
p r o t o n , and a l p h a - p a r t i c l e production spectra from 14.6-MeV neutrons
56
on Fe. The s o l i d curves are c a l c u l a t i o n s . The dashed curves
i n c l u d e c a l c u l a t e d c o n t r i b u t i o n s from the binary step o n l y . The
histograms represent DWBA c a l c u l a t i o n s o f ( n , n ' ) cross sections
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Fig. 3. The sum of partial neutron emission spectra calculated from various competing reactions for calcium is compared
with the data measured by Hermsdorf et at. [ 5 ] . Correction due to
DWBA calculations for the discrete levels has been applied.
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A CRITICAL REVIEW ON SOME ASPECTS OF
THE THEORY OF FISSION

concepts we use up to the present day can be found in their work

H.C. PAULI
Max-Planck-Institutefur Kemphysik,
Heidelberg,
Federal Republic of Germany

nucleon, say a neutron, impinges on a heavy nucleus like uranium,

(Ref. 50).
The general picture of this process is as follows:
it is absorbed.

When a

The nucleus gains some energy as a result of

this reaction, and goes through a series of complicated intermediate states about which we have little information.

One refers to

this entity of states as the compound nucleus (Ref. 51, 2 4 8 ) , an
idealized concept introduced by N. Bohr (Ref. 5 2 ) . After some

Lecture notes by Drs. V.S. Ramamurthy and S.K. Kataria

time long as compared to all other characteristic times, say after
—1 8
10
seconds, the nucleus eventually fissions. The deexcitation
by fission is accompanied by or is in competition with other reac-

Abstract.

The lecture notes display briefly some of the facets

which eventually will be part of a theory for the fission process.
They cover some important aspects of our present understanding in

tions such as the emission of beta or gamma radiation or the emission of particles, mostly neutrons.
The emission of two to three neutrons on ths average per fis-

a qualitative fashion and complement the existing review articles

sion event is particularly important.

rather than replacing them.

reaction, and allow for the burning of the nuclear fuel.

The notes include sections on (I) The

They maintain the chain
The

Bohr-Wheeler Fission of a Drop, (II) The Strutinsky-Swiatecki

economic, sociological, and environmental implications of this

Quantum Droplet, (III) The Question of Inertias of a Fluid in Mo-

reaction are known, and cause the practical interest in this pro-

tion, (IV) Some Selected Aspects of the Distributions of Mass and

cess.

Kinetic Energy, and (V) Possible Relations Between the Phenomenolo lical Models and Self-Consistent Field Approximations.

I.

Introduction

Fission is the process in which a heavy nucleus splits into two

On the other hand,

"The fission process has occupied a unique place in the development of nuclear physics, but should be recognised as part
of a wider range of phenomena involving large-scale nuclear
deformations and collective flow that are now becoming accessible in the study of reactions produced by accelerated heavy
ions."
(Ref. 47).
It might seem surprising that even four decades after the dis-

fragments of nearly equal masses, either spontaneously or as a

covery of the process a complete and consistent description of

result of a reaction.

the fission process does not exist.

It was discovered by Hahn and Strassmann

Almost uniquely in nuclear

(Ref. 144) in 1939, and in analogy to the division of a biologi-

physics, one is faced with the full complexity of the many-body

cal cell the term "fission" was coined by Meitner and Frlsch

problem, which in turn makes fission an ideal testing ground for

(Ref. 254) soon after.

the various methods and descriptions.

These authors also gave the first quali-

tative interpretation of Hahn and Strassmann's observations, and

The models developed in the

past to stress the various aspects such as collective and single

in particular mentioned the possibility of a large energy release

particle motion, fluid dynamics, and single particle motion often

in this type of reaction.

contradict each other.

The foundations for understanding the

mechanisms were laid by N. Bohr and J.A. Wheeler, and many of the

All of them find some support in different

classes of experiments, but for the further progress it seems a

J«

necessity and a challenge to disentangle their mutual relations
and possible overlap.

Wheeler's fundamental concepts (Section II) seemed a necessary
prerogative for the description of subsequent developments.

Any presentation of the theory of fission - the present one
included - must suffer from these facts, and cannot give more
than an unsatisfactory enumeration of the models.
terature reflects the situation.

Also the lit-

Only two monographs deal with

nuclear fission (Ref. 1, 2).

The books of Hyde (Ref. 169) deal

with many aspects of fission.

The booklet of Wilets - despite

The

modification of the potential energy is treated in Section III.
The questions related to the collective inertia (Section IV) are
tightly interwoven with the problematics of nuclear collective
motion.

Attempts to understand some aspects of the multidiffer-

ential fission cross sections are presented in Section V.

For an

eventual reaction theory of the fission process, one seemingly

being outdated slightly by some of the newer developments - is

needs ideas which go beyond the usual concepts.

The phenomenolog-

still worth reading, because of its succinct account of the es-

ical aspects are collected in Sections II to V.

One can relate

sential ideas.

A rather complete account of the various develop-

some of them to the less phenomenological self-consistent field

ments can be found in the proceedings of the IAEA symposia on the

methods.

physics and chemistry of fission (Ref. 3, 5, 8 ) . The proceedings

notes becomes particularly obvious in the last section.

of the Nobel symposium on superheavy nuclei (Ref. 6) contain many

the formal apparatus had to be omitted and the comparison with ex-

numerical results.

periment is less extensive than would correspond to good tradition

The bulk of information can also be found in

more recent review articles (P.ef. 55, 59, 85, 302, 319).

The need for an almost stenographic shortness of these
Most of

and the taste of the author.

The aim of the lectures is to complement the existing literature by presenting the essential concepts with a minimum of formal definitions and to accompany them with critical comments.
This should facilitate the orientation of the scholar and pave
the way for future improvement, but it cannot replace a careful
study of the relevant literature.

The Bohr-Wheeler Fission of a Drop

The concepts which allow for a qualitative understanding of the
fission process have been developed by Bohr and Wheeler (Ref. 50).
Even today, they are basic ingredients of our understanding, and,

In supporting this study, special care was taken in the List
of References.

II.

therefore, their salient features will be. briefly displayed.

Quite unusually it contains the title of the con-

tribution, which should facilitate the orientation.
citations, the list is not complete.
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Virtually all references to

1.

Saturation and the Nuclear Binding Energy

The volume occupied by the nuoleons in a nucleus is roughly pro-

experimental work are omitted; some of these can be found in

portional to their number.

Weigmann's lecture (Ref. 418).

tion:

Only published work was included.

This empirical fact is called satura-

The density in the central region is roughly independent

Contributions to Letter Journals, which were followed by exten-

of the nucleon number A.

sive articles on the same subject, have been omitted.

Questions

must drop to zero relatively fast in a surface region.

of priority therefore cannot be decided by this list!

Although I

the thickness of the surface layer does not depend on A either.

Since the volume is finite, the density
Empirically,

strived for completeness in the aspects of fission, I have to

Figure 1 shows a typical nuclear density in a commonly accepted

apologize for having missed possible important contributions.

parameterization.

The present lecture notes are arranged in five sections, which
contain less material in more condensed form than did the oral
42 presentation.

The rather extensive reproduction of Bohr and

Saturation leads to a characteristic behavior of the binding
energy of a nucleus B (understood as the absolute difference between the physical mass and the sum of masses of the constituents).

The (nuclear part of the) binding energy per particle must tend

order on proton (Z) and neutron (N) number, i.e., a i = c l <1 + K i I )

to a constant in the limit of large particle number.

with I = (N - Z)/(N + Z) (Ref. 40, 291).

Corrections

for finite systems can come only for particles in the surface layer.

Their number relative to the total is proportional to A

2.

The Static Stability Against Fission

,

and since this is a small quantity, it can be used as ordering pa-

The binding energy per particle shows a pronounced maximum for

rameter in a series (Ref. 287).

mass numbers A around A - 60 (see Figure 2 ) . For lighter masses

In practice, one restricts oneself mostly to the first two
terms, called the volume and surface energy, E,, =
= ,2/3 respectively. Adding the electrostatic Coulomb energy
E c (o) = C 3 Z 2 / A 1 / 3

a division of the nucleus would be endothermic, but heavier nuclei
are potentially unstable against division.

It is remarkable that this question was raised only after fis-

one writes for the series

sion was detected.
E c (o)

"B =

What prevents the fis-

sion of these nuclides?
Bohr and Wheeler answer this question by

means of a deformation energy and argue in the following way: The
transition from one dropletlike structure of the fissioning nu-

and determines the coefficients (a v , a g , and c^) by a fit to the
nuclear masses.

Saturation leads thus to a kind of WeizsScker's

semiempirical mass formula (Ref. 420) .
is shown in Figure 2.

One particular mass fit

It may serve as an example for the general

properties:
(i)

p.? the mean;
Deviations from the mean are not statistical, but are regu-

The

above arguments, based on the existence of a nuclear surface (Ref.
222, 360, 367, 385, 387, 388, 422) or a "thin skin" (Ref. 286,
287, 288) can and have been modified in various versions of liquid drop (Ref. 39, 403) or droplet models (Ref. 229, 247, 286Often they are related to the many-body problem by the

Thomas-Fermi (Ref. 38, 41, 57, 90, 91, 138, 139, 147, 162, 191)
or other semiclassical approximations to the self-consistent
field approximation

The deformations change the binding energy of the systems.

Its deformation-dependent part, called deformation energy, has at
least one maximum in between the two limiting deformations which

(see Section V I ) .

sion fragments.
sideration:

The nuclear binding energy is one of the central and longstanding themes in nuclear physics (Ref. 33, 34, 39, 40).

Some of the properties of

mass formulas are related directly to properties of the nucleonic
interaction.

central density remains essentially unchanged because of satura-

correspond to the shape of the fissioning nucleus and to the fis-

lar structures peaked at the so-called magic numbers.

290).

but the density proceeds continuously through a sequence of shapes.
This is possible by a deformation of the surface layer, while the
tion.

Semiempirical mass formulas are smooth functions of neutron
and proton numbers and describe binding energies very well

(ii)

cleus to the two of the fission fragments does not occur abruptly,

For example, because of charge symmetry, one ex-

pects the coefficients a y and a g to depend weakly and in second

This conclusion is based on a rather general con-

Because of the constant central density, the parti-

cles in the interior cannot contribute much to the nuclear part
of the deformation energy, in contrast to the particles in the
changing surface layer.

For increasing deformation, their number

and thus the surface energy increases at first and tends to a constant when the density has reached the shape of the fission fragments.

The third major contribution to the binding energy, the

electrostatic energy, however, decreases continuously for the corresponding deformations, and reaches its asymptotic value only at
very large distances.

The maximum in the deformation energy,

called the fission barrier or the fission threshold, provides the
observed stability and plays a crucial role in the theory.
Bohr and Wheeler concretize these general concepts by replacing
the nucleus by a droplet with a sharp boundary endorsed with a
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surface tension and a homogeneously distributed charge.

This liq-

The fission threshold energy is small as compared to other

uid drop model has about similar properties as required by the

characteristic energies such as the volume energy (-3500 M e V ) ,

general concepts, but has the advantage of being sufficiently

the surface energy (-650 M e V ) , or the Coulomb energy (-1000 MeV)

simple.

The deformation energy, for example, can be written down

in the parameterization

in a heavy nucleus (A - 220), and is a result of a delicate cancellation.

(1)

(a) = E (o)(B_(o) - 1) + E (0)(B_(a) - 1)

This cancellation is the reason for the enormous dif-

ficulties in calculating quantitatively the fission barriers by
methods different from the liquid drop or similar approaches.

where E (o) and E c (o) refer to the surface and Coulomb energy of
a sphere, respectively.

All deformation dependence - symbolized

by the argument a - is contained in the coefficients B(a) which
take the value 1 for a sphere of radius R
or N.

and do not depend on Z

They can be calculated once the contour of the surface is

The determination of the deformation energy in the liquid drop
model is not at all a simple technical problem.

A particular dif-

ficulty is an economically and physically reasonable parameterization of the nuclear surface.

The expansion in terms of Legendre

polynomials is convenient only for smaller deviations from a

well defined, for example by assuming axial symmetry and expand-

sphere, and breaks down for the description of separated shapes.

ing the radius vector of the surface in terms of Legendre poly-

An accurate description of fission threshold shapes had to in-

nomials

clude polynomials up to order 18 (Ref. 7 3 , 7 4 ) . In the literature
many different attempts to parameterize the surface and many dif-

N
1
J a.P (cos 8)
.1=2 x x

R<8,4>) = R la

ferent liquid drop energy surfaces can be found, for example Ref.
148, 190, 227, 229, 304, 306-308, 408. A parameter-free descrip-

and terminating the sum at the appropriate order N.

tion of the surface can be given (Ref. 4 0 2 ) , at the cost of solv-

Figure 3 shows one of the early calculations of liquid drop

ing an integrot?ifferential equation.

"deformation energy landscapes" as an example (Ref. 114). The

3.

The Dynamic Stability Against Division

figure shows clearly the appearance of the fission barrier as a
saddle point in such a landscape.

The existence of a nonzero fission barrier ensures classically

Its position and its height

(in units of E g (o)) depend on z and A only through the dimension-

that the nucleus is stable against shape deformations.

less fissility parameter x.

quantum-mechanically, there is a finite probability of the nucleus

This parameter, defined as

However,

tunnelling through this barrier.
E c (o)

Z2

x'

(2)
critical

The transmission of a quantum-mechanical particle with mass m
through a barrier of potential energy W(x) is given by transmis-

is convenient, because the liquid drop barrier disappears for

sion coefficient T = |exp(-S/H)l

x = 1, the corresponding threshold shape being a sphere.

tegral

The ab-

solute height of the fission barrier depends sensitively on the
coefficients of the mass formula, and for a particular case is
given in Figure 4.

xS = f
dx/2m(E - W(x) j"

As the figure shows, the fission barrier

rarely exceeds 60 MeV, and for a typical heavy nucleus has the
44 value 5-10 MeV.

and governed by the action in-

in between the two classical turning points x. and x,, provided
S >> tf. The transmission coefficient multiplied with a character-

istic frequency ("number of assaults") gives an estimate for the
probability per unit time of the particle to tunnel through the
barrier.

4.

Induced Fission as a Monomolecular Reaction

In the case of fission induced by a reaction such as the absorption of a neutron, one has to consider the decay by fission in

By analogy Bohr and Wheeler estimate the probability per unit
time for subthreshold fission as

competition with the other modes of decay such as neutron or gamma emission.

In the compound model of Bohr the probability for

the decay is independent of the probability for the formation.

•f
T •

(3)

The fission width r_ was taken as the product of the transmission

To determine the probability of fission from the compound state,
Bohr and Wheeler treat the process as a monomolecular reaction
and apply the transition state theory.

coefficient multiplied with a characteristic energy ftaf, i.e..

Consider a microcanonica 1 ensemble of nuclei all havina exci2 it

(4)

exp(-2S/K)

tation energies between E and E + dE, the number of nuclei in the
ensemble being exactly equal to the number o(E)dE of levels in

The number of assaults per unit time was identified with a char-

this energy interval.

acteristic vibrational frequency u, - 1 MeV/X and the "fission

nuclei which undergo fission per unit time in this ensemble will

action integral" as

be p(E)dEr,/H.

If r^ is the fission width, the number of

This number should also be equal to the number of

nuclei in the transition state which pass outward over the fis-

dx.

-1

(5)

2(w(a) - E) I mi(-gji

i.e., as the sum of action integrals of the individual nucleons
with mass m. in between the two turning points a
deformation energy W ( o ) .
ing way:

sion barrier per unit time.

In a unit distance measured in the

direction of fission, there will be (dp/h)o*(E - B f - K)dE quantum

and a, of the

The integral is estimated in the follow-

states of the ensemble for which the momentum and kinetic energy
in the fission degree of freedom have values in the intervals dp
and dK = vdp, respectively.

The contributions of all the nucleons are set equal by

the argument that they move in a collective fashion.

The integral

itself is approximated by the maximum of the integrand which is
set equal to the threshold energy B- times the thickness of the
barrier (a^ - a ^ ) , the latter set equal by order of magnitude to
the nuclear radius R Q .

For a fissioning nucleus (A - 240) and a

threshold energy of B f - 6 MeV, the action integral takes the es1

2

tlirated value S - (2 • m • A • B f ) ^ R Q - 50 >S.

Tile probability for

p** is the density of states of the transition state nucleus
arising from all nonfission degrees of freedom.

Assuming one nu-

cleus in each state, the number of fissioning nuclei per unit time
is dE/v(dp/H) • o * ( E - B f - K ) = dEN*/H where M* is the number of
transition states available to the nuclei's with the given excitation energy.

Comparing this with the original expression for the

number of fissioning nuclei in the ensemble, one gets

spontaneous fission by tunnelling through the barrier or its inverse, the half-life for spontaneous fission T , = 1/1^ - 10

years

(6)

2no(E)

is thus even longer than the half-life for a-decay, provided that

where d is the level spacing of the compound nucleus.

the fission threshold does not become too small.

rive a similar expression for the probability o£ decay of the com-

This mechanism

One can de-

accounts for the large stability of most heavy nuclei against

pound nucleus by neutron emission by considering the same micro-

spontaneous fission.

canonical ensemble.

The transition state in this case will be a

45

spherical shell of unit thickness just outside the nuclear surface
sity of levels of the residual nucleus.

(8a)

d

and the density p** of the transition state is given by the den-

where * is the wavelength of the neutron divided by 2n.

The number of quantum

For high

states in the microcanonical ensemble which lie in the transition

energies of the neutron when * becomes smaller than the radius R

region and for which the neutron momentum lies in the range p and

of the nucleus

p + dp and in the solid angle dn is given by (4nR p dp • d«/H ) •
p**(E-B

- K ) d E , where B

is the neutron binding energy.

(8b)

Multi-

plying this by the normal velocity v cos 6 = (dK/dp) cos 6 and integrating, one obtains for the number of nuclei decaying per unit

On the basis of the fimple picture described above, Bohr and
Wheeler draw the following conclusion:

time dE(4irR22i7iti/H3)/p** (E - B n - K)KdK.
Identifying this with the number p(E)dErn/)ii of compound nuclei

If the height of the fis-

sion barrier is comparable to or greater than the excitation en-

decaying by neutron emission per unit time, we obtain for the

ergy of the compound nucleus resulting frcm the neutron capture,

neutron width

on« can expect very low fission cross section.

As the energy of

the neutron is increased, one expects a steep rise, which, however,
is governed by the competition between fission and neutron emis-

- K)KdI<

sion.

Once the excitation energy of the compound nucleus exceeds

the fission barrier height, the fission cross section becomes independent oj| the compound nucleus energy.

2/3

r

K

(7)

n4V? i

It exhibits a plateau

structure, since the probability for neutron emission and for fission varies with energy in nearly the same way except that the en-

The summation is taken ov3r all available states of the residual

tire fission curve is shifted relative to the neutron curve, ac-

nucleus, K. denoting the corresponding kinetic energy E - B

cording to the relative values of the fission barrier and the neu-

which will be left for the neutron.

- E.

For heavy compound nuclei

with excitation energies of the order of a few MeV, fission and

tron binding energy.

This behavior is illustrated in Figure 5.

One should,however,bear in mind that the derivation given above

neutron emission represent the two predominant modes of decay and

for the fission width is valid only when the number of fission

all other decay modes have few relative probabilities.

channels is sufficiently large, as in the case of overlapping res-

Thus,

once the fission and neutron widths are known, it is easy to cal-

onances,

culate the respective branching ratios.

fission barrier height only marginally or falls below it, spe-

However, for a calcula-

when the compound nucleus excitation energy exceeds the

tion of the absolute fission yield, or the fission cross section,

cific quantum-mechanical tunnelling effects will become important

one should also know the formation probability of the compound

and the mathematical expressions for the reaction rate essentially

nucleus.

In the case of neutron-induced fission, the probability

of absorption of the neutron by the nucleus to form a compound
nucleus is proportional to the inverse probability r./M °* a

go over to a quantum-mechanical penetration formula.

This is the

belief, at least.
In conclusion we should stress a point which implicitly al-

neutron emission process which leaves the residual nucleus in its

ready resides in the above concept:

ground state.

tally observe fission at all is primarily not a question of the

The resulting expression for the fission cross sec-

tion at low neutron energies is

The fact that we experimen-

excitation energy nor one of the existence of a fission barrier;

it is solely a consequence ot" *che large number of states allowing

rier heights were consistent with a value of (Z / A ) c - ^

for fission, is only a question of level density.

the general trend of the barriers over a broader region of nuclei

To make this

point clear let us construct an artificial system with only one

t

- 60, while

and fits to nuclear ground state masses leads to a value of

state at a sufficiently high energy, which allows for fission,

(Z 2 /A) c r i f c = 45-48.

but many others, say N, at the same energy which have no fission

mined as the energy difference between two stationary shapes,

width at all.

Let us suppose that the reaction occupies this one,

namely the ground state and the transition state shapes, this dis-

single state.

The randomization property of the compound concept

crepancy does not depend on the still poorly understood dynamical

Since the fission barrier heights are deter-

will distribute the strength of this one state over all the other

features of the fission process.

N states after a very short time with equal probability; the fis-

be taken as an indication that something essential is missing in

sion state will be emptied, down to the value 1/(N+ 1 ) . The num-

the liquid drop model.

ber of states, however, can be large, say 10', 10

or so. and

instead of observing a fission probability "1" we get sionr?th: i>cj
of the order of 10~

Therefore, any analysis of the fission cross section

ground state spontaneous fission half-lives of heavy nuclei.

'.

We shs.

, -

back to this very important question but very briefly in b=ction

In

the picture of the Bohr-Whee.n.er liquid drop model, all measured
spontaneous fission half-lives plotted logarithmically against
the parameter (Z /A) should fall on a universal line.

III.
5.

Another experimental feature bringing ouc the inadequacy of
the simple liquid drop model was the observed systematics of the

, which is zero for all practical purpc

to a point where level densities become important.

Thus the above discrepancy must

While such

a systeiaatics was indeed followed by the available experimental

Some Critical Comments

data over orders of magnitude changes in the lifetimes, systematic
The concept of deformation energy combined with the compound model
can account for the order of magnitude of the energy release, the

discrepancies remained.
Other experimental observables like the angular distributions

question of stability of most of the nuclei against fission, and

of fission fragments, or the distribution of the fragment's ki-

last but not least for the characteristic plateau behavior of

netic energy or its mass, or last but not least the existence of

cross sections for nucleon-induced fission, which is closely re-

fission isomers in a wide range of heavy nuclei, intermediate

lated to the existence of a fission threshold.

structure resonances in subbarrier neutron-induced fission and-

The picture, however, is deficient in many respects, as was

gross structure resonances in (n,f) and (d,pf) studios add to the

brought out by later experiments which were not available at the

list of inadequacies of Bohr and Wheeler's description.

time of the proposal by Bohr and Wheeler.

quantitative formulation of shell effects (see below) only partly

One of the earliest deficiencies noted was the syst' atics of
fission threshold energies obtained by an analysis of experimental
fission cross sections.

For nuclei in the actinide region, the

The

removes the difficulties.
The concepts so far developed car\r\ot replace a proper reaction
theory of fission and constitute only a crude idealization.

It

experimental fission barrier heights are almost constant as a

is hard to believe that all physical observables are determined

function of the mass number, whereas the liquid drop model predicts

completely by the bottleneck, the fission threshold, especially

a rather sharp decrease of the fission barrier with increasing

since it is virtually impossible to give a clear definition of

value of the fissility parameter.

this quantity in terms of experimental observables.

The experimental fission bar-

A

The work of Bohr and Wheeler provides an extremely useful frame
for the discussion of many experimental facets.

But its contact

The development went mostly along two similar lines.

The one

advocated by Myers and Swiatecki (Ref. 291) was the formulation

with the many-body problem is almost impossible to visualize.

of the empirical fact that the bunching of single particle states

Even on the level of phenomenology, severe problems remain un-

in spherical nuclei leads to an increased binding energy.

solved.

assumed that this bunching effect was less strong in deformed nu-

For example, the deformations are treated as the canoni-

cal coordinates in a classical theory.

But Bohr and Wheeler do

clei, that shell effects fade out.

It was

A suitable parameterization

not define their equations of motion, nor do they specify, at

of these bunching effects and its subsequent adaption to the

least operationally, how one should associate an inertia to them.

empirical masses did improve the quality of the mass formula and

Last but not least it is an open question how many true collec-

remove the long-standing discrepancy between liquid drop param-

tive variables exist and how a "fission variable" could be se-

eters for masses and those for the barriers.

lected among them.

authors were led to the conclusion that the increased energy in

These questions become insurmountable diffi-

culties, once one wishes to go beyond the simple order of magni-

Moreover, these

magic nuclei could lead to stable nucleides, even if the "liq-

tude estimates (see Section I V ) , and the theory of fission suffers

uid drop" threshold energies were substantially smaller than the

from all these open problems up to the present day.

neutron binding energy.

Later we shall see how through all those years after Bohr and

Figure 3.

The result of their work was shown in

The so-generated speculation on the possible existence

Wheeler the main effort was expended on the problem of how their

of superheavy elements (Ref. 6) has never stopped since, but has

fundamental concepts could be substantiated by sound operational

calmed down in recent years because of the lack of experimental

procedures which do not obviously contradict the facts estab-

evidence.

lished in the other fields of nuclear experience.

The other line was due to the argument of Strutinsky (Ref. 397,
400, 401) that "shells" should be interpreted not as degeneracies

III.

The Strutinsky-Swiatecki Quantum Droplet

of single particle states but as large-scale nonuniformities in

As obvious fron Figure 2, saturation cannot account completely

the spectral distribution of states.

for the nuclear binding energies.

lation given in Figure 6, such shells appear in spherical and in

The regular deviations from a

As seen in an actual calcu-

semiempirical mass formula - being peaked at the so-called magic

deformed potentials.

numbers - are a strong argument in favor of a nuclear shell model.

patterns which appear as a function of deformation (Ref. 300) the

They were brought up rather early, but taken seriously only after

density of states around the last occupied state orbit is an os-

the invention of an abnormally strong spin-orbit interaction (Ref.

cillatory function of deformation.

124, 152).

correction energy should be an undulatory function.

Shells in nuclei - as well as in atoms - give a con-

tribution to the binding energy.

Consequently, the deformation

energy should depend on shell structure (Ref. 153, 184, 234, 278,
279, 300); it should contain a "shell correction energy" <5u"(<i),
60(a)
up to and beyond che "liquid drop contribution" W L D ( n ) .
tion was how it could be done.

(9)

In fact, because of the fingerprintlike

Correspondingly, the shell
Albeit simi-

lar in spirit to considerations of Myers and Swiatecki, the shell
correction approach of Strutlnsky leads to a number of qualitatively (Ref. 45, 46, 364, 365, 308, 399) different conclusions, which
are indicated in figure 7.

Instead of having one minimum and one

maximum as in Bohr and Wheeler's oi in Myers and Swiatecki's apThe ques-

proach, the deformation energy in the shell correction approach
may have several of then..

Their number depends on the relative

strength of liquid drop and shell contributions.

The minima of

the deformation energy must be interpreted as local ground states

bulk of the shell correction energy comes from single particle
states very close to the Fermi energy, or, in other words, from

of the nuclear matter; the fact that one may have several opens

an energy region for which "single particle excitations" are

up the possibilxty for shape isomers (Ref. 325, 257, 411) ; ground

physically meaningful and reproduced by phenomonological shell

state spontaneous fission is supplemented by isomeric spontaneous

models (Ref. 300, 349, 432, 3 2 ) .

fission.

tion energies are rather model-independent.

Instead of one fission barrier, one may have two (or

more) - the "double-humped" fission barrier.

Last but not least.-

the shell correction approach gives deformed ground state shapes

In this sense, the shell correcTheir value depends

less on the position of individual states than on the "gross
shell structure" (Ref. 64, 432).

as due to shell effects.
Strutinsky's shell correction method is by no means canonical.

The above qualitative considerations are complemented by a
quantitative procedure, the shell correction method.
pal aspects are the following:

Its princi-

independent particle models (Ref. 31, 42, 78, 137, 172, 175, 215,

Consider the distribution of

single particle states in the energy scale, g(e) = r«(e- £ v ) .

One

may regard this as a function which fluctuates around some average g(e).

A number of alternative methods for extracting shell effects from

Remembering the above definition of shells, only the

270, 281, 334, 335, 379-384) have been proposed.

In fact, the

philosophy of the method is closely related to the question of
the distribution of single particle energies in a three-dimensional

fluctuations around the average Sg(t) = g(e) - q(£) can be of rele-

potential well (Ref. 14-17, 353, 362, 391-393), which can be ap-

vance for the "shell effects."

proached by semiclassical methods (Ref. 171-174).

Only they can give a contribution

Such approaches

are very helpful for the understanding of shell structures and the

to a shell correction energy

origin of shell structures in general (Ref. 393).
S U U ) = Je dt'Sgle 1 )? 1 .

(10)

One may view this expression as the difference of two large numbers, the sum of single particle energies U and the sum "on the

The shell correction method has provoked a number of serious
criticisms (Ref. 24-27, 43, 154, 206, 223, 242, 313, 326, 333,
346, 347, 410).

average," i.e.,

ergies at all.
5U = U - U

Part of the criticism concerns the question of

whether single particle energies can be the carriers of shell en-

O

and u

(11)

VI.

This will be treated in greater detail in Section

Some of the criticism concerns the method of taking averages,

which indeed is not a trivial problem.
The occupation number n

of each state is either zero or one in

Strutinsky's original

method is developed for an unlimited spectrum, i.e., one whose

an independent particle model, and reflects the exclusion princi-

range is limited neither from beJow nor from above.

ple.

the spectrum over a finite energy interval y, which by an order

The particular prescription of how to take the average g or

5 can be found in the original work (Ref. 400, 401, 6 4 ) .

Its

He averages

of magnitude is equal to the mean intershell distance and ful-

mechanism becomes particularly clear in the notation of average

fills the two major requirements of a sensible averaging proce-

occupation numbers fiy, in terms of which the average energy can

dure:

be written as U = E n ^ e v

(ii) The average of the average is again the average.

(Ref. 63, 6 4 ) .

ergy depends then only on Sn = n

-n

.

The shell correction enThis function, visualized

(i) The average is independent of the averaging int

il v;

Hov._v r,

the condition of unlimited spectra is not met in reality.

T!

as a function of the energy and displayed in Figure 8, is mostly

spectrum is limited either from below (e.g., harmonic oscillator),

zero except in a region of width y around the Fermi energy.

or from below and above (e.g., Woods-Saxon or similar potentials). 49

The

This defect has been considered, but so far not been applied on a

The models cover the modified harmonic oscillator of the familiar

larger scale (Ref. 192-194, 394).

Nilsson model, e.g., Ref. 298, 331, and 352; two-center oscil-

The identification of the

smooth average with the liquid drop energy generates the follow-

lators, e.g., Ref. 10, 11, 159, 185, and 368, either joined

ing problem.

smoothly by inverted parabolas or not; or finite size potentials

In any drop or droplet model/ the nuclear density

is parameterized; in the shell model one parameterizes the deformation of the potential.

No theorem exists to relate the two de-

formations neatly, except the somewhat vague belief that the density follows the potential "on the average."

In practice, one

"folded Yukawa" type (Ref. 53, 167, 265).

Contrary to common

belief, the latter two approaches cover two-center potentials
as well.

The various models and approaches differ as well in the

identifies the deformation of an equipotential line with an equi-

way the deformation is formally introduced.

density line of the droplet (Ref. 64, 395).

eterize equipotential lines by expansion in terms of spherical

Finally, the shell correction approach is cooked down to the
simple "Strutinsky recipe";

(i) Define a single particle Hamil-

tonian which (in addition to a kinetic energy and a spin-orbit
interaction) contains an average potential.

(ii) The average po-

tential can be deformed, its deformation being described by one
or several formal parameters a..

(iii) One calculates the "shell

correction energy SU" as a function of the deformations a., and
(iv) adds them to a suitably defined average or liquid drop energy W Tr ,(a.).

The so-generated deformation energy W(a) =WTt-,(a) +

Some of them param-

harmonics, up to and including order 6; some of them parameterize
the geometry of these surfaces according to "generalized spheroids," "fission threshold shapes," "spheroids connected by hyperboloids of revolution," or similar approaches.

A classification

of deformation other than by the formal parameters is difficult
if not impossible, because one has no guiding principle other
than imagining what could be important.

In some of the calcula-

tions, one has replaced the formal parameterization of equipotential lines with the spatial moments of the density (Ref. 80, 230,

5U(a) plays the role of a potential energy in a "collective model"

260, 261). This does not remove all of the problem, but it at

(see below).

least allows for direct comparison of different models, including

The conceptual and methodological simplicity of the shell correction approach has initiated a large number of calculations

self-consistent field calculations.

In order to avoid an all too

obvious dependence on the particular parameterization, a serious

(Ref. 19, 20, 23, 99, 101, 119, 125, 146, 158, 167, 187, 188,

shell correction calculation should work with three or four inde-

221, 225, 226, 263, 265, 266, 267, 274, 275, 298, 321, 331, 352,

pendent and qualitatively different formal deformation parameters.

369, and further references below).

As a by-product, effective

computer algorithms and single particle models have been developed,
by use of which the single particle problem can be treated even
for very large and exotic deformations (Ref. 77, 126, 159, 189,
253, 321, 345).

Unfortunately, in the present context a detailed

and complete account of the various contributions a nnot be given.
The major development took place in the years 1967-1973 and came

They should be related to the most important aspects of deformation, i.e., (i) elongation, (ii) constriction in the middle,
(iii) left-right asymmetry of an axially symmetric density, and
(iv) axial asymmetry.

All of them are important in certain re-

gions of deformations.
Qualitatively, the various calculations based on different

to a certain saturation in the year of the third IAEA symposium

models agree in one respect:

on the physics and chemistry of fission (Ref. 5 ) .

the one presented in Figure 7.

The various approaches differ, for example, in the particular

50

of Woods-Saxon shape (Ref. 187, 188, 321) or of the similar

way the radial dependence of the average potential is chosen.

they give a deformation energy like
All of them thus have at least

four stationary points in the energy landscape.

Two of them are

stable against deformation (Ej. and E ^ ) and can be identified

with local ground states; two of them are unstable in the "fis-

displayed in Figure 11, and compared with experimental numbers

sion mode" and can be identified with "fission barriers" (E- and

extracted from excitation functions for isomeric fission.

Eg).

view of the above-quoted theoretical uncertainty, the agreement

Taken with a grain of salt they can be compared with experi-

mental data.

In

for elements heavier than uranium is satisfactory, but for thor-

The comparison is restricted below to a few characteristic aspects and results.

A broader discussion in view of empirical

ium the discrepancy is obvious.

Whether or not this discrepancy

can be removed by the existence of a third, but shallow minimum

data is reserved to the lectures of H. Weigmann(Ref. 418) in this

in the potential energy (Ref. 44) or whether other causes are pos-

school.

sible is still under debate (Ref. 12, 8 ) .

The binding energy or rather the difference between empirical

The deformation at the second minimum is about twice as large

masses and a semiempirical mass formula, is given in Figure 9.

as for the ground state.

The small discrepancies detectable in Figure 2 are drastically en-

tabulated in the literature (Ref. 61, 321). A first but indirect

larged in the top part of Figure 9.

experimental evidence of its size was found by Specht and collab-

These large "shell effects"

Values for various heavy nucleides are

are qualitatively reproduced by a shell correction calculation as

orators, identifying members of a rotational band with an abnor-

given in the middle part, but some significant deviations (lower

mally small rotational constant (Ref. 366). Direct evidence was

part of the figure) remain which albeit being small (1-2 MeV on

brought by the experiment of Metag, Habs, and others, as a result

the average) expose some regular and smooth structure.

of which they could measure the quadrupole moment of the isomer-

This is

in some conflict with the philosophy of the shell correction ap-

ically fissioning state of

proach according to which all smooth dependence should be con-

This largest quadrupole moment ever measured demonstrates without

tained in the "liquid drop background."

Whether these deviations

are due to the shell correction method, or due to the phenomeno-

Pu to be Q = 36 barn (Ref. 141, 256).

any need of calculations the large deformations .involved with isomeric fission and gives strong evidence for the interpretation of

logical average potential, or due to a nonoptimal semiempirical

the fission isomers as shape isomers as advocated by Strutinsky.

mass formula is unclear.

The calculations of the quadrupole moment (Ref. 6 1 ) , preceding

To this level of accuracy it is equally

unclear whether or not one should add some mystical zero-point
energy, i.e., whether the formal deformation parameters o^ are
quantum-mechanical coordinates; but this is another story.
In the ground state deformations (Ref. 83, 140, 263, 297, 329),
the underlying liquid drop energy is almost irrelevant.
almost entirely a shell effect.

They are

As seen in Figure 10 the agree-

the experiment in time, agree with these findings.
The energies of the two fission barriers (Ref. 187, 258, 264,
265, 273, 298, 302, 322) have been calculated and tabulated by
many authors.

In Figure 11 the results of Nix and MSller (Ref.

265) are plotted.

The Z /A dependence of the underlying liquid

drop energy js completely masked by the shell corrections.

In

ment with experiment is satisfactory though not complete in all

fact the calculated fission barriers are almost independent of Z

of the cases.

and A (in certain regions of the periodic tablet, very much in

But one should remember the uncertainty of how to

relate "deformation parameters" to the experimental B(E2) values.

line with the old experimental findings (see also the discussion

Quadrupole moments have been measured directly by reorlentation

above).

measurements and agree with the calculated quadrupole uoments

(Ref. 419), because the extraction of fission barriers from the

within the limits of error so far.

excitation function for fission relies strongly on Bohr and

The energy of the second minimum is about 1-3 MeV above the
ground state, depending somewhat on the nuclear charge.

A detailed comparison with the experiment is difficult

This is

Wheeler's model of a transition state, a concept which is not dramatically changed by the existence of two or more fission barriers.51

Combining experimental results on intermediate structure and model

On the other hand, the shape asymmetry is maintained between the

calculations of level densities with the fission cross sections

barrier and scission in practically all of the calculations.

in a suitable manner, one may extract "experimental fission bar-

is particularly obvious in Figure 13, taken from the work of

riers" with sufficient accuracy -co permit a meaningful comparison

Mosel (Ref. 285).

with calculations.

outer barrier unchanged but improves the agreement between exper-

As a rule, calculation and experiment agree

much better for the outer barrier than for the inner barrier.
some of the calculations this has the following reason.

For

The liq-

The inclusion of axial asymmetry leaves the

iment and calculation for the inner barrier to some extent.

The

effect is however considerably weaker than for axial left-right

uid drop deformation energy is extremely sensitive to the ratio

asymmetry; also it does not persist for larger deformations (Ref.

of the surface to Coulomb energy at spherical shape, much more so

125, 187, 265).

than the binding energies.

As it turned out, it is possible to

In a rotating nucleus the fission barriers can be substantially

enforce agreement between experiment and calculation by adjustment

lowered (Ref. 7 2 ) .

of this ratio at the barrier, without changing the binding energy.

the shell structure appreciably with additional impact on the fis-

Sufficiently fast rotations can also change

Because the inner barrier with its smaller deformations depends

sion barriers.

much less on the liquid drop energy, its discrepancy with experi-

rotations (Ref. 94, 95, 100, 284, 3 8 9 ) , but we must decline to go

ments must be related to shell structure.

into the details.

It is unclear whether

the obviously wrong trend with (N- Z) has the same cause as the

The shell correction approach can be adapted to

The shell correction approach was particularly useful for cal-

discrepancy noted for the ground state shell corrections, whether

culating the deformation energy of the hypothetical superheavy

the relation between calculation and experiment is obscured by the

nuclei (Ref. 30, 54, 69, 102, 166, 186, 211, 212, 246, 255, 262,

appearance of a i hird minimum (Ref. 4 4 ) , whether dynamic barriers

276, 281, 301-303, 305, 348, 357, 4 0 7 ) , which are supposed to be

(Ref. 320) would be more relevant than the static one for these

stable against fission almost exclusively due to shell structure.

particular nucleides, or whether so far unknown reasons are responsible.

The above-reported calculations deal with the lowest possible
energy of a deforming nucleus.

The deformation at the fission barriers is usually not tabu-

But a fissioning compound nucleus

(Ref. 170, 351) can be regarded as a hot, intrinsically excited

lated, but resides in the unpublished material, or in drawings of

system.

deformation energy surfaces for selected nucleides (Ref. 267, 268,

disappear gradually with temperature (Ref. 128, 178, 2 7 0 ) , which

321).

Perhaps due to Kill and Wheeler's (Ref. 153) statements it

came as a surprise (Ref. 268) that shell effects cause the outer
barrier to appear at left-right asymmetric shapes.

In fact their

At sufficiently high intrinsic excitation, shell effects

is of particular importance for the second barrier, where the
asymmetry is entirely a shell effect.
Shell structure modifies the Bohr-Wheeler pictuie primarily in

inclusion is crucial for a quantitative agreement with experi-

one respect:

ments.

more complicated function.

The asymmetry of shape at the outer barrier has been

brought immediately in connection with the empirically asymmetric
distribution of fission fragment masses.

n

This

Its peak-to-peak ratio

the liquid drop deformation energy is replaced by a
But shell structure also influences

the other ingredient needed for the analysis of fission cross section:

the density of states in an excited nucleus (Ref. 168).

correlates with the shape asymmetry at the barrier almost quanti-

The evaluation of the number of states per unit energy interval

tatively, as shown in Figure 12.

as a function of the energy is a problem of its own with a vast

The mass distribution being de-

cided at the (outer) barrier is in certain conflict with the str-

field of activity (Ref. 88, 127-129, 168, 174, 180, 181, 205, 332,

tistical interpretation of Fong to be discussed below (Section v ) .

409, 424), which we may only touch en in passing.

In the inde-

The collective model of nuclei (Ref. 47-49, 5 1 ) , i.e., the re-

pendent particle model, it can be obtained by enumeration, but
the combinatorial problem becomes increasingly prohibitive for

duccion of the nuclear many-body problem to a collective Hamil-

the higher excitations, and approximation methods must be used.

tonian of low dimension N,

In part of the work, evaluation of the density of states by a renormalization method S" milar to the shell correction approach was

N

(13)

J

• W(B

suggested (Ref. 128).
continues to be a central problem in nuclear theory.

IV.

Fission Dynamics I: Spontaneous Fission and the Question
of Collective Inertia

Many dif-

ferent versions of collective models (Ref. 350) can be found
in the literature (Ref. 29, 36, 37, 149, 176, 228, 280, 318,

In Bohr and Wheeler's approach to fission, the density of nucleons
- more precisely their one-body density - is characterized by a
number, the fission coordinate a.

It is a function of time.

They

associate a potential energy with this coordinate and identify it
with the deformation energy.

For treating induced fission in the

transition state model only one point of this function, the fission threshold, is really needed.

It is irrelevant at what time

the system passes over the saddle, and in this sense their approach is static.

The modification of the deformation energy by

the shell correction approach does not change the concept:

the

highest of the fission barriers is tc be identified with the

328, 361, 371, 390, 412, 421) or moments of inertia for rotations
(Ref. 358, 405, 406). The generator coordinate method (Ref. 18,
104, 105, 121, 135, 343, 431) and the cranking model (Ref. 182,
183, 195, 196, 204, 243, 244, 299, 315, 324) for cold and excited
nuclei (Ref. 271, 272, 386) have been applied in various versions,
not to speak about other approaches related to self-consistent
fields (Section V I ) .

But whether the reduction to Eq. (13) is

possible at all and, in particular, whether the formal deformation
parameters 8. are the true canonical variables subject to quanti-

threshold.

zation and how (Ref. 156, 157, 309), cannot be rigorously answered

Bohr and Wheeler use the same picture for spontaneous fission,
which is interpreted as barrier penetration.

But this cannot be

done without certain statements on the dynamics.
steps seem compulsory.

The following

(i) Associate with the fission coordinate

not only a potential W(a) but also a kinetic energy K = (1/2)B(a)a ;
the classical equations of motion conserve the energy
H = ^B

342, 350, 374, 3 7 5 ) , and many different ways of calculating the
tensor of effective mass B ± . (Ref. 151, 164, 177, 201, 259, 327,

W(a)

and will not be pursued for the moment.

Instead we suppose the

existence of a collective Hamiltonian ad hoc and ask ourselves how
we can cope with the multidimensionality in penetration calculations (Ref. 68, 75, 155, 210, 283, 320, 338, 3 4 4 ) , and In particular how (i) Bohr and Wheeler's fission degree of freedom n'
could possibly be related to the set of formal deformations B.,

(12)

and (ii) how the "collective inertia tensor" B.. is obtained in
the cranking model.

(ii) Rewrite this function in terms of the canonically conjugate

In the good old times of Bohr and Wheeler, both questions did

momentum n = 3K/3a and replace a and n by operators, subject to

not need to be answered explicitly, because for the description

the appropriate commutation relations.

of the one fission decay constant it is possible to absorb the

WKB approximation.

Finally, (iii) apply the

Because a describes the collective motion of

fission coordinate and its inertia into the numerical values of

all the nucleons, one refers to a as the collective velocity, to

the fission barrier and its "thickness."

B(o) as the collective inertia, and to H as the collective Hamil-

(or more) fission barriers, one has,however, (at least) three de-

tonian.

cay constants in one and the same nucleus:

In the presence of two
(i) the "traditional" 53

decay constant for ground state spontaneous fission, (ii) the de-

for this problem, [» (8)>, is a solution of the deformation-

cay constant for isomeric fission, and (iii) the decay constant

dependent Hamiltonian H(B)

from the second into the first well.

If one wants to maintain

H(B) = I p?/2m

the concept of penetration even for this case, ons has to make

(17)

L.

sure that the three penetration integrals are evaluated consisi.e..

tently.
The fission trajectory.

Suppose a space of sufficiently many

formal deformation parameters {(..,... /B,,}.

= H(B) |

(18)

One may create a whole
H is a one-body operator, and the eigenvalue E

manifold of "fission coordinates" by various trajectories

is the sum of

single particle energies of the occupied orbits.
(14)

One of the E

is the lowest, say Ev

, and can be identified with the potential

embedded in the multidimensional space of the { 6.). For fixed

energy W(B) = E U o (B|.

Suppose now that someone sets this potential

end points, each of these trajectories has an associated action

in motion, i.e., induces a given time dependence 6{t) = (B.(t)}.
The state of the system then develops according to the Schr6dinger

integral

equation

o,

1/2
d B . d8.
1

I

iH-^|*(t)> = R(B(t)) |v(t)> ,

(19)

(15)

S = 1^ da [2|E - W| £ Bij -^

with an explicitly time-dependent Hamiltonian H(s(t)).

One may

being the transcription of Eq. (5) for one particular trajectory,

write the amplitude |*(t)> in terms of the above |« (B(t))>,

and consequently has its own decay constant in WKB approximation.

taken as the eigenstates of a parametrically time-dependent Hamil-

In order to remove this ambiguity, one may search for the partic-

tonlan H(B)=H(B(t)), i.e..

ular trajectory which minimizes S and around which
E M {B(t'))df

(20)

(16)

6 S =0
holds with respect to variations in the trajectory.

This proce-

dure should not be confused with the least action principle of
classical mechanics, nor with stationary phases in semiclassical

Specifying the initial condition as C (t ) = &VVo>

v" o

completely determined.
C

the problem is

It is solved as soon as the coefficients

(t) are known functions of the time.

They are solutions of the

first order and linear differential equation

approximations to path integrals; it merely serves as an opera-

N

tional prescription for a.
The cranking model has been the most popular for the calculations of collective inertias B. . (Ref. 182).

In the following we

- Eu,(f))df}

shall follow the procedure of Wllets (Ref. 2 ) . Assume first the

(21)

nucleons moving in a time-independent average potential V(x,B),
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whose deformation and orientation in space is fixed by the formal

being obtained by substitution of Eqs. (20) and (18) into (19).

parameters {6,} = B.

Because of the explicit time dependence of the Hamiltonian, the

This is the same assumption as made above

for the calculation of deformation energy.

The many-body state

energy E = <f(t)|H[B(t))IY(t)>

is not a constant of motion, and

A similar consideration can be performed for quasiparticles.

takes the form

It

amounts to replacing the Slater determinants by I «v,o> by BCS

E = I |Cvi(t)|2E(i(B(t)) .

states in order to account for parts of the residual interactions.
This modification does not affect the approximation scheme in

Using conservation of norm.

general, but makes the final expressions somewhat less transparent.

|C I 2 = 1 ,

|f(t)

They can be found in the literature.
In the above derivation, certain terms have been dropped by an

it can be split into the above defined potential energy W and a

argument of smallness.
they are small.

rest K, i.e..

But it remains unclear as compared to what

Sometimes referred to as "adiabasy condition,"

it is therefore very difficult to judge and discuss its validity
E = w(B(t)) + K ,

(t)) .

K =

(22)

(Ref.

350).

However, these questions are not specific to the

theory of fission, but to the collective model in general, and
The energetic response to the cranking resides in K, and depends
only on the size of the B(t). Being strictly zero for ^ = 0 , it

will not be pursued in detail.
The moments of inertia (Ref. 61, 95, 361, 363) against rotations are obtained by taking the formal parameter S(t) as the ro-

is quadratic

tation angle of the $(t) of the average potential, i.e.,
(23)

K = \ I B .(e(t)}6, (t)S.(t)
^ ij

3

J

K = (1/2)oJ .

Figure 14 displays such a moment of inertia as a

function of deformation.

It is an additional assumption to iden-

in lowest order of approximation, i.e., has the structure of a

tify this number with the moment of inertia e appearing in the

kinetic energy.

energies of rotational spectra E T - (H /2O)I(I+ 1 ) .
If one does
240
so for the ground state band in
Pu as well as for Specht's

The last step only is an approximation.

It is obtained from

Eq. (21) by setting at t - t Q all coefficients C^ zero, except
CM

band (Ref. 366) associated with the isomer state, and inserts

- 1, and treating the time dependence of all terms small except

at the upper limit of the phase integral.

Under this assumption,

Eq. (22) can be solved

them at the respective theoretical equilibrium deformations, one
obtains an almost perfect agreement between theory and experiment,
as seen in the figure.

This agreement is disquieting in view of

what was said above, but it seems a general feature that cranking

C (t) a I KB I
S.

v

model moments of inertia agree with experiment in wide regions of
E

- E

the periodic table.
The mass parameters (Ref. 21, 322, 361) against changes of
(24)

shape are obtained by identification of the 8. with the respective formal deformation parameters.

With lack of knowledge of

and upon insertion into the expression for K, Eq. (23), leads to

normal modes of vibrations, one has to deal in general with a

an explicit expression for B.., i.e.,

mass tensor, B...

In practice, this tensor is far from being di-

agonal, its components being complicated functions of the deformaB

(B) =

E
u

- E
u

(25)

tions.

They show strong dependence on shell structure, an example

being given in Figure 15 for a particular case.

As compared to

55

some average they are relatively small at the deformations corres-

times appreciably larger.

ponding to local minima in the deformation energy, indicated by

cranking model report an agreement within a factor of 50 (Ref.

arrows in the figure, and relatively large in the barrier regions.

21).

Depending on the deformation they are larger by a factor of 4-10

fission half-lives.

than the inertias obtained from a fluid dynamical picture with irrotational flow.

Contrary to the moments of inertia, mass param-

eters for changes in shape cannot be compared to experiments with-

The most recent calculations with the

Quite significant discrepancies occur in the systematics of

In conclusion, it is not clear whether the reported discrepancies between calculation and experiment are due to the particular
model of cranking or due to some deeper problematics related to

out explicit use of the curvatures in the deformation energy, and

the collective nodel in general.

without additional assumptions on the nature of collective motion.

taneous fission seems to be solved qualitatively, the disagree-

Although the problem of spon-

But it seems as if the cranking model mass parameters are too

ment remains worrisome.

small by at least a factor of 2 to account for the characteristic
vibrational frequencies in nuclei (Ref. 89).

V.

If one applies the cranking model mass parameters to the prob-

Fission Dynamics II:
Energy Distributions

Selected Aspects on Mass and Kinetic
240

lem of ground state spontaneous fission in the way outlined above,
it turns out that the calculated lifetimes are much too large.

If a slow neutron is absorbed by a heavy nucleus, say

These lifetimes can be shortened by an ad-hoc reduction of the

ducing it to fission, one does not observe fission fragments with

Pu, in-

calculated inertias by roughly a factor of 2, i.e., by a correc-

a particular mass and a particular relative kinetic energy, but a

tion in the opposite direction than for the spectra.

whole distribution.

This appar-

ent inconsistency has not yet been resolved.
In some of the calculations (Ref. 233) the reduction of the
penetration integral was achieved by treating the fissility pa-

As an example, one of the earliest doubly

differential cross sections measured is presented in Figure 18.
This cross section is peaked at the most probable mass and at the
most probable kinetic energy of the fission fragments, i.e., at

rameter as a free parameter subject to reach agreement between

100 (140) amu and 180 MeV, respectively.

calculated and measured decay constants for spontaneous fission.

fragment masses and their energies are not independent statisti-

This procedure merely changes the thickness of the barriers, but

cally, and, therefore, the reduction to the one-dimensional mass-

leaves the minimal action trajectories as well as the dynamic

distribution kinetic energy distributions destroys part of the

fission barriers almost unchanged.
displayed in Figures 16 and 17.

The so obtained results are

The agreement for ground state

information.

The distributions in

Often, these distributions are characterized by

their moments, for example their centroid and their variances.

spontaneous fission, of course, is a consequence of the procedure,

The distributions are functions of the projectile energy, but

but the agreement for isomeric fission (Ref. 257) by order of mag-

mass and kinetic energy behave differently.

nitude is unsolicited.

most probable masses are washed out comparatively fast and grow

The decay constant for the decay from the

The peaks at the

second into the fi^st well has about the right order of magnitude

into broac1 distributions, quite opposed to the mean kinetic energy

(Ref. 320).

and its varianc-3 which vary much less.

In other calculations (Ref. 338-340) the problem of too large
cranking model mass parameters is solved by an overall reduction
factor.

This leads to an agreement with the experimental half-

56 lives to within a factor of 20, although the deviation is some-

A collection of more re-

cent experimental material can be found in the IAEA proceedings.
The mass distribution of the fission fragments is asymmetric.
The most probable fission event occurs for unequal masses.

This

is in conflict with the liquid drop picture of fission, and has
challenged a respectable number of models, e.g. Ref. 113, 149,

185, 213, 370.

Shell structure at the fission thresholds was de-

nied in the beginning (Ref. 153), but reconsidered later (Ref.

dom can be of collective nature, like rotations of vibrations of
the fragments, or of single particle nature resulting in an

184, 2 3 4 ) , but only with the advent of the shell correction ap-

intrinsic excitation, or most likely both of them.

proach was it possible to isolate its impact:

once more, how these qualitatively different types of excitation

outer barrier is left-right asymmetric

the shape at the

(Ref. 268) in the actinide

region (see also Section III).

can be separated.
The most straightforward model is of geometrical nature and

This interpretation is supported by three kinds of model considerations:

The problem is

(i) The asymmetry is maintained between saddle and

scission (see for example Figure 13); (ii) The trajectory calcula-

based on the peculiarities of the liquid drop energy surface.

As

pointed out by Strutinsky et al. (Ref. 402), this surface has an
additional barrier between the simply connected and the separated

tions reported in Section IV prefer the asymmetric shapes even be-

shapes.

yond the saddle, the shape asymmetry is relevant also dynamically;

at a mean center distance of the fragments of p* = 1.16 R .

(iii) Shell effects fade out with increasing excitation energy;

mimber holds for almost all of the nuclei.

This barrier disappears at characteristic elongations,
This

Behind this "exit de-

one expects, therefore, a trend toward the more symmetric droplet

formation" (Ref. 64) strong forces arise which tend to disrupt

fission in accordance with the data.

the density.

But these arguments account

If one assumes the prescission kinetic energy to be

only for the peak values of the distributions; the mechanism for

small such that all kinetic energy results from the Coulombic re-

their broadness is largely unclear.

pulsion beyond this point, one obtains a fair agreement with the

Attempts to interpret them

as quantal zero-point fluctuations in the mass-asymmetry collective coordinate agree with the data on spontaneous fission at and

experimental data.
This simple result allows for two different conclusions.

Ei-

around the peaks, but fail at the valleys of the distribution

ther virtually all of the energy available at the exit deformation

(Ref. 241, 251, 252).

converts into collective modes perpendicular to relative kinetic

It is unclear how this mechanism can be ex-

trapolated to high excitation energies.

At a first glance, this

interpretation is in conflict with the former, the statistical interpretation of Fong (Ref. 92, 97, 98, 110-113).

For the former

energy motion, or dissipation into intrinsic degrees of freedom
is so strong that the fragments remain essentially at rest until
they are fully separated.

An answer to this question can be found

the shell effects at the barrier, i.e., at strongly overlapping

by model calculations (Ref. 70, 79, 82, 145, 203, 219, 224, 310,

densities, are decisive, while Fong works with the phase space

355).

available for the separated fragments.

The formation of the frag-

Nix and co-workers have performed a number of calculations

mentary shells at the barriers and their maintenance between sad-

(Ref. 81, 356, 357) in which dissipation was treated in terms of

dle and scission could be an element of connection eventually;

Rayleigh's dissipation function

see also Ref. 149, 150, 158, 423.
The kinetic energy distribution has been the goal of much theo-

F

1 dE
= 2 dt

(26)

lti

retical effort, but its origin is even less clear than the distribution of masses.

Of particular interest was the question of why

the mean value of the kinetic energy is so appreciably lower than
the Q value of the reaction.

This indicates that some of the a-

vailable energy goes into degrees of freedom other than the relative kinetic energy of the fragments.

The other degrees of free-

With the Lagrangian L = K - W , the difference of collective kinetic
and potential energy, the equations of motion for the collective
variables B^tt) are given by
d , !L,

3L

. _ 3F

_

(27)
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The collective inertias were obtained from an irrotational flow

the mean kinetic energies of fission fragments are not sensitive

model, and the viscosity tensor n.• was evaluated for two models:

to further details.

(i) for two-body viscosity and (ii) for the wall-and-window formula (Ref. 217, 218, 336, 337, 354).

The results for the first

The models so far discussed deal with the most probable kinetic
energy, the peak of the distribution.

The distribution itself has

are shown in Figure 19, but with suitable adjusted parameters the

been generated in the past by solving the equations of motion for

latter agrees equally and almost indiscernably well with the mean

the collective coordinates g.(t) for different initial velocities

kinetic energies.

Obviously they are not very sensitive to the

mechanism of dissipation.

Whether the energy is dissipated by

at the barrier and weighting the resulting kinetic energies according to an initial thermal velocity distribution.

This proce-

two-body collisions or by collision of particles with a moving

dure executed for a nonviscous irrotational flow could be extended

wall seems irrelevant.

eventually for viscous motion according to Eq. (27) and includes

The mechanism of single particle excitation (Ref. 376-378) as

all possible effects due to "amplifying modes" {Ref. 269).

The

the source of dissipation has been studied by solving the cranking

so obtained distributions have variances, which are too small by

model equations numerically, at finite collective velocities.

a factor of 2 as compared to experiment.

The

One may speculate that

the variances for viscous motion rather are smaller than larger,

respective equations are given in Section IV, and by means of
them, the elementary modes of quasiparticle-quasihole excitations

thus increasing the discrepancy with experiment.

can be treated properly.

of friction seems necessary to enforce agreement with experiment

To some extent this model of "dynamic

excitation" is the quantal analog to the "wall-and-window formula"
- the particles gain additional momentum by collisions with the
moving walls of the potential - and agrees with it in the main
conclusion:

A further common

feature is the necessity to preselect a "fission trajectory."

for the mean kinetic energy.
But if one agrees on friction, one must conclude on diffusion
in the sense that the sharp and well-defined trajectories associ-

Most of the energy available at the scission configu-

ration is absorbed into intrinsic excitation.

The inclusion

ated with a particular initial condition should spread into bundles and be replaced by distributions.

No

"fluctuation-dissipation theorem."

This follows from the

Such a mechanism becomes tract-

element in these models permits judgment of the "best" of all pos-

able replacing the equations of motion (Eq. (27)) by transport e-

sible ones.

quations for the distributions.

The model of dynamic excitation, however, is hampered

by additional difficulties:

On top of the very complicated numer-

The recent and very simple model

calculations seem to indicate a substantial change in the distri-

ics, it converges very slowly - if at all - with the number of

bution of kinetic energies.

particle-hole channels included in the calculations,

thermal fluctuations in addition to and opposed to the "collec-

lu. addi-

The variances are increased due to

tional approaches we refer to the literature (Ref. 120, 231, 232,

tive

314, 372).

parison between theory and experiment (P.ef. 131, 132).

Based on these model calculations one concludes with little
doubt that the collective motion in the fission mode is slowed
down by the coupling to single particle degrees of freedom.

Al-

variances" mentioned.

Eventually, they could improve com-

Transport equations of this kind are conceptually very close
to an old and almost forgotten idea of Kramers (Ref. 220) that
fission might be interpreted as a diffusion phenomenon, and tract-

beit thir. coupling is not understood in detail, it acts as if

able similar to a chemical reaction.

frictional terms are present in the equations of motion, tract-

phenomena in heavy ion collisions (Ref. 136, 417) - which in many

58 able for example by Rayleigh's dissipation function.

Obviously.

The relevance of transport

ways are similar to or complementary to fission - make such an

interpretation more likely than in all the years before.

In a

The interactions do not appear in the above phenomenological

first attempt (Ref. 130) - slightly different from Kramers' ap-

models.

proach - the diffusion over a barrier was tackled in a one-dimen-

in the model parameterizations.

sional model, a kind of energy representation.

tions is a difficult and widely unsolved problem.

In thermal equi-

One may conclude from this that they reside implicitly
The establishment of such relaIn view of a

librium, one has a small but finite probability for the occupation

multitude of partially conflicting models, such relations are a

of states being energetically over the fission barrier.

necessity up to and beyond the intellectual satisfaction.

states.

These may

The friction term works in toward reoccupation of these

Some aspects of the models can be made plausible, at least.

The delicate balance between the feeding and decay of the

For example, the shell correction approach of Section III can be

leak out.

states above the barrier is not discussed in detail in this short

understood as an approximation to constraint, self-consistent

account, but one should stress the point that the Bohr-Wheeler

field equations, and in particular, one can learn in which sense

cross section for fission is obtained in the limit of large fric-

single particle energies can be the carrier of a shell correction

tion.

energy.

At finite values of the friction constant the fission cross

section deviates from the Bohr-Wheeler formula toward a better
agreement with the experiment.

Eventually this will allow for an

This is demonstrated further below.

First, we recall a few elements of the nuclear many-body problem in a very condensed form.

This seems necessary in view of

the more formal arguments to be presented below.

alternative determination of the friction constant.
Perhaps the even more important aspect of transport phenomena

We shall deal

first with the time-dependent problem, and only later with the

is the possibility of overcoming the quasistatic picture of Bohr

stationary one, but this is more a question of personal prefer-

and Wheeler's transition scate and replacing it by dynamic devel-

ence.

opments.

It seems unlikely that only one point in the deformation

energy landscape should determine all the aspects of the fission

In the self-consistent field approximation, one substitutes
the problem of finding a solution to the many-body state |f(t)>.

process, in particular the "distributions," i.e., the mu.ltidiffer= H|Y(t)

ential cross sections, which after all are the only quantities of

(29)

interest, as they can be measured.
or of constructing the many-body density N(t) by
VI.

Selected Relations to the Meny-Body Problem by SelfConsistent Field Approximations

¥t N(t|

In one way or the other the phenomenological methods can be justified only if they turn out as approximative solutions to the
nuclear many-body problem.

=

TF
TF( (H N "NH' 5 {H'N) '

(30)

vrtiere
N(t) =

(31)

For this one may admit a nonrelativis-

tic approach, as the binding energies are sufficiently small. On
top of the operator for the kinetic energy such a Hamiltonian

by the much simpler problem of finding a solution to the single
particle state I*.(t)>, i.e., to

should contain at least the pairwise interactions V(i,j) of any

(32)

two particles labelled i and j , respectively, i.e.,
or t o the one-body density D ( t ) ,
A
£ -2
1 A
H = I pT72m + 4 1
I V(i,j)
2
i=1 l
i=1 j=1

.

(28)

4z o(t)

= (h(t),p(t) } ,

(33) 5)

T
This way one is confronted with the statement of a Slater de-

which in its diagonal form is defined by

terminant being an eigenstate to the (many-body) Hamiltonian H.
(34)

n i ]* i (t)><* i (t)

o(t)

Its failure is obvious immediately, and one has fought about it
by methods which essentially replace true pair interaction by ef-

The (one-body) Hamiltonian h is the sum of kinetic and potential

fective interactions (Ref. 7, 67, 76, 93, 277, 293, 295, 296) of

energy

various natures but still maintaining the concept of a Slater determinant.

h(t) = p 2 /2m + 4 (t) ,

(35)

The relevant arguments were given for the stationary

(Ref. 294, 295), but not - and this should be stressed - for the

of any one particle (i), as usual, but the potential is obtained

time-dependent version of the one-body equation.

from the pair interaction V(i,j) by an average over all particles,

sis of the time-dependent problem has recently led to a one-body

i.e.,

equation with a collision term (Ref. 2 4 9 ) , but in which the col) .

(36)

lision term and the effective interaction are not independent of
each other.

One speaks of a "self-consistent" generation of the potential 4.
The first attempt to derive a one-body equation like (34) was
made by Dirac (Ref. 86, 8 7 ) ; see also Ref. 404.

By the nature of

A careful analy-

The variational approach (Ref. 22) reverts the hier-

archy of the argument.

One assumes for all times a Slater deter-

minant to begin with, and searches for the "best set" of single
particle states by variation of the action integral I

his arguments (maintenance of proper normalization and antisymmetry) , Dirac was compelled to an idempotent density matrix, i.e.,
2

a

= p ,

(40)

(37)

or in other words, to occupation numbers n ; = 0 or n.. = 1 (see Eq.
fc 1

(34)).

I(t l f t 2 ) = J t 2 dt-Y(t) !H - iji ^ !

1

This in turn is identical with the statement (Ref. 404)

with respect to ' i|>. > .

The first variation gives back Eq. (33);

the second variation has been investigated recently (Ref. 235237).

The variational approach does not provide additional in-

that the many-body state |*(t)> is the antisymmetrized product of

sight; one simply assumes what has to be proven (the relevance of

single particle states |*i(t)>

the Slater determinant), but it is a powerful tool for treating

(Slater determinant)•

For a

Slater determinant, the energy can be expressed in closed form by
the one-body density (matrix), i.e.,

further approximations.
The one-body equation (33) is often called the "time-dependent

E = <f (t) |H| 4>(t) > = trpp 2 /2m f 1 tr,tr 2 p (1) V(1,2) p (2) .

(38)

Hartree-Fock equation" (TDHF), although historically it rather is
another Dirac equation.

Provided that p(t) is a solution to Eq. (34), E is a constant of
motion ( E - 0 ) .

The requirement of a stationary density

(matrix)

p, i.e., P = 0, gives an eigenvalue equation for the single particle state,
h|*1> = e i l* i > i

able (Ref. 103).

Nowadays numerical solutions are avail-

Thanks to admirable efforts one has been able to

cope with the utter (numerical) complexity of such equations for
different effective interactions (Ref. 6, 7, 9, 103, 105, 165, 198200, 207, 214, 216, 239, 240).

(39)

Among various other aspects, one

may have learned from such calculations how the (one-body) density
can change in time, generating a coherent motion of all particle

SO the so-called Hartree-Fock equation.

states.

Thus, one may regard Eq. (33) as a kind of master equa-

tlon for collective or for fluidlike motion.

In the detail, the

The smooth part of this energy E [ P ] can be understood as the

relations to standard fluid dynamics, or to the standard collec-

quantum mechanical definition of the bulk or the liquid drop part

tive model (Ref. 47) are not clear.

of the energy W i D ,

The various attempts to work

out fluid dynamical models (Ref. 35, 118, 133, 134, 160, 161, 202,

E[p"] = W,

(43)

LD

316, 317, 425-429) or the "adiabatic time-dependent Hartrse-Fock"
(ATDHF) approximations (Ref. 22, 115, 116, 323, 416) all suffer

Terms linear in ip can be understood as the shell correction en-

by ad-hoc assumptions, which are very difficult to judge a priori.

ergy SU - 5}E ,

A posteriori one has the difficulty that they mostly lead to an
irrotational flow pattern, which cannot be brought into consis-

j

(44)

ine

tency with the experimental evidence from the low-energy spectra
of "collective" nature.

Similarly, the Thomas-Fermi approximation

(Ref. 38, 41, 57, 90, 91, 138, 139, 147, 162, 191) and thus all

provided that the e

are not the self-consistent eigenvalues, but

eigenvalues to a smoother, quasiphenomenological potential 5,

kinds of drop or droplet models must be understood as a particular
approximation to some mean field equation, although this relation

(45)

tr pV

is not stated often in the literature.
The stationary version of the one-body equation (39) combination with the definition of the energy, Eq. (38), can account for

The last term is quadratic in the small Sp,
6 2 E = ~ tr 1 tr 2 «p(1)V(1,2)«p(2) - O ( 6 P 2 ) ,

(46)

the single particle spectra and the binding energy of nuclei (Ref.
330).

It is progress that simple effective interactions could

have been found which account almost quantitatively for these two
aspects over wide regions of the periodic table (Ref. 208, 209, 245,
329, 330, 413-415).

and be dropped by an

argument of smallness.

what remains is the

energy theorem of Section III:
E = E[p] + 6.jE + 6 2 E - W L D + 6U .

(47)

In view of the complexity of the calculations,

it is still worthwhile to develop approximation methods, and the

Properly said, these arguments hold for the self-consistent ground

shell correction approach has turned out to be a very quantitative

state.

one.

density out of its equilibrium configuration.

The arguments for the latter will be given briefly (Ref. 6 4 ) .

A self-consistent density operator n, i.e., one which is a solution to Eq. (39), certainly contains shell effects.

Suppose

that the shell part So is sufficiently small as compared to thu

In order to obtain a deformation energy, one must move the
This can be a-

chieved by external, constraining potentials U ( x ) , i.e., by
searching solutions to
(h + U) |

(48)

complementary smooth part p, i.e.,
and calculating the energy according to Eq. (38) or (47) as funcp = p + Sp ,

5o << p .

(41)

The total energy, Eq. (38) , being a functional E [ P ] of the den-

tions of the parameters appearing in U, or by equivalent spatial
moments of the density like the quadrupole moment.
A more precise but lengthier argument can be found in the lit-

sity p, can be split according to the powers of <5p,

erature (Ref. 56, 58, 62, 66, 395, 396). The resulting equations

E[P] = E[p] + tr6p

tr 1 tr 2 «p(1)V(1,2)6 P (2)

(42)

were checked numerically by extensive comparison with the available fully self-consistent field calculations (Kef. 106-109).

Figure 20, as an example, shows the quality of the agreement.

In

this figure, the self-consistent deformation energy E,._, calculated for an effective interaction of the Skyrme type (Ref. 3 5 9 ) ,

The energy, calculated with Eq. (38), can be expressed as a function of the Q i #
E = WfO^) .

(51)

is plotted versus the quadrupole moment Q_ and compared to another calculation (E+6E) in which the term corresponding to 6 2 E

Taking partial derivatives with respect to any particular Q. and

was omitted.

comparing with Eq. (49) identifies the Lagrange multipliers as

The above considerations and the extensive numerical calcula-

the generalized forces

tions make the shell correction appear as a rather accurate approximation to constraint self-consistent field equations.

8W
90,

This

(52)

statement is helpful not only with respect to its economical impact.

It provides the insight that the notion oc a liquid drop

energy does not imply literally the identification of a nucleus
with a water droplet.

It rather stands for a very simple, over-

all substitution of the parameters of the interaction by another
and equivalent set, the liquid drop parameters.

Indeed, the var-

ious versions of effective interactions have their "own liquid
drop" parameters (Ref. 7 1 ) .

Attempts to take the short cut, and

to express the liquid drop parameters directly as closed-form expressions of the coupling constants have been made but have not

The unconstrained equation (39) gives tt'e equilibrium, since all
forces disappear (^ = 0 ) .
Straightforwardly, the so obtained potential energy w has been
identified with the phenomenological potential energy, as defined
for example by the shell correction approach.
But there are some problems.

particle states which minimize the energy, Eq. (38), subject to
the condition of fixed particle number N = tr v and some fixed
spatial moments Q. = tr p Q.(x).

j + W(0) = const.

(^

This allows a free variation, i.e.,
X.6Q. = 0

If this were true, one should be able to derive them from the
So far, this was not possible without further ad-

hoc assumptions like the conditions of "slow motion" or "small
amplitude motion," concepts which are defined only vaguely (Ref.
22, 23, 65, 115-117, 122, 143). Moreover, the simplest of these

(49)

approaches yields mass parameters for irrotational flow characteristics (Ref. 316, 317).

with respect to the single particle states and leads straightforwardly to Eq. (48) with the external field Ufx) as
U(x) =

62

(53)

only available dynamic equation, the time-dependent mean-field
equation (33).

one solves this variational prob-

lem with constraints by the method of Lagrange multipliers

6E - eSN -

Thus with Q. *••* B.,

It can be viewed as the solution to a varlational

problem (Ref. 26, 28, 123, 163, 330), i.e., finding those single

and c ) .

They are

functions of the time, subject to obeying the well-known classical

We return once more to the constraint self-consistent field
equation (48).

It implies the identification of the

0. with the phenomenological deformation parameters 6..
equations of motion.

been very successful (hef. 13).

The quoted numeri-

cal agreement between the two supports such an identification.

V*

:) .

Those, however, are in conflict with

the spectral aspects of collective motion.
It might well be possible that the theories both of collective

(50)

motion and of fission rest on an inadequate surmise, the existence
of a "collective Hamiltonian" which must be "quantized" subsequently.

The recently developed mean field approximations for

spontaneous fission (Ref. 235-237) might turn out as a workable

sion (Ref. 250, 2 8 2 ) , Coulomb fission (Ref. 238, 3 1 2 ) , or any

alternative, if the necessary numerics can be mastered to also

discussion of odd-even fission (Ref. 84, 373).

treat sufficiently heavy nuclei.

They were omitted because these lectures have another aim.

But the familiar mean-field approximations rely on the funda-

Starting from the concept of Bohr and Wheeler, in Section II, I

mental assumption that the many-body state of the system is a

have tried to show that much of the later development is just to

Slater determinant for all times.

put "flesh on the bones."

This might be justified at low

The shell correction method of Sec-

excitations, but certainly not for the fission of highly excited

tion III, for example, modifies Bohr and Wheeler's concept only

nuclei (Ref. 6 0 ) , or for the later stages of the fission process.

marginally by substituting the liquid drop energy surface by some

Indeed a careful reduction of the many-body equation to an equa-

more complicated function.

tion closed in the one-body density does not lead directly to a

Section IV, was considered as a barrier penetration problem al-

Spontaneous fission, as treated in

mean-field equation like Eq. (33), but to one which includes "col-

ready by Bohr and Wheeler, only that the modern penetration cal-

lision terms" (Ref. 249, 311, 430). Eventually, equations of such

culations are infinitely more complicated (numerically).

structure might be useful to derive simplified diffusion models

was rather to show how one gets into difficulties if one tries to

for the theory of induced fission.

calculate the only relevant objects, the cross sections for mass,

As a conclusion one should state that a self-consistent description of the fission process is still in its infancy.
problems are not understood.

Many

The difficulties we meet are closely

The aim

energy, angles, and so on, based on these simple concepts alone.
Almost every class of experiments needs its own phenomenological
concepts with arbitrarily adjusted parameters (see Section V!.

related to our inability to formulate collective motion in quantal

If one tries to relate the phenomenological concepts to the many-

many-body systems in general.

body problem, one admittedly is able to establish some relations,
as for example the relation between the shell correction energy
and constrained field calculations (Section V I ) , but the dynami-

VII.

cal aspects get more confusing, the more one goes into depth.

Concluding Remarks

So the aim of the lecture is to encourage the students to have

A more or less complete presentation of our ideas on the mechanism of the fission process and a careful discussion of the rather

new ideas on the problem; not much is really solved and clear in

different concepts developed in the past would provide sufficient

the wide field of nuclear dynamics, and fission provides an ideal

material for a monograph of several volumes.

testing ground for checking new developments.

On these few pages

not more can be given than a bird's-eye view of the problem.
Most of the topics had to be omitted, in particular those of interest for the experimenter, the many different partial cross sections.
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Binding energy per nucleon as a function of A, taken
from the book of Bohr and Mottelson.

The experimental

binding energies were taken from the compilation by J.H.E. Mattauch,
W. Thiele, and H.A. Wapstra, Nucl.Phys. £7 (1965) 1.

The thin,

Figure 3.

The deformation energy of a homogeneously charged drop
with sharp boundary.

The figure is taken from the

work of S. Prankel and N. Metropolis, Phys.Rev. 2 1 (1947) 914.
It shows the deformation energy in units of the surface energy of

smooth curve represents the semiempirical mass formula, with the

the drop at the value of the fissility parameter x = 0.74.

constants given by A.E.S. Green and N.A. Engler, Phys.P.ev. 21

the appearance of the characteristic saddle point at a 2 = 0 . 8 0 and

Note

(1953) 40.

a^ = 0.24; for the definition of the a. see text.
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Figure 5.

93

The threshold behavior of nucleon-induced fission
cross section,

^^^—^————

r /d and r_/d are the ratios of the

n

r

neutron emission and fission probabilities (taken per unit of
time and multiplied by H) to the average level spacing in the
Figure 4.

The fission barrier versus mass number.

The figure

was taken from W.D. Myers and W.J. Swiatecki, Nucl.
Phys. 81_ (1966) 1, and shows the fission threshold energies as

compound nucleus at the given excitation.

These ratios will vary

with energy in nearly the same way for all heavy nuclei, except
that the entire fission curve must be shifted to the left or

obtained from their liquid drop fit to the binding energies and

right according as the critical fission energy E , is less than or

fission barriers.

greater thau the neutron binding E n -

The dotted curve includes their way of treat-

ing the shell corrections; see also Section III.

The cross section for fis-

sion produced by fast neutrons depends on the ratio of the values
in the two curves, and is given on the left for E f - E n = (-j) Mev
and on the right for E f - E n = 1^ Mev, corresponding closely to
the cases of 0 2 3 9 and T h " 3 , respectively.

98

(Figure and caption

was taken from N. Bohr and J.A. Wheeler, Phys.Rev. 56 (1939) 426.)
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Single particle states in an axially deformed poten-
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tial, taken from H.C. Pauli, Phys.Lett. C7 (1973) 36.
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The figure shows the single particle states for the neutrons in
Pu in an axially symmetric average potential plotted as a
function of c, the longer axis in units of the equivalent radius
of a sphere.

c = 1.0 corresponds to spherical symmetry.

Odd par-

ity states are dotted, the number inserted correspond to twice
the K value, the projection of angular momentum on the axis of
symmetry.

marked by the circles, which include the corresponding neutron
number.
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Figure 7.

Note the regions of abnormally small density of states,

The modification of the drop's deformation energy by
shell corrections for a light and a heavy nucleus,

schematic.
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single particle energies, taken from M. Brack, Nucl.
Phys. A207 (1973) 401.

The single particle states for protons in

a deformed Woods-Saxon potential are indicated by the vertical
lines, their length being equal to values of 6n^.

The Fermi en-

ergy ). and the averaging interval y are indicated in the figure.

Figure 9. Shell corrections to the binding energies.

The figure

is taken from P. MSller and J.R. Nix, Rochester 1973,
p. 103, where calculational details may also be found.
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Figure 10.

Ground state deformations in the rare earth region.
The figure was taken from the work of U. G6tz et al.

Nuol.Phys. A192 (1972) 1.

The energies of the first barrier, the second minimum.
and the second barrier relative to the ground state.

The figure was taken from the work of P. Holler and J.E. Nix,
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Rochester 1973, p. 103.
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Brack, et al., Rev.Mod.Phys. £4 (1972) 320, correlates the calculated mass asymmetry x at the second barrier with the experimental peak-to-peak ratio M H /M L of tha mass distribution.

Figure 13. The deformation energy of
V versus mass asymmetry
and neck radius of the density droplet. The figure,
taken from the work of M.G. Mustafa, U. Mosel, and H.W. Schmitt,
Phys.Kev. C2 (1973) 1519, demonstrates the maintenance of fragmentary shells between the second saddle at D = 5 fm and the scission point at D = 0 fm.
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Figure 14. The moment of inertia versus deformation. The moment
of inertia figure is prepared based on the material of
M. Brack et al., Kucl.Phys. A234 (1974) 185, and shows the moment
of inertia as calculated from the cranking model for
Pu (thick
line). The rigid body value is indicated by the thin line. The
deformation c refers to the longer axis of the droplet in units
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Figure 15.

One component (B ) of the mass tensor versus deformation. The cranking model mass parameter B is
plotted vsrsus deformation c in order to display its shell structure. The equilibrium deformations are indicated by the arrows
and occur at comparatively low single particle level densities.
The material for this figure has been taken from the work of
Ledergerber, Nucl.Phys. A207 (1973) 1, and Pauli, Z.Physik A295
(1980) 315.
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Figure 16.

Lifetimes for spontaneous fission.

The lifetimes (in

years) for the spontaneous fission from the ground
state are indicated by the dots and plotted versus Z /A.

They

Figure 17.

Lifetimes of fission isomers.

The lifetime for spon-

taneous fission from the isomer state (in seconds) is

are compared to the calculated values, indicated by the crosses.

plotted versus the neutron number.

The figures was taken from the work of Pauli and Ledergerber,

work of Pauli and Ledergerber, Rochester 1973, p. 463.

The figure is taken from the

Rochester 1973, p. 463.
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The double differential cross section for the fission
jig

of

Figure 19.
Pu induced by thermal neutrons is given as a

contour plot (in relative units) versus the total kinetic energy
of the fission fragments and their mass.

The figure was taken

from the work of J.H. Neiler, F.J. Walter, and H.W. Schmitt, Phys.
Rev. 149 (1966) 894.

Comparison of the most probable fission-fragment kinetic energies with results calculated for different

values of the viscosity coefficient v (in TerapoiseJ.

The figure

was taken from the work of K.T.R. Davies, A.J. Sierk, and J.R.
Nix, Phys.Rev. C1_3 (1976) 2385.
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Yb plotted versus the

The thin line denotes the fully

self-consistent energy, as calculated for the SIII force.

The

dashed curve refers to the approximative calculation as described
in the text.

The figure was taken from the work of M. Brack and

Ph. Quentin, Phys.Lett. 5£B (1975) 421.

THEORY AND PHENOMENOLOGY OF
NEUTRON INDUCED FISSION CROSS SECTIONS

the past two years, a considerable amount of overlap is unavoidable in order to
keep the present lectures self-consistent.
Among other recent reviews on the subject of neutron-induced fission we want

H. WEIGMANN
Commission of the European Communities,
Joint Research Centre,
Central Bureau for Nuclear Measurements,
Geel, Belgium

to especially mention the very comprehensive article by A. Hichaudon [Mi73] in
"Advances in Nuclear Physics".
In chapter 2 we w i l l briefly discuss the deformation potential of actinide
nuclei.

This will be done only very crudely, since the basic properties of the

deformation energy and the fission process i t s e l f , including its dynamical
aspects, w i l l be extensively treated in the lectures by H.C. Pauli at the present
course.

Abstract
neutron-induced
The lectures discuss the theory and phenomenology
fission cross sections. F i r s t , a brief summary 01 ur knowledge of the
potential energy surface in the deformation plane I s given. Then the
theory of neutron-induced fission reactions is discussed with special
emphasis on structure effects related to the "double humped" fission
barrier. The status of the experimental information Is examined and
recent developments are described. Finally, parametrizations and data
used for actual calculations of unknown cross sections are discussed.

Chapter 3 w i l l deal with the statistical theory of neutron-induced reactions
and w i l l include the fission degree of freedom in a preliminary, essentially
macroscopic way.
In chapter 4, the fission decay of the compound nucleus w i l l be discussed in
detail in a microscopic way, including the various phenomena of intermediate
structure.

Some discussion of empirical data w i l l also be included.

In chapter 5 the question of vibrational resonances w i l l be addressed, and we
1.

w i l l especially discuss recent data on the light actinides (Th- and Pa- isotopes)

Introduction

which may indicate additional structure (a third minimum) in the deformation

The subject of these lectures is a review of the theory and phenomenology

potential of these nuclei.

of cross sections for neutron-induced fission, in view of their application in
the evaluation of fission data and the calculation of unknown fission cross
sections.

Finally in chapter 6 we will briefly review our knowledge of empirical data
needed as input for actual calculations of unknown cross sections.

The discussion of actual evaluation procedures and of computer codes

for cross section calculations w i l l not be included, since these are the subject
of a series of lectures given by S. Pearlstein and V. Konshin at this course.
The purpose of the present lectures is rather to provide the necessary background

2.

The Deformation Potential

for the lectures of Drs. Pearlstein and Konshin by the discussion of the basic
properties of fission cross sections and their theoretical interpretation.
A very extensive series of lectures on the same subject has been given by

The questions of basic fission theory, including the various aspects of the
potential energy as a function of deformation as well as the dymanics of the

E. Lynn [Ly781 during the preceding Course on Nuclear Theory for Applications

fission process, will be extensively treated 1n the lectures of H.C. Pauli at

a t Trieste i n 1978.

this course.

The contents of the present lectures w i l l overlap to a

large degree with the 1978 lectures by Lynn :

Although the present lectures w i l l

try to emphasise phenomenological aspects and especially the development during

Therefore, only a very crude reminder of the basic ideas under-

lying the determination of the deformation potential w i l l be given here in order
to keep the present lecture self-supporting.

J|

2.1. The Liquid Drop Energy
For many years the process of nuclear fission had been interpreted in terms
of the liquid drop model of the nucleus [BW39J. In this model, the total energy
of the nucleus is expressed as the sum of a volume energy Ey proportional to the
mass number, a surface energy Es proportional to the surface area of the drop,
and the Coulomb energy Ec :

(2.1)

= E.,

Since the volume energy is independent of deformation, the deformation dependence
may be expressed by the deformation energy
En(O =

E c (e) - E s (o) - E c (o)

(2.2)

where e is the deformation parameter as defined, e.g. by Nilsson [N155] . For a
nucleus around A = 240, for a small e, Es(«) increases more quickly with e than
Ec(e) decreases, such that a net increase of ED(«) results for small «; but for
e ~ 0.6, the situation reverses and EQ(e) decreases with increasing e, with the
consequence that the nucleus becomes unstable with respect to further deformation
and finally fissions. Thus ED(e) exhibits a "fission barrier" which was expected
to determine the properties of the nucleus with respect to fission.
During the past decade, the increased interest in the deformation energy has
led not only to extensive investigations of single particle effects (see section
2.2 below), but also to improvements of the liquid drop model. The most important
one is the droplet model of ^ers and Swiatecki [MS691 which takes into account
effects of the diffuseness of the nuclear surface, the redistribution of charge
in the surface region, and effects of the f i n i t e compressibility of nuclear
matter. The parameters of the droplet model are obtatned from adjustment to
experimental data and from statistical calculations.
However, in spite of refinements, the liquid drop model was clearly inadequate
to explain some of the basic properties of actinide nuclei, like the predominantly
asymmetric mass division in fission, and the fact that the actinides were
deformed in their ground states. To explain these features obviously demanded
inclusion of a more microscopic theory of the nucleus, i.e. the shell model.

2.2.

Shell Corrections

The obvious alternative to the macroscopic liquid drop model, i.e. simply
summing the energies e^ of all occupied shell model single particle states
according to
U = 5 2n e

,, ,,

in order to obtain the total energy of the nucleus, was clearly inadequate, too:
The neglect of residual interactions and inadequacies of the single particle
potential would lead to errors which would accumulate; thus the final result
would be much less accurate than the one obtained from the liquid drop model with
its semi-empirically adjusted parameters.
The breakthrough came with Strutinsky's [St67'l proposal to combine the virtues
of both models. His "macroscopic - microscopic" method amounts to a renormalization of the sum equ. (2.3) of single particle energies according to
U - U + ELDM " E LDM

(2.4)

where U is basically a sum similar to the one of equ.(2.3), but with the shell
model single particle energies e^ replaced by energies of pseudo-single particle
states obtained from the original e^ by an averaging procedure which washes out
the actual shell effects. The quantity f is expected to resemble the shell
model analogue to the liquid drop energy, such that the difference U - EL0H
represents the desired renormalization of the single particle energy sum U.
Besides the shell correction SU, also a correction ,8P has to be included
which takes into account the different pairing energies for the true and the
averaged single particle state densities. Thus, in place of equ.(2.4) we have :
511 + SP

E - E,
LDM
By taking the difference U - U, the systematic errors inherent to the shell
model ought to cancel, and only effects associated with the local shell structure
as a function of nucleon number and deformation will remain.

The effect of the shell correction on the deformation energy is examplified in
figures 1 and 2 : Fig. 1 shows single neutron levels as a function of deformation

as calculated by Nilsson et a i . [ Ni69 ).
highest level occupied for N = 152.

Also shown as the bold solid line 1s the

For a nucleus with this neutron number, a low

So far, the inclusion of additional deformation coordinates like e^ has mainly
the consequence of a quantitatively more accurate prediction of the deformation

single neutron level density near to that l i n e , as around e=» 0.55, w i l l lead to a

potential.

negative contribution to

consequences also on fission cross sections and other observables.

5U, whereas a high single neutron level density (at

e=0.4 and e «* 0.75) w i l l yield a positive contribution to SU.

Thus, seen

as a function of deformation, the shell correction produces modulations on top
of the smooth liquid drop model contribution to the deformation energy.

The

result is seen i n f i g . 2, which shows, for a typical actinide nucleus, the final
deformation potential (solid line) and i t s liquid drop model part (broken l i n e ) .
After the pioneering work of Strutinsky a large amount of effort has been put
into the calculation of deformation potential surfaces.

They differ in several

aspects, e.g. in the choice of the single particle potential used to determine the
shell correction :

Many calculations have been done with the deformed modified

oscillator potential [Ni69]

and with the deformed Woods - Saxon potential which

was also used in Strutinsky's original work [ St67 ] .
the two-centre oscillator potential [Sc71)
[Bo72].

Other potentials used are

Many details of the Strutinsky method as well as i t s j u s t i f i c a t i o n on
No further details w i l l be discussed here, with the exception of the

special question of asymmetric deformations which w i l l prove to be very important
for the analysis and prediction of fission cross sections (chapters 5 •.:<! 6).
2.3.

Inclusion of Asymmetric Deformations

the deformation parameter e [ Ni35]
considered :

which to f i r s t order describes pire

hexadecapole deformations have been included into Strutinsky-type

calculations almost from the beginning; in fact, f i g . 1 is for a value of the
What really is calculated, is the

potential energy in a multi-dimensional space of deformation coordinates.

Without inclusion

of mass-asymmetry, the outer barrier of common actinide nuclei like U- and Puisotopes usually came out to be much higher than the inner barrier, whereas with
mass-asymmetry included, both barriers turn out to be about equally high.

The

effect i"; due to a strong depression with asymmetric deformation (only for
symmetric deformations corresponding to the outer barrier) of Nilsson orbitals
with n z = 0.

This result may offer an immediate explanation of the asymmetric

mass devision in the fission of most actinides.

I t must be remembered, however,

might s t i l l considerably change the final mass division.
The f i r s t barrier apparently is stable against mass asymmetric deformation
[MN70] .

However, as has f i r s t been found by Pashkevich [ Pa69 ] , i t is unstable

against non-axial ( T - ) distortions.

A systematic study of the effects of

axially asymmetric deformations has been performed by Larsson and Leander [ L L 7 3 ] .
T-deformation the height of the inner barrier

is reduced by up to about 2 MeV.

As w i l l be discussed in section 6.3, the

axially asymmetric deformation of the nucleus at the f i r s t barrier has an

Of course, more complicated deformations have been

hexadecapole deformation parameter e.= 0.04.

lowering the outer peak of the two-peaked fission barrier of f i g . 2 (in fact,
quantitatively f i g . 2 is drawn to already include this effect):

They find that by inclusion of

Until now we have been talking about the potential energy as a function of
quadrupole deformations.

I t had f i r s t been noted by Mtfller and Nilsson 1HN70 ] that the inclusion of
reflection-asymmetric (mass-asymmetric) deformations has the effect of strongly

that dynamic effects on the descent from the second barrier to the scission point

and tie folded Yukawa potential

the basis of Hartree - Fock theory can be found i n a review paper by Brack et a l .
[Br72].

The inclusion of asymmetric deformations,-however, has important

As an

important effect on the density of barrier transition states and thereby on the
magnitude of above-barrier fission cross sections.
To conclude this chapter, reference is made to a recent review paper by
Brack [Bra791 which summarises and compares the different methods of calculating
the deformation potential.

example, f i g . 3 shows a contour plot of the potential energy in the ( e , e^) plane.

I t also shows as the solid arrow marked e, 4 the approximate path which

the nucleus would be expected to go on i t s way to fission.

3.

Statistical Theory of (n,f) Reactions

Thus, the coordinate

labelled "deformation" i n f i g . 2 (and in similar figures which w i l l foPow)

The statistical theory of nuclear reactions provides a description of

should be understood as a measure of progress along such a path in a multi-

reaction cross sections when averages over many compound nuclear levels are

dimensional space of deformation coordinates.

taken.

The cross section for the formation of the compound nucleus by

0/j

absorption of a neutron in a target nucleus with spin I is

replaced by [Mo67]

(2.1)

-r'3>

where the first sum on the right hand side is over the compound nuclear
spins J, the second sum is over orbital angular momenta I and channel spins
s, and

.

tJ*" -

3.1.

The Entrance Channel

The magnitude of the transmission coefficient for the neutron entrance
channel is mainly determined by the effect of the centrifugal barrier on
neutrons with orbital angular momentum I and kinetic energy En

is the spin statistical factor.
I f the cross sections are dominated by narrow resonances, as in the case

(hi)

for non-fissile nuclei at moderately low energies, the transmission coefficient
7^£

is obtained from averaging neutron widths

^

and spacings D over

many resonances as

where 7^j-| S is the reduced width and Sj-]S(En) i s the neutron strength function
for spin J and channel Zs, and is only weakly dependent on E n .

The penetration

factor is given as
/ =

The partial cross section for a reaction leading to exit channel c 1s then

(3.9)

with

\

~yi /

ft-*1)

Usually, the last factor on the right hand side is written as

% - Hi

11.10)
")

where a is the "channel radius".
such that

p()l
T<V

The factor / ;'

is callea the width-fluctuation correction, expressions

for which are given by, e.g.,

Dresner t Dr59).

I f , for f i s s i l e nuclei or at higher neutron energies, resonance widths
approach their average spacings, such that resonance-resonance Interference
94 becomes important, expression (3.3) for the transmission coefficient should be

When a neutron is absorbed in the target nucleus to form the compound nucleus,
there is no reason to assume a drastic change in the shape of the system during
that procass. Thus it is assumed that the compound nucleus is found in a state
of deformation corresponding to the primary well of the deformation potential
of fig. 2 .
The compound nuclear states which are populated in the process of compound
nucleus formation are expected to represent a large variety of degrees of freedom corresponding to a high nuclear temperature. There is no reason for
preference of any particular degree of freedom, like 0- deformation, i.e. the

Bn being the neutron binding energy.

between a l l degrees of freedom 1s assumed, such that a l l exit channels are

transition from the compound state »~'th spin J to a final state with spin I ,

treated on an equal basis.

two expressions are in use :

This assumption is the justification for equ. ( 3 . 3 ) .

For the partial width

r j ' for radiative

degree of freedom ultimately leading to fission; rather, statistical equilibrium

In the strong coupling dipole model
3.2.

Exit Channels other than Fission

(3.15)
The only e x i t channels besides fission which we have to consider are emission
of neutrons (elastic and inelastic scattering) and 7-rays (radiative capture).
The transmission coefficient for neutron emission T ^ may be subdivided

where the constant c^is adjusted to empirical data.
In the giant resonance model

into two parts :
T 0)

n

= T

nJl (discr-)

+ T

n J ) («>nt.)

(3.11)

rx

-c

The f i r s t term describes the emission of neutrons to the well-known low-lying
states i of the target nucleus

where again the constant C and the parameters of tne giant resonance E Q and
r Q , are taken from empirical data.

where t. is the excitation energy of the final state and the factor

According to the theory of fission by Bohr and Wheeler [BW39] , the transmission coefficient for fission through the energetically lowest channel is
given by the quantum mechanical penetrability P(E) of the fission barrier of
fig. 2.
If the fission barrier is approximated by a single barrier of parabolic
shape.

3.3. Fission Decay
* ( * »ft (-1) * ) serves for parity conservation ( =0, 1f the product of the
parities of compound - and final state is not equal to (-1) ) .
Above a certain value E of the excitation energy, not a l l states will be
known Individually.
«

Here, an estimate of the level density as a function of

and spin I , p ( « , I ) , has to be found, and the second term of equ. (3.11)

1s then given as

Ut

ZE

r i*

T^'ff.-O f(t,t)f(rirt ,

In the case of neutron capture, the lowest states in the residual nucleus
usually do not contribute significantly to the total radiative width.
fore they are included into the continuum contribution.
electric dipole transitions are taken Into account.
coefficient for radiative capture Is written as

There-

Furthermore, only

Thus the transmission

where E 1s the peak height of the barrier and t t>F Is related to the width
of the barrier and the inertial parameter associated with the fission degree
of freedom. The true fission barrier of fig. 2 has a very complicated shape,
in particular it consists of two barriers with a deep minimum in between. It
usually is approximated by two separate barriers of parabolic shape, as
indicated in fig. 4, such that an equation of the form (3.17) is valid for tne
lowest fission channel at each of the two barriers Aand B separately. It
should be kept in mind, however, that the assumption of parabolic barrier shapes
is a crude approximation, and that in particular the parameters tiw. and (iu)s
have meaning only as a crude parametrization of the respective barrier widths. 95

3.3.1. Fission channels
The fission barriers of figs. 2 and 4 represent the deformation potential,
i.e. at each value of the deformation coordinates the internal structure of the
nucleus has been assumed such as to minimise the total energy. Many other
internal structures are possible which give rise to the existence of excited
states on top of the barriers, characterised by quantum numbers K, J". These
are the Bohr fission channels. The true transmission coefficient for each of
the two barriers A and B is thus

7-"' .

Z A * *xp [-

(3.48)

where e. is the excitation energy (with respect to the barrier top) of the
fission channel i .
Essentially only for even-even fissioning nuclei are the lowest fission
channels known individually. For higher excitation energies, and 1n general
for odd and odd-odd fissioning nuclei, an estimate must be found for the density
Px(e»J) of fission channels and the sum of equ. (3.18) be replaced by an
integral. Thus, in general,

r^ and To is close to unity or greater. For true sub-barrier fission (energy E
lower than both barrier peaks) intermediate structure effects change the picture
drastically.
3.3.2.

Transmission through a 2-humped barrier

In this and the following subsections su'j-barrier fission will be discussed
only superficially; a more detailed treatment w i l l follow in sections 4 and
5.
For E < Ex the individual terms in the sum over fission channels i in
equ. (3.19) decrease rapidly with increasing e- , and a corresponding statement
holds for the integral in equ. (3.19). Thus, in the case of ?ub-barrier fission,
usually only a very small number of fission channels need to be considered for
a given j " , often only a single one. Thus, in the following, we will deal with
the transmission through just one double-humped fission barrier of the kind of
fig. 4, assuming the energy E to be smaller than both Eft and Eg, but greater tl.jn
3.3.3. Vibrational resonances.
Essentially two types of calculations of the penetrability of a doublehumped barrier are available : Cramer and Nix [CN7O] have exactly calculated
the penetrability of a barrier constructed fron three smoothly joined parabolas
as indicated in f i g . 5a. Ignatyuk et a l . [ Ig 69 1 have used the UKB approximation
to calculate the penetrability of a double-humped barrier of more general shape.
The WKB approximation yields

Approximations for the integral on the right hand si us of equ. (3.19) which
are obtained under the assumption of a constant temperature level density
relation forp x (e,J) are given by Lynn [ Ly74 ] .
Equations (3.18) and (3.19) give expressions for the transmission coefficient
of the barriers Aand B separately. I f the process of fission is looked at as a
two-step process ( f i r s t transmission of barrier A, then of barrier B), the final
transmission coefficient for fission is

V?

(J.

However, this equation is valid only i f the excitation energy E 1s higher than
()(j the peak height of the lower one of the two barriers, I.e. i f at least one of

where the phase t is given by
(HZ)

The limits of integration ej and e- are tne values of e in the intermediate
well at which the integrand vanishes.
Equ. (3.21) has been compared to the exact calculation for (among others)
the barriers of fig. 5a by Cramer and Nix [CN7O]. Thii, comparison is shown in
fig. 5b : It can be seen that only relatively small deviations occur at the
minimum of Pp(E) and in the exact position of the resonances.

According to equ. (3.21) the penetrability at the resonance peaks is
(3.23)
and in the minima between the resonances i t is
P

min=I P A P B
4
The penetrability averaged over an interval of A^=
corresponding to the spacing of two resonances, is

(3.24)
i . e . an interval

3.3.4. Excitation in the second well
I f the second well in the deformation potential of f i g . 2 is sufficiently
deep, as is expected to be the case for most actinide nuclei, there is a
sufficient amount of energy available for intrinsic excitations of trie nucleus
at a deformation corresponding to the second well (with the total energy being
smaller than Efl and Eg). This means that besides the vibratior.al states
discussed in the preceding subsection, there is a much larger number of states
present inside the second well, representing other degrees of freedom, just as is
the case inside the primary well. The situation is illustrated in f i g . 7. In
fact, for not too low excitation energies the level density in either well as.y
approximately be described by a Fermi-gas level density relation :

(3.25)
''" il*"1
The energies at which the resonances of f i g . 5b occur, correspond to eigenenergies of vibrational states in the intermediate well. I f this well is
sufficiently well described by a harmonic oscillator potential with curvature
parameter K u)^ the energies are
F

=

E

+(•>.•.

2

)*co-

(i.Zt)

In the vicinity of these resonances, the penetrability has a Lorentzian
energy dependence :
n n
.
with

y - A, B

ti.is)

The widths r fl and r g may be interpreted as partial widths of the
vibrational resonance for decay through barrier A and B respectively, due to
the fact that the wave function of the quasi-stationary state in the intermediate
well has an exponentially decaying t a i l penetrating through the barriers.
A well-known example of a vibrational resonance of this kind occurs 1n the
230
neutron-induced fission cross section of
Th. Results from a measurement of
this resonance performed in 1972 by James et a l . [Ja72] are shown in f i g . 6.

where the effective excitation energy I) is
U

I "

E

(3.30)

"

in the primary well ( A and An being corrections due to pairing), and
U

II " E - A p " A n " E l l

<3-31>

in the second well. I f i t is assumed that the level density parameter a and
the spin dispersion coefficient a are the same in both wells,

A.

r

^

With, as a typical example to energy E close to neutron binding energy, Uj = 5 HeV,
U n = 3 HeV and a = 30 MeV"1, p j / P n * 132.
The levels In the second well other than vibrational states would by themselves have no influence on the fission cross section. However, particlevibration coupling mixes vibrational and other levels in either well such that QI

principally all levels acquire a certain amount of vibrational amplitude. Due
to this mixing all the levels in the secondary well gain an influence on the
fission cross section. This will be discussed in more detail in section t .
A gross effect of the mixing of vibrational and other degrees of freedom is
that the vibrational strength is spread over many levels. This has as a
consequence that the vibrational resonances in the fission transmission
coefficient discussed in subsection 3.3.3. are broadened and their peak height
i s reduced. This effect i s often referred to a damping. The width of the
vibrational resonance equ. (3.27) is now replaced by

r

-

%

+ «i: * He

where the potential energy part of H° would consist of two potential wells
separated by an infinitely high wall, whereas V^ would be the difference between
this potential and the true deformation potential of fig. 2. Now*^ and «
are eigenfunctions of H° in the f i r s t and second well, respectively

(2.18)

From these two types of vibrational states two sets of product sates can be
constructed which are eigenstates of H - V , and thus almost eigenstates of the
full Hamiltonian H :

(1.1V

(

1-1»)

H describes the motioi with respect to the deformation degree of freedom. Tha
potential energy part of i t is the deformation potential of fig, 2. H,. is the
Hamiltonian for all other {"intrinsic") degrees of freedom, and Hc describes
the interaction between deformation and intrinsic degrees of freedom ("particle
vibration coupling").
The eigenstates of H are denoted by $„ and those of H^ are denoted by VM :
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For energies sufficiently below the maxima Efl and Eg of the deformation
potential the vibrational states * B may be subdivided into two classes, *pi
^ J J depending on whether the main amplitude of the wave function falls in the
primary or the second well of the deformation potential. However, as mentioned
above, there is some tailing of the wave functions through the barriers which
gives rise to an interaction. To be more specific, H^ of equ. (3.34) could be
divided according to

n.ii)

r Q + r 3 + r^

where r_ is called the damping width.
If the excitation energy UJJ and thereby the level density P J J in the
second well are sufficiently large, the damping width will become larger than the
spacing of vibrational s t a t e s . Structure in the fission cross section due to
vibrational resonances nou disappears, but narrower intermediate structure due
to the "rixed" levels in the second well prevails as will be discussed in
section 4. This situation i s referred to as "complete damping" and i s also
characteristic of the situation in the primary well a t energies close to or
above neutron binding energy.
To conclude this section, the hierarchy of states an outlined above, is
discussed on a slightly more formal basis. The Hamiltoniar. of the nucleus can
be regarded as a sum of three terms :

H

and the eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian H are to be described as expansions
over products *„ X M .

( 3 U o )

They are usually called class I and class II states, respectively. The true
A

4

eigenstates of H have to be obtained from a diagonalization of H over these
biO sets. The matrix elements < V w J H I V A I > coupling the two sets are
very small, however, because of the small amount of tailing of the wave functions
•!•„ through the barrier A. This is the reason why the states * ^ j and * X I I
may be treated as almost eigenstates of the Hamiltonian H.

4.

Narrow Structure in Fission Cross Sections

channel c
= £

In this section the most obvious consequences of the existence of the two
types of states which have been called class I and class I I states in
section 3.3.4., w i l l be discussed. These rather dramatic effects occur in
neutron-induced fission cross sections at energies below the two barriers Efl
and Eg, i f these cross sections are studied with sufficiently high energy
resolution. "Sufficiently" high means that individual levels of the highly
dense class I type (average spacing at neutron binding energy of the order of
1 eV) are resolved.
Before we enter the discussion of structure due to the two classes of
states, we w i l l recall a few fundamental facts of basic reaction theory.
4.1. Basic Reaction Theory
For the sake of simplicity we w i l l start this reminder of basic reaction
theory by considering the simple case of pure (elastic and inelastic)
scattering of a neutron from a target nucleus of mass A - 1. Reaction theory
provides expressions for the transition probability from an entrance channel
c to en exit channel c ' , either directly or via compound states where all A
nucleons are i n bound orbitals of the compound nucleus. fi:s channels c may
differ by the state (ground - or excited state) of the target nucleus and by
quantum numbers like orbital angular momentum, channel spin, etc.
Out of the several different formulations of reaction theory, only two w i l l
be mentioned here, the so-called "shell model approach" IMW69] and "R-matrix"
theory [LT58] .
4.1.1. The shell model approach to reaction theory.
In the shell model approach of Mahaux and WeidenmUller (MW69 1, the total
Hanriltonian of the system of A particles is subdivided according to
H=H

o

+ v

n

(4.1)

where HQ is basically a shell model Hamiltonian (with a potential of f i n i t e
depth ). "jenstates of H are discrete shell model states *^ of the
compound nucleus A
(4.2)
o *i " Ei*i
and scattering states X^ consisting of the target A - 1 plus a neutron in a
H

(4.3)

which form a continuous spectrum. The residual interaction Vn allows for
transitions between the various states * . and X^. The problem is to
solve
H *CE = E *CE

(4.4)

C

with + £ being expressed as an expansion in the *^ and x'e •
From a study of ths asymptotic behaviour of possible solutions of (4.4)
for -rc —i> <*>, rt
being the coordinate of separation between the scattered
neutron and the target, the scattering matrix S,.. for scattering from
channel c to channel c' is obtained [ HW69 ] . I t reads

with

and the matrix elements of the residual interaction defined as

A possible direct channel-channel coupling has been neglected. The 5C are
potential scattering phase shifts for channels c.
The scattering matrix equ. (4.5) has poles at
which are given by the roots of
det (D) = 0

(4.9)

If 0 is the complex orthogonal matrix which diagonalises £ such that

the scattering matrix equ. (4.5) can be written

where the "partial vidth amplitudes" are defined by

They are in general complex quantities. Only in the case of "isolated"
resonances, i.e. i f the widths r^ finally attained by the resonances are
much smaller than their average spacing d, they are real and

'7c

(4-12)

In fact, i f the matrix elements Vf are sufficiently small such that ZIvj'l^ « o l ,
the equation det {0} = 0 is not very different from det (DR) = 0, where
J)" is the real matrix obta'ied from 0 by omitting the last term in equ. (4-6).
Correspondingly, the inatrix (T is not very different from the real orthogonal
matrix (ft which diagonalises J)". This diagonal isation of ])" by a real
orthogonal matrix ()R is the usual procedure of the bound state shell model.
The r. and r. in equ. (4.10) may be interpreted as resonance parameters
in the usual way only i f they are sufficiently energy-independent. As discussed
in [MW69 1 , this is the case only i f no thresholds or single particle
resonances are in the vicinity of the energy interval under investigation. We
will furtheron assume that this condition is f u l f i l l e d .

4.1.2 R-matrix theory
An alternative formulation of the scattering problem is given by R-matrix
theory. Here, the configuration space is subdivided into an "internal" and
an "external" region, separated by channel radii ac defined such that for
r > a there is no nuclear interaction in channel c. In the internal region
a set of eigenfunctions X, of the Hamiltonian H Is defined by imposing
definite boundary conditions at the surface :
H

\

(4.13)

•

The boundary conditions are expressed by parameters Bc defined as

Sc = £*-

<MM

Jit

Here, the T X C are projections of the eigenfunctions X^ upon the surface of
channel c
*

« c being the channel surface function for channel c, i.e. a product of a wavefunction describing the target and one describing the angular dependence of the
relative motion of target and projectile. Similarly, the projections of the
radial derivatives of x . are

As the functions X^ form a complete set, any solution of the proper
SchrBdinger equation (4.4) may in the internal region be expanded in the X^.and
in the external region i t is determined from the condition that i t Is continuous
and has a continuous derivative at the surface. This.condition allows to
express the scattering matrix in terms of the so-called R-natrix R [LT581 :

The other matrices occuring in the equ. (4.17) are diagonal matrices with
elements

(4.18)
c = V * Pc
with Sc and P£ being shift- and penetration factors for channel c (see [LT58]),
and for neutrons,
S2C = exp (- i * c )
(4.19)
» Lc -

B

c

L

* c being the hard sphere scattering phase shift in channel c.
The R-matrix is given by
««'«

=

Equation (4.17) for the S-matrix involves the inversion of the matrix
(1 - RL°) which generally is of very large order. I t is possible, however, to
transform this equation into another form which involves the inversion of a
level matrix instead f LT58) . This is advantageous in cases where only a small
number of levels has to be considered in a given energy interval. This level
matrix parameterisation of the scattering matrix reads :

Equ. (4.25) s t i l l contains, of course, an approximate description of
resonance-resonance interference. I f the resonances are even more isolated
such that this interference may be neglected altogether, the single-level
Breit-Wigner approximation is obtained :

where the matrix A is the inverse of the level matrix £with

Equations (4.21) and (4.22) show a strong formal analogy with equ. (4.5)
and (4.6). However, the different quantities appearing in these two sets of
equations have a different physical meaning and in general exhibit a different
energy dependence. I t is shown in [ MW69 ] , however, that the energy dependence
is similar i f no single particle resonance is present in any channel and i f the
energy interval considered is not too large.
In the simple case of "isolated" resonances (see above) the non-diagonal
elements of the level matrix C may be neglected and equ. (4.21) can b& cast
into the form (4.10) with
This is the so-called multi-level Breit-Wigner approximation to R-matrix theory.
From the scattering matrix element S , describing the scattering from
channel c to channel c', one obtains the f u l l cross section for the reaction
« —•>«' ( « now describing configurations with the target A - 1 being in a
definite energy lsvel, but without specification of orbital angular momentum f
and channel spin s) through compound levels of total anqular momentum J

%u

J»|r-i| j'^ll'-.'l /:|J-||

I and i being the spins of target and projectile, respectively.
Within the multi-level Breit-Wigner approximation one then has for

$=|r-.i

T

«=!;-« 1

4.1.3. Inclusion of fission
Until now, we have only considered elastic and inelastic scattering of
neutrons. I f fission is to be taken into account, the fission degree of freedom could principally be represented by additional channels f. Thus, in singlelevel Breit-Wigner approximation the fission cross section would be

I (tZ
Equ. (4.27) give-- a satisfactory description of the fission cross section under
the following conditions:
1) The resonances are sufficiently isolated such that the single level
Breit-Wigner approximation may be applied,
2) the neutron enerqy is sufficiently ibove the lower one of the two
barriers, and
3) the heights of the two barriers, Efl and Eg, are sufficiently different.
Under the last condition the fission width rxtf\ is given as a sum of
partial widths.

°t 4
*{

I»:

I'* i'

} *s

J* i'

I -f -*
*

•

*

*

dm)
5=|I--1

(4.28)

corresponding to individual Bohr fission channels. An estimate for the expectation
value of each partial width is given by the statistical model as (see equ. (3.18))

*'»/I'-.'l UIJ-ll ''•IJ-S'I
r

.

**.

(

Here, EK and Rw x refer to the higher one of the two barriers.
I f , on the other hand, the two barriers are almost equally high, a better
expression for the total fission width is

action allowing subsequent transitions to the rest of the states *^ (fig- t b);
or ( f i g . g c) : certain ones of the *.. may act as doorway states to a given exit
channel such that the decay of the majority of the *.. into this exit channel
proceeds preferably or even exclusively via these doorway states.

with T f given by equations (3.20) and (3.19).
Unfortunately, conditions (1) and (2) above almost exclude each other :
Indeed, for most of the fissile isotopes resonance - resonance interference
effects are quite important. Thus, for the description of the fission cross
sections of these isotopes, more accurate formulations of R-matrix theory
ought to be used, e.g. the "Reich-Moore" - formalism 1 RM58 1. However, these
demand partial fission widths which are consistently defined only under
condition (3).
For fission at energies below the barriers Eft and Eg, the existence of two
classes of states (class I and class I I of section 3.3.4) gives rise to
structure effects which w i l l be discussed in section 4.3. Before that, a more
general description of the significance of so-called "doorway states" w i n be
given in section 4.2.

4.3 Class I I States as Doorways to Fission
Fig. $ c has a very literal meaning in the case of sub-barrier fission t
The role of the doorway states with respect to the fission channel is played by
the class I I states defined at the end of section 3. They are Mterally
separated from the majority of the compound states *^ in configuration space,
by the different value of the deformation coordinate v characteristic of class
I I states as opposed to the class I states. The (weak) residual interaction
which allows for coupling between the class I I doorways and the class I states
is the interaction V, of equ. (3.39).
The Hamiltonian relevant for the description of (sub-barrier) neutron
induced fission reactions is thus

4.2 General Description of Doorway States
In the preceding discussion all the compound nuclear levels

H - H + V n - H» • V, • V n

with (see equ. (3.34) and (3.39))
H

*. (or x
I

n

in the case of the R-matrix formulation) have been considered principally
equal, i.e. the matrix elements < *^ I Vn I x\
> ( or the amplitudes «- )
fluctuate statistically, but none of these are larger than others by fundamental structure effects, apart from the s t r i c t selection rules of angular
momentum and parity.
This is not necessarily the actual situation in nature. There are quantum
numbers which are (in contrast to total angular momentum) almost conserved,
with some residual interaction mixing states with different values of these
quantum numbers. A formidable example is isobaric spin. Such almost-good
quantum numbers may lead to a preferred coupling of certain ones of the states
<t>. to certain channels. This situation is illustrated in f i g . 8 ;
Instead of the direct and basically equal coupling of all compound levels <t>^
to both entrance and exit channels ( f i g . J n) one or both of the situations of
fig.8 b and c may occur : Certain ones of the states •?>., called doorway states,
102 my b e Preferably populated from the entrance channel, with some residual inter-

(4.31)

i

H

c

(4.32)

The eigenstates of H are the class I and class I I states of section 3.3.4.
We now call them * . , and for the sake of simplicity assume that in the energy
range of interest are dealing with m class I states *^ ( i = 1, ...,m) and only
one class I I state which we call *
(4.33)
(i = 1, ...,ra)
*1 = E i
The residual interaction Vn couples the class I states to the neutron channels
and amongst themselves, but the state * is unaffected. On the other hand, the
interaction V couples the state Q to the #^
^ (1 = 1, ...,m), and i t also couples
* 0 to the fission channel. As discussed in section 3.3.2, we assume that we
are dealing with a single fission channel.
The scattering matrix is qiven by (see equ. (4.5)) :

i
with the matrix D given by equ. (4.6).

According to the preceding definitions the matrix elements of the residual

with newly defined class I states

interaction are given by :

n '*k >

jk °

< * o i yIJ ' * l c

V

ok =

VJ(E)

1

l

,...,ra
and

f
E

(4.35)

j = 1,...,m

n . X E>
IX

=

k = 1,...,m

v

<*o 1 V

•

J,k

>

>

The energies e. are complex
j

Let 2

be the complex orthogonal matrix which would diagonalise D in the

absence of V^, i . e . essentially diagonalises the m x m submatrix
l,-,m).

D-k (j s k =

with widths

r

- / n j which are due

to the coupling to the neutron channels.

I f Vn is sufficiently weak such that one is dealing with "isolated"
resonances, which is true i n a l l practical cases, the v? are real and (see

With

J
1

n

n

n

n

V^D" _V° = V^(£ )"*O O"*(O )"*£ V
equ.

n =

l^^^*"

(4.36)

the discussion following equ. (4.10)):
,' r 1. ...

r,

(4.34) can be written

~

(•*•• <*•<<-}

where the summation is over a l l neutron channels n.
l
it

v
*

For later use we f i n a l l y define the fission width of the class I I state

with
i t s spreading or coupling width
3>j

'.

-e.-*l«'izF-

°h

and i t s total width

and
D, is the average spacing of the class I states.
The problem of evaluating equ. (4.37), or equivalently, diagonalising the
matrix 4 of equ.(4.38), is very similar to the one-channel case treated
that is

comprehensively by Hahaux and WeidenmUller [ MW69 ] , the only difference being

*r - < vj ^ ;

that in the present case the f j are complex whereas in the one-channel case
they are replaced by the real energies £ . .

Thus only a rough sketch of the

analysis w i l l be given here, and for details we refer to [HW69J.

in»

First, a sum rule is established. The diagonalisation of d_, once achieved
by a complex orthogonal matrix 0, leads to a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues

with

)
»
The invariance of the trace of d_ under conplex orthogonal transformations leads
to the sura rule

I f the transformation from the <?y * 0 to the * . ' , * 0 " is introduced in
equ. (4.37), the new states *•' acquire a fission width

7" -

(4.53)

J
j =

j so

r

In the limit Vn * 0 the r. are only due to the fission channel and

The fission width of the state * Q ' is

i

-. r
Let us now subdivide the discussion according to the relative size of the
quantities d, r* and r*.

such that the sum rule equ. (4.50) is f u l f i l l e d .
Likewise, the state * ' acquires neutron widths

4.3.1 Narrow class I I state ( r^ < Dj)
I f besides Vn also rT-. miv^f is sufficiently small, i.e. rf<< Dj, then, as
discussed earlier in connection with equ. (4.10), the matrix 0 is similar to
the real orthonogal matrix 0 which diagonalises

:E -£
Let us call X. ( j = 0, .... m) the corresponding real eigenvalues.
In this subsection we will treat the case that also r* < D, . Then the
diagonalisation of dR may be achieved by a perturbation treatment. Excluding
the case of an accidental degeneracy of * and one of the f., the perturbation
treatment yields new states f.' and * Q ' with energies close to t, and e .
Expanded in the <?, and * , the new states are

4.3.2 Class I I state with large coupling width (Dj -t r > r )
Simple analytic expressions are obtained only for the so-called picketfence model which assumes that a l l class I states are equally spaced and all
v . are equal. In this model i t is shown in [BM691 that the elements ojL of
the matrix 0 are distributed according to

When the transformation 0y is introduced in equ. (4.37) in the same manner
as was done in equ. (4.36), the resulting secular equation
det (0Rd(0R)'1)= 0

(4.58)
r

has, to f i r s t order in r / r*and for sufficiently small j( n )>
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i

the

roots

with A; being the solutionsof det(O R d R (O R )" 1 )= 0 (equ. ( 4 . 5 1 ) ) .

Thus the t o t a l

the class I I state being much larger than the class I spacing, strong i n t e r ference effects occur such that the m u l t i - l e v e l

width i s now

no longer v a l i d .

r'r'

r. . * -f-

Breit-Wigner approximation i s

In f a c t , the procedure of R-matrix theory, namely f i r s t to

diagonalise the complete set of internal states and only afterwards couple i t
to the channels, i s not the most straight-forward one i n a s i t u a t i o n where the
class I I state i s coupled much more strongly to t h e - f i s s i o n channel than to the
other bound states.

To the same approximation, the transformation

Within the formalism of the shell model approach, however, some insight into

<

«;'
yieldsnew p a r t i a l widths.

the s i t u a t i o n may be got i n a simple manner.
(4.38).

For c = f , equ. (4.61) gives (only v^ t 0)

We s t a r t from equ. (4.37) and

The poles of the scattering matrix are given by the secular equation

det(jj) = 0 which can also be w r i t t e n

r

-

2L

*•'-fr'!1

-'A.
Thus from the beginning we take into account the coupling of the class I I state

For c = n and j = 0 we obtain

to the f i s s i o n channel (the term i f { vQ) ).

However, i n order to obtain the

pole which i s close to the class I state energy e ., we approximate equ. (4.65)
by replacing E on the l e f t hand side by e . and by neglecting a l l terms
The results obtained i n subsection 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 are exactly equivalently

sum on the r i g h t hand side except the one with

of the

k = j :

obtained from R-matrix theory : Starting from the original set of R-Matrix
states Xx containing m class I and one class I I states, new sets Xx

are

constructed; this i s done by a transformation
rift
Vcr
with the (7*

v

•V

(4.64)

Thus

given by equ. (4.53) i n the perturbation case and by equ. (4.57)

i n the case treated i n section 4.3.2.

For s u f f i c i e n t l y "isolated" resonances

such that the m u l t i - l e v e l Breit-Wigner approximation applies, this leads to

The imaginary p a r t of (4.67) gives

the same results f o r the S-matrix p a r t i a l widths as given i n equ. (4.54) to
(4.56) and equ.(4.62) and ( 4 . 6 3 ) , respectively.

The assumption of "isolated"

•)

Z -^ . . .

<

Chit)

resonances i n R-matrix theory i s exactly equivalent to the approximations made
i n subsections 4.3.1 and 4 . 3 . 2 .
4.3.3

where we have also used (4.46).

The additional width

Class I I states w i t h large f i s s i o n width (Dj < r f > r*)

In contrast to the previous cases, this case i s not easily dealt with i n
the framework of R-matrix theory.

The reason is that with the f i s s i o n width of

H

x.

—

'—^

;
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is due to the fission channel. The sum rule (equ. (4.49)) gives

Also, from equ. (4.64) we obtain

JL n ~ r *

< 4 - 71 >

The "fission width" r.. of equ. (4.69) is a contribution to the total resonance width due to the fission channel. I t is not a partial width in the sense
of being the residue of S nf at the pole jr.. As shown in [HW69], these residues
are complex due to interference effects. However, equ. (4.69) s t i l l gives the
absolute value of that residue.

analysis meets characteristic difficulties which we will discuss on a more general
basis f i r s t .
In most cases the individual fine structure resonances within a sub-barrier
fission cluster are sufficiently "isolated" such that they may be reasonably
accurately described by the single-level Breit-Wigner approximation equ. (4.27).
The experimental energy resolution, including the so-called Doppler-width due to
thermal movement of the target atoms (both are dependent on neutron energy), is
usually larger than the total width r of the resonances in heavy nuclei. Therefore, the experimentally observed quantities are the areas under the resonances
in the fission cross section which are given by

Whenever one level (labelled i = 0 i n section 4.3) contains a predominant

4.4 Comparison to Data
The f i r s t experimental data which showed the intermediate structure effect
due to class I I states, as theoretically described in the previous subsections,
were data on the low energy neutrons induced fission cross sections of
Np
measured
at Saclay [Fu68] and
Pu measured at Geel [MT68]. The measurements on
Pu are illustrated in f i g . 9 . The upper half of the figure
shows the total neutron cross section of
Pu [ KB68 1 in the neutron energy
range between 0.5 and 3 keV. A dense population of resonances is seen which
represents essentially all class I states with j"-'/*
(only s-wave resonances
are observed at these low neutron energies) in this energy region. In the
lower half of f i g . 9 , the fission cross section is shown. Fission is observed
only in clusters of resonances which acquire a fission width due to the coupling
to a nearby class I I state with the same J . Four class I I states are
observed in the neutron energy range covered by f i g . 3.
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The most interesting further examples of this kind of intermediate structure
in sub-barrier fission cross sections have been found, besides
Np, in
U,
238
U and 24?Pu. They will be discussed in some detail below.
The formulae developed in the previous sub-sections may principally be used
to analyse the fission cross section in the intermediate structure clusters.
The aim of such an analysis is to determine the intermediate structure parmeters, mainly r* and r*" which in turn may give information on barrier penetrab i l i t i e s . As w i l l be seen in some of the cases to be discussed below, the

f r a c t i o n of the o r i g i n a l class I I s t a t e , i . e . i n the perturbation case (subsection 4.3.1) as well as i n the case of subsection 4 . 3 . 3 , i t s neutron width
i7,,|Wil1 be rather smaller than the average class I neutron width which i s of
the order of 10 to 100 i.ieV, depending on neutron energy, a t the same time i t s
f i s s i o n width

r Qf .

w i l l be a considerable f r a c t i o n o f r* and may therefore be

much larger than r i i - Under these circumstances AQf becomes almost independent
and therefore
of ro f , onu
UIOCIUIC i o f and thus the major contribution to r is not or only
very inaccurately determined.
The situation may even become worse. In order to see this let us assume that
we are dealing with the perturbation case (subsection 4.3.1), and that
Then
r' » r, (i t 0) > r o(n)
o

n

A

r.

and

If

r

/or

ifo

i s s u f f i c i e n t l y small such that the sum i n equ. (4.74) extends only

over a very small number of terms, then, because of the assumption

r> r. (i t 0),
A

if

A

of

and i t is not clear whether the resonance labelled i = 0 has at all been
observed in the experiment. The same is true i f accidental cancellations
occur in the sum equ. (4.74), and i t is certainly true in the case of a class
I I state with "large" fission width (Dj <s l*> r v ) treated in subsection 4.3.3.
For the latter case an estimate of the neutron width r 0 / n ) is given in
[Wg68] as

Cf-i

*

Tf-v.

r;
77

(it.fi-)

whereas for the larger ones of the
Hi-,

r
Moreover, in this case the already small area equ. (4.75) is spread over a large
width of r . « r^such that the peak cross section is extremely small and
virtually undetectable.
Thus the question arises by what other means is i t possible to decide whether
the resonance which is observed to have the largest fission width within a
cluster, really contains a correspondingly large fraction of the original class
I I state. In principle there are several possibilities which, however, all have
difficulties of their own :
First of a l l , i f in the case of a narrow class I I state only very few fission
resonances are observed, i t may be checked whether equ. (4.54) to (4.56) are
satisfied simultaneously. However, once five or more resonances are observed
within a cluster, the ambiguity in the relative sign of the individual terms
in the sum of equ. (4.56) allows far too broad a range of possible values for

r

)*

'r(c)

r

(<<.

•

(interference effects of the contributions from the different class I states k
are expected to cancel for the many channel process of radiative decay).
Here, r (II) is the width for radiative decay inside the second well of the
original pure class I I state and from statistical calculations is expected to
be of the order of 20 to 30% of the normal class I radiative width r ( I ) .
The most obvious way to experimentally search for ths -,-decay within the
second well is to try and detect a delayed fission fraction within a cluster
of fission resonances, due to the subsequent decay of the shape isomer . The
method is limited to cases where the shape isomer half l i f e is in a suitable
range ( * 10 nsec - 1 i< sec). I t has been tried without success in fie case
of neutron-induced fission of
Pu [ B374 1.
Another way to detect a 7-decay branch within the second well is by its
influence on the gross shape of the capture 7-ray spectrum. Indeed, this
spectrum for a resonance with a large class I I fraction, consists of two
components with relative intensities r
. . . . and r
, , . for decay within
the second and primary well, respectively ( f i g . 40b). The component ["O^/TTX
is much softer since the available decay energy is smaller by ~ 2 MeV. Thus,
i f resonance areas AT are measured in a radiative capture experiment, and
different r-ray energy bias values Bj and B2 (fig.40 b) are applied in such
measurements, the ratio

R =

(bias B2)
A r (bias Bj)

r

o(n)Secondly one may try to observe any effect on the y-decay of the class I I
state inside the second well. This is illustrated in fig.fOa. A resonance
which contains a major fraction of the class I I state has an appreciable width
for T-decay within the second well (see equ. (4.52))

as compared to i t s width for 7-decay within the primary well

should be appreciably smaller for a resonance with a major class I I fraction
than for a normal class I resonance. Measurements of this kind have been done
on target nuclei 237Np and 238U [ Wg74 ] . Fig. -M shows the expected R-values
(open circles) for those resonances which are candidates to contain a major
class II fraction under the assumption that no resonance has been missed in the
intermediate structure pattern. The expectations are different for the individual
cases due to the fact that the intermediate structure parameters, mainly the
...

0 0 j as obtained from the fine structure fission widths, are different.

The error

bars shown for the expected R-values reflect the uncertainty in those parameters

4.4.2

238

U
238,,
An extremely comprehensive measurement of the " U sub-barrier fission cross

as well as the uncertainty due to theamount of prompt fission 7-rays unavoidably

section has been done at ORNL [ Di79 J.

detected in the

around 722 eV neutron energy gives an impression of the quality of the data.

capture T-ray detector.

The presence of the prompt fission

r-rays limits the applicability of this method to cases where rT is sufficiently
small,

rT£

1 meV.

Also, since the bias B2 has to be set at 1.5 to 2 MeV below

Also

Fig. A3 which shows the f i r s t cluster

U presents an example of the perturbation situation, but with a much

smaller value of r than in the case of"

Pu.The question whether the major class

neutron binding energy, s t a t i s t i c a l fluctuations of the partial widths for the

I I strength has been observed in the individual clusters cannot be answered

high energy 7-transitions within the f i r s t well may influence the detected

uniquely.

class I component and thereby confuse the picture.

fission resonances was interpreted

As seen from the experimental

data shown in f i g . 'M , no effect was found in these measurements.

The impli-

cations thereof w i l l be discussed separately for the individual nuclei below.
In what follows, the most interesting cases of intermediate structure in
sub-barrier fission w i l l shortly be discussed individually.
4.4.1

240

Failure to observe

abnormal

I I strength nas missed and r

might be much larger than determined from the

observed resonances.

shows, however, that this conclusion was mainly

Fig. 1i

based on the 1211 eV cluster, whereas for the /22 eV cluster the data are not
really s t a t i s t i c a l l y significant.
meters I Di79)

Pu+n

Pu was not only one of the f i r s t cases where intermediate structure has

T-ray spectral shapes for the main

[ Wg74 ] as evidence that most of the class

For the l a t t e r case, the'fine structure para-

show that equ. (4.54) to (4.56) can be simultaneously f u l f i l l e d .

Moreover, recent accurate resonance parameter studies at Geel [ Po80 ] do

been detected, but also a typical example for the d i f f i c u l t i e s encountered in

indicate a major class I I component for the 722 eV resonance: These measurements

the analysis of the data.

consist of total cross section data yielding acccurate neutron widths and

The early measurements ( MT68 ] did not allow a

determination of the largest fission width within each cluster due to the fact
that for these resonances r . > r , , .

neutron capture measurements which determine the capture area

Only a later measurement with improved

neutron energy resolution done at ORNL | AW75] allowed a shape analysis of those
resonances and showed that r . was of the order of a few eV :
the data for the cluster around 780 eV neutron energy.

Fig. *Z

The widths of the

resonances at 791, 811 and 820 eV are determined by the resolution which
(including Ooppler width) at 800 eV is ~ 1.6 eV.

I t can be seen from the

figure that the 782 eV resonance is slightly broader.

{•

r.

shows

The clusters at 782 eV

Since the capture 7-ray detector employed has a sensitivity «.

for a resonance which has a major decay branch into the second well than for a
normal class I resonance.

For

and 1936 eV represent examples of the perturbation situation as treated in sub-

give r ^ ( I I ) / r ( I ) = 0.2

section 4.3.1.

fission widths I Di75 1 yield

With the parameters given in [ AW75 | , equ. (4.54) to (4.56) can

be satisfied simultaneously.

With the rather large values of r' and r* obtained,

i t is probable that most of the class I I strength has been detected.

The cluster

0.6 and r

class I I and a class I level.

* 20% snaller than A.

discussion we note rough averages of the parameters r

and r* :

For later

;

U, r ( I ) = 23.6 meV and statistical calculations

for the

722 eV cluster,

SZ (O*.)1

^ 0.12,

thus

the

experimental

according

to

equ. (4.77) and ( 4 . 7 3 ) ,
4.1meV and r , . . = 2.8 meV ; again fission
d finally with e ( I I ) A (I)
7-rays ( r f = 1.57 meV) are unavoidably detected;

around 1405 eV represents an axcellent example of an almost degeneracy of a
This is discussed in detail in [ AW75 1 .

which is

proportional to the total y-ray cascade energy released, i t is less sensitive

width.

o(n)

= 1.9 meV, AQ

Fig. -H

for the 722 eV resonance is predicted to be

for a normal class I resonance with identical neutron

shows the data around the 722 eV resonance :

The two resonances

at 722 eV and 732 eV show up equally strong in the transmission data, corresponding

r

= 2.5 eV

1.5 eV

to almost equal neutron widths.

In the capture data, however, the 722 eV

resonance is weaker (by even * 27- as inspection of the numerical data t e l l s )

in rough agreement with the above expectation under the assumption that the

because of the f a i l u r e o f Browne and Bowman [ BB74J to observe a delayed f i s s i o n

722 eV resonance has a class I I component of rQf/

component.

r

= 0.88.

In contrast to

the 7-spectral measurements, this comparison of transmission and capture data

The rough averages, obtained from the results of the resonance

analysis ( Au73] , o f

is not only sensitive to the "hardness" of the 7-ray spectrum (which, as

rf *

300 meV

r* =

30 eV

mentioned above is also subject to statistical fluctuations in the class I
partial

radiative widths), but rather to the total 7-ray energy released, i.e.

roughly speaking, to the product of "hardness" and 7-ray multiplicity; i t is
also sensitive to the absolute value of r . . = r O T ( u ) + r o7(i)
is not much larger than

r

0(n)-

He t h u s

now

as l o n 9

as

f t

assume that for the 722 eV cluster

For the 1211 eV cluster the situation is different, however: Firstly, the
7-ray spectral measurements [Wg74] seem to show statistically significant
evidence against a major class I I component for the 1211 eV resonance.
80]

Secondly,

snow no reduction

of the total capture yield for the 1211 eV resonance, although the reduction

The cluster around 762 eV has also been analysed i n connection wittr
resonance parameter studies ?r. Geel [ Po73 1 .
could be obtained

f

< r..

The data have been interpreted i n the s p i r i t of sub-section

compared to the analysis of [ Au73) , the roles of r

and r

Thus, as

are interchanged,

which would explain why a delayed f i s s i o n component i s unobservable.
tentatively adopt the parameters given

by [Po73]

r 1 = 12 eV

/ r* = 0.95 [ Di79 1 would be even 0.4, due mainly to the fact

that in this case r . .

Due to the inclusion of radiative

4.3.3. as being due to a class I I state with large f i s s i o n width.

factor predicted for the 1211 eV resonance under the assumption of a class I I
component of r

Also, the value of r* shows,

that a perturbation treatment is no longer adequate.

capture data, a more prpcise value of the f i s s i o n width o f the 762 eV resonate

the major class I I strength has indeed been detected.

the comparison of transmission and total capture data [

can therefore be considered as tentative only.

We thus

f o r the 762 eV cluster :
37 meV

and therefore the capture area A Qr is very

sensitive to the absolute value of r . . which is estimated (equ. (4.77) and
(4.78)) to be only rQ, . = 5.7 meV. We thus conclude that for the 1211 eV
cluster the major component of the class I I level is s t i l l undetected.
For an estimate of r

and r

we thus only use the data for the 722 eV

1 . 8 meV
242

234

U
234,, has been performed
An extensive study o f the f i s s i o n cross section of ""*U

by James e t a l . [ Ja77) .
than the class I spacing.

cluster :

4.4.3

4.4.4

the basis of systematics :

2 eV

with

Resonance analysis has been done i n the course of t o t a l cross

section measurements 1 Au731 .

They meet the characteristic d i f f i c u l t y that

f o r the resonance with the largest f i s s i o n width w i t h i n each c l u s t e r , only a
lower l i m i t f o r the f i s s i o n width i s obtained from the f i s s i o n area.
an upper l i m i t f o r r

Potential energy calculations generally indicate that

We thus expect to f i n d the s i t u a t i o n described i n subsection

4.3.2, i . e . the f i n e structure f i s s i o n widths to be d i s t r i b u t e d according to a

The sub-barrier f i s s i o n cross section has been measured by Auchampaugh e t
al. [Au71].

This width i s assumed to be due to r*, mainly on

decreasing mass number A the inner b a r r i e r decreases whereas the outer

one increases.
Pu + n

The width of the class I I state is now much larqe>-

T

In t Au73 1

i s obtained from the measured neutron widths with the

aid of equ. (4.49) and (4.51).

Lorentzian d i s t r i b u t i o n with width P*(equ.(4.57)).

F i g . 4S shows the f i s s i o n

widths of resonances below 1.5 keV neutron energy and a f i t with a superposition
of two Lorentzians corresponding to the presence of two class I I levels at
550 eV and 1092 eV [ Ja77).

The averages o f the parameters given by James e t

a l . ( f o r r ' this includes results f o r f i v e additional clusters below 13.1 keV
neutron energy) are

This, of course, implies the assumption that

the major part o f the class I I strength has been detected, which is doubtrul

r

= 152 meV

r* = 115 eV
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237
Np + n
Np is the only odd target nucleus for which a marked intermediate
structure has been found in the sub-barrier neutron-induced fission cross
237
+
section. The s-wave neutron resonances in
Np + n have spin of either 2 or
3 + . However, within a specific sub-barrier fission cluster only those
resonances should show enhanced fission which have a spin equal to the spin of
the class I I doorway. This has been nicely demonstrated by Keyworth et a l .
[ Ke73 1 : They did total and fission cross section measurements,using polarized
targets and a polarized neutron beam. Part of their results is shown in f i g .
4S : In the lower half of the figure the total fission cross section is
plotted, whereas the upper half shows the difference between the cross section
observed with target and neutron spins parallel and the one observed with spins
antiparallel. The fact that this difference remains always positive, demonstrates that a l l fine structure resonances of this cluster have the same spin,
J " = 3+.
For a long time i t was believed that the resonance at 39.91 eV neutron
energy contained a significant class I I fraction, according to the early data
[ Fu58 1 about 65%. This was contradicted by the y-spectral measurements I Wg74 1
which, as can be seen from f i g . - f t , showed that the 39.91 eV resonance
behaved like a normal class I . Indeed, a new resonance at 39.69 eV has recently
been detected in fission [P176] as well as total cross section [ Au80 1
measurements performed with cooled samples in order to reduce the Doppler width.
According to Plattard et a l . [P1761 i t is this resonance which has the largest
fission width and therefore is a candidate to contain a major class I I fraction.
The distribution of fission widths has been f i t t e d t PI76 ] by a Lorentzian with
a width of r ^ = 4 eV, thus r ^ > Dj, but i t is as yet unclear whether this
width is due to the fission or the spreading width of the class I I state. The
smaller of the two widths would then be given by the sum of fine structure fission
widths,
S I r i f = 4.2 meV.

4.4.5

4.5

Deductions with Respect to Barrier Parameters

Once the parameters r
and r have keen determined from the analysis of the
intermediate structure pattern, the results can be used to determine the
penetrabilities P. and P~ of the two barriers at in energy corresponding to the

excitation energies of the respective class I I states, according to ihe
statistical model estimates :

2ff

r1

?

(4.79)

B

The use of equ. (4.79) implies the assumption of "complete damping", i . e . i t
implies that the strength of the class I I vibrational states ^ J J (see
discussion below equ. (3.38)) which exclusively provide the coupling to class I
and to the fission channel, are s t a t i s t i c a l l y distributed among the class I I
compound states * A I I - This can be seen by comparison to equ. (3.28). Furthermore, the statistical admixture of the class I I vibrations among the * . . means
that equ. (4.79) only gives the relationships for the expectation values of r*
and r i n the sense that individual values may fluctuate around these expectation
values according to Porter-Thomas distributions. Thus; i f the experimental data
are based on only a very small number (e.g. only one) of intermediate structure
clusters, the resulting values of P. and ?„ are correspondingly uncertain.
In Table 4 , experimental data on P, and Po for a few nuclei are compared :
columns 5 and 6 give values for Pft and P_ deduced from the widths r and r
(columns 2 and 3) which were obtained from the analysis of intermediate
structure in sub-barrier neutron-induced fission cross sections (section 4.4;
in the case of
Np we tentatively assume I < r ) . These penetrabilities
correspond to (equ. (3.17)) barrier heights E. and Eg as given in columns 7 and
8, assuming ftu. = 0.8 MeV for the odd A compound nuclei and i\u. = 0.65 MeV for
Np, and R o B = 0.52 MeV and 0.45 (teV, respectively, i . e . the same values as
used by Lynn [ Ly74 ] . Barrier heights and curvatures have, among others, also
been obtained by Lynn I Ly74 ] from statistical model analysis of average neutron
induced fission cross sections in the threshold region, and by B r i t t
EBri 791 from the analysis of different charged particle fission data. Penetrab i l i t i e s calculated from these barrier parameters for excitation energies
slightly above neutron binding energy (corresponding to the energies of the
class I I states analysed for columns 2 and 3) are listed i n columns 9 and 10,
and 10 and 11, respectively (since no curvatures are given in |Br179], those of
Back et a l . [ Ba74 ] have been used for columns 11 and 12).
Comparison of the penetrabilities listed in Table '1 shows surprisinqly
large discrepancies. Of course, the penetrabilities obtained from the inter-

TABLE 1
Comparison of barrier penetrabilities obtained from sub-barrier intermediate
structure and other sources

comp.

P

A

[eVl

[evi

P

E

S

A

Lynn

E

B

[ Ly 74 1

[MeV] (MeV )

( eV 1

P

235

U

115

239

U

2

238

Np

341

Pu

*43PU

4.2-10"3

1.5

0.03/

0.152

2100

0.34

1.8-10"3

1000

0.0126

B

5.94

6.0-10-3(x)

7.8-10-3(x)

5.6-10-3

5.2-10""

1.13-10-5

5.36

5.75

2.3-10-5

8.0-10" 8

3.0-10" 5

1.8-10"4

8.9-10" 4

4.6-10" 3

0.156

5.6-10-3

5.3-10-3

1.7-10"3

(1.6-10-3)

5.47

1.12-10-3

450

0.021

0.035

5.73

5.52

1.9-10" 3 (x)

550

4.2-10" 4

0.137

6.03

5.19

3.8-1O"4

12

P

5.38

6.26

2.5

I Bri 79 |

4.3-10" 4

0.55

45

A

B

5.7-10""

4

P

P

A

Britt

0.084(x)
7.7-10' 3

(x) used barrier as indicated for j " = l/2 +

mediate structure

data are very uncertain due to Porter-Thomas fluctuations of

O'iu

the widths r* and r* ( i n most cases they are based on the analysis of only one

cluster) i n

cluster), and due to the assumption of complete damping, thus differences of up

et a l . [ Ba74 I for direct tunnelling through both barriers according to (see

to a factor five or even ten could be understood i f they were random. However,
939
the observed discrepancies are often much larger (the worst case is Pft of
U),
and they are too systematic : I t is interesting to note that i t is qenerally,

equ. (3.24)) :

the larger one of P. and Pg for which the large discrepancies occur in the

I f , however, one. uses the penetrabilities of columns 5 and 6 (Table 1) deduced

sense that the penetrability indicated by the intermediate structure data is

from the intermediate structure analysis, in equ. (4.80), fission widths for

much larger than the one obtained from average cross sections.
A similar discrepancy also exists [0i'/9]

between the measured fission

widths of low energy resonances (far below the f i r s t intermediate structure

U t n and those calculated from the barrior parameters of Back

(

7...

resonances away from intermediate structure clusters are obtained as given in
column 3 of Table 2

.

Tl.ey compare reasonably well with the corresponding

experimental data listed in column 4 of the Table.

i«

A possible source of large differences between the observed penetrabilities
lies in the fact that in the case of intermediate structure ar,d low-energy
resonance data one looks at the barrier for a specific spin (corresponding to
s-wa.£ njutron interaction), whereas the average cross section data are
sensitive to a comparatively broad spectrum of spin values and essentially the
lowest effective barrier is obtained. This fact could thus explain why much
smaller penetrabilities may result from resonance data than from average cross
sections. However, the observed discrepancies generally have the opposite sign.
Thus, there exists a discrepancy between resonance data and average cross
section data with respect to barrier parameters, whicn at present ^s not understood.
Apart from barrier parameters, interr;uiate structure data may yield information on the depth of the secondary well of the deformation potential. I.ideed.
as already discussed in sub-secticn 3.3.4, the ratio of class I and class I I
level densities is expected to be roughly given by equ. (3.32), provided that the
parameters a and a may be assumed to be the same for both wells. Although this
assumption is certainly very crude, values of the energy difference between the
second and f i r s t well obtained from cUss I I level spacings are generally in
fair agreement with corresponding information from isomer excitation functions.
4.6

Table 2
Comparison of fission widths of resonances outside intermediate
structure clusters calculated with Pfl and Pg of columns 5 and 6
of table 1, to experimental data.
comp
nucl.

D
I
[ eV l

r

fmin (calc.)
eV I
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12 - 10-8

Ref.

i eV J
8
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1.5

1,-
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3 -10-6
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241

Pu

13

3.8 •

,o-

4 • 10-4

TAW 751

243

Pu

17.5

4 • 10-5

5 •10-5

1 BF 71 ]

Unresolved Class I I Clusters

As we have seen in section 4.4, individual values of r* and r are usually
obtained only for a very small number of sub-barrier fission dusters at. low
neutron energies where the fine structure due to the class [ states is well
resolved. At higher neutron energies, often a large number of additional
class I I states is observed in the fission cross section, but the individual
fine structure resonances are not resolved, and tho only experimental information is the t i t a l area integrated over the entire class I I cluster. Thus
the question arises how tMs area, A f I j , is related to the parameters r* and P .
The question cannot be answered in qenoral because the relation between A f J I and
r 4 and r* depends strongly on the couriing condition, and, far narrow class t l
states, on the neutron widths of a <uw individual class I resonances. However,
for broad class I I states, r > > Dj, the picket fence approximation can be
J12 use d to obtain an expression for A f I j :

where the fission widths r\.f are distributed according to a Lorentzian (see
equ. (4.62) and (4.69) :

nt - 3-

(U-.SZ)

We write

1 = C, • ?'

IT- ^ - r 1

(<*•. Si)

where r . '

stands for a l l decay channels other than f i s s i o n .

From equ. (4.82)

and (4.83) we have the f i s s i o n p r o b a b i l i t y :

Summation of terms (4.84) gives

z c

X

/ fr'rj'

+

rV

Thus the total fission area of a class I I cluster is

deduce sets of average resonance parameters as a function of energy; the
averaging intervals are chosen such as to contain at least 100 resonances. The
resulting resonance parameter sets are not unique : The data can be described by
several different sets; but they all have in common that the average fission
widths fluctuate to a dagreee as shown in f i g . 4? , and in particular nil
solutions reproduce the pattern shown in f i g . -If b for the average fission width
for channel spin 4. The degree of fluctuation shown in the figure is much larger
than the 10-151! expected for a X distribution for two or three open fission
channels. One thus has to conclude that the fission cross section of
U, at
least for channel spin 4, is s t i l l strongly influenced by intermediate structure
due to class I I states with an average spacing between 0.5 and 1 keV. Of course,
as we are at energies close to or slightly above the relevant barrier transition
states, we expect that the class I I widths are much larger than the class I
spacing, r n > > Dj.

A
4.7 Fissile Nuclei
For energies sufficiently above the (lower) barrier, intermediate structure
effects disappear. The average fission cross section (averaged over many
compound nuclear resonances) is then given by the statistical model expression
equ. (3.1) with the fission transmission coefficient given by equ. (3.2P1 and
(3.19). At lower neutron energies, individual compound nuclear resonances are
resolved, and the detailed energy dependence of the fission cross section is
given by the formulae of S- or R- matrix theory, e.g. in the (usually too crude)
single-level approximation, by equ. (4.27) to (4.30).
The question i s , however, what .^re "energies sufficiently above the barrier"?
May, for low-energy neutron-induced fission of the usual fissile nuclei
u
239
and
Pu, the effects of class II states be ignored?
4.7.1 2 3 5 U + n
In the case of
U intermediate structure effects are obviously not
negligible, as has been shown most instructively by Moore et a l . [Mo78] : From
their analysis of fission cross sections for separate channel spins, obtained
from measurements with a polarized neutron beam and a polarized target, they

4.7.2 239Pu + n
The case of
Pu + n is special due to the fact that the energies of barrier
transition states for the two compound nuclear spins obtained by s-wave neutron
interaction, J * = 0+ and 1 + , are very different : The 0 + fission barrier is
expected to be about 1.5 MeV lower than neutron binding energy, thus for channel
sp'n 0+ one is definitely dealing with above-barrier fission and would no longer
expect to see any effect of class l i states. Resonances of spin 1 + , on the other
hand, may fission only via K = 1 + transition states (Bohr channels), and these
can be built up only by combinations of different collective excitations. The
lowest K = 1 + channel is expected at - 1.5 MeV above the K •- 0T barrier, i.e.
approximately at neutron binding energy. Thus, we are dealing with fission
close to the barrier top, and s t i l l may expect effects of intermediate structure.
They have indeed been found by a correlation analysis of the average fission
239
cross section of
Pu below 6 keV neutron energy, performed by James and
Patrick [ JP69 I . These authors show that the average fission cross section
(multiplied by[E^) may be well described by a constant plus a sum of
Lorentzians describing the intermediate structure contribution due to class I I
states with an approximate spacing of about 500 eV and an average width of about
275 eV.
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The difference in the positions of 0 + and 1 + barrier transition states has an
important practical consequence which should be mentioned here :
of

J ' = 0 + resonances are large,

Fission widths

< r , f ) 0 + > = 2.27 eV [B170] , thus 0'

resonances contribute almost only to the fission cross section; they are broad
and have a small peak cross section.

Lynn and Back [LB74]
approach :

have treated the problem in a picket-fence model

In this approximation neutron widths for a given channel are

assumed constant (over an energy range of the order of D.,) and the average
fission cross section can be written as (see equ. (3.4)) :

J = 1 + resonances, on the other hand, with

1+ > = 35.5 meV, contribute to both, the capture- and fission cross
;*
section; they are narrow and t a l l . Thus resonance self-shielding primarily

<r

influences the J = 1 + resonances and thereby influences the effective captureto-fission ratio.

This is illustrated in f i g . 4t

.

where

For this figure, a neutron

energy region, 70 eV < En < 110 eV has been selected which contains several
typical resonances of both spins.

Tha effective capture-to-fission ratio for

neutron incident perpendicular to the surface of a disk sample, has been

is the cross section for formation of the compound nucleus in a state with total

numerically calculated as a function of sample thickness (for an effective

angular momentum J .

temperature of 300°K) from the resonance parameters of [8170) .

the fission probability is given by equ. (4.34).

The drastic

resonance self-shielding effect for the J = 1 + resonances is immediately

I f we assume r j j " » D,, i n the picket-fence approximation

distribution between (^-T>s/i

and £ o +%/j

Averaging this Lorentzian

gives (the index J is omitted) :

obvious from f i g . 42.
4.8

Consequences for Average Cross Sections

The usual s t a t i s t i c a l model expressions equations (3.6) to (3.8) for the

?

average fission cross section do not Cake into account any effects of intermediate structure.

This w i l l be quite correct as long as fission well above the

barrier is concerned.

However, at energies close to or below the barrier top,

v

_

_ \j
"If i r '

the existence of intermediate structure due to class I I states, may considerably
change the average fission cross section with respect to the one calculated from
the simple statistical model.

where we have used

This comes about because the statistical model

expressions are equivalent to the calculation of < r n > < r, > / < r > , whereas
Jir

the true average fission cross section is rather proportional to ' r r , / r >,
where the averages are to be taken over energy ranges larqer than D...
width fluctuation factor

fl|jj

The

of equ. (3.5) deals only with fluctuations

due to the statistical distributions of the widths, not with the systematic
fluctuations due to intermediate structure.

I f the fission strength is

concentrated in A relatively small number of resonances with large* fission
widths for which then r = r f , whilst for most of the remaining resonances
r > > r.,

the necessary correction may be very large.

In the last two equations, i f we assume complete damping of class I I vibraticnal
states, T. and T_ are the transmission coefficients of barriers A and B,
equ. (3.18).

I f the condition of complete damping is released, these equations

must be re-interpreted as w i l l be described in subsection 5.1.3.
An expression for P- valid in the presence of many.uniformly distributed
class I I levels (a picket fence model for the class I I states) is given" by Lynn

and Back [ LB74 1 :

where T- is the average fission transmission coefficient equ. (3.20)

(4.92)

Thus whenever intermediate structure effects are expected to be important in
the average fission cross section, the fission transmission coefficient entering
the statistical model expression equ. (3.6) should be replaced by an effective
transmission coefficient

A

-

7

where the sum over c' includes all non-fission channels.
I t should be kept in mind that the equations of this section are valid only
for TJJ » D,, which i s , however, mostly true for neutron energies where average
fission cross sections are of interest. In particular, we have assumed that
the neutron widths of all resonances are equal to < f"n > . For the case of
narrow class I I states, r., 5 Dj, however, i t has been shown in subsection
4.3.1., that the resonance with the largest class I I fraction and thereby the
largest fission width, has a much smaller neutron width. This fact then further
reduces the fission probability. I t is shown in ILB741 that under certain
simplifying assumptions (constant matrix elements vok and neglect of cross terms
in the square of the sum on the right hand side of equ. (4.56)), the effective
fission probability for the case r ^ < Dj can be calculated in a straight
forward manner from the equations of subsection 4.3.1.
4.9

Open Problems

During the discussions of this chapter we met a few open problems which we
w i l l briefly recall here.

In the last section we discussed the effects of intermediate structure on
average fission cross sections. This was done in a pure pickat-fence mode! :
We assumed constancy of all class I I and class I parameters, including class I
neutron widths. A more rigorous treatment which combines both, the variation of
fission width expectation values due to intermediate structure and statistical
fluctuations of individual widths, is not readily available. Sons insight into
this problem mioht be gained by Monte-Carlo simulations for a few typical
situations.
As discussed in subsection 4.1.3., for the detailed description of resonance cross sections o^ fissile nuclei, a rigorous R-matrix formalism which includes
resonance-resonance interference, should be used. However, partial fission
widths whicn are required for this purpose, are defined by equ. (4.29) only
for a situation where only one of the two fission barriers is important. In a
situation where the two barrier heights are about equal, Eft * Eg, equ.(4.30)
and (2.20) define an effective total fission width, but no consistent
description of resonance-resonance interference is available. The definition
of a partial fission width with the aid of equ. (3.20), where T. and TD would
now be specialised to an individual Bohr channel, would neglect the possibility
of K-mixing in the class I I states.
In section 4.5 we encountered severe discrepancies between fission barrier
parameters obtained from sub-barrier neutron resonance data on the one hand
and average cross sections, including charged particle induced fission, on the
other hand. This discrepancy is not understood; i t should lead to a re-investioation of the interpretation of both types of data and possibly also to
additional and more comprehensive experimental studies of resonance data.

5.

Structure due to Vibrational Resonances

In the discussion of chapter 4 we have made a distinction between class I
and class I I states according to whether the equilibrium deformation of the
nucleus corresponds to the f i r s t or second well of the deformation potential.
But we have treated all members of each class on an equal basis. This has
been done although at the end of chapter 3 we had made a distinction between
vibrational levels * , and other levels X^ describing the state with respect

...

where the mat

to the intrinsic degrees of freedom. In this chapter we will discuss structure
effects related to the necessity of this further distinction.
5.1 Damped Vibrational Resonances
The fact that in chapter 4 we have ignored the distinction between vibrational and other degrees of freedom, is equivalent to the assumption of
"complete damping", i.e. the assumption that the strengths of the vibrational
states # are statistically distributed among the product states 9^ of
equ. (3.39) and (3.40). This assumption w i l l be correct, and we will continue
to use i t , for the f i r s t well of the deformation potential. But, as will be
discussed in what follows, i t may be incorrect for the secondary well.
As discussed at the end of chapter 3, i t is really the tailing off of the
vibrational wave functions through the barriers which, at sub-barrier energies,
allows for both, fission of the class I I states as well as their coupling to
the class I states. In other words : As far as the class I I states are
concerned, the vibrational levels * , J J play the role of doorway states with
respect to both, the fission channel as well as the coupling to class I. This
means that the situation may be described in a similar fashion as has been done
in the discussion of general class I I doorways in section 4.3. Since the
coupling between the vibrational and other levels is due to the strong particle
vibration interaction, we will usually be dealing with "braod" doorways and a
condition analogous to sub-section 4.3.2. will be f u l f i l l e d : The strength of
the state * -, w i l l , in picket-fence approximation, be distributed among the
<f^ j . according to a Lorentzian distribution.
The vibrational state * , J J now has two possibilities of decay by tunnelling
through the inner and outer barrier, and we will call the respective widths r.
and I V Consequently both, the widths r* and r of the individual class I I
compound levels * x JJ w i l l follow the Lorentzian distribution:

lir

Here, Ej is the energy of the class I I compound level in question, and E . .
the energy of the vibrational state * , J J . The width of these distributions
is
r

B

(5.3)

where r^ is the damping width due to the particle vibration coupling.
Equ. (5.3) has already been mentioned in subsection 3.3.4. (equ.(3.33)).
As has also been mentioned before, the magnitude of rQ depends on the density
pjj
of the class I I compound levels, and i t thereby depends strongly on the
excitation energy in the second well. Usually r_ w i l l be by far the largftst
contribution to IV and w i l l be considerably larger than Oj,. Exceptions to
this situation will be discussed in section 5.2.
The strong dependence of the damping width of the vibrational levels on the
excitation energy is also the reason for our assumption of complete damping in
the f i r s t nell.
5.1.1. Experimental evidence for fragmented vibrational resonances.
The f i r s t , and s t i l l the most impressive example of a fragmented vibrational
resonance, i.e. a damped vibrational resonance for which the fragmentation into
individual class I I levels is observed, has been found not in a neutron-induced
reaction, but in 239Pu(d,pf) by Specht et a l . (SpS9 ]. Their results are
shown in fig. 19 : The lower half represents the proton yield from the
Pu(d,p) reaction, whereas the upper half shows protons in coincidence with
fission, thus essentially the fission probability. The number of individual
peaks observed in the fragmented vibrational level at ~ 4.9 HeV excitation
energy, roughly agrees with what is expected i f the class I I level spacing
observed by James and Patrick [JP69] at neutron binding energy, D,, « 500 eV
(subsection 4.6.2.), is extrapolated down to that excitation energy.
For neutron-induced fission, fragmented vibrational resonances are probably
234,
U + n and in 238U + n.
seen in
?14

heis-
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I1

(F.i)
•*•

In their study of " H u + n, James et a l . [ Ja77] interprets an enhancement of
fission strength at ~ 310 keV neutron energy as a fragmented vibrational
resonance. Their data are shown in f i g . to In their analysis, James et a l .

use Monte-Carlo techniques to generate class I I state parameters essentially
according to equ. (5.1) to (5.3), and from these to generate class I fission
widths according to equ. (4.62). In this way they show that the structure of
the cross section around 310 keV is in qualitative agreement with what is
expected from barrier parameters and level spacings deduced from the low-energy
resonance data.
The sub-banier fission cross section data on " ° U [Di79] are those of the
highest quality of a l l . Part of the data are shown in f i g . 2 1 • The enhancement
of fission strength between 120 and 170 keV neutron energy might be interpreted
as being due to one or several fragmented vibrational resonances. The data have
not yet been thoroughly analysed, but at f i r s t sight the fission strength does
not seem to follow a pattern expected from equations (5.1) and (5.2) for a
single vibrational level: The distribution is rather broad, and the onset at
120 keV as well as the f a l l off at 170 keV are rather sudden. Therefore, an
interpretation in terms of at least two overlapping fragmented vibrational
resonances seems preferable; e.g. i f we were dealing with p-wave neutron interaction, these could be due to spins 1/2" and 3/2".
The point that we could be dealing with overlapping fragmented vibrational
levels would not mean that we are already approaching the situation of complete
damping : The latter would be characterised by a damping width exceeding the
average spacing of vibrational levels of a given spin, whereas in the case of
the
U fission cross section around 150 keV we were thinking of overlapping
vibraticiial "esonances of different spin.
5.1.2. Consequences for class I I state parameters
The primary consequence of finite damping of class I I vibrationai leve'.s
into the bulk of other class I I states has already been discussed: The widths
r* and r r o f the class I I states are expected to be distributed according to
the Lorentzian distributions equ. (5.1) and (5.2). These distributions are
hard to verify experimentally: Individual values for r and r a r e usually
obtained only for a very small number of sub-barrier fission clusters within
an energy range which is much smaller than the widths of the distributions
equ. (F.I) and (5.2) are expected to be. At higher neutron energies only
fission areas integrated over entire class I I clusters are usually obtained, as
e.g. in the case of
U [ Di79 ] . As discussed in section 4.6., a relation

betwee.1 these oreas and r , r , can only be given (equ. (4.86)) in picketfence approximation fov braod class I I states ( r TI » DT). For narrow class
I I states like in the case of
U, the class I I fission area depends too
strong;;' on the accidental energy difference between the class I I and its
neares: class I neighbour and on the neutron width of the latter.
There is another consequence of finite danping which could be verified
experimentally i f a few sub-barrier fission clusters have been fully analysed,
even in a very limited energy range : Equations (5.1) and (5.2) t e l l that r*
and r of different class I I levels are strictly proportional:

This proportionality s t i l l holds i f we leave the picket-fence approximation :
Fluctuations are due to fluctuations in the coefficients cff of equ. (3.40)
and effect both r and r* in the same way. I f more than one vibrational level
are important in a given energy region, the proportionality equ. (5.4) is
lost, but i f the effective number of vibrational levels is very small, the
correlation between r* and rT will persist. This phenomenon of width
correlations is typical for a mechanism where doorways common to two (or more)
channels "are involved. I t has been described extensively by Lane [La72] .

5.1.3. Consequences for average cross sections
As was the case for structure due to individual class I I states, also structure due to class I I vibrations exists only for energies close to and below
the barrier tops, i.e. over an energy region of - 2 ^eV at maximum. On the
other hand, the widths of vibrational structures are of the order of 50 to
200 keV. Thus i t is not reasonable to really average ever vibrational structures
especially not in the threshold region where the fission cross section changes
strongly ( ~ factor of 2) anyhow within 100 keV intervals.
Thus, in order to incorporate the effect of vibrational resonances in the
calculation of average cross sections, one may oroceed in the following way:
One may s t i l l use the equations of section 4.8., however the quantities T. and
Tg would now no longer be given by the simple barrier transmission expression
equ. (3.18). They would rather be defined by equ. (4.90), with r* and r f
iij

being given by equ. (5.1) and ( 5.2), thus

tional resonance could even be the ground state (zero point vibration) i n that
well.
Similar strong and narrow resonances which probably have to be interpreted as
232.
Th

undamped vibrational levels are observed i n the f i s s i o n cross sections of
and
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Pa.

In these equations the widths r fl and r fi of the vibrational resonance are now
5 . 2 . 1 . The Thorium "anomaly"

given by the barrier penetrability expression equ. (3.28) :

The i n t e r p r e t a t i o n o f the strong narrow resonances i n the f i s s i o n cross sections
of Th and Pa isotopes as undamped vibrational levels implies t h a t the secondary

(r.i)

well i n these nuclei is very shallow.

I t also implies that the height EA o f

the f i r s t barrier i s considerably above neutron binding energy.

Both these

conclusions are i n contradiction to essentially a l l calculations of the deforThe positions E^.j o f the vibrational resonances can be obtained from c a l c u l ations of the p e n e t r a b i l i t y o f the double humped b a r r i e r , as discussed i n subsection 3.3.3.

The damping width r^, f i n a l l y , has to be obtained from

phenomenology.

mation energy potential by the Strutinsky - and related methods.
is illustrated in f i g . 2 ?

The s i t u a t i o n

, where calculated heights o f the f i r s t b a r r i e r ,

second minimum, and second b a r r i e r , are compared to values deduced from experiments.

The calculations are those of Mjjller and Nix [HN73]

based on the

macroscopic - microscopic method with the droplet model and a folded
5.2.

potential.

Undamped Vibrational Resonances

Yukawa

The s o l i d lines give the heights r e l a t i v e to the calculated ground

state energy, the dashed lines those r e l a t i v e to the experimental ground state
The f i s s i o n cross sections o f a few nuclei exhibit very strong and narrow
resonances i n the threshold region.

One of the most d i s t i n c t examples i s the

resonance a t 720 keV neutron energy i n

the

studied i n detail by James et a l . [ Ja72] .

Th(n,f) cross section which has been

From the small width of this resonance

they concluded that i t was due to an undamped vibrational l e v e l , i . e . a vibra-

energy.

Whereas i n general there i s reasonable agreement, a t least i f the heiqhts

calculated r e l a t i v e to the experimental ground states are considered, predicted
and experimental values f o r the f i r s t b a r r i e r and second minimum i n the
Th-isotopes f a l l apart by 2.5 to 3 fleV.

This fact has become known as> tne so-

called Th-anomaly.

tional level which was not fragmented i n t o any more complex class I I excitations.
The only complication which unavoidably had to exist was a rotational band
b u i l t on the i n t r i n s i c vibrational state.

Thus the observed peak i n the f i s s i o n

5.2.2. The third minimum hypothesis
Miller and Nix [ HN74 | have proposed the following solution to the problem

cross section was interpreted by James et a l . [ Ja72 ] as a superposition of

of the Th-anomaly :

narrow, nearly Lorentzian shaped, resonances with a spin sequence according to a

Midler and Nix include mass asymmetric deformations.

rotational band with K = 1/2; this K-value was deduced from data on the angular

in section 2.3 that the inclusion of mass asymmetric deformations has the

The f a c t that apparently no damping of the vibrational resonance occurred
was interpreted by the hypothesis that the secondary well i n the

Th was very

Then the vibrational level would be at very low excitation energies

i n that well where there simply are no more complex class I I states into which
the vibrational level could be fragmented.

I t has already been noted

general effect of lowering the height of the second barrier.

d i s t r i b u t i o n o f the f i s s i o n fragments.

shallow.

In their calculations of deformation energy potentials,

In the extreme the observed vibra-

According to the

calculations of f i l l e r and Nix, in the lighter actinide nuclei this effect goes
so far that an asymetric third minimum develops at deformations corresponding
to the original second barrier.
potential of

As an example, f i g . X3

shows the deformation

U in the region of the second barrier, in the form of a contour

plot of the potential energy in a two-dimensional plain of deformation

coordinates; the vertical axis represents asymmetric deformations. As can be
seen, a third asymmetric minimum has developed between two asymmetric saddle
points of almost equal height.
The proposal of Miller and Nix is that the undamped vibrational resonances
in the fission cross sections of the Th- and Pa- isotopes represent low-lying
vibrational states in this third minimum rather than the second one. Likewise,
what was believed to be the f i r s t barrier, is replaced by the (second)
asymmetric saddle point in front of the third minimum. The heights of both,
third minimum and second saddle point would roughly agree to what is required
in order to explain the experimental facts. I f the true f i r s t barrier is as low
as predicted by the calculations, i t would have no influence on the neutroninduced fission cross sections of these Isotopes. This is schematically
illustrated in fig.Zk , which shows the deformation potential finally felt by
a light actinide nucleus on its path to fission.
5.2.3. The 23O Th(n,f) reaction
As mentioned above, James et a l . [ Ja72 1 had interpreted the 720 keV resonance
in the fission cross section of
Th as an undamped K = 1/2 vibrational level
with a rotational band built on top of i t , although tha individual rotational
states were not resolved in their data. Therefore, a new high resolution
(1.7 keV FWHM ) measurement was recently performed by Blons et a l . (B1781.
The measured fission cross section in the region of the vibrational resonance is
shown in f i g . I f . I t exhibits more structure than can be explained by a single
K = 1/2 rotational band.
The interpretation of these data given by Blons et a l . [B180] follows the
arguments of Keller and Nix (MN74) : Assume that the resonance is due to vibrational level in a shallow asymmetrically deformed minimum similar to the one of
f i g . ti
. In fact there are two such minima at positive and negative values of
the deformation coordinate « 3 describing mass asymmetric deformations. The
wave functions of stationary states in such a potential can be even or odd with
respect to reflections at e , = 0. In other words : Levels in the third minimum
would exist as almost degenerate pairs of levels with opposite parities. Thus,
instead of just one K = 1/2 rotational band, one would expect two bands with
K = l/2 + and K = 1/2" superimposed upon each other. This is the way the data of
f i g . 2 f have been interpreted. The spins of the individual components of the

two rotational bands are indicated in the figure. The energies of the two
rotational bands follow the relationship :

with the same value for the rotational constant, namely

£ -- (it0,1)

(a)

Due to the symmetry properties of the rotational wave function of a nucleus with
a stable octupole deformation, the decoupling parameter a ought to have opposite
sign, but the same absolute value, for the two rotational bands with opposite
parities [ BH 75]. The a-values derived (B180] from the level positions as
indicated in f i g . 2j", f u l f i l this requirement :

a(K*= l / 2 + )

= 1.3 ± 0.2

a ( K = 1 / 2 " ) = - 1 . 5 ±0 . 2

The above value of fe /29 is considerably smaller than the one obtained by
Specht et a l . [Sp72 1 for the second minimum in 240 Pu, i.e. fc2/29(240Pu) = 3.33 keV;
this implies a considerably larger deformation for the
Th case, thus supporting
230
the hypothesis that in
Th we are dealing with the third minimum.
The analysis of Blons et al. [B180] also includes a statistical model
calculation of the
Th(n,f) cross section, in order to check whether the interpretation of the observed structure in terms of the assumed rotational bands is
consistent with physically reasonable reaction parameters (neutron strength
functions, inelastic scattering competition, etc.). I t is shown that the relative
strengths of the individual components of the too rotational bands can be reproduced
very nicely by the statistical model calculation.
Finally i t is shown in [ B130 1 that the assumed rotational bands are in
agreement with the available data on fission fragment angular distributions.
However, such data are scarce, and generally suffer from a relatively poorer energy
resolution. Additional experimental work on this subject would be very useful.
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5.2.4. Data on 232 Th(n,f)
?32
Two experimental studies of the
Th(n,f) cross section have recently been
performed [P179.B179]. Fig. 26 shows the fission cross section as measured
[ Bl 79] with a resolution of— 2.3 keV at 1.6 MeV. Besides the strong vibrational resonances which were known for a long time, a considerable amount of
structure is seen in f i g . 26 . The number of individual peaks observed between
1.33 and 1.7 MeV neutron energy corresponds to a level spacing of about 8.5 kev.
Assuming that not much more than half of the levels has been missed and that the
observed levels are due to neutron interaction with orbital angular momenta of
Z = 0, . . . , 3, the level spacing is explainable in terms of a well depth of
~ 1 MeV, i.e. an excitation energy of that well of ~ 5.3 MeV with respect to
the f i r s t well. This again would agree to the predicted height of the third
rather than the second well. Further, at an excitation energy of ~ 1 MeV K is
s t i l l expected to be a good quantum nunber; thus i t should be possible to
identify individual rotational bands. However, seen the complexity of the
structure in f i g . 26 this is not an easy task. Detailed measurements of the
fragment angular distribution would lielp very much here. The data available
on the angular distribution [BL75.P1 70[ suffer from comparatively poorer
energy resolution and statistics, but they at least show that most of the broad
maximum at - 1.6 MeV neutron energy, is probably K = 3/2.
5.2.5. The case of 231 Pa(n,f)
231
A high resolution measurement of the fission cross section of
Pa has
licently been performed by Plattard et a l . 1P179H . Their data are shown in
f i g . 27 . The most remarkable feature is the strong narrow resonance at 157
keV neutron energy. I t had been interpreted already earlier [ Si76 ] as a
K"= 3+ vibrational resonance. This interpretation would explain why additional
rotational levels are apparently unobserved : They would have to be formed by
£ = 3 neutrons and therefore have peak cross sections of « i (max) — 1 mb,
whereas the J r = 3+ bandhead would be formed hy » = 1 neutrons. I f the
asymmetric third minimum hypothesis is correct, two of the smaller peaks between
170 keV and 190 ksV neutron energy would have to be associated with
K = 3" and J = 3" and 4" levels whic'i would be formed by I = 2 neutrons and thus
have peak cross sections of the orde- of o ^(max) e* 10 mb.
The K " = 3+ barrier responsible for the 157 keV vibrational resonance ought
120 to have two maxima (the second and third, i f we are dealing with the third

minimum) of nearly equal height: This is necessary in order to simultaneously
explain the small width of the resonance and a peak transmission value between
0.5 and 1, say. In contrast to this barrier, the one responsible for the broad
maximum in the fission cross section between 180 and 200 keV neutron energy,
assi-gned K = 0 by Sicre [Si761, may be due to a barrier with rather different
maxima: A large transmission through one of the maxima would be responsible
for the large width of that resonance, whereas a"lew transmission through the
other barrier would explain the low peak cross section.
S.3.

Open Problems

The most challenging experimental problems are measurements of the fission
fragment angular distribution with energy resolutions equivalent to those of
the cross section measurements of figures 25 , 25 and 27 , i n order to verify the
angular momentum assignments of the individual rotational levels. Further
improvement of the energy resolution of fission cross section measurements would
also be helpful : Individual rotational levels could possibly be better
resolved, or their natural width due to barrier penetrabilities could eventually
be determined. However, all these experiments would probably require a considerable improvement in the characteristics of pulsed neutron sources.
Another interesting problem is the following : Assume that the calculations
[e.g. MN74 J which led to the picture of the triple-humped barrier of f i g . 2H
with a low f i r s t maximum, are correct. Then there is a broad range of
excitation energies, essentially from the top of the f i r s t barrier up to somewhat below the second barrier, for which population of the shape isomer within
the second well is rather probable: Below neutron separation energy, the
probability for decay to the isomeric state divided by the probability for decay
to the ground state would roughly be given by

Prts)
n -3 .
which would be of the order of a few times 10"
The shape isomer would
decay by 7-emission with a h a l f - l i f e determined by the penetrability of the
f i r s t barrier. The detection of the shape isomer , the measurement of i t s

h a l f - l i f e and excitation function would provide a valuable verification of the
deformation energy potential as calculated by e.g. Holler and Nix [HN741 .
6.

Data needed for Actual Calculations

As has been seen from the discussion in the preceding chapters, actual
calculations of unknown cross sections require the knowledge of several nuclear
parameters, most of which are functions of the excitation energy :
For the calculation of fission transmission coefficients one needs to know
the barrier parameters, i.e. barrier heights E. and E» and curvatures t; u A
and fc ui3.
The most important parameters needed are nuclear level densities, of which at
least three different kinds have to he known : the density of (class I)
compound states; for the calculation of inelastic cross sections the density of
low-lying states of the target nuclejs; and for fission transmission coefficients
the density of barrier transition states (Bohr channels).
Finally neutron transmission coefficients or, equivalently, strength functions
as well as radiative widths have to be known.
I t cannot be the intention here to give a recommended set of parameters. The
aim of the discussion in this chapter rather is to draw attention to some
important points which should be kept in mind when parameter sets are established.
Nuclear theory is far from being sufficiently accurate to directly yield the
required parameters. They should rather be taken from experiment whenever
possible. However, nuclear theory can and should be used to establish systematic
trends and thereby extrapolate empirical parameter sets into regions unexplored
by experiment,to the best of our knowledge.
Another general remark is necessary here : Parameters like barrier properties
and transition state densities are generally obtained from the analysis of
experimental data in an indirect way. There is usually no unique solution. In
other words : Values obtained for a certain parameter type may depend on the
assumption made about another one. I t is therefore preferable to use parameter
sets originating from the same source. At any rate, any attempt to calculate a
cross section should include the calculation of and comparison to an experimentally well-known cross section for a neighbouring nucleus such that
re-adjustment of critical parameters can be done.

6.1. Barrier Parameters
At present the most complete sets of barrier parameters are those of Britt
IBr79] and of Lynn [Ly74] . The parameter set of B r i t t is based on the
analysis of a large variety of charged particle induced fission data measured
at Los Alamos. This analysis differs from the older ones of Back et a l . [Ba73,
Ba74] by the inclusion of more recent experimental data and by modified
assumptions about the density of barrier states (see below).
The barrier parameters of Lynn are based partly in the same type of data
including the older Los Alamos data, but neutron-induced fission data, essentially
average cross sections, are also included.
Unfortunately, there are important and systematic differences between the
barrier parameters as given by Britt and Lynn : For even-even compound nuclei
Lynn's barriers are systematically lower, by up to 0.5 HeV, than those of B r i t t .
For odd A nuclei, the discrepancies are less systematic, but sizeable in many
cases.
These differences may be partly due to different assumptions made about
barrier state densities and to different approximations used in the treatment of
intermediate structure effects on average fission cross sections (see section 4.8).
Moreover, for the few cases where information from neutron resonance studies
is available, there are the additional discrepancies discussed already in
section 4.5.
I t thus is apparent that no definite set of barrier parameters can be
recommended at present, and that the barrier parameter sets of B r i t t [ Br79 ] and
Lynn I Ly74 ! should be used oily in conjunction with barrier state densities and
other parameters used by the same authors.
6.2,

Density of States at Normal Deformation

Nuclear level densities for normal deformation i.e. densities of class I
states, are required over a wide range of excitation energies : First of a l l , the
density of compound nuclear levels is needed at the relevant excitation energy of
the compound nucleus; but for the same nucleus the level density all the way
down to zero excitation energy is needed to calculate radiative widths (see
equ. 3.14). Further, the density of states at low excitation energies in the
target nucleus is required for the calculation of the inelastic scattering cross

section.

|2J

For the high excitation energies of the compound nucleus i t is usually
assumed that the Fermi-gas level density expression

If?

U. -

((.1)

£ - <f2 - \,

gives a sufficiently accurate description of the level density. The level
density parar.ieter a, the spin cut-off factor a and the pairing energy corrections
•% / SH may be obtained from phenomenology and systematics, or they may be
calculated with the aid of microscopic theories from the density of single
particle states. However, they should be adjusted to the observed spacings of
s-wave neutron resonances whenever these are available.
A warning should be added here with respect to "experimental" neutron
resonance spacings : Only resonance spacings corrected for missed levels and
admixtures of p-wave resonances should be used. Values for a number of actinide
nuclei are given in [Wg78] and [ R08O ] .
At intermediate energies, i.e. roughly between 1 MeV and an energy somewhat
below neutron binding energy (where the Fermi-gas expression becomes valid), a
constant temperature level density is more appropriate. Due allowance of
rotational levels must be made. At s t i l l lower energies i t will be best to take
into account individual experimentally known levels, or to use empirically known
level schemes in order to estimate the level density. Level schemes at these
low energies of course strongly depend on the even-odd character of the nucleus
in question. Simple empirical expressions for the intermediate and low energy
regions which smoothly join the Fermi-gas expression for the higher energies are
given by Lynn [Ly74].
A more profound calculation of level densities is possible by the so-called
microscopic methods, as described, e.g. by Horetto [Mo72]. Here the density
of intrinsic states is calculated directly from realistic single particle level
schemes or approximations thereof. The total level density is then obtained
122 by addition of the proper rotational bands. Such calculations provide level

densities for essentially all except very low excitation energies, but they
involve considerable numerical work. A more handable analytic parametrization
of microscopic level densities has been given by Jensen and Sandberg [JS78] .
As long as the calculated level densities are adjusted to experimental
neutron resonance spacings, the more empirical formulae may be not much worse
than the microscopic theories. However, i f extrapolation to nuclei for which no
resonance data are available, is required, the microscopic theories may be more
profound. A simple empirical extrapolation procedure applicable to the Fermigas approximation has recently been proposed by Rohr [Ro79).
6.3.

Density of Barrier States

Our empirical knowledge about the density of barrier transition states is
much poorer than i t is for states at normal deformation. Essentially the only
source of empirical information are the fission cross sections themselves.
For even-even nuclei the lowest barrier states are, of course, predictable :
The lowest barrier will be K*= 0+ with its associated rotational band built on
top of i t . Since the outer barrier is assumed to be asymmetric with respect to
reflections, a K*= 0" band will be present at essentially zero excitation
energy. For the axially asymmetric inner barrier the K*= 2 + 7-vibrational band
is expected to occur at comparatively low excitation energies. With these
considerations in mind, Lynn I Ly74 ] has proposed a level scheme for barrier
states at low excitations ( < 1 MeV) of even-even nuclei.
For odd nuclei, and for even-even nuclei at higher excitations, predictions
must essentially come from microscopic theories. Tiiey seem to indicate (Br791
that the density of intrinsic states at the barriers is not vefy different from
the one at normal deformations, for the same excitation energies : This is due
to two compensating effects : The increased density of single particle states
at barrier deformations has as a consequence an increased level density at
comparable effective excitation energies, but also an increased pairing energy
which roughly compensates the f i r s t effect.
An important difference arises when rotational states are included. As has
been pointed out by Bjtfrnholm, Bohr and Mottelson [Bj73] , the loss of axial
symmetry at the f i r s t barrier leads to a drastic increase in the number of
rotational levels, by a factor of about 7 to 8 as compared to the f i r s t

minimum. Thus the net levtl' density at the f i r s t barrier is expected to be
larger by almost an order of magnitude than at the f i r s t minimum.
The second barrier is believed to be axially symmetric again, but the
reflection asymmetry is expected to lead to an enhancement of the level density
by a factor of 2 due to the ainiost-degeneracy of positive and negative parity
states. Thus the net level density at the second barrier may be only slightly
above the density at normal deformations.
" nsple constant temperature parametrizations of the barrier state densities
as obtained from f i t s to a few typical fission cross sections, are again given
by Lynn [Ly74] . The parameters of Lynn ILy74J indicate a somewhat higher
level density at the second barrier than would be expected from the above
qualitative arguments. More accurate predictions for individual nuclei would
have to be done by microscopic calculations.
6.4.

Neutron Strength Functions

Empirical data are practically available only on s- and p-wave neutron
strength functions, and even for these usually only the overall strength function
s[l) is obtained from

rather than the strength functions s ^ s of equ. (3.1.1) for individual compound
nuclear spins and channels. The relation between the two is :

s(e) -.

(<•*)

In equ. (6.2) D(i) is the spacing of resonances for given orbital Angular
momentum I, irrespective of the compound spin 0, as opposed to Dj entering
equ. (3.8). Also, r n (l) may contain contributions from two channels, i f the
spin of the resonance in question can be obtained in two ways of combining the
orbital angular momentum I with the channel spins I -1/2 and I +1/2.
By convention, neutron strength functions are usually written as
(<•*)

with the definition

Us)
such that

The empirical data on strength functions are either due to the analysis of
average cross sections or of neutron resonance parameters. Strength functions
obtained from the analysis of average cross sections are often dependent on
assumptions made about other nuclear parameters; in particular, the decomposition
of the average cross section into contributions from individual orbital angular
momenta is often not unique and leads to large uncertainties in the resulting
strength function values.
On the other hand, strength functions deduced from resonance parameters
represent "local" values, obtained from resonances within a limited energy
interval. I t has recently been recognised that short range energy dependences of
strength functions are not uncommon, at least for medium weight nuclei (see,
e.g. IUg79] and [ St 791 ). As long as the origin of these structures is not
understood, similarly energy-dependent strength functions cannot be excluded for
the actinide nuclei, and care has to be taken in the use of strength functions
deduced from the parameters of low-energy neutron resonances.
I f no empirical data are available, as is the case for t t 2 for almost all
nuclei, neutron strength functions may be calculated from the optical model (see
lectures of P.A. Moldauer at this course).
6.5.

Radiative Widths

The excitation energy dependence of total radiative widths is obtainsd from
equ. (3.14) where the partial widths r ' j J ' (E^,) are given either by the
strong coupling dipole model, equ. (3.15) or by the giant dipole resonance model,
equ. (3.16). In either case the parameters of the model should be adjusted to
reproduce the observed radiative width of low-energy resonances. For nuclei
where no such experimental values are available, equ. (3.14) must be used to
calculate the absolute values of radiative widths, with the parameters deduced
from systematics. Radiative widths calculated in this way from the giant
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The neutron-induced fission cross section of
Th showing an
isolated vibrational resonance. After James, Lynn and Earwaker
[ Ja72 1.

Fig. 7

:

Excited states at deformation corresponding to the first and
second well of the deformation potential.
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Fig. 9

The neutron total IKB68]

and sub-barrier fission IHT68] cross

sections of 2*QPu as s function of neutron energy between 0.5
and 3 keV.

Fig. 8

Illustration of a compound nuclear reaction without doorway states
(a) and with doorway states with respect to the entrance (b) and
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exit (c) channels.
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Fig. 11

Ratios of capture areas for different bias values, normalized to
1 for class I resonances.
o values expected for two candidates for major class II admixture
in each of the targets

237

Hp and

238

U.

x measured values
20

F1g. 10

:

a)

Various decay possibilities of a state with s major class II
fraction.

b) Conponents of the capture »-ray spectrum of that state due
to decay within the primary and second wells.

Fig. 12

The neutron-induced fission cross section of
Pu in the region
of the first sub-barrier fission cluster around 782 eV neutron
energy; after Auchanipuagh and Ueston f AW75]
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The
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Neutron time-of- flight

U(n,f) cross section (lower half) as compared to the

neutron energy ; after Difilippo et a l . [ Di79 ]

Fig. 14

:

Comparison of neutron transmission (lower curve) and total capture
(upper curve) data for resonances around 722 eV neutron energy in
238
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:

Distribution of fine structure fission widths of 234U + n
resonance and Lorentzian f i t assuming class II levels at 530 eV
and 1092.5 eV ; after James et al. [ Ja77!
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Relative fission cross section of 237Np (lower part) and difference
between cross sections observed with target and neutron spins
parallel and antiparallel (upper part) ; The fact that the latter
curve always remains positive, shows that J = 3+ for all
resonances within the cluster; after Keyworth et a l . [ Ke73 ]
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poo

The effective capture-to-flssion ratio for "

Pu in the neutron

a)

for channel spin 3 and

energy range from 70 eV to 110 eV, calculated as a function of

b)

for channel spin 4 ;

sample thickness (for sample thickness i n mm assumed metallic

after Moore et a l . [Ho7B]

Pu with P* 19.9 g/cm3)
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19

:

I

I

Spectra of proton singles (a) and protons in coincidence with
fission (b) from the Z39 Pu(d,p) and 239 Pu(d,pf) reactions as a
function of the excitation energy in 240,Pu ; after Specht et al.
[Sp69J

Fig. 20

The fission cross section of U around 310 keV neutron energy.
The assumed contribution of the fragmented vibrational resonance
1s indicated by the two dashed lines and again by the diagram
below the data ; after James et al. (Ja77 ]
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Fig. 21

:

The neutron-induced fission cross section of
E n , between 10 and 400 keV neutron energy.

200

U, multiplied by
The enhancement

between 120 and 170 keV might be Interpreted as being due to one
or several fragmented vibrationai levels ; a f t e r DifHippo
e t a l . [D179I
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Contour plot of the deformation potential of
U in a twodimensional plain of deformation coordinates. The curves are
labelled in MeV relative to the spherical droplet model energy;
after Holler and Nix [HN74]
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Bn

160

Heights of f i r s t barrier, second minimum and second barrier as
calculated by Holler and Nix [MN73] are compared to values
deduced from experiments; after [MN73]

Fig. 24

Schematic presentation of the deformation potential of Thorium
Isotopes with a low f i r s t barrier and a third minimum at the
p o s i t i o n o f the o r i g i n a l second b a r r i e r .
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The measured fission cross section of Th in the region of the
vibrations! resonance at 720 keV neutron energy;
after Blons et al. [B1781
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The measured fission cross section of 231Pa
vibrationai resonance at 157 ke-V neutron energy ;
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The measured [8179]

fission cross section of

23?

f h ; the strong

vibrational resonances show a sub-structure possibly due to
rotational states.
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APPLICATIONS OF THE NUCLEAR THEORY TO THE
COMPUTATION OF NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS FOR
ACTINIDE ISOTOPES
V.A. KONSHIN
Luikov Heat and Mass Transfer Institute,
BSSR Academy of Sciences,
Minsk,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Abstract
Heutron cross section calculational methods for actinides
in the unresolved resonance e.nergy range (1-150 kev) are discussed, v.ith a special emphasis en calculation of v.idth fluctuation
factors for the generalized distribution, as well as for a subthreshold fission• It is shcivn that the energy dependence of
4.J) ? _
, the ( n , n
)-process competition and the structure in neutron cross section has to be taken into account in the
energy range considered. Analysis of different approaches in ths
statistical theory for heavy nuclei neutron cross-section calculation is given, and it is shov.Tj to *e important to allow for the
( n ,X'^f )-reaction in neutron cross section calculations for
fissile nuclei. The use of the non-spherical potential, the
Lorentzian spectral factor and the I'ermi-gas nodel involving the
collective nodes enables to obtain the self-consistent data for
all neutron cross sections, including^ Y.
1. INTRODUCTION
Nuclear transactinide data are nacessary to calculate the accumulation of these nuclei, to determine the ciianoes 1n the reactor
performances durino long operation, to transport and process radiated fuel and to incinerate high actinides. It is natural that in the

nearest future to get experimentally such a great amount of the data
is extremely difficult. Therefore, in practice the acceptable way to
obtain nuclear constants of nuclei, when there are no experimental
data, is related to the theoretical methods of nuclear data evaluation involving carefully tested parameters used in the nuclear models.
The theoretical analysis of the experimental data enables to
find parameters, e. o. such as optical model ones, that are required
to calculate neutron cross sections for a wide scope of nuclei. To
perform this task, it is necessary rather to analyse the systematic
tendencies than to make SDecific calculations for a given nucleus.
The modern state of art of the nuclear theorv, when special models
with carefully tested parameters are used, permits prediction of integral cross sections of heavy nuclei within 2C-30S. The nuclear reaction theory should be considered as a means to obtain different
oarameters that may combine various experimental data. The main
trend in nuclear data evaluation should be concentrated on the determination of a number of reliable parameters through the systematic self-consistent analysis of the experimental data accumulated.
Based en the statistical model, the formalism for neutron cross
section calculations was develoneti lone ago [1,2]. It may be considered th?t when the ooticel-statistical podel is employed to calculate neutron cross sections for nuclei with middle A no difficulties
arise, exceot some ones, due to several types of the nuclear potential that give a satisfactory agreement with the same experimental
data and due to the nonunioue choice of potential oarameters. The
contribution of correlation effects that are of importance but not
yet sufficiently elaborated can lead to an increase in the reaction
cross sections which may be larger than the one due to the direct
reactions [3,4].
Some difficulties are associated with the optical-statistical
model when used to calculate neutron cross sections for fissile nuclei since their evaluation is rather comolex. The level of the nuclear fission theory developed at oresent is such that to predict 139
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quantitatively fission cross sections is hardly possible. The theo-

Average resonance oarametsrs for the unresolved resonance region

retical predictions of fission barriers can be made within the 0.5-

may be obtained in two ways: by averaging the parameters in the

1.0 MeV accuracy [5] while the data evaluation requires the accura-

solved resonance region with subsequent extrapolation to the unresolv-

cy of about 100 keV. The fission process is the main competing oro-

ed one (the drawback of this method is associated with difficult spin

re-

cess and should be thus allowed for in theoretical computations. The

and parity identification of levels) and by fitting the calculated

fission competition effect is very substantial and

average cross sections or transmissions to the experimental data in

reaches

about

80S at 50 keV for the inelastic scattering cross section, o 1, , for
nn
239
the first " ^ Pnu level. The correct account of the fission competi-

the unresolved resonance energy region (the shortcoming of this me-

tion. esDecially for highly fissile nuclei, is a rather complex prob-

of the model used that requires a knowledge of the additional parame-

lem since the latter is associated with a. calculation.

ters). As a rule, the combined approach is advisable.

thod is the introduction

Moreover, the heavy fissile nuclei possess a high density of

, into the defined parameters, of the error

Usually the Hauser-Feshbach formalism [1] modified by Lane and

the excited states which, as a result, can be resolved to relatively

Lynn [6] to allow for oartial width fluctuations is used to calculate

low energies. The low energy of the first level excitation requires

average c-oss sections in the unresolved resonance energy range and

to allow for the radiative capture competition ir inelastic scatter-

is valid in the case of no resonance interference and no correlations

ing cross section calculations.

of widths for different processes. The expression for the average

One more circumstance is of importance here. If one type of

«s

> cross section of the (n,x)-reaction and compound nucleus state
nx r
J and parity it is of the fern:
r with the spin

a neutron cross section is calculated, then the agreement between
the cross section of this tyoe may be achieved due to the worse

2ir

agreement between the cross sections of other Drocesses, i. e. the
information on the physics of a process may be lost. It is there-

2

„
'n r

x r

k

fore necessary to make simultaneous calculation of all types of
cross sections and to comoare a greater number of the quantities

where g r is the statistical

in order to avoid the incorrect reoresentation of the model accu-

distance between comDOund nucleus state*, <l~n>r the average neutron

factor o* the state r, <D> r th>> average

racv.

width, <l"x>r the average (n.x)-reaction widen, <r> r the average to-

2.

width fluctuation effect.

tal width of the state r and S R x r the factor allowing for the partial
NEUTRON ACTINIOE CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS IP! THE UNRESOLVED

Averaging in (1) is made in accordance with the accepted width

RESONANCE EriERGY RANGE (1-150 keV)

distribution laws. For this Duroose the Porter-Thomas distribution
The unresolved resonance energy range for heavy nuclei is extending

from several hundreds eV to a hundred keV. A knowledge of

average resonance parameters such as <3> , <r >
n r*
v

n'r*

v

fr ™

tnis

ra

"3

e

1S

the

witr v degrees of freedom is usually used. In this case the number
of v x

deqrees of freedom corresoonds to the number of the channels

that contribute to the (n ,x)-reaction width or to the effective quan-

<rn'\

"nr1

necessary to correctly allow for the re-

tity, M

eff xr

widths r
sonance self-screeninq and Doppler effects since this very range co140 vers a considerable spectrum part of large fast breeders.

>xr

, obtained by analysing the experimental

<rx

r

resonance

(2)
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number of the parameters, can give only the approximate v-values

or the channel transmissions:

which can effectively allow for a contribution of direct processes,

(3)

eff xr
r

—-itiis&j

especially for nuclei with middle A-

kxr'
u

When relative channel contributions are not equal, the generalized distribution proposed in [10] should be adopted (the contributions

kxr

of all k-channels to the average width are equal and the above distriSchmidt [7] calculated the
radiative (v

s

fact01
*
nxr"

for

neutron (v n r =l) and

bution reduces to the Porter-Thomas o n e ) :

= «>) channels. This factor is typical for non-fissile

nuclei in the energy region below the inelastic scattering

threshold.

Double (three reactions) or triple (four reactions) integration is
..v-2

to be made when the number of reactions becomes laroer. The expressions for the S-factor can be reduced to the tabular or analytical

P(y,o 1 .o 2 ,...a v )dy
(2n) a,. a~...0
7.3

functions only in the limited number of reactions, namely, three
processes [8]. So, it is more practical to use the exDressions for
z"1/2

the S-factors that are convenient for computer calculations:

exp(-A1z1y)dz1.

3°
%1*

(5)

<V 2 ««B )v B *.

1

- z i:.- z v-2

.xp(-A 2 * z y>d* 2 ...

,-1/2

f [zv.z(l-zr

(4)
*

e

*P(-Av-l2v-ly)d2v-ldy

The calculations of the S-factor may be also performed by the
r

numerical method proposed by Greedier and Hutchins [ 9 ] .

<r

Strictly speaking, when \> is defined as the nurrber of channels,
this definition is valid only in the case of equal relative contri-

xrk

<r

xVk

<r

k=l

k=l

butions of the channels to an average width. The analysis of the experimental

The form of the generalized distribution nay substantially dif-

resonance width distributions (formula (2)) gives only

the "effective" number of the freedom degrees, v

1

that contains

eff
very little information on the iroortant characteristics of a process,
namely, the number of channels and their relative contributions since
one and the same value of

v
e

f*

ma

y °e achieved by their different

combinations. The analysis of average cross sections, due to the large

fer from the Porter-Thomas one,

p

v (.v)

for v ^eing defined either as

the number of channels or as the

"effective" number cf freedom deg-

rees.

(Fin. 1) illustrates that the dif-

The exarple of two c'mnnels

ference between the Porter-T'/iomas distribution with v=2 and the generalized one increases with increasing contribution difference

(a,-a2).
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Fig. 1

where I Q (z) is the Bessel function,
<r

rx _
x»r

=I
v

xrk

' x rk

FIG. I. Generalized Porter-Thomas distribution with
k = 2 at different values of channel contributions, a=]a,-a,]
Figure 2 gives the generalized distribution with a, =0.1 and a,*0.9
and the Porter-Thomas distribution with v e f f defined in terms of
these relative contributions. At more close contributions the difference between the curves will decrease (Fig. 2 ) .
The generalized distribution was proposed long ajo [10] but
was net widely used for evaluation purposes. Probably, this is caused by its more complicated form, as compared to the traditional p irter-Thomas distribution. We used the generalized distribution fo
nuclear data evaluation [11].
It may be shown that for two channels the generalized distribution reduces to the form:

exD( —
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4a

la2

(&)

o.oi
ai
j.a
X
FIG. 2. Porter-Thomas distribution with v ..= 1.22 (.curve 1)
and generalized distribution with v=2, a.=0.1 and
a ? =0.9 (curve 2)
For the case of three fission channels one
lowing expression:

obtains the fol-

exnr- J(l + I )] „

J-.=0
where «(P.,Y,z) is the denenerated hypergeometric function [ 1 2 ] .

Vlhen two fission channels have the same contribution to widtn
(channels are either completely ooen or have the same transmission)
expression (7) assumes the form:
P(y,o,a3)dy

butions to the structure of the transition states of a fissile nucleus.

T
(8)

where a«o.+o, and o.=a_.
When the number of the resonances analysed is not great, it 1s
convenient to use the following distribution:

o' a,,a
^

•

a

^

>

^

^

•

•

defining the probability that the value of the variable y is less
than that of y . In resonance width statistics, it means the number
of resonance widths, whose values are larger than the given ones.
Flyure 3 illustrates distribution (9) and comparison of the
theoretical and experimental distributions for fission widths of
Pu 51 0 'resonances. It Is seen that the application of the generalized distribution Improves an agreement between theory and experiment, as compared to the case when in the Porter-Thomas distribution v coincides with the number of the channels equal to 2. The
values a.-0.77 and a,=C.23 obtained from the width distribution dispersion agree with the transition state scheme proposed by Lynn [13].
The generalized distribution when applied to analyse the experimental data for fission widths enables to obtain the information
about the relative contributions of the channels. Of special interest is the case of the small number of channels for fission resonance widths (v«l*4). In this case considerable deviations from the
Porter-Thomas distribution should be expected. The generalized distribution makes 1t possible to relate the experimental width distri-

0.0
FIG. 3.

Inteoral distribution of the fission widths of
2 ^g
_» r / < r >
c
resonances for
Pu as a function of /X : X c
o
histoqram, experimental data;
, Porter-Thomas
distribution with v=2;
, integral generalized
distribution with a^C.77 and a ? =P.23

On one side, the transition state structure and fission barrier parameters may be found by analysing nucleus fissibility. On the other
side, certain information on relative channel contributions may be
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obtained from the generalized distribution dispersion:

«v-

+ 4k + Z 1

2 I «k

'fx dt

(12)

l *J

(10)

and from the analysis of the correlation between the channel widths
and the mean number of neutrons per fission [17]. The advances in

>> r t +«)-q

where F q (5)

spin resonance identification also stimulates to use the generalized
distribution for analysing fission widths.
Compare the effects of the Porter-Thomas distribution and the
generalized width distribution on average cross sections in the case
of several channels. When the generalized distribution is adopted,
the expression for the S

-factor in the case of tvo channels is of

the *orm:

Fioure 4 gives the fluctuation factors

s " * , sjj* and

vs

(a,-a,) calculated by formulas (4) and (11) at 0.1 keV and 100 keV.
The upner and lower straight lines corresoond to the Porter-Thomas
distribution with v*2 and \>*1. Curve 4 stands for the generalized
distribution while curve 3 denotes the Porter-Thomas distribution
with ^f,.=veff f r where v

«p(-<r Y > r t)(<'V r t*e)

ff

fr

is determined by the relative chan-

nel contributions from formula (2). These figures illustrate the

<r_> t
(1 + 2-

considerable effect of different ways of the representation of the
fission width distributions on the S-factors. This is especially
pronounced in sjj* and S|J*. Comparison of curves 3 and 4 shows that
the values of S n * differently depend on the channel contribution ratio
despite the self-consistency between v ,, and ( c ^ - a 2 ) , and the dif-

where £=(4a-ia.>) .

ference in sJJ* and S° + . is about 1 8 * and in

For three fission channels one ray obtain:

, abbut

5% at

= 0.7 i 0.9/ as the energy increases, thereby causing a substantial

<r>

7

exp (-<r > t)
growth of

and a s l i o h t v a r i a t i o n i n < r >

n
u

<rf> o+

<r>
The difference between the traditional way of allowing for fission
width fluctuations with v ff and the one based on the two-channel

v

nr

iU- +a 4
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and

°2

a

33

and S^
distribution decreases. At 100 keV for
0+
1.5-2.0 tiires.

much as 2-3 times and for S

f,

it decreases ....

t "»0+

J

t

8.0
^

)»

^

to

Fife. 4.

S°* , S n * and Sn^-factors vs tho difference in relative contributions of two

Pu
fission channels at En«0.1 keV (three upper figures) and at F n =100 keV(three lower

figures) (curves 1,2,3, Pirter-Thomas distributinn for v=2, v=l , v*v,.-.curve 4,
generalized distribution)
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In the above distributions, it is implicitly assumed that

Note that the minimum error in the S-factors, when passing
from v=l to \>=2, occurs at (a,-a.) =0.9 and at v ,,= 1.35. This cir-

fission barrier transmissions,

fr*

cumstance should be borne in nind when use is made of the Porter-Thomas distribution with the integer freedom degrees. Also note
that large values of S p n and S

competition and the small number of fission channels, which is con-

-2 is the reduced fission width) weakly depend on ener(where 9f
r
gv (do not fluctuate). In the single-humped fission barrier mo-

sistent with the conclusions nade in [15].
When three channels contribute to a mean width <r_>
(this
*
T r
case is implemented for 1" state of the compound

Pu nucleus)

del,

and S^".
S^" At E=0-l keV, the diffe-

rence between curves 3 and 4 amounts to about 8% for SnJj and
and about C.5% for S "

S"

Kith increasing neutron channel competi-

this assumption is valid, and fluctuations of P,

as those of the widths yff

the above differences for the case of two channels decrease and remain, however, noticeable for

(13)

PfP(

rfr

are caused by the strong fission

as well

otey the same law.

The transmission of the double-humped fission barrier strongly depend;upon enerqy, thereby achieving maximum at enerqies close
to the quasi-stationary levels in the second well. The Porter-Thomas and generalized distribution (5) may thus be used only to
describe the resonance width distributions for the channels, whose

tion, it decreases and does not exceed about 3% in S n " and S^~.
From the aforesaid it follows that the generalized Porter-Tho.iias distribution rather than the traditional one should be

energy is above the second maximum of. the fission barrier. As

a

rule, this case takes place for nuclei with negative fission
thresholds.

used to calculate the average neutron cross sections in the unreso.lved resonance region, in particular, to take into account the
fission width fluctuations with a small number of channels.
use of v J J j

The

and the Porter-Thomas distribution for r f r fluctua-

The authors of ^18] have proposed to calculate a fission width
distribution in the sabbarrier region in terms of the convolution
of the Porter-Thomas distribution, that characterizes a fission

tions is justified only in the case of very weakly or very strong-

width distribution with resDect to their local mean

ly differing relative channel contributions when the Integer va-

the distribution of the average fission widths. Therefore, it may

lues of v can be adopted.

be assumed that the average fission widths ctn be fitted with the

Consider the method of calculating fhe S ^-factor in Uie case

values, with

following distribution:

of a more complicated fission width distribution that is valid

,-1/2

for even-even fissile nuclei.

dx

(14)

The presence of the structure in the subthreshold fission
cross section of

Pu and

Pu tray be explained within the

framework of the double-humped fission barrier predicted by Stru-

\ihere x =

fmax

<rf>

max

<rf>

"rain" ~
<rf~>

provided that

tinsky [17]. As is shown in [18,19], the existence of such a barrier does not practically affect the averaoe fission width <rf>
141 but leads to a chance in fission width distributions.

and T fmax a n d r fmin
fmax r fn,1n ) " < r f >
maximum and minimum transmissions.
/lf

are

def

'ned

of

It may be also assumed that, besides distribution (14), the
widths

r . are subjected to local fluctuations relative to their
2
average values that are governed by a x -distribution

r.

one in [18], is also valid in the near-barrier region. Maximum and
minimum fission transmissions are defined as follows:

P ( ,&
r

In [21], the analytical expression for the barrier approximated
by two convex parabolas is obtained which, unlike from the appropriate

) with the number of freedom degress being determined by
pP

fr

z = —i£
<r

fr

= s^t

fr

—"-£— = yx
<r

(16)

max
min

the number of open fission channels. Then, the distribution for

1+V(1-P A H1-P B )

is determined by the convolution:
T h e n , from ( 1 4 ) we h a v e :

fr»
00

I

P

. . .7.
P

The average fission width

dv

APE
l-U-P f l Ml-P B )

<r.

(15)

(V IttH — I —*"

v< " '> v y ' y
rf _
"iay be given as a sum of indivix

dual channel widths:
V

V

<r f >r = T <r
> =T
f rk
k=l

k-l

-

(18)
min

As is expected, at Pg=l we deal with the single-hump case: <r f > =

<U>
2

(16)

"

0>

n

2ir
where

(17)

Is the transmission of a k-fission barrier for the

-

- -

- 1, while in the subbarier region

we have:

-

1

_ 4

(P f t ,P B «l)

, which i s consistent

state r and for the single-humped parabolic barrier it is determined by the Hill-Hheeler expression L20]. Different calculation

with the quasi-classical

procedures of double-humoed barrier transmission coefficients are

solution [ 1 8 ] .

This more simple approach requires a knowledge of a smaller num-

considered elsewhere in [18,21,22]. Comparison of the rigorous

ber of the parameters floainst the one described i n [22] and is thus

numerical calculation of the barrier transmission coefficients

used to calculate

approximated by three parabolas [23] with quasi-classical

240Pu

approxima-

fission width distribution. The aloorithn used
24 A
242

tion results [18] shows that the latter are substantially higher in

allows satisfactory calculation of

the region near the peak of the smaller hump. However, the fission

tions.
The quantity <

barrier parameters for even

Fu and • Pu nuclei-tarqets are such

that In the energy range considered, P A and P g are nuch less than

Pu and

Pu fission cross sec-

in this case c?nnot be calculated

analy-

tycallv, and in the caso o f even-even nucleus-targets one of the m e thods for calculation of this value is the averaainn of tlie values

unity, which testifies the validity of the quasi-classical approximation.

of

obtained using the Monte Carlo method, distribution ( 1 5 )
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and the Porter-Thomas distribution. The calculation is made until
the statistical errors for each channel would not be less than 10

.

It should be noted,however that the acceptable level of the accuracy in <af>

attained by t.iis method requires considerable computer

time.
This approach assunes that the nuclear states in the second
well are pure vibrationai. However, some experimental data point to
the possible dissipation of the vibrational states in the second
well into the intermediate compound nucleus states [21].

resolved resonance data and the remainder parameters, by fittinq to
the experimental results in the keV enerqy range. To allow for the

rameters <r"n>

3

and

and the parameter <l~f>

<r

n>

and

crf cross s e c t i o n s , the pa-

were obtained from the average

, from o f . Comparison of the calculated and

experimental data for the independently measured value of o, i. e.
the capture-to-fission cross section ratio, points to the validity
of the average parameters and the methods used.

Probably, the analytical calculation of the S ,-factors for
even-even nuclei^targets may be performed using the fission width
distribution in the form proDOsed in [22]. This calculation.however,
faces great comoutatipnal difficulties, and at present further studies are to use this approach for evaluation purposes.
In the case of odd nuclei-targets, the double-humped

II

structure, for instance, in

The theoretical models for the level density depending on soin,
parity and excitation energy must be used to determine <D> . For
this purpose in the unresolved resonance energy region we used the
independent particle model, whose main level density parameter "a"
does not depend on energy and is determined from the observed reso-

fission

nance distance. This model assumes that <D>. is independent of nari-

barrier concept should not be obligatorily adopted to calculate the
S n f -factors. Our calculations have shown that the greatest difference

ty. For deformed heavy nuclei such as

239 Pu single- and double-humped fission barin the S nf -factors for

tinides, the dependence of <!>>, on parity can be, probably, ignored

riers (about 2.5%) is observed at 40 keV for a large fission width
2 39
+
state, which corresponds to the
Pu state 0 . This difference is
smaller (about 1?) for the states with small fission widths.
9

difference in the S .-factors for the
nf

The

Pu single- and double-humped

Pu and otlier

ac-

[26].
Recently the nuclear level density theory has attained further
development. It was shown how in the traditional Fermi-gas model to
take into account a decrease in the shell effects due to increasing
excitation enerqy [26] (energy deDendence of the parameter " a " ) . The

barriers decreases at 1 keV up to 0.6% and with an increase in neutron energy U D to 2C0 keV the difference in the S ..-factors disappears
which is natural enough.

contribution of collectives modes to the level density was also calculated [27], which resulted in the improvement of the agreement
between the systematics of the parameter "a" and its quasi-classical-

The difference in the S .-factors for single-end double-humoed
barriers for even-even nuclei-tarqets becoir.es very large. So, the
difference in calculated

U,

P» o { and Sn<r cross sections for single-

and double-humped cases amounts to about 200% at 1 kev, about 30S at

value. It should be noted that the account of these effects does not
cause substantial changes in <D> r in the unresolved resonance region.
This is due to the nearness of this region to the normalization
point (Pn-fi) and due to the smallness of the shell correction,6!!,

20 keV and about 7S at 2C0 keV. The same difference in calculated
in the mass formula, e. g. for

Pu cross sections is observed.
The average cross sections for fission, radiative capture and
inelastic neutron scattering processes for actinides were calculated
by formula
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(

(1). The values of <f > a" i<D>obs were obtained fron the

Pu,

Pu and other actinides. As

compared to the Fermi-aas nodel, the superfluid nucleus model although
allowinq more correct calculation of the level density over the whole
energy range does not greatly affect calculated cross sections in

the unresolved resonance region due to the nearness to the normaliza-

ever, in a number of cases this gives a substantial difference in

tion point

the neutron cross sections calculated. The calculations show tflat

(Bn-A).

As a rule, the energy dependence of <D> (E) is neglected in the
unresolved resonance region. However, despite E<<B n > this dependence

at 100 keV, the difference in a f ( 2 3 5 U ) with and without allowance
for the (n.n1)-reaction amounts to about 10S.

is substantial and leads to about 15% change in <D> r at 100 keV.

Further, a knowledge of the strength functions and average fis-

This fact naturally affects the average fissile nucleus cross sections,

sion widths is required to calculate neutron cross sections. Strength

first, radiative canture cross section and then n. Our calculations

functions may be obtained from the data for the resolved resonances

show that the neqlect of the eneriy dependence of <P> r (E) for

and for average cross sections in the keV range. For this purpose

leads to about 15% decrease in <o r > and

<a>

Pu

at l^O keV.

the data for o t are more suitable since these can be calculated

In our calculations vie allowed for the energy dependence of <D>,
using a smaller number of other parameters. In principle, the strength
(cutting

u=BR+E-A)

since

Pu the mean distance is decreased as

for

functions can be determined from the transmission coefficients, T,,,

much as 20? at 140 keV.
Since the inelastic neutron scattering threshold for heavy nuc•

lei

is

low , the

solved
Pj,

resonance

for

those

elastic

should

that

in the e x c i t e d

ground

channels

average

in this case is associated with the choice of optical potential para)-reaction

region. Assume

a nucleus

in the

inelastic
the

(n,n

the

state

s t a t e , i. e . the
lies

only

inelastic width

neutron width

calculated using the optical model. However, the main difficulty

in the
<r
r]

i>r

be a l l o w e d

transmission

are

determined

difference
value

c a n

b e

for in the

defined

meters

since not sufficiently accurate input data (o l) ,o t ,S o ) great-

coefficients,
similarly

between

of e n e r g y .

unre-

elastic

In this

similarly

to
and

case
to

the

<l~ n > r :

ly affect the strength functions calculated. Using the fit to two
experimental values of o , Goldsmith £29] obtained such values of
pop
the parameters for
Th that give the values of S-| differing almost
3 times. Therefore, the optical model calculation of the strength
functions can be performed only ir the case vhen other methods are
inapplicable, i. e-. when there are no necessary data.

<D>
where
zed

e

is t h e

by the

r 0 ?th

neutron

orbital

energy

moment,

In our calculations, average fission widths were obtained using

(19)

the fission channel theory, and the values of fission barrier energies,
in

the

S.1, and

inelastic

level

energy

channel

characteri-

excitation,

E (e =

E_.
tal
mate

-E-Eq).
Summation
vels

and o r b i t a l

were chosen by fitting the calculated o f data to the experimenones. These
transition
This

in

expression

moments

I'

(19)

that

is p e r f o r m e d

contribute

only

to this

over

those

c h a n n e l , r,

approach

le-

of neutron

i.e.

up to 100 keV

those obeying the energy conservation law E> E (A+l)/A, total angular moment T+j=3=T'+t' and Darity (-l) A n=(-1 )*"Ifq .
As a rule, when cross sections in the unresolved resonance region are calculated, the (n.n 1 )-reaction is usually neglected. How-

values w e r e
state

cross

Figures

and

was

for

adopted

sections
for even

5 through

determined

scheme

for the

(o.,of,o
nuclei

8 show

the

taking

fissile

,on

into

even-even

account

self-consistent
,) f o r odd

un to 1 5 0 - 2 0 0
calculated
p oc

the

approxi

nuclei [ 3 o ] .
calculation

nuclei-targets

keV.

average

fission

and

radiative canture cross sections for
U. In these calculations,
data averaaed over the chosen energy interour evaluated
and
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, barn
channel contribution* [y

vals served as the input information. The parameters obtained allowed reliable calculation of the (n.y) and (n.n 1 ) cross sections in
the energy range u*> to 100 keV.
Fiqure 5 shows the comparison between the experimental o f cross
section and those calculated using the average parameters, which
testifies the quality of the average fission widths, <rf>f. Good
agreement is achieved over the whole energy range. This figure also
shows contributions of each channel for s- and D-waves. A contribution of d-vaves is not essential and amounts to <3% o f at 100 keV.
Figure 6 illustrates the effect of the (n.n1 )-reaction competition

FIG. 5. Comparison between the o f (
150

II) cross section calculated

(
) in terms of the average parameters in the C.1-100 kev
range and the evaluated data (-n_n_n_)

E.keV
FIG. 6. Comparison of the o,(
U) cross section calculated
with ( — ) and with no regard (
) for inelastic neutron scattering competition

u

o BdHA/i M Ap^l972

23?

n

1

I—I

on fission cross section calculations. Here the dashed curve denotes

( TBHH M ap. f I97f

r!
1

0
II

the calculation with no allowance for the inelastic neutron scatter-

0) depeu n ap., 1973
• A e Co<oop H sp., 156?
GK3MPP.I97O
HH M ap.. 1970
M Kypoft tt
X BiH-UIn-JlM M
A

ing. This difference is substantial and ar.ountsto about 10? at 100
keV.

Figure 7 shov.-s the conparison of the exDerinental and calcula-

... 1965

ted data for the caoture-to-fission cross section ratio,a=(o

/a

).

f

It is seen that a satisfactory agreenent between the calculated and
experimental values is observed, and the calculated structure in the
M

Us;

a-value is in a general anreement with the experimental one. Comparison
of the a-value calculated with the constant and fluctuating S

•j 1

shows

that below 10 keV, when fluctuations are allowed for, a somewhat bet-

^t

^i"V

ter agreement between theory and experiment is attained, although
this is not evident if the data of [31] and [32] are taken into account.

o.«
In the enerpy ranqe 10-5P keV the calculations of the a-value
made with the constant S Q are in better agreement with experiment,
0,5

and shove 50 keV calculation results for the fluctuating and constant
S

o

a r e close

t 0 eac;n

other, which is natural because with increasing

energy the fluctuations in o t become smooth. In general, the not sufficient accuracy of the exoerimental data for a does not nermit

**

us to conclude that fluctuations in o>(and * 0 ) should be taken into account when calculating the a-value.
The direct comparison of the (n.n 1 ) cross sections for ^ 3 ^U
V

a*

o,i

M«AI.»O7UVIO

M
a . K«V

calculated in terms of the average resonance parameters vith the
experimental data for the unresolved resonance energy region (up
to 100 keV) is impossible due to the absence of the experimental

FIG. 7. Comparison of the calculated and exnerimental data for
<*(

U) in the energy range 0.1-IOkeV:

, calculation

c n n i data in this region. Comparison between the results obtained
by this apnroach and those calculated by the statistical model using

l
with So=1.08.1C"'
C"'leV"
eV" i/2 ;

the optical model transmission coefficients shows a satisfactory

fitting to a t

agreement between the data obtained by these two methods (Fig. 8 ) .

, calculation with S, by
in each energy interval

131

"

barn

10"

-2

10

id5

20

60

100

E, KeV

FIG. 8.
Comparison of the ° n n ,(E) 235 (j cross sections^alcuiated
using the optical transmission coefficients (
) and
averaae resonance parameters (f]j-) up to IOC KeV
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Comparison of the experimental and calculated o t ( Pu) in the enerqy
reqion from 1 to 200 keV:
, present evaluation;
x x , evaluation by Pitterle et al. [36].

Calculation results for averane

740

Pu cross sections are nre-

Thus, the average parameters used ensure the aoreenent between

sented in Fins. 9 throuah IT. These figures show that the calcula-

the experimental and calculated neutron cross sections. Therefore,

ted and experimental cross section are in good agreement. Of special

the calculation results V K V tt trken as the evaluated values.

interest is Fiq. 10 which displays the calculation results for one

Hence, the method for calculating average cross sections in
the unresolved resonance region was illustrated for nuclei 235U,

of the most important reactor cross section .namely, o n .
calculations were made, the experimental data for a

l.'hen cur

[33] in the

Pu and

Pu. There are two icoortar.t specific-features in the

energy ranqe 0.2 to 350 keV were unknown and appeared only in 1977.

methods used: 1) reaction v.-idths have to he carefully determined

Ve could use only the data for a n

usinq different approaches, especially those based on the experimen-

froi" [34] in the energy range from

6 to 28 keV. The solid line in Fin.10 stands for our self-consistent

tal data for a. and

cross section calculations made in 1975. Later on, when Ucston and

too!

of

and 2) the present method is an effective

and can be, within a sufficient accuracy, apDlied only in the

Todri's data 133] were published, these were also plotted in Fig. 10.

unresolved resonance energy range, i.e. for odd nuclei-targets up

A good agreement between the calculated and experimental data is

to 100 keV and for even nuclei-targets up to 150-2C0 keV. In the

seen to be below 6 keV and above 30 keV where there were no experi-

upDer energy range, the limitations are associated with the facts

mental data at the moment of evaluation. This demonstrates the cor-

that the strength function S 2 is not accurately known, the excita-

rectness of the approach used and the validity of the parameters

tion cross sections of higher levels are not properly allowed for

chosen.

and the phase shifts,<££, are not correctly calculated in the energy
range above 200 fceV. For odd nuclei-targets in the energy range con-

The 240 Pu a f cross section in the unresolved resonance region

sidered, it is possible to a'lio*.1 for the contributions only of the
s-and p-waves not only to <o > but also to partial cross sections;

(Fiq.11) was calculated using the double-hunned fission barrier ap-

in the case of even nuclei-targets account should be taken of s-,

proach, which enabled to oovern all the exnerimental data up to the

p- and d-vaves.

peak near 1 keV that was found experimentally £36] and vas absent
V'hen average resonance parameters are determined rather accu-

in other evaluations [36].
The calculated and experimental data for

210,

and o.

are c o m n a r e d in F i q s . 12 through 1 4 , vhilc the comparison of those
9
9 A?
is given in F 1 g s . 15 through 1 8 .
, o n!jl and
for
Pu o \ , an
As is seen, the agreement is ruite satisfactory.

rately, the accuracy in the o

calculation by this method in the

energy range considered is about 5-1PX. For this purpose it is quite
enouph to know the averaoe resonance parameters from the resolved
resonance region and those for o. end a. , at least, in the limited
energy range (keV region).
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Comparison of the calculated and experimental
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FIG. 12. Comparison of the experimental (_P-i _ p _ ) and calculated (

( 241 Pu)

E.kev

FIG. 14.
Calculated *any> cross section for 241 Pu and its

E.keV

FIG.
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, present c a l c u l a t i o n ; — ,

e v a l u a t i o n of

1.37] data for a [
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partial components: 1, channel contribution (2,0+);
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Comparison of the experimental and calculated <af> for
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Pu belov 100 l:eV:

_j-Ln_, experimental data of [39];
, evaluation of [10]; -.-.-., calculation from [41];
present calculation

FIG. 16.
Comparison of the experimental and calculated a ( Z 4 2 ru): _n_n_» experimental
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FIG. 17. Total (1) and partial

(2-6)242Pu inelastic scattering

cross sections for the channels l/2 + , 1/2", 3/2", 3/2*
and 5/2 , respectively

Comparison of the experiments and calculated o n f (
, Tepel formalism; — ,

Pu):

Hauser-Feshbach fornalism

with no allowance for the S-factor; -.-.-., Hauser-Feshbach formalism with allowance for the S-factor
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3.

STATISTICAL THEORY CALCULATION OF NEUTP.OH CROS? SECTIONS

Here (jfjyt + Sn) is the compound nucleus excitation energy; T

FOR FISSILE tiUCLEI If! THE ENERGY RANGE FROV 1 keV to 5 MeV

and T f j , ,

J]t

are the "effective" transmission coefficients for radia-

t i v e capture and f i s s i o n .
The " e f f e c t i v e " fission transmission c o e f f i c i e n t , T , ,

Based on the statistical Hauser-Feshbach model [ 1 ] , it is possible to develop an aporoach convenient for self-consistent calculation of neutron cross sections for fissile nuclei. The Kauser-

, in

the t r a n s i t i o n state region can be calculated in the same way as
in the case of the neutron one:

-Feshbach model assumes that the processes of compound nucleus for-

fOiT

(22)

mation and decay do not depend on each other, and this model thus
ignores the effects associated with increasing cross section in the
elastic channel that can be allowed for by the Tepel model [46].
The expression for the cross section of the level excitation,

To determine the fission width,

, use is usually made of the

expression from [ 4 7 ] :

E i, with allowance for the comoetition of fission and radiative
capture
fJit
•nn'^q'1

I

—5

I T At)

2(2i+l) Sfo l3

I

(2J+1)

comp

(23)

where P(E f ^,h». ) is the penetrability of the kth fission barrier

3

with a height E^ k and curvature parameter

hojj. [202:

T
(20.)

r

P(Ef k '

1

Trr(E-*£V)

where i is the soin of the Qroiind st?t,e of a nucleus-tarqct ;l, j the

Here E f

orbital and total moments of an incoring neutron;£', j' the orbital
and total moments of an outgoing neutron; J the compound nucleus
spin.

are

(24)

the energies of the transition states.

Summation in (23) is made over the transition states with
spin J and parity n. The approximate scheme of transition states
for even nuclei was prooosed by Lynn £ 3 0 ] . This scheme was based

The value of T

in (20) allows for the competitions of non-

on the account of the mass saddle-configuration asymmetry, which

-neutron decay channels permitted by the conservation laws and in-

resulted in a lower K1I=0"-band fcr a barrier B and in

corporates the transmission coefficients for radiative capture and

K =2 -band of a barrier A .

fission:

decreasing

This scheme is known only up to about 1.8 MeV above the fiscomp " -y

(21)

sion threshold. Taking into account that fission thresholds for
23?

Pu,

241

P u and

235

U are equal to -1.6 "eV. -1.2 MeV and-0.6 HeV\

15S

respectively, this approach is valid only near the thresholds for
239

P u and

2i|1

Pu and in the resolved level region for

235

transition fissile nucleus states can be written as:

U.

The problem of the nucleus level density at the fission point

p(rfk'

fJir

still remains unclear within the framework of the phenomenoloaical
aDproach to a fission process. As is mentioned ty Lynn [13], from
the double-humped fission barrier concept it follows thet the den-

(26)

sity of single-particle states of actinides at the Fermi enerqy
is substantially hiaher for fission deformation rather than for

where P(F fl( , ho,,) and P(Efo+e,ho>) are found frost (24) and

equilibrium one, i.e. the level density at the fission point at

P f U , J , I ! ) , from""{25).
It is obvious that in this method the criterion for a correct

excitation energies within the discrete spectrum of transition
states should be higher. The independent particle model suoqests

account of the fission competition -is the agreement between the

that at the excitation energies above the boundary of the discrete

calculated and experimental fission cross section o_.

transition state spectrum, the level density at the fission noint

Thus, the knowledge both of the approximate scheme of transi-

should be lower. However, the loss of the saddle-confiouration

tion states up to about 1.3 MeV above the fission threshold and of

symmetry can lead to increasing rotational states, that would com-

the approximate fission barrier heights from the experiments on

pensate or even exceed this effect.

(d.pf) and (t.pf) reactions [48] as well as the use of the constant-

There are no direct experimental data for the level density

-temperature model for the level density at hiaher energies enabled

at the fission point, except for fissinn cross sections themselves.

to determine level density parameters and specified the transition

The information on level density that can be ottaiTed from af is

state schemes and barrier heights based on the experimental data
239

24P

M1

242

235

strongly affected ty the fission barrier heiiht, and vice versa

for c. for

the fission barrier heights obtained frcr experimental o f rteocnd

that about C,2 MeV changes in E f and about IPS changes In hu

on the level density assunpticn. Therefore, in the high eneroy

not seriously affect the quality of the c^ fitting irovided that

range where the scheme of transition states is unfcnovn, to calcu-

the relevant compensating changes are made for other parameters.

late TfJir

we used, as Lynn did [13], a simple formula fnr the

Pu,

Pu,

Pu.

P u and

U.

It has appeared
do

Owing to the fact that for actinides usually one peak of the

transition state density which is similar to that of tht constant-

fission harrier is hiaher than the other (exceot only

-temperature rtodel:

both peats are the same) the effective fission transmission coefficient, T

c. exp(| )

f

f

B

(25)

f

fj7r

can be taken

equal to the smalleraf T

U , whose
which is

nuite satisfactory for calculation of neutron cross sections [13].
'"hen both T|" ' and T<*>
jy
are greatly less than 1 (subbanier fission),

where o,Cf an<" 6 f are the parameters of the continuous density of

formula

transition fissile nucleus states. These parameters are found

fore, the method described in the previous section has to be adopt-

from the experimental

ed.

of.

(20) used to calculate o^ becomes inapplicable and, there-

The "effective" transmission, T
TfJn

ISO

Jit(E).

f«r radiative capture

Thus, the "effective" fission transmission coefficient,

was calculated with allowance for possible cascade Y - I " 3 " * " " 1

, with allowance for discrete and continuous spectra of the

sion.

emis-

The transmission of a sinnle y-transition T ]„(£.£ ) with
enissicn of a

y-quantum

Due to a large number of open channels, the partial width fluc-

having eneroy c^ frrir the

tuation effect (S

i - l ) can be neglected in the excitation enerpy

state h?vin<j a total moment J and parity r. was calculated just as

range corresponding to the continuous excitation spectrum of a

in the case of the neutron

nucleus-target. In this eneroy range the cross section ,o

transmission:

,(E),can

te v;ri tten as :
(E,e
(27)
Z. o n n l ( E . E n . ) • 0 nn1

cont

(E)

(29)

The spectral factor F(E,e ) is usually given in the form proposed
by Blatt and '.-.'eiSskonf f 49 J. The collective giant resonance model
is proved to better

where

onr|,(E,E

,) was calculated as by expression (2) with

and an extra term a(E,J) in the denominator which takes into account

founded [50].

Total effective transmission for radiative capture can be obtained by all possible y-transition summation, l'hen only dinole

the continuous comnetition; a

,

con*(E)

llss

the continuous spectrum

excitation cross section and is defined as:

Y-transitions are allowed for, ve have:
J+l

I

JE) = 2n

(23)

Ok=|J-l|
(30)
where

p(C+S -A-Sr,0,,) is the compound nucleus level density ''or excin
K

tation energy E+S n -A-e

a(E.J)

comp

) and spin Jfc.

4" j" q"

Th% dependence-of the level density upon parity was not allowed
for since it can be probably ignored [25,51] in the case of deforred
nuclei. The expressions obtained from the traditional

Fermi-gas mo-

del, the Fermi-gas model involving collective modes and the suoerftuid nucleus model were used for the level density,p(u,J).
When T
allow

Jir (E)

a(F,.l) = 1

I

(31)

is calculated, in principle, it is necessary to

for the available discrete spectrum of compound nucleus le-

vels in the low excitation energy range. This would result both in
the change of the integration limit in expression

(28) and in the

aopearence of an extra summand that allows for y-transi tions froti
the continuous snsctrur: to the discrete rr.e. However, the calculations have shown that the contribution of a discrete sDectruir to
the radiative width is very small
further calculations.

and is not thus allowed for in

where E i
q
max

is the energy, at which the continuous level

spect-

run starts.
In the case of the continuous level snectruin of a nucleus-target, the competition of fission due to inelastic

scatterinq

and radiative capture was allowed 'or by introducino

"effective"

transmissions:

1(1

When the Tepel approach £46] is use'd to calculate neutron cross

T f J i r ( E ) = (2J+l)exp[

2oc

Tf(E)

sections, a specific combination of the decay channels and their
transmission coefficient ratio should be taken into consideration.

where T f ( E ) vas deterrined hy fittinn the o f fission cross section calculated by the unique formalism to the exoeriirental ones.
The contribution of the (n ,yf )-reection was allowed for in fission
cross section calculations.

This approach can be adopted only either in the case of slightly
differing channel transmissions or in the case of a combination of
several weak and several strong channels provided that the total
channel number is about 10. In the case of weak cross sections (for
example, o

4.

ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT APPPnCl'CS TO THE STATISTICAL
THEORY

an<!

n-y

°nn
nn

f ° r fissile nuclei), the neutron cross sec-

tions calculated by the Tepel formalism and those, by the Hauser-Feshbach (with correction for the width fluctuation) give the greatest discrepancy (10-30*). In this case the computer statistical calculations made byHoldauer [15] support the Kauser-Feshbach forma-

To our nind, the afovs method for neutron cross section calculations using the Hauser-Feshhach statistical model requires
comoarison with other models and clarifying the influence of the
collective level density effects on neutron cross section calculations.
At low excitation energies, when the levels do not overlaD.i.e.
when the compound nucleus states are not comoletely statistically
independent, there may appear correlations between inlet and outlet channels. Unfortunately, although this problem is very important, it has not been yet solved up to non. The use of the t'.oldauer
approach [53,54] with the application of the parameter ft that depends on the statistical properties of the compound-nucleus states
and varies within (0,1) also does not solve this problem since
the choice of the correlation coefficient and its energy dependence
is not sufficiently substantiated, and the parameter Q Q cannot be
analytically calculated. Therefore, this approach is less aoplicable for neutron cross section evaluation of fissile nuclei.
The Tepel approach £ 4 6 ] allows for the correlation of the inlet and outlet elastic channels and can thus be successfully used
in the case of the large number of channels having comparable contributions. However, w e should bear in irind the restrictions typical

162 for this approach.

lism.
If the nurber of the channels and cf their freedom degrees
is small and if a stronn competing channel exists, then the Tepel
approach can give incorrect results. Then the number of open channels is large, the Tepel expression coincides with the Kauser-Feshbach formula. Moreover, both these approaches have a tendency
to coincide at strong absorption (T

•*}) and at decreasino fission

competition.
Figure 19 gives the average 239 Pu

and «? n >

0

chan-

nel cross sections calculated by the Causer-Feshtach and Tepel formalisms. In both approaches, for weak absorption (T n <<1) at 0.1
0+
keV, the difference in <o >'
reaches a factor 2.8 and. at a transinn
tion to moderate absorption

n.
(E n >100 keV, T n about 0.26) this dif-

ference is decreased to 1.6.The values of

<

onY>-

»re correlated in

the same manner. In these two approaches, the difference between
<o >

calculations displays an opposite tendency, therehy varying

from 10S at ".1 keV to 25? at IP" keV. For the 1*state the difference
in < o n n > 1 + decreases

in

J+

to 297 within P.1-100 keV, the difference

varies <>om 17" at 0.1 keV to 1C* at in? keV and the
>

, from 40 to 4SS. The decrease of the differences

the unresolvi
tion point (i
As a ru
unresolved r>
is substanti
This fact na
first, radia
show that th
lea^s to ahn
In our
(outting u=B
much as 20%
Since t
lei is low
solved reson
P £ , for a nu
those in the
inelastic ch
the average
elastic neut
Comparison of the average

Pu

Hauser-Feshhach formalism (solid line) and the Tepei formalisiti (dashed line)

iff*

10"r

<r
Fn.
where e

as

and

n

>

is caused

by the substantial attenuation of the fission competition.
As compared to the Tepel formalism , the use of the I'.cfman
formula [55] does not substantially change the results obtained
although it takes Into account the dependence of M not only on
T but also on T.
Figures 20 throuoh 22 show " " P u o , a f and onr)1 cross sections calculated by the Hauser-Feshbach approach with allowance for
the fission competition and by the Tepel method. It is seen that

is

zed by the o

FIG. 20. Comparison of the calculated and experimental a ( 2 3 9 Pu):

Sunmat
vels and orb
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1ar moment ?

present Hauser-Feshbach calculation;
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experimental data.
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So, a conclusion may be made that within the framework of the

V £ i (E)(2J+l)

) = -f

k Z 2(21+1)

above assumptions, the Tepel-Hofmann-Weidenm'ul ler approach should not

*

be used to calculate neutron cross sections of heavy strongly fissile
nuclei up to' 1 MeV, which Is caused by the small number of decay

(33)

channels and by the available strong competing fission channel with
small v.. However, the present calculations (F1g. 23) show that already

V,

at 1.1 MeV, the neutron cross sections, calculated by the Hauser-Fesh-

fj,

+

I

o(E

-J)

bach formalism with the S-factor and by the Tepel one, agree within
101 for

on

A
A+T

, about 10? for a f and about 2X for o n n , . It should be

P
E

noted that when the Tepel formalism was used, the SUIT of compound
nucleus cross sections proves to be different from the one calculated

(34)

a(F,J) -

by the optical model. With Increasing energy, this difference due to
neutron transmission modification for the inlet channel is however
decreased and almost vanishes at E > 1.1 fieV. As above 1.1 Kev there
242.
Pu) cross section data and fission transmis-

are experimental a, (

sions T f can be found with sufficient conscience (F1a. 2 4 ) , while a

nn'cont

kc

2(21+1)

1n this energy rerifls is much less than cross sections of other nonelastic processes , then the sum of elastic and inelastic compound

(35)

nucleus cross sections calculated using the Hauser-Feshbach and
V t - 1 j{E). (2-1+1 M E . J )

Tepel formalisms croves to be the same. However, as comoared to the
Mauser-Feshbach formalism, the Teoel model takes Into account the

V

correlation of inlet and outlet elastic channels and more correctly

l-J-J

+

calculates the elastic compound scattering cross section. This means
that the Tepel formalism also gives better calculation of the inelasn.

tic scattering cross section In the energy range from 1.1 MeV to 2

(36)

cont

MeV. Above 2 MeV, the use of both formalisms leads to the same results.
Above 1.1 MeV, the Tepel formalism was therefore employed

.whose

•

h

kc

2(21+1)

main difference from the Hauser-Feshbar •> model manifests Itself in

(37)

LVi.fi
ijJ

v
+ v
v
fJu
nJn

different expressions for inlet channel neutron transmission coefficients and in the extra factor in the formula for elastic scattering
cross section:

of = - 4 — !
T

(38)

I V n(2J+l) -

k z 2(2i+l) *jj

*JO

V

v

f0Ti

v

nJn

165

while W,.,

where the modified transmission, V^., for an elastic neutron chan-

Is calculated by the formula:

nel is :
w,,, - 1 + 2[1 +

LiT«

'••151

-1)]-1

ff

~

n

"1

(4G)

(39)
For other neutron channels as veil as for those of fission and
radiative capture v t«j coincides with T t 1 J .
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Comparison of different approaches used to calculate

•

<

*

Pu radiative capture,

elastic and Inelastic scattering, and compound-nucleus cross sections (Fermi-oas model
involving collective modes,spectral Lorentzian factor);

, Tepel

formalism;

,

llauser-Feshbach formalism with no regard for the S-factor;-.-.-, Hauser-Feshbach forma-

116

lism with allowance for the S-factor

10

1
10
FIG. 24. Comparison of the experimental and calculated «j f > for
.J !.J"i , data of [44]; J H J - —

, data of [45];

t %

W>
P u below 20C keV:

, evaluation data of [40];-.-.,

calculation data from [41]; -«•-.«-.., present calculation using the Lynn parameters [13];

, present calculation with Eft<=5.94 tieV; 1j(oA=0.8 MeV; E B *5.64 MeV;

"fcn)D=0.52 MeV
Consequently, the Tepel formalism that allows for the correlation effect of inlet and outlet elastic channels is most suitable to

cross sections for nuclei, for irhich no experimental data are available since the nuclear level density in the er.ertiy ranee above the

calculate the cross sections in the case of a great number of chan-

fission threshold should be fitted empirically to reproduce e;perl-

nels whose contributions ere comparable

mental o f cross sections. Hevertheless, this approach proves to be

(for

actinides it is

Implemented at E > 1.1 M e V ) .
It should be emphasized that the above method applied can cor-

effective to evaluate fissile nucleus data.
ft fission process is a complex phenomenon not yet sufficiently

rectly allow for the fission competition in calculations of neutron

studied. Physics of Lhis process is undoubtedly ruch more complex

cross sections of other processes but it cannot predict the fission

than it follows from the above semiertpirical model. Even within

...

the framework of this approach, the level density at the fission point

Lorentzian f a c t o r i n the form o f tv;o l i n e s i s used [ 5 0 ] :

and the scheme of the transition states for even nuclei-tarpets are
not yet clear. The main uncertainty in of calculationsis associated

,

Y<V

with the scheme of the transition nucleus states durinn the fission

Jn

- 8 NZ

> -Vir

e£

£

1.4

4
' 1iq rT

ri

l$* U, e2.E2 ? '

(r

e

.2

Pjt")

process and is especially high for even nucleus-tarqet cross sections
since for these nuclei a strono centrifugal barrier should be taken
into account

(42)

(vhen the barrier height varies in a similar manner,

the nreater change in o f

is observed for the states with low orbi-

tal moments, as compared to those with high ones).

This formula is assumed to satisfactorily describe the energy dependence of r

for the nuclei heing far froir the closed shells

[56].
5.

ALLnHANCt FOR THE (n ,yf J-PEACTIC'i IN NEUTRON CRCFS SECTION
CALCULATIONS FOR FISSILE NUCLEI

The gipnt resonance parameters were chosen to be avera<js for
heavy nuclei [13]: F- 16 =H "eV, r 1 6 =2.3 rieV, E2(.=14 HeV, r 2 G =4.5
MeV

In the case of fissile negative-threshold nuclei, it is of importance to allow for the (n,yf)-reaction in radiative capture cross
section calculations.
In a

and then the calculated radiative widths r ,

were normalized

to the evaluated value of < r > in the resolved resonance region.
The above expressions are valid when the emission of subsequent Y-rays is the only way to release the residual compound nuc-

calculations, the quantities D and f

are the most in-

oortant parameters. This follows from the fact that the ratio

leus excitation after the first y-quantura is emitted. Indeed, after
the first y-quantum is emitted the nucleus excitation may be

re-

leased due to neutron emission and fission. The eirittance of neut(21+1) J2X

where "

is app-rximately constant for all nuclei
D

obs

ronjis possible only when the excitation eneroy, after the first
Y-quantutn is emitted, is larger than the neutron separation one.

at the given neutron energy.

Therefore, it is necessary to allow for the competition bet-

The correct level density model should be used to determine 0
and the appropriate level density parameter "a".
To calculate an average radiative width, f , one widely used

ween (n.yn 1 ) and (n,-yf) reactions

and radiative capture to calcu-

late radiative capture transmission coefficients using the cascade
•y-rav emission theory £49].
It has appeared that allowance for the (n,,Yn* )-reaction in

the Blatt-l-'e-Iskopf factcr [49]:

radiative caoture calculations is important for neutron energies
r

Y(VJ> - C ^ ' V

1

D0 (u)

However, t h i s formula gives unsatisfactory p r e d i c t i o n of the absolute value o f f
, so the constant. C i s usually f i t t e d u«ino
the experimental data.
For hsavy deformed n u c l e i , a h o t t e r agreement with the e x p e r i 18J mental photonuclear reaction cross sections is achieved, when tlir

that arc higher than the average enerqy of the first cascaee emitted
Y-rays (c

- 1 M e V ) . Calculations show that at neutron energy

0.5 MeV, allowance for this process in the case of
f

of

Pu

reduces

It is of in-portance to allow for the (n,Yf)-reaction

in the

only by 0.57.

case of fissile nuclei 'iben the excited

compound nucleus fission

is possible after the first Y-Quantum emission i.57,58].

I
The authors of [57] obtained

r f = 0.5.T

for

239

Pu

(i.e. r

=

2C meV and lynn [58] calculated the (n,yf)-process width, that proved
to be r

f

« 3 meV

for the state 1 + and r

f

pore pronounced dependence of the average radiative widths on
spin and parity.
Calculations illustrate that the values of <r >

= 4-7 meV for the state 0 +

Since recently direct experimental data for the (n ,yf)-process
widths have appeared, it is of interest to rcake theoretical calcula-

calculated

with allowance for the (n,Yf)-reaction for two forms of the spectral factor f(E,c ) , (41)-(42), slightly differ, only 5-10%.

tions of these widths usinci the developed statistical anproach based

ft weak energy dependence of r

for both spectral factors

on the self-consistent parameters. It is 3lso of significance to

up to 1 "eV, where experimental data for

analyse the effect of the

not permit us to sake a proper choice. However, the form of the

of

f

o

,c p

(n ,yf)-reaction on the eneroy dependences

and ct.

a

are available.does

spectral factor substantially affects the calculated <r f > widths.
For

The calculation of the (n,yf) width mainly implies the determination of the part of the spectrum of y-rays that qive the inter-

39

P u the experimental values of |r°* - r 1 * |< 4 meV are

obtained in [59], those of r t

= 4.1 + 0.9 neV, in [6C] and those

mediate states lying above the anpropriate fission thresholds. In
of r - =6.1 + 2.9 meV, in [61]. In our calculations, we used the

this case, it is necessary to allow for the competition between

spectral Veisskopf factor (formula (41)) and obtained

fission and radiative capture widths in these states.
For negative fission threshold nuclei, the corietition between

i*eV and <l~ ->

Z39

=10.3 ir.eV for

<r

f>

0+

=9.3

P u , which is not consistent with

the (n,yf)-rr£ction and r?r"iative capture is nossiMe in the esses

the experimental data. When the spectral Lorentzian factor (for-

when t*i= residual nucleus excitation =ifter the first

mula(42))was used , we obtained <r ,>

emitted, is less than

y-iuantur. is

<r ->
'•'here tr is the fission threshold enerqy read out fror the binding
enemy
241

e. for low fission threshold nuclei ( " r-u, Er=-1.G "eV,

'eV. —\

-1.5 t-eV) this competition is possible

-

= 5.C ir.eV, which agrees with the experimental data within

their errors. Sums of the calculated widths
for the states 0 + and 1 + for

239

<r f > Jlr + <r

f>

JlT

P u are equal to 2019 meV and 34.6

meV, respectively, which is consistent vith the total experimental

even for thermal neutron energies.
To allow for this effect, the spectral factor must be multiplied

fission widths :
meV. Note that

where

by

=4.7meV and <r .>

'.he neutron hindino energy provided E-B, > E

is

n
n+

<r p >

= 2043 + 200

< r p >11 + = 35.6 + 2.0

and

the demand for the aqreerent between the theoreti-

cal and experimental
and <T

fission widths

<r

F>0+

and

as

*

well

11
* strictly scecifies the fission threshold.
f >> *

the effective fission transmission coefficient at the excitation

especially, of semi-open channels and excess over the threshold

energy E+Sn-e^,.

of the states P + , 1 + and 2 + .
The values of r ,

Fission transmission coefficients were calculated by formula
(23) and (24) while radiative capture transmission, by formula (28).
Since fission widths are the functions of snin and narity,
the competition of the (n,Y*)-reaction allowed for leads to a

[62] and proved to

be

p

for
<r

u were experimentally measured

2+
= 7 meV and <r
f>

f>

3+

= 2 meV. We

used the spectral Lorentzian factor to calculate the (n.yf) widths
for

241

Pu

and obtained

<r

f>

2+

" 4-95 rreV and <r

f>

3+

= 2 . 9 1 meV, 18S

•yn1 )-processes must be
These figures show that the (n.rf) and
of stronqly fissile nuclei with a
allowed for to calculate o

which is again better consistent with the experimental data than
with those calculated by the '-.'eisskopf factor when <r * .2+ = 10.44
and < r f > 3 + = 6.62 meV.
The above values of r

f

negative threshold. At

were calculated with regard only
^|^| j =6.8

[63], then the calcu-

lation based on these f!l-transitions gives |r t - I" t|
1+
23°
r

f

= 5.9 meV for

3 meV and

Pu, which also does not contradict the expe-

rimental data. With increasing contribution of the Hl-transitions
ff(El )/f (HI )-*•!]. the value of T 1 ^ will grow, which results in a
worse agreement between the theoretical and experimental data. No
reasons

are available now to consider that the contribution of the

Hl-transitions for heavy nuclei is more than 10-20% of the El-transitions, although the contribution of the HI-transitions for nuclei
with medium
may be
the dependence
larce one of the calculated widths
Thus, aA more
strong

<r

Yf

>

„
J

on the spectral factor, as compared to r f , makes it possible to
conclude that within the accuracy of the existing experimental
data for r - , the use of the spectral Veisskoof factor, on thewhole,
gives worse anreeitient with the experimental results for r

a__, ('

with and without regard for a (n.yf)-process differ as much as
1.5-2.0 times. At 3 MeV, when the (n ,yn' ^-reaction contributes much,
this difference is of the order of sever?.! tines.

for El-transitions. If we assume that there exists some fraction
of the (il-transitions equal to

1 "eV, the calculation results for

f

widths

against the Lorsntzian one, whereas the letter ensures satisfactory
agreement with the experirental results for r f .

A weak rie.oenc'pnce of the calculated a „ cross sections on
nTf
the spectral factor for stronqly fissile nuclei up to 1 MeV does
not enable to make a unique choice between the spectral Lorentzian
and Meisskopf factors using the data for o
alone. The results
for o n v (
Pu) calculated by both these spectral factors below
0.8 I'eV are in good agreement with the experimental data both in
absolute value and in the curve shape. In these calculations of
a , the values of r /0 were not varied, as is usually done f28],
but vere obtained in the resolved resonance region and taken without any changes.
In the low energy range, where a
is a considerable part
of
the
nonelastic
cross
section,
the
(n.yf)
may ruch
contribute to the fission cross section Cp=a_+a-process
. Calculations

FIG. 12. Ci

0A r

o,Jr

show that at 1 keV, the (n,yf)-reaction cross section contribution
to Op is abovt 20%. Vith increasing eneroy, the (n.ff)-cross section contribution to Op decreases.
ft chanqe in

As is expected, the reoard for the (n.-yf) and (n ,yn' )-reactions
causes a change in the e n e m y dependence of the radiative width,
<r > , (Figs. 25 and 2 6 ) . This change is extremely sharp above
1 MeV (at 1 MeV, when these orocesses are allowed for, <r > decreases as much as 1.5 tires. It is natural that this change in
<P > al.se affects the radiative capture cross section.
Figures 28 and 28 disnlay coroarison between the expeiinental
170 data and our calculations cf
Pu radiative capture cross sections.

0.1

an

-process also affects

and

O,J-

Op with allowance for the (n,-yf)-

a =» n T - . So, calculations of a

for

239

Pu

with and without reqard for this process differ by 25% at 1 keV,
by about 155! at 40 keV, by a*out 2«S at (\3 !!eV and by about 501
at o.7 ••'eV. Below 1C0 keV, an increase in this difference with
decreasing energy is caused by increasing contribution of o n>r f to
Op. Above 100 keV, the competition between the (n.-yf)-reaction
and radiative capture is intensified.

0,1

FIG. 13.
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04

E.HeV

Enemy denendence of Frjo+
,
for 2 3 9 nPu: 1, calculation with
reqard for (n.yf) and (n,yn')-reactions.Lorentzian snectral
factor; 2, with renard for (n.Yf) and (n.yn') .lleissl-.opf
spectral factor; 3, in'th regard for (n.Yn1) alone, Lorentzian snectral factor; 4, without reqard for (n.yf) and
n.yn')» Lor°ntzian snectral factor

E.HeV

TIG.

26.

Fneray dependence of avereqe radiative 241,Pu <r > widths:

aj 3 channel width with reoard for (n.Yn1) and (n.yf); b;
3 channel uidth viitk reqard for (n.vn1) and (n.yf); c: 3*
channel width without renard for (n.yn1) and (n.Yf)-reactions
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27

239Pu with those calculated hy the statistical
Comparison of the exnorimental o
ny
model (solid line, Lorentzinn spectral factor! anrt frort averane resonance parameters
(dashed line, enorpy-indepondent parameters; histonran, enerciy-denendent parameters
and
) with regard for the (n,v f )-reaction
<r!J

3.

*+.b.

V Ammm.Mbb
» Xn6a.0H.ns*

239

3

*

n

ml

E q . . with
capture

Q01

Qi

to

E .tie*

Fie.
Comparison of the experimental and calculated c t (
Pu) cross sections:
• evaluated data;
, spherical model calculation;
-.-.-,
non-spherical modal calculation
0,S l.O

FIG. 28.

E.HeV

2«
Comparison of the experimental and calculated
Pu radiative capture cross sections: 1, calculation with regard for
(n.ff) and in,Yn< )-reactions, lorentzian snectral factor "in
the form of two lines; 2, with reqard for (n,yf) and (n.yn1)
l.'eisskopf spectral factor; 3, with regard for (n.vn1) alone.
Lorentzian spectral factor; 4, without regard for (n,y f)
and (n.yn1). Lorentzian spectral factor.

Below 100 keV, calculations of o.

in terns of the averaqe

oarareters are sufficiently r e l i a b l e . Basie'es, these allow for the
cross section structure (Section 1 ) . Figure 27 O''v?s ccroarison
of both i"et'cds for calculating o
("" Pu) "jelow 1TC keV, nainelv.tlte f t a t i s t i c a l aoproach with allowance for the Mission compet i t i o n (solid l i n e ) and the use of the average paraneters in the
173

unresolved resonance recion (dashed line). Afiove Z n KeV, both
curves coincide and helow 20 keV, maximum difference between two
23°
curves is about 8*. Curves for a
(
Pu) within 1-10P keV are

tial parameters. Collective effects in level density should be
allowed for in the case of even nuclei-targets.

in a better agreement v:ith the experinental data of Gwin [65] and
Meston and Todd [66] (5-10?, within the experimental errors). In
23°
the case of such a strongly fissile nucleus, e. g.
'Pu, the
a

calculation is mainly affected by the correct allowance for

the fission competition and the difference in a

calculations

made with two spectral factors and different level density models
proves to be small.
This method has been also adoDted to calculate the remainder
types of cross sections (Figs. 29 and 30). When predicting

ann,

by this method, it should be borne in mind that theoretical calculations are not completely specified due to a poor knowledge of
the correlation properties of the resonance parameters. Vhen the
experimental data for of

are available and o

is small in the

is

fast neutron energy range, the reliable calculation of a

based on correct neutron transmission coefficients that, first of
all, affect the value of the compound nucleus cross section. In
the case of deformed

nuclei, neutron transmission coefficients

are most correctly calculated by the coupled channel irethod with
carefully ootimized non-spherical potential parameters to calculate more properly optical cross sections of the nucleus considered. I'owever, the uncertainties in the partial cross sections calculated by the statistical model due to the use of the spherical
optical potential can be, to a great extent, compensated by renormalization to the compound nucleus cross section calculated
by the coupled channel method.
Our evaluation experience shuns that o n

and o n n i

FIG. 30.

for

strongly fissile odd nuclei can be successfully calculated b,
above method only if the fission competition

(o^ in this case

must be found exnerimentally, at least, for some energies)
correctly allowed and neutron transmission coefficients

is

Comparison of the calculated and experimental a
-Feshbach calculation; — - . c a l c u l a t i o n

,( 239ru):

usinn the Tepel

_, llauser-

formalism;—•—.-

evaluation of tho experimental data

are de-

174termined by the optical model involving carefully optimized poten-

"fjn

6.

EFFECT OF DIFFERENT LEVEL DENSITY MODELS Oil ACTIHIDE
NEUTRON CROSS SECTION CALCULATION

At present the Fermi gas level density model 1s widely used
for statistical theory calculations. The relations of this nodel
are based on the complete mixing of collective freedom degrees
in the excited nucleus and thus do
not allow for the collective
modes. Recently the authors of [51,67,68] have developed the semi-microscopic method for calculating level density that allows for
vibrational and rotational modes. The statistical averaging methods
are also widely used to calculate level densities, although within
the framework of the adiabatic calculations of the collective
effects still some problems rercain unclear, nairely, difference in.
collective unclear modes at different excitation energies, mixing of
collective n>odes with single-particle ones; etc £72].
These problems may be solved by the microscopic methods for
the direct modelling of the highly excited nucleus structure [73].
However, these methods appear to be very tedious and time consuming,
especially at high energies, which hampers their
application
for nuclear data evaluation.
Therefore, we used the statistical method for averaging parameters of excited nuclei developed by Ignatyuk et al. [69,70,72]
to clarify the effect of collective nodes on calculations of
the average neutron cross sections for heavy nuclei. These models
allow for the existence of shell inhomojeneities in the single-particle level spectrun, tbs correlation of suncrcon<Juct1n<j-type
and coherent collective nature effrets. We nor!:ed out a snecial
conputer orcgram t!i?t pern-Its calculation of level density and
deternin?tion of the neraneter "a" for the following tpodels: traditional Ferni-aas model, Ferni-gas ir.odel with a back-shift over
pairing energy, Ferrci-pas model with the energy dependence a(E)
used to allow for the s^ell effects L 2 6 ] , Fermi-gas model Involvina collective nodes (rotational and vibrational), superfluid

nucleus model that correctly allows for residual correlation interactions. The sinole version of this moool involving collective
modes i:as proposed in [7r].
The Ferrri-nas model allows for the shell effects i.2£] through
introducing the dependence of the parameter "a" on excitation
energy and shell correction SV. The effect of the er.ergv dependence of "a" is most substantial for nuclei near the filled nuclear
shells. For the nuclei considered here, it is assumed that the valu:
of shell nuclear corrections is relatively snail and this effect
can be thus ionored.
U
1th the collective modes allowed for, the formula for the
level density takes the forir.i
p(u,J)

v

v

(43)

P F .. g .(u.O)

vib' rot•
The coefficients for the increase in level densities, K

and

>of
.2

due

to rotational and vil'rational nodes and

factor o , according to the adia>-atic evaluation, are
by £74,27]:
Krot
b=

Fit

exp(".25a 2/3 t 4 ' 3 )

the

vib

determined
(44)
(45)
(46)

where Fj and F,, ' are the perpendicular and parallel inertia
moments and t is fie excited nucleus tenperature.
The superfluid nucleus rr.odel relations were taken from f743•
Unlike [71], we used K y . b in the forn of (^5) and did not allow
for the energy dependence of the parameter "a" that can be neglected at small SW. As is shown in [74], the superfiuid nucleus model formulas are valid not only for even-even nuclei but also,
as is shown in [74], for odd-odd ones if the excitation energy
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is defined as:
U=U
even-even

*{:

for odd nuclei
for odd-odd nuclei

In the present work, A Q is determined as A o =12,5ft"1/2 MaV f27].
These level density rcodels give different dependence oT
the level density on energy, which affects the value of the cross
sc-Mons calculated by the statistical model.
The values of the level density parameter "a" calculated by
different models with normalization to <D> . for
Pu, Pu,
240

Pu,

238

U and2 3 9 U are given in Table 1.

Table 1

VALUES OF Tl'E PARAMETER "a" FOK DIFFERENT LEVEL
DENSITY MODELS
a

Ho del

MeV"1

238U

239^

31 .09
23 .0+

33.26

Fermi-gas model
involving collect i v e modes

19 . 1 0

20.07

17.66

Fermi-gas model
involving enerqy
dependence a (I 1 )
(at U«5n)

31 .09

33.26

28.79

Ferm1-nas model
with collective
modes and a(U)

19 . 1 0

20.07

17.66

17.74

19.25

Superfluid nucleus model

52 . 0 2

59.68

44.69

45.31

57.OS

Superfluid nucleus
fnodel Involving
collective nodes

21 .63

21.10

19.35

19.2C

20.05

Fermi-gas model
Eack-shift Fermi-gas model
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26.48

U° 0.83)

240 p g
28.79
22.25
(A=0.75)

242

Pu

29.13
21.83
(A=0.82)
17.74

29.13

243

Pu

31.81
26.75
(A=0.32)
19.25

31.81

Table 1 illustrates that allowance for the energy dependence
a(E) for
actinides by the Ftriri-oas rndel does not lead to
a change in the parameter "a", which is natural, because this effect is most essential for the nuclei near the filled shells.
The value of "a" is observed to be very large when the superfluid nucleus model is used with no regard for the collective
modes (probably.entropy decrease at U=S n is compensated due to a
sharp increase in "a"). When the collective effects are taken into
account t'ie value of "e" is sharply decreased. Uhen the values
of "a" >.r calculated usinq the Ferni-gas and superfluid nucleus
models, cr.ese velues tecore close to each other and to the quasi-classical estimation (a=0.P75A, for2 4 3 P u 1=18.22 HeV" 1 ).
As the calculated fission cross sections are usually f1cted
to the experirental data, in statistical theory calculation!, the
radiative capture cross section a
proves to be most sensitive
to the choice of one or another model. The choice of the model
may be substantiated uniquely only for those nuclei, for vhich
the experimental data for o
are available over a wide energy
ranne. From this point of view, the ° u nucleus is most suitable
and its radiative capture cross section v;as measured in a number
of works. This nucleus is analysed to study the effect of different concepts of the level density on the enerqy dependence of
0
as well as the effect of the uncertainties in < D > o b s and **%*
on a
calculation. The problen of the choice of the spectral factor will be considered, too.
Neutron transmission coefficients required for statistical
model calculations 'were calculated hy the coupled channel method
with the non-spherical optical parameters carefully optimised
with respect to the experimental data. S , S,,oo were used as
the inDut experimental data at the energy of the order of several
keV and trt 1n the region 2 V.eV to 15 HeV. Besides these data, we
also used the most reliable experimental data for elastic scattering annular distributions [75,76] at 2.5 and 3.4 NeV where the
contribution of the lower levels is clearly pronounced. It should

4.

be rioted^ however, that desDite the high accuracy of the experimental data [75] there exists a contradiction between the high value
of the total cross section o t at 3.4 :!eV and the comparatively
snail value of the differential elastic scattering cross section
at small annles obtained in £ 7 5 ] ,
A careful optimization with regard for the above experimental data dives the following values of the non-spherical optical
238
potential parameters for
U:

elastically and inelastically scattered neutrons up to 10 MeV. Thus,
1t may be assumed that neutron transmission coefficients are calculated rather accurately.
In a number of works £ 7 7 ] , a conclusion was made that the
Weisskopf factor (formula (41)) in many cases can be successfully
employed to calculate a

tut it does not ensure the apreement

between the enerqy dependences of the radiation strength functions
[78],

The use of the Lorentzian factor is physically more

ed, but in this case the agreement with the experimental
V R =(45.87-0.3 E n ) MeV,

=1.256 f ,

a,,=0.626 f

f ,

aD=0.555+0.0045 E

H D =(2.95+0.4

for the energy dependence for o
a

founddata

becomes verse, and calculated

values prove to be substantially higher than the experimen-

tal ones.
As radiative capture transmission depends on the compound

V s p =7.5 MeV,

nucleus level densitv, it may be assumed that the above discre-

rsf)=1.2335 f ,

pancy between tlieory and experiment is caused by the incorrectn=

0.216,

B

ness of the model used (Ferni-gas model). This conclusion was
4O=

o -a p

made in [28] ihere " ° u neutron cross sections •"ere calculated
For

Z39

only uo to 1 '"eV, i.e. the fission competition was not allowed

Pu:

for and neutron transmission coefficients were calculated by the
rQI?=1.256

VR=(<I6.10-0.3 E n ) MeV,

f,

a R =0.626 f

spherical model.
II neutron cross sections were calculates" by the above

U D =(3.0+0.4 En) HeV,

r O D =l .260 f .

ac=O.55G+0.0C45 E

mentioned formalism while above 1.3 'lev, by the Tepel formalism.
The scheme of the

238

U level1; i-as taken from f79].

1

There is a flcoc agreement between the experimental

V s 0 =7.5 (ieV

(Fig.

31) and calculated cross sections for the discrete excited levels
B 2 0 =0.214,

P 4 0 =0.080.

below 1.5 !'eV which are not affected by the choice of the level
density model.

The values of the obtained real and imaginary Darts of the potential for

238

U are somewhat less (by 62 and 202, respectively) than

Thus, the chosen parameters of the statistical model can
be successfully uspd to calculate all neutron cross sections,

the aporonriate oarameters £753 which were determined by giving a

except o

great weight to their anqular distributions of elastic and inelas-

strongly affected by the type of the level density model, which

tic scattering neutrons.

allows the proper level density model to be chosen based on the

This potential can be successfully used to calculate the
strength functions S ,S^• o t

• o p and angular distributions of

.

The radiative capture cross section calculation is

comparison between the calculated and experimental data in the
vide energy region.
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10'

4,5
Figure 32 shows comparison between the

£
O
0
B

TI neutron cap-

ture cross sections calculated using the Lorentzian factor and
different level density models, and the experimental t>

in

the energy region from 0.1 to 3.0 Mev vhere non-compound radiative capture mechanisms can be neglected. This comparison witnesses that the best agreement between theory and experiment is
achieved when the Ferni-gas model involving collective modes is
used. The use of the superfluid nucleus model gives a discrepancy between theory ?nd experiment in the energy range 1.2 - 3.0
lieV, and in the energv region up to 1.2 i!eV the agreement is

1,6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0,8
0.6
UH
0,2

©

©

Smith (1963)
Bernard et at (1966)
Bnrnard e4 at (1970)
Kegot et at (1978)

• Gucnler and Smith (1975)
3 Egan (i97s)

i
•

Y

44 keV

o.

the same for the ferrai-gas model involving collective modes.
V'hen the traditional Fermi-gas rrodel is used, the greatest
disagreement between theory and exoeriment is observed. The calculated a

0.5

values are not substantially changed by introducing
0.4

the energy dependence of the parameter "a" into the Fermi-gas
irodel. So, at 3 MsV, this effect is no n'ore than 4%
ed by a relatively small value of the

233

U and

239

and explain-

0.3

U small correc-

tions 6W. In this case the energy dependence a{U) can be ignored

Eq-J48Kev.

0.2

'

•

a

In the superfluid nucleus model.
0.1

The use of the Veisskonf spectral factor does not give a
better agreement between the calculated and experimental e

> as

compared to the one achieved by means of the Lorentzian spect-

*£> *

ral factor and the Fermi-gas irodel involving the collective nodes
(Fia. 32, curve 1 ) . Therefore, bearing in mind physical orcunds
of the Lorentzian factor, i:"iich is illustrated by tl-e agreement
of the calculated and experimental results for the radiative
strength functions [78] and for the (n.yf)-reaction widths, it
is advisable to use this spectral factor for statistical theory
calculations.
It should be noted that the unique choice of the better
model to calculate a

may be substantially affected by

uncertainties in <D>cbs
„,
cbs
Us mission coefficients (Fig. 3b).

the

and ty the neutron trans-

02
FIG. 31.

0.6

1.0

1.4

1.8

P. HeV

Comparison of the calculated 44, 148 and 68C keV excitation level " 8 li cross sections wfth the experimental oses

4,0

m

b

e
•
&
A
a
0

Z58\J
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Barry cl at (1964)
Fnesenhahn (1970)
Menlouc (1968)
Hanna (1959)
Srcxfa (1955)
Ltndner(i976)
Poorlslein (1973)
Panitnin (I972)

0,20

ajz

0,16

3
\

s

0,12

<• AO

Q0A

•i
ifi

F i g . 32.

\

2,0

Comparison of the
Ua
cress sections calculated
by d i f f e r e n t level density models and the Lorentzian
spectral f a c t o r w i t h the experimental ones: 1 , F e r r i -tias model; 2 , Ferni-<jas nodel i n v o l v i n g the c o l l e c t i v e modes; 3, sunerfluit? rodel i n v o l v i n f the c o l l e c t i v e Piodos (<2> o b s = 2 a -8 ev [ S 3 ] , < r Y > o b s = 23.5 it>eV
(EfiOF/E I V ) ) ; « , same as curve 2 but w i t h the V.'eisskopf spectral f a c t o r

0,08

0,04

0,3

0,5

0.7

Fiq. 33. Tlie calculated 238,, a n

0,9

U

E. "cV

cross section for different

<3> ots end neutron transrission coefficients
(Ferr.i-oas r-odel involvino the collective modes,
Lorentzian soectral factor, < r v > c; , s =23.5 ireV
(E'!0F/R-IV5): 1, <r>0]is=24.a ev [ 8 3 ] , non-spherical p o t e n t i a l ; 2 , <C> o b s = n .7.7 ev ;p:;L-32E,1973K
non-snherical ^ o t e r t i a l ; 3, <
snhericsl nctantisl

The radiative

nJcapture width was normalized to

<r

>
Y

obs

=

manner, as in the case of the use of the Fermi-gas model involv-

23.5 meV [8C] which is consistent with 23.5 meV [81] and with

ing the collective nodes. However, son>e uncertainties in the para-

23.43 meV + 0.11 m e V s t a t

meters of f.ie adopted version of the superfluid nucleus model,

+ 0.70 FeV $ y s t e n , [82].

The uncertainty

particularly phase transition energy, does not enable to state
in <r > , being equal to 43, gives the same error in the calcu-

that the similar relationship between these two calculated curves
will be valid for other nuclei. The o n

lated any .
<0> ofcs is characterized by the larger uncertainties that

that for this nucleus

the a

(

Pu) calculations show

cross section calculated ty

are associated with identifying s-and p-leveis. According to the

means of the superfluiri nucleus ncdel involving the collective

evaluation made in [83], *•>>

modes proves to te larger thanthe one calculated by the Fermi-gas

<D>

=20

b s =24.78

+ 2.0 eV, which is much
- The reason of this dif-

8

involving the collective modes, '-'ote that t'ie use of the

greater than
- t
0[jS
ference lies in the fact that the weak levels which were assumed

superfluid nucleus rodel for calculation of a

to be s-levels £84], in reality are D-leveis as it was determined

kopf spectral factor leads to the greater values of o

by Corvi et al. [85], The difference in a

compared to. the Lorentzian spectral factor. The reverse is ob-

due to two upper and

lower values of < E»oj,s is about 15Z. r'ote that the present re-

served when the Fermi-gas model is used. The

sults for 2 3 8 U point to the high value of <S> o b $ =24.8 eV f.83].

requires further investigation.

I'ith the 1'eiss, as

above uncertainty

Therefore, the Ferri-gas model involving the collective
The existin" uncertaiiti er. in <r > snd in O > "ic not en-

modes and the Lorentzian spectral factor

were used to calcu-

able to explain such a strono tMffarence b»t-iecn the exDrrir.eital

late an

( 2Ao Pu and 2 " 2 F u ) . Figure 34 displays o

•ind calculated cross sectinr.s obtained usinn the traditional

culated

with different level density models. Note that in the

Ferir.i-cas model.

energy ranoe from the boundary of the discrete and continuous

Figure 33 illustrates a

affected by the values of neut-

ron transmission coefficients that were obtained using the spherical and non-spherical models. The difference in o

for these

(2iIZPu) cal-

level spectra of a nucleus-target (1.5 riev) to 2 tieV,
culation leads to somewhat overestimated values of a

the calbecause

because the level density of the residual n r O e u s is underestimated in tliia ranqe. This is clearly seen v:hen the traditional

two cases depends on energy and varies from 5 to 205S.

Fermi-9as node! is used.

This analysis shows that the use of the traditional Fermi-gas model for even-even nuclei gives a considerable difference
between the experimental and calculated a

If the calculated a f is fitted to the experimental data,

cross sections for
than the choice of the model does not affect the value of the to-

both spectral factors which cannot be attributed to the uncertainties of the parameters used.
The calculated cr

cross sections obtained by the superfiuid

tal inelastic scattering cross section. The difference in the
level density cf a nucleus-target, when different models are
used, results both in a change of the relationship between the

nucleus model involving the collective nodes and with the Lorentei*n

scattering cross sections in the discrete and continuous level

factor up to 1.5 feV agree with the experimental data in the sprae

spectra and in varying excitation cross sections of the discrttt

IK

FIG.

34.

f u r a d i a t i v e capture cross sections calculated
u s i r p d i f f e r e n t level density r o d e l s , ncn-soherical
p o t e n t i a l and the i o r e n t z i a n spectral f a c t o r : 1 ,
Fern.i-gas irodel; 2, Ferni-pas rotiel i n v o l v i n g the
c o l l e c t i v e nodes; 3S s u p e r f l u i d rode! involving the
c o l l e c t i v e rrodes

FIG. 35.

E f f e c t of the level density on afl , (

u) calculation:

t1on e
calcul

curve 1, total o ^ , ; 2, c n n l

cont

c o l l e c t i v e redes; 3, o p n ,

, Fermi-gas node! inf

Fermi-gas nodel i n v o l v i n o c o l l e c t i v e nodes; A,
Fermi-nas rode! ; 5, o n .

nels w
implem

o r discrete l e v e l s ,

I
nn' cont*

* Fermi-nas raodel
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rectly
cross

levels (Fig. 35). Hence, a conclusion iray be drawn that the choice of
a model may substantially affect the characteristics of the calculated spectrum of the scattered neutrons. Indeed, from the analysis of the experimental data on the neutron spectra for the nuclei with medium A it follows that smaller values of the parameter "a" are obtained than in the case of the Ferni-gas model
used.
1'e assume that the conclusions of the present work can be
adonted to calculate neutron cross sections for heavy nuclei that
are not sufficiently studied experimentally.
Vlithin the frarcowor!; of the statistical approach, using the
unique s e t o f the Daramaters, the neutron transmission coefficients
obtained by the non-spherical ontical model,it is possible to calculate simultaneously cori>ound neutron cross sections for fissile
nuclei vith an accuracy of about
in
and o n x , about 15J in
about 20-30S in a.
and parametrize a^ within about 10*.
a
!*'hen experimental data for a
and
are not available, these
cross sections can be calculated by the method described within
the same accuracy. The experimental data for a f , the average parameters <r > and <0> and. the scheir.e of the nuclear levels are the
minimum information to calculate a nn"

and

V The use of the non-

-spherical potential, the Lorentziar spectral f actor
-gas model involving the collective erodes enables to
self-censistent data for all neutron cross sections,
a
( U) for even-even nuclei-tarqets over a wide

and the Fermiobtain the
including
energy range.

I'hen the traditional Fermi-gas rpodel is used, a considerable disagreement between the experinental and calculated o n
cross sections for even-even nuclei 'or both forms of spectral
factors is observer1, which, cannot be explained by the uncertainties cf the parameters adonted.
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EVALUATION AND PROCESSING OF NUCLEAR DATA

most

probably

correct

value." of nuclear data.

From the evidence, no matter how contradictory
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supposed to get at the truth.

The evaluator is like a juror.

it

may

be,

law, the evaluator's recommendation must be consistent with
physics.

The

the

evaluator

the

best

laws

capable

of

incorporating

the

recommendations of other experts into his evaluation.

ABSTRACT

There is no prescribed college course for nuclear data evaluation as
The role a nuclear data evaluator plays
data,

surveyed.
are

obtaining

problems,

and

in

the

important

calculation

topics

interrelation

such

between

of

in

Data

as

the

Probability

differential

and

Table

Integral

Method
data

are

first

and

in

also

The

evaluator

are

to

recommend

values

for

Indicate the degree of confidence that can be placed in
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principles

to

be

evaluation

i3 more science than art.

for

use

There is more

Sometimes observable facts and evaluations take on

Good evaluations that can calculate observable facts from

are taken seriously by reactor designers and even play a role

international

data

experimental

that are not realistic.

evaluator

uncorruptible.

The process of evaluation involves decision making.

the

used

exchange

agreements.

The

evaluator

through

his

recommendation can have an Impact on nuclear power programs.

1.1 The Psychology of Evaluation

Often

Today,

political Importance.

1.0 Introduction

data

applications.

all of the observable facts.

Other

discussed.

nuclear

Evaluation

data that can be considered and the evaluation is expected to be consistent with

nuclear

integral benchmark experiments.

Evaluation is a combination of art and science.

nuclear systematics or just plain guesswork in order to recommend data

CENDF) as an example the formatting, checking, and processing of

nuclear data is discussed as well as the testing of evaluated
data

etc.

more art than science, since there was little data and the evaluator depended on

procedures

Using the Evaluated Nuclear

there

is for nuclear physics, nuclear engineering, reactor physics, nuclear chemistry,

evaluated

The use of nuclear systematics to complement nuclear

experiment and theory is described.
File

in

needed for applications, from measured nuclear data is

Specific evaluation objectives,

discussed.

of

evaluator need not be an expert in all phases of nuclear physics

but wtiere his knowledge is deficient he must be

nuclear

is

A3 a Juror's decision must be within the court of

The

objectives

of

a

nuclear data and also
those

recommendations.

data being examined by the evaluator has quoted errors
Nevertheless, the evaluatcr is expected to estimate the

His

must

have

the

recommendations

finest
must

moral
be

character.

supported

by

He

must

be

experimental and

theoretical considerations and not be strongly influenced by values

favored

by

particular nuclear applications.
The nuclear data base provided by the evaluator is important to both
science and applied science.

basic

The basic scientist examines the nuclear data base

and wants to know why the nuclear data are what they are.

He seeks

to

explain

115

the

systematics of nuclear data through an understanding of fundamental nuclear

forces.

For the basic scientist the nuclear data

facts confirmed by experiment.

base

in

the

consist

of

hard

On the other hand, the applied scientist accepts

nuclear data as they are and proceeds to apply them.
facts

must

However, gaps in the

hard

data base often prevent the applied scientist from finishing his

work and he favors a data base complete In what he requires

even

if

the

gaps

must be filled by approximate methods.

angular

averaging is 3mall, the measurements are called differential.

nuclear data, energy-averaged cross sections are deliberately obtained
cross

sections

averaged

over

a

integral

measurements.

in reactor physics.
assembly.

When

the

neutron

sources

exactly balanced by the
factor

is

unity

multiplication

factor

is

typically

measure

projectiles
the

Conclusions

incident

reaction
are

jn

products

always

inferred

is

a

a sample of target nuclei with detectors to

or

radioactivity

of

the

residual

and never directly observed.

nuclei.

For example, a

integral),

ueh

as

Haxwellian,

These

are

called

More complex integral measurements are those that occur

multiplication

of

(resonance

The most important of these is

2.1 Deductive Conclusions
A configuration for measuring nuclear cross sections (probabilities)

1/E

polonium-beryllium, and Cf-252 spontaneous fission spectra.

2.0 The Observable Facts

beam

For some

neutron

due

losses
to

a

to

due

1.000

of

a

reactor

neutron producing reactions is

to

high

criticality

absorption

degree
plus

or

of

and

leakage

the

precision, i.e., the

minus

0.002.

Other

measurements are sub-and supercriticality. reactivity coefficients, activations,
and ratios of activations in the reactor spectrum.
are

difficult

to

interpret

because

These Integral

measurements

there are a large number of nuclides and

neutron can be observed through the n-alpha reaction, capture gamma rays, proton

reactions as well as averaging over energy and angle but the measurements can be

recoil

very precise when compared to differential data measurements.

measurements,

and

observation of a neutron.
evaluator

should

closely

induced

radioactivity

but

not

through the direct

Because of the indirect methods that
examine

the

are

used,

the

basis upon which the measurer drew his

conclusions.

monoenergetic

ones,

produce

Neutron sources, even

peutrons over a range of energy.

As a

result, the measured cross section may not apply to a single-valued energy.
measurement

measuring

is

must

nuclear
be

cross

overcome.

sections,
A

a

number

of

If

made at a certain angle with respect to the incident beam,

the dimensions of the source and detector will cause an

averaging

over

angle.

For nonelastic processes, energy and angular averaging of the cross sections for
the particles emitted will take place for the same reason.

If

the

energy

and

sample

consists

experimental

common difficulty is shown in Figure 2.1.

Measurements of neutron cross sections can be uniquely determined

All measured quantities are averaged to some degree.

the

When

difficulties

2.2 Inherent Averaging

nominally

2.3 Experimental Difficulties

only

if

the

entirely of the original nucleus or neighboring isotopea whose

abundances and cross sections are well

known

and

therefore

can

be

'jiied

to

due

to

correct the measurement.
Thick targets can give rise to erroneously
multiple

scattering

of

large

cross

sections

the incident beam instead of a simple once-through-the-

target reaction probability.

Scattering

of

the

incident

bean

can

greatly

increase the particle mean free path in the target, thus Increasing the reaction
probability.

The loss of energy of Incident particles in the sample through
inelastic

or

scattering can also affect the cross section measurement if the cross

section is strongly energy-dependent.
sharply

elastic

lowered

the

If the energy of the incident particle is

measured cross section will include some reactions talcing

place at energies where the cross section may be very different than

the

cross

section at the energy of the incident beam.
A well-known
degradation

case

the

effects

at

of

multiple

scattering

and

This problem

by

performing

extensive correction analysis.
The energies of particles

The major uncertainties in the particle energy is caused

finite

of

detected.
nominally

Incident

beams

monoenergetic

target properties.
source

time

reactions

channels
produced

but

in
by

by

the

which the particles are produced and
charged

particle

reactions

can

be

also have an energy spread due to accelerator and

Furthermore, as the energy of the charged particle producing
is increased, additional source reactions may be created that

must be corrected for in the cross section measurements.
Ideally, the geometry of the measurement
facilitate

analysis.

Slab,

cylindrical,

should
and

easiest to analyze.

In practice, however, the

many

Point

compronises.

periods

of

time.

rate

If the count rate is small, it will be difficult

Conversely,

maintain

stable

conditions

for

long

large count rate experiments can be plagued by

count rate losses due to successive events arriving at the

detector

before

The above discussion contains examples of the corrections that can be
in

the analysis of any experiment.

it

correction

that

is

important.

made

If a large correction is necessary, it does

not necessarily mean that it is a poor experiment.

It is the

accuracy

of

the

A large correction that can be accurately made

can be preferable to smaller, less precise corrections.

from

sources (distributed over energy) are usually separated by time-of-flight

measurements.

the

events taking place.

count

2.U Experimental Uncertainties

Source characteristics are also important.

width

the

to obtain good statistical accuracy and

energy

Neutrons with their energy degraded due to scattering are

much lower energies where the cross section is high.

can be avoided only by using very thin samples for the target or

white

for

reasonable

has recovered.

arises in the measurement of the high energy capture cross section,

which is quite small.
captured

of

Hopefully, a cross section measurement will have a

be

number.

These

uncertainties

assigned uncertainty
assumed

to

have

scientific

its

degree

of

simple

spherical
experimental

in

order

geometries
arrangement

to

are the
makes

They

that

Numbers without an

significance.

They

cannot

If the number is l:nown better than to an order
precision

should

consist of random and systematic errors.
nature

with

be

have zero error but can be taken only as an order of magnitude even

if several digits are given.
magnitude,

associated

are called data covariances.

little

be

given.

of

Data covariances can

The random errors are

statistical

in

and can be reduced only by more, longer, or more efficient measurements.

The systematic errors are usually inherent to

or plain sources are only approximately realized and

the detecting geometry is seldom ideal.

Every recommended number should have an uncertainty

are

difficult

a

given

Correlations are also present and

type.

often

Shape measurements with normalization at a single energy point is an

example where uncertainties at one energy are correlated with
another

of

to identify and generally are apparent only when comparing

measurements of one type with another.
important.

measurements

energy.

uncertainties

at

Normalization of a measurement to a given standard will cause
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the

quoted

uncertainties

uncertainties

in

the

of

a

measurement

measurement

to

standard.

be

correlated

with

the

The correlated uncertainties are

energies

up

to 20 MeV.

But an evaluation used only for thermal reactor desiQn

needs accurate data in the energy

range

below

a

few

MeV.

For

crlticality

important because the resultant uncertainlty can be significantly different from

calculations the scattering, absorption, fission, and inelastic scattering cross

the case where the uncertainties are considered to be statistically independent.

sections are necessary to

Many quoted errors are unreliable as evidenced by the fact that

often

the

error bars from different measurements of the same quantity don't overlap.
means that the errors were incorrectly calculated or that
were

not

included.

The

nuclear

data,

he

possible

errors

evaluator must be prepared to reassign errors before

determining a weighted result.
for

all

This

must

When the evaluator has made
also

his

recommendation

take responsibility for assigning the final

determine

neutron

balance.

For

radiation

damage

calculations, gas production cross sections such as those arising from the (n.p)
or the (n,alpha) reactions are important.
important

for

activation

analysis.

Neutron capture

cross

sections

For safeguards the delayed neutron yields

and spectra are important to determine the signature for fissionable
For

reactor

emergency

core

cooling

radioactive nuclei are needed.

calculations

the

decay

materials.

properties

and the angular distribution of secondary particles are especially needed.

3-0 Evaluation Difficulties

3.2 Gaps in Information
Sometiues the data needed are not directly observed or measured but must be

The types of data needed are determined by the application.
objective

is

to

involves a

vector

appearance

of

solve

for

the

characterization

particles.

Generally

transport of radiation through matter.
of

the

Mathematically,

scattering

,

the
This

disappearance

and

this is expressed by the Eoltzmann

equation where the terms have their usual meaning

derived.

In

other

cases

the

measurements

supplemented by theory.

In Figure 3.1, the

elastic

neutron

and

inelastic

from

inelastic

scattering

to

the

incomplete

measurement

scattering

resolution of the experiment is not capable

are

from
of

and

U-238

R.n.E)

of

the

data,

analysis

of

The energy

elastic

scattering

low-lying level at 14 keV.

neutron

caused

sources at certain energies.

by

But an optical

agreement

with

the

the

difficulty

With

regard

to

an evaluation that is to be used for thermal

188 reactor, fast reactor, and fusion reactor design will require data from very low

in

finding

MeV

for

measurement difficulty is low signal strength,
of

the

U-235

adequate

the

total cross section or the Ni-58 (n,2n) cross section, respectively,

measurement

There are

Examples of this are shown in Figures 3.2

and 3.3 where no data are given in the energy range 8-12

range

be

can provide the needed data for partial cross sections.

also blind spots in the data
(3.1.2)

The application also determines what data are emphasized.

the

must

(3.1.1)
measurements

energy

and

it shown.

separating

model calculation of the total scattering cross section in

the

of

For shielding calculations, total cross sections

covarlances.

3.1 Data Required

are

such

as

in

the

krypton

A frequent

case

of

the

fission spectrum at very low and very high energies

where the data are not of sufficient statistical accuracy

to

precisely

define

the shape at very low or high energies.
The evaluator does not have an easy task.
complete

information

base

from

incomplete

He

is

expected

one

ends and the other begins.

to

provide

and uncertain information.

presented with differential and integral data without a sharp

the evaluator must consider.

definition

a

complicated,

Both types are in the realm of observables that
the

are

relatively

known.

In

detail

cross

few

parameters.

Therefore,

of nuclear reactions may yet be found.

sections

are

often

a

simple

unified

This section reviews some

shows

Between

a function of mass number scatter around the curve R=1.35A
energies, the radius is very predictable:

residual

nuclei

resulting

from

region,

the

elastic

cross

section

4.2). For

the

description

formulas

and

other

the

as

At higher

of

resonances

multilevel

resonant

and

approximations are used, as is
Ti-48.

The

oross sections is determined by the neutron

The systematic behavior of s- and p-wave neutron strength functions
and p-wave neutron radiation width versus A can be seen

In

cross

section, the (n,alpha) cross section being less than that for (n,p).
In general, whenever a new channel opens, it rides on the
competes

with

the

channels

already

of

channels

having

coat

tails

and

open, and the envelope of the excitation

function curves, i.e., the nonelastic cross section

is

almost

constant.

The

the same origin, such as all Cn.n'x) cross sections,

will be part of the same envelope.
If one considers (n,2n) cross sections for various nuclei as a function
neutron energy (Fig.

function curves is small (threshold between 12 and 14 MeV) and

from

increases

as

one

goes

from

light to heavy nuclei.

light to heavy nuclei as the Coulomb barrier increases.

increase

in

impressively

of
the

that

the

cross

The (n,p) cross

4.7), on the other hand, decreases as one goes

can be observed with (n,alpha) excitation functions (Fig.
displacement

of

4.6), one observes that the displacement of the excitation

section for various nuclei (Fig.

s-

experimental

equals the nonelastic cross section, which i3 generally true.

section

average

radioactive

It can be seen that in the HeV

(1.2A^'3 +

the

shows

emission, the measurement record is more complete than it is for other

nonelastic

Breit-Wlgner

e.g.,

Fermis.

shown in Figure 4.3 for the total and the capture cross section of

total

has

experimental

containing

4.5

As this element is monoisotopic and easy to handle

moreover,

versus mass number are well approximated by the line

2.1) Fermis (Fig.

and

particle

4IIR2.

Figure 4.1 shows that the nuclear radius required for optical model analysis

wavelength.

incident neutron energy.

nuclides.

sums
resonances.

then it is flat and has the value that is given by potential scattering:

section

Figure

this case the charged particxe cross sections are smaller than the (n,2n)

nuclides

At low energies, the scattering cross section

envelope

function

approximately

systematics of nuclear reactions that have been observed.

single-level

nonelastic, (n,2n), (n,p), and (n,alpha) cross sections for Co-59 as a

yet many cross sections for a wide range of nuclides can be fit by

using

understanding

cross

elastic,

as a sample and,

shells.

associated with
total,

of

Evaluated nuclear data and calculations using

The structure in the shape of these curves is
of

where

4.0 Nuclear Systematics

models

closing

He is

data must be consistent with the best differential and integral data.

About 2000

from Figure 4.4.
the

The same tendency

4.8) where

also

the

the curves for different masses increases as there is a larger
Coulomb

demonstrated

barrier.
by

a

These

plot (Fig.

particle cross sections to nonelastic

cross

general

trends

are

even

more

4.9) of the ratio of peak charged
sections

at

14

HeV

versus

the

asymmetry

parameter

^t£
N+Z

.

An

e«ponential decrease with Increasing

^ 5 . is
N+Z

observed.

The charged particle cross section peaks are shifted to higher energy

This is shown
distribution

for
of

the

case

of

eiastically

Pb-208

in

scattered

Figure

neutrons,

4.14.
an

Fraunhofer diffraction is displayed in Figure 4.15.
with

increasing
cross

the

approximation

It is a

angular
based on

"universal"

curve

asymmetry parameter as can be seen from Figure 4.10 so that 14
and

HeV

For

sections

can

correspond

to

the

rise,

peak,

or

tail

of

is

relatively

accurate

for

predicting

cross

sections

and location of

the
diffraction peaks at forward angles.

For

the

extrapolation

of

differential

cross-section excitation curve.
elastic
With increasing Z and A (increasing asymmetry parameter) the

magnitude

cross

sections

to

small

angles. Wick's limit may be helpful.

It is

of
derived from the optical theorem and says

the

(n,2n)

cross

section

increases as neutron emission becomes more probable

than charged particle emission because of the large proportion
the nucleus and the Coulomb barrier for charged particles.
emission becomes

very

small

and

the

(n,2n)

cross

of

neutrons

cross

section.

section

approaches

(4.1.1)

dfi

Hie charged particle
the

where a
nonelastic

2

doe(O">

in

i s the total e l a s t i c cross

section.

How Wick's

limit

agrees

with

For heavy nuclides elastic and inelastic scattering

experimental differential elastic cross sections i s displayed in Figure 4.16 for
(n,2n), and fission are the principal cross sections.

the case of 14 HeV neutron scattering from natural chromium.
In Figure 4.11, the same experimental data for Co-59 as in Figure

4.5

are

5.0 Evaluation Objectives
displayed,

but now they are compared with nuclear model calculations.

By means

5.1 Consistency with Best Information Available
of this comparison, a decision between two strongly differing sets of

data

for
Experimental differential data is the starting point of an evaluation.

the

(n,p) cross

section

(having

the

same

symbol)

can

The

be made as well as
evaluation should be tested for consistency with good integral data experiments.

predictions for cross sections for which no experimental data exist.
Sometimes integral data can be used to support a
Figure 4.12 displays diffraction of monochromatic light through a

experiment
aperture;

the diffraction of

neutrons.

In

aperture

increased

while

diffraction

through

an

aperture,

if

size

is

from

among

a

discrepant

set

begins to show more and more fringes.
diffraction

In an analogous

manner,

the

number

of

experiments.

If

necessary,

Each

increases with increasing mass number of the target nucleus, as 1J

of

light

which

must

source

of

rely

on

systematics or nuclear theory must be used to fill gaps in experimental

and

The evaluated data should not be biased toward a particular application.

5.2 Good Documentation
Good documentation can take even longer than the evaluation procedure.

demonstrated

On the other hand, the same effect can be achieved by keeping

the size of the aperture or mass of the target nucleus constant
wavelength

one

of

peaks of the differential elastic cross section for 14 MeV neutrons

1.13.

regarded.

the frequency is kept constant the pattern
data.

]90 the

data

the
nuclear

Figure

differential

an analogy by which the optical model has been developed to describe
information should be carefully

in

particular

circular

decreasing

corresponds to Increasing the neutron energy.

evaluator
of

the

should
evaluation

aim at producing a document he would like to read.
procedure

should

be defined,

e.g.,

the

The

Each step

assignment

of

uncertainties

for

weighting

data,

normalization of cross sections, etc.

documentation should be useful not only for physicists understanding
for

data

the

The

basis

selection and programmers manipulating the data, but also for reactor

6.2 Critically Evaluate Each Piece of Promising Data and Recommend Data
Disqualification of data because of its age is
method

or

apparatus

used

licensing procedures.

'spared on a consistent

5.3 Complete Data Base

criteria

The data base must contain all micJear reaction data over the entire energy
range

expected by the cross section processing codes that are used.

to which it must be provided is,

of

course,

determined

by

the

The detail
applications

with

any

h?.!=

basis.

personal

recommended

data,

should

be

clearly

stated

in

the

documentation

the

justified

evaluated

unless

the

Data must be

using

objective

The nominal values given by the

consistency is achieved it may be necessary to revise the quoted errors.

In the

case of energy-dependent data, one set should be chosen as a reference
ratios

in

be

not

to newer ones.

If

measurements have similar shapes.
placed

should

bias eliminated.

considered.

be

Data

inferior

experiments should be averaged using the given uncertainty as weighting.

5.1 Covarlanees
The data covariances, or degree of confidence that can

become

of

and

no

the

the others to the reference set should be plotted to determine which

The consistency between internal error

and/or
(6.2.1)

computerized file.
n=I
5.5 Convenient To Use
In

order

representations

for
of

alternatives, e.g.,

and external error
evaluated
data

data

should

to
not

interpolation

be

convenient

be

employed.

schemes,

should

n't

to

use,

elaborate

Also,

many

processing

be

used

or

changed

frequently unless necessary.

hydrogen

Li-6(n,alpha),B-10(n,alpha),
An-197(n,gamma),

and

evaluator

must

use

6.3 Fill Gaps

The ENDF/B (see Section 11} standards
the

should be checked.

his best judgement (common sense).

6.1 Adopt Measurement Standards

are

(6.2.2)
n=l

When situations do not follow standard procedures the

6.0 Evaluation Procedures

standards

N

total
C-12

U-235(n,f)

and

can

be

adopted.

differential

differential

cross sections.

Frequently

scattering,
elastic

used

He-3(n,p),
scattering,

When reviewing measurements,

normalization to the same standards should be performed before comparing data.

Gaps can be filled with the Bid of nuclear nodels, nuclear

systematics

or

free hand, if necessary.
6.4 Test Data
The data can be
experiment;.

tested

••>=•"• oulation

by
of

use

In

calculations

resonance

integrals,

c;

integral

etc.

benchmark

Observe

if

the
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disagreement

between

calculations

and

experiment

can

be

correlated

with

relatively small scatter in the experimental data.

particular cross sections or other features.
Nuclear modal code calculations are useful for filling

gaps

in

the

data

6.6 Review and Revise, If Necessary
base
Iteration of the

whole

procedure

may

be

useful,

especially

when

but

only after extensive comparisons with reference data and other codes.

the
It is interesting to see that various statistical model codes did not

calculation

of

integral

benchmark

experiments

give
calculations and experiment.

The choice of experimental differential

data

of

errors

should be reviewed.

priori

the

same

results for the Cc-59 (n.d) cross section when tested in a code

and
lntercomparison in Spring 1977.

assignment

a

leads to disagreements between
As a result of additional code intercooparison,

Finally, if the evaluation could be
the calculated result: 6 months later agreed nuch better with each other as well

helped by better measurements, their specifications should be

inserted

in

the

international IAEA measurement request list WHENDA.

calculate

6.7 Evaluation Tools and Examples
The assembly of
literature

survey.

CINOA (Fig.

relevant
For

6.1) is useful.

elastic

scattering

A number of optical model codes are in use that
and

Inelastic

scattering from discrete levels.

Examples of widely used codes ar» the following:

experimental

neutron

as with the experimental data.

data

Is

aided

by

performing

a
ABACUS II

E. Auerbach, BNi_-6592 (1969).

JUPITOR

T. Taraura. ORNL-4152 (1967).

Spherical Potential

data the IAEA index to neutron bibliography,

By blocking of references to the same

Deformed potential

experiment,
Mien it is necessary to calculate nuclear reaction cross sections a

time can be saved because the first reference supersedes the others.

of statistical model codes are available.
sources of information referred to in CINDA is the EXFOR

library

number

One of the

(Fig.

Examples of widely used codes are the

6.2).
following:

This

is formatted information containing experimental data with a brief summary

of the documentation of the article from which the rtata were taken.

These

GNASH

P.O. Young, E.D. Arthur, LA-6947, includes precompound.

HAUSER V

F. Mann, HEDL-THE 76-83

THRES2

S. Pearlstein, JNE 27 (1973). limited applicability

data

are available from the world data centers each serving a particular geographical
area.

However, assembling the pertinent data is only the first step.
The above codes and others are available from Nuclear
A common

problem

measurements.

Figure

is

energy

scales

that

do

not

agree

for

Bank
6.3

Energy

Agency

Data

different
or

the

International

Atomic

Energy

Agency

Nuclear

Data Section (see

shows the EKDF/B-IV and V curves for the U-235(n,f)
References).

cross sections together with experimental data.

There is a knee in the curve at
7.0 Combining Differential and Integral Data

about

6 HeV, and the energy at which it appears strongly differs in the various
The

experiments (Fig.

uncertainties

assigned

to

evaluated

differential

included
Ratio measurements are generally

more

accurate

than

absolute

in

the

calculation

of

192

should

be

integral quantites in order to determine the

magnitude
confidence level that can be placed in the calculated results,

measurements.

data

6.1).
e.g.,

effective

Figure 6.5 displays measured fission cross section ratios and the
multiplication

factor,

reaction

rates,

etc.

However, the measured integral

parameters may also have experimental uncertainties of their
earlier, differential

own. A. stated

calculated Integral parameters in a linear way then we can expand R as
R
C

Information for use in predicting the behavior of nuclear systems. Revisions in
Integral

as well

^

and integral data are observables that contain important

as differential

data

R

(T )
CO

"W

(7.1.4)

nay be required in order to achieve
where T Q refers to an initial

choice

of parameters.

Substitution

in the

consistency. However, changes must be realistic and not violate in any way the
previous equation produces the normal equations
physics

of the measurements.

Only

integral

benchmark experiments that are
I

highly precise, free from systematic errors, and thoroughly documented should be

N
|

--

used to test the consistency of evaluated nuclear data.

n-l

j«l

"i

un

n*l

(7.1.5)

k

7.1 Least Square Fitting
These are equivalent to a matrix equation of the form
Consider a set of parameters
differential
n=1,2

data,

H which

e.g., group

T>, 1=1,2...I. which
cross

can correspond

to

can correspond to

sections,

and a set of results R ,

integral

data,

A • dT - B

(7.1.6)

e.g., criticality
vhere A i s an HxK square matrix and dT *nd R are Kx1 coluan vectors.

experlr.«nts.
In the method of least square fitting, it Is required that the quantity

(7.1.7)

H
.2

In cases vhere R i s a lineer equation in T, only one iteration i s necessary

to

n«l
obtain
is minimum.

Here the subscripts C and E refer to calculated

the

final

answer.

But

in

the nonlinear case, the initial parameter

and experimental
guesses are altered by dT and used as guesses for the

integral

date.

Ths quantity

W

convergence
usually

taken

as Inversely

next

iteration

until

a

is the weight assigned to each tern and is

proportional

to the square

of the

T i s achieved.

The covariances in the differential quantities are

assigned
calculated by the equation

uncertainty which in the case of uncorrelated uncertainties is

w
*2

(7.1.B)

<dT.

1

(7.1.2)
The

covariances

calculated

for

T apply

to

calculations

of

the

integral

requires th»t
quantities
(7.1.3)

matrix
If we assume that

a change

in the differential

quantity

R and nay

least squares fitting.
indicate

be different from the covariances assigned to T before
Nonzero off-diagonal elements (j-k)

correlations

exist

of

the

covariance

between the parameter uncertainties.

The

affects the
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correlation coefficient <.1 is
(7.1.12)

dR
(7.1.9)

where dTj is the square root of the j row and j column diagonal element

j

k

Then Eq. 7.1.5 can be written as

of the

[Jf-v"^]- dT - S-R

covariance matrix.

(7.1.13)

The assignment of uncertainties to integral measurements is very important.
To facilitate the discussion matrix symbols are used

that

are

consistent

[ i-V^G J • S •

dT
with

the

define

primary

reference

the . "sensitivity

(Dragt)

used

coefficients"

for this Section.

to

account

It is useful to

for calculated

(7.1.14)

integral

quanties on differential data in the following way

The covariance matrix M1 for d i f f e r e n t i a l data, using Eq.7.1.13

can

be

written

as

dE,
(7.1.10)

dr7

M

* " [ S • V^Gj

4^

(7.1.15)

where the subscripts j and k stand for particular integral data and d i f f e r e n t i a l
data,

respectively.

The

elements of

G form the sensitivity matrix of order
which gives an estimate of

the uncertainty

in

the differential

data.

The

(Nxl).
uncertainty in the integral data would then be given by
The accuracy of the d i f f e r e n t i a l data T can be expressed

in

a

covariance

matrix M of order ( I x l ) as

2
dR

• dTk>]

(7.1.11)

- G-M»-6

(7.1.16)

Y.2 Dragt's Kethod
Dragt worked out a similar set of equations by assuming that all

If <AR

. A R > is the covariance of the two integral

parameters,

a

cr/ariance

matrix V of order (NxN) similar to H may be defined to express the w>e.rtainties
in the integral data.
The uncertainty in the integral parameter S will depend upon the covariance
of the differential parameter in the following way

154

are

normally

distributed

and

that

a

variables

linear relationship exists Between the

variations in the integral and differential quantities.

If

R'

are the new

calculated quantities and T' are the adjusted differential parameters, then this
assumption Implies

T»- T)

(7.2.1)

The vector T 1 and the final covarianoe matrix M' for differential data then

are

system in a more consistent fashion and can be considered a parameterization

of

the system.

the solutions of the equations:

K'h S - Vic ) • (T«- T) - G . V"} (R,T R C)

8.0 Probability Table Method

(7#2 2)

-

Tabulated cross sections versus energy in the resolved resonance region can
require

thousands

of

data points to describe resonance shapes.

large computer memory and a great deal of computer processing

This requires

time.

Therefore

The solution of these equations can be simplified by substituting
it is desirable to describe resonance region cross sections without having large
N - G • M • &

(7.2.4)

tables in the data library.
resolved

resonance

region.

necessary information.
which is the covariance matrix of the calculated integral

parameters

R .

In ENDF the resonance parameters are given
For

one

resonance

one

card

contains

The cross section at a particular energy

point

in

the

all the
can

be

The
calculated

using

suitable

formulas.

The

U-235 fission cross section in the

Equations 7.2.2 and 7.2.3 may then be written as
unresolved resonance region is shown in Fig.

(T'-

T )- M • £

.-1

(N+V)

- Rc)

(7.2.5)

In the unresolved resonance region only
resonance

(7.2.6)

M* - M - M • G

8.1.

parameters

is

resolved resonance region
provided

given.

the

Sometimes

parameters

into

statistical

distribution

of

it is possible to extrapolate the
the

unresolved

resonance

region,

they give the same average cross sections as observed in measurements.

The inversion of a large matrix of order (HxH) in Equations 7.2.2 and 7.2.3
In a reactor calculation detailed
has

order
7.2.5 and 7.2.6.

As the number of integral data N is much less than the

data

are

required

In

to

calculate

energy

differential

parameters

M

this

simplification

self-shielding

and

Doppler

broadening

effects.

number
Approximate methods are used.

of

cross-sectional

been reduced to the inversion of a small matrix of order (NxN) in Equations

One such method consists in generating

a

ladder

is quite important from a
of

resonance

parameters

using

statistical models.

More than one such ladder

computational point of view.
must be generated since it is not known what specific ladder corresponds to
If all the integral experiments are uncorrelated, i.e.,

V

is

a

the

diagonal
actual data.

matrix, the adjustment calculation can be performed without any matrix Inversion
Another method is the use of the Probability Table Method,
at all.

The fitted parameters should lie

within

the

experimental

limits

In
uncertainties.

The

adjustment

compiling

section.
It

may

probability

distribution

consists

of cross-sections against the cross

For example in Fig.

8.2, the probability distribution of the

fission

only
cross

that

a

of a particular parameter does not necessarily

mean that the adjusted value of that parameter is more accurate.
mean

which

of

section of U-235 has been plotted against the U-235 fission cross section

the whole set of adjusted parameters can predict the behavior of the

195

in the range of 80-200 eV.

An alternate

integrated probability against

approach could be to plot

the cross section rather than the probability.

By choosing a random number between 0 and 1 and entering the probability
an estimate

of

the

table

the cross section can be made. The probability tables can be

plotted for each of the ladder of resonances.
energy ranges, temperature, etc.

The same can be done for other

A particular example would be the U-238 resonance

region from 200 to 500 eV which shows some strong
capture rates

auto-correlations.

However,

using detailed cross section profiles are not

statistically distinguishable from calculations

and

loss.

A

set

of

the

rate

of

particle

simultaneous equations results from writing
configuration.

The

equations

are solved by matrix inversion or relaxation methods.
9.2 Bondarenko Method
Ordinarily multigroup cross sections are problem dependent since multigroup
cross sections are averaged over particle fluxes which in turn are determined by

This method appears to be successful even if resonance cross sections are

calculations of

production

between

multigroup balances at each spatial node of the

The main advantage of this method is that the

computer has to handle fewer and smaller tables.

highly energy-correlated.

each group is determined by the net dilt'erence

using

the

Probability Table

material composition and geometry.
cross

To avoid numerous recalculations of

average

sections, the Bondarenko method calculates energy averaged cross sections

for an isotope over a range of cross sections representing that of the remaining
isotopes

in

a

mixture.

A table of these values are stored and cross sections

for individual cases are obtained by interpolation.

Method.
10.0 Benchmarks
9.0 Multigroup Constants

10.1 Benchmark Analysis

9.1 Multigroup Solutions

A benchmark

The solution of Boltzmann's equation requires a description of the
cross

sections,

material

compositions,

and

spatial

sections describe nuclear reaction probabilities as a
direction

of

the incident particle.

used.

from

averaging

Cross sections

over

configuration.

function

of

energy

Cross
and

Although solutions that are continuous in

energy and angle are possible using statistical sampling
results

nuclear

Monte

Carlo

methods,

discrete ranges of energy and angle are commonly

averaged

over

discrete

ranges

are

called

multigroup

constants.

in

standard

is

an

integral

experiment

(see

2.2)

that

section data, material compositions, and the
reactor

physics

experiment.

codes

to

calculate

If the methods of

uncertainties

of

the

integral

the

calculation
experiment

geometry

are

used

are

accurate

and

negligble,

the

that

for

placed

in

current

nuclear

to

technology

systematic

the comparison of

degree

be

input

parameters obtained by the integral
are

calculation with experiment can be used to determine the
can

as

is

Cross

of

the

confidence
applications

considered.

The derivation of multigroup theory from Boltzmann's equation can be
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experiment

carefully performed and documented sufficiently for detailed calculation.

texts.

Basically,

found

the rate of change in particle density within

A list of documented benchmark

experiments

is

maintained

Section Evaluation Working Group (see References) in the U.S.A.

by

the

Cross

10.2 Reactor Physics Codes

11.2 U.S.

Several computer codes used for cross section preparation and
reactor

physics are in. wide use and distributed by data centers.

has special energy group or angular
group

libraries

that

are

approximation

available

can

requirements,

save

time

and

the

I.

Generally,

of

prepared

money.

representative cross section processing and reactor physics codes
Appendix

solution

Unless a user

is

Evaluation System

In 1966, the U.S.
(CSEWG)

consisting

of

university laboratories.

A list of

Testing

given

Executive Committee.

in

and

formed

the

Cross

representatives
The CSEWG

Applications,

and

Section

from

Evaluation

Working

Group

over 20 federal, industrial, and

structure

consists

of

Evaluations,

Data

Methods and Formats Committees reporting to an

these codes are available from the IAEA or with their
The Executive Committee consists of

the

CSEWG

chairman,

funding

agency

assistance from cooperating centers.
representatives,

committee

chairmen,

three

additional

members appointed for

10.3 Benchmark Specifications and Results
limited terms by the CSEWG chairman
Experimental

Integral

benchmarks

for

fast

reactor,

thermal

member-at-large elected by CSEWG.
shielding,

and

dosinetry

applications

have

in

consultation

with

sponsors,

and

one

reactor,

been compiled by the U.S.

The Executive Committee sets policy and gives

Cross
final approval to recommendations by the other Committees.

Section Evaluation Working Group.

The specifications are reported

in

ENDF-202
The Evaluations committee would 1) recommend

evaluation

responsibilities,

and the comparisons between calculation and experiment are described in EHDF-230.
2)
For comparisons between calculation and

experiment

for

benchmarks

and

schedule

and

oversee completion of individual evaluations, 3) selection of

other
reviewers, 1|) review physics contents, 5) recommend suitability

of

evaluations,

integral data, refer to reports appearing in Nuclear Science and Engineering and
6)

maintain

a

discrepancy

list,

7)

review

requests

for

nuclear data, 8)

recommend new nuclear data measurements, and 9)

organize

seminars,

Transactions of the American Nuclear Society.
workshops,

11.0 Evaluated Nuclear Data Systems
etc., to solve specific evaluation problems.
11.1 Formats and Procedures
Several widely used

formats

for

evaluated

data

Include

UKNDL

(United

Kingdom), KEDAK (Karlsruhe), SOKRATOR (USSR), and ENDF (Brookhaven).
A well designed evaluated data system includes codes
and

standardization,

data

system is ENDF.

format

checking

physics checking, data correction, generation of infinite

dilute cross sections, cross section integration
plotting,

for

over

energy

retrieval, data merging, and data listing.

guidelines for ENDF are given in Appendix II.

intervals,

data

The best documented

Documents of general and specific interest and

also

The Data Testing and Applications Committee would 1) recommend data testing
responsibilities, 2) schedule and oversee completion of individual data testing,

reference

3) review integral data experiments, 4) analyze integral data
select

calculations,

5)

integral data benchmarks, maintain an Integral data discrepancy list, 7)

recommend suitability of evaluations, 8) collect

needs

of

applied

users,

9)

recommend priorities for measurements based on discrepancies between calculation
and integral experiments, and 10) organize seminars, workshops, etc.,

to

solve

specific data testing problems.
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The Methods and Formats Committee would 1) develop ENDF
and

covariances.

2) develop

ENDF

utility

formats

Tor data

codes, 3) develop ENCF processing

codes, 4) recommend standard interfaces, 5) investigate analysis methods, and 6 )
organize

seminars,

workshops,

etc., to solve

specific

Finally, I wish to acknowledge the keen
Winter

College

on Nuclear

attention

given

to the Trieste

Physics and Reactors by the course directors, M.K.

Hehta and J.J. Schmidt.

methods and formats

problems.
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APPEtlDIX I
EXAMPLE CROSS-SECTION PROCESSING AND REACTOR PHYSICS CODES
February 1980

Spectrum Calculations by Contents, etc.
FOBH-Thexmal (Fast x-sects) Fortran version of MUFT systems
HAMKER-Thcnul lattice contains THERMOS
LASER-Thernal lattice EPRI-CELL
MC**2-LMFBR (ANL) calculated spectrum ff ,B- and consistent P J + B J ) used for
weighting and constructing gp x-sects
NJOY(MINX)-General but geared for LMFBR (LASL)
RAHAB-Thermal lattice (SRL) good for D.O systems
SUPERTOG-Fast group constants. General systems.
TEMPEST-(Thermal-x-sects) Thermal systems.
THERMOS-Thermal lattice Integral Transport Solution (In Hammer)
WIMS-Thermal lattice
IDX-Benchmark calculation (vill process X-sections to A M S N format)
AHPX-General (ORNL)
GGTC-ENEL-Thermal multigroup x-sects
ETOG-Theroal analysis (Fast x-sects) Produces HAMMER Library etc.also ETOH (ETOE)
FLANGE-Thermal scattering matrices
LITHE-Thermal (Processes thermal x-sects for HAMMER uses FLANGE output)
SPHINX-Slmilar to IDX uses 'CCCC format transport calculation
PUPX-Handles data for IDX code
ETOX-Fast cross sections similar to ETOG but geared for LMFBR systems

Static Design
ANISN-General ID transport ORNL
DOT-2+3D transport ORNL
DTF-Similar to ANISB
PERT-Perturbation code uses ANISN output etc.
VENTURE-3D system ORNL-LMFBR
TWCTRAN-2D Transport LASL
2DB(2DF)-2D diffusion LMFBR cores
PDQ-7(TRITON,SQUID)-2-3D diffusion Thermal cores
EXTERMHATOR-2D diffusion x-y R-z R-9 searches
CITATION-3D system OSNL-LMFBR
TRIDENT-2D Transport X-Y, R-Z general anistropic scattering
ONETRAN-General ID transport LASL

200

Dynamic Design
RAUM-ZEIT-(old)
SYNTH-3D-3D transient space-time synthesis
FRAP-T3-Light Hater Reactor transient response
RECAP series-Dynamic response for light water systems
BOIL-1-Meltdown sequence
NATSANSIENT-Pressure transients in LMFBR's
Monte Carlo Codes (Static & Transient Design)
VIH-Fast and thermal analysis
RECAP-Thermal lattices
SAM-CE-Fast and thermal analysis—shielding applications FUSION
KEKG-Crlticality hazards

SAM-CE-(see above) DOT (see before)
M O R S E - Y Shielding Monte Carlo
ISOSHLD-3-General purpose shielding analysis
G A M L E G - Y cross sections
G A M S O U R C E - Y ray source from neutron capture
QAD-Paint kernel shielding calculations (LASL)
RADHEAT-Coupled n+y,calculates transport and energy deposition
LAPHANO-Calculates Y source from n

Depletion S Fuel Management
ORIGEN-Fission product decay heat
REBUS-Fuel management
CINDER-Fission product decay heat
2DB-In depletion mode
ORSIM-Fuel management
HYACIHTH-Heavy isotope inventory with depletion
RICE-CEGB-Actinide and fusion product inventory of irradiated fuel
LEOPARD-A spectrum-dependent nonspatlal depletion code (thermal analysis)
DTF-BURN-Depletlon using DTF code
NUCY-Depletion package can be adopted to ANISN, etc.

Fusion
MACK-IV-Nuclear response functions important to the neutronics analysis of
nuclear and fusion systems. Mostly nuclear heating from kernal factors.
HETC-High energy nucleon-meson transport code package
See other packages for static design.

Some References

APPENDIX I I

1A-3373, LA-3267, NAA-SR-1O951
DTF
OGRE
ORNL-3805
LA-3573
QAD
BNHL-236, HW-83784
IS0SHLD
K-1693 (OR1IL)
ANXSN
ORNL-TM-4280
DOT
DNC-5157, MAGI-6701, EPRINP-1042
SAM-C
ORNL-45S5
MORSE
BNWL
2DB
ORNl-4744
HETC
LA-4600, LA-4848, LA-4774, LA-4432, LA-4058
TW0TRAN
ORNL-4628
ORIGEN
LA-5428-MS
TRIPLET (2D Triangular mesh d i s c r e t e o r d i n a t e s )
BNWL-954
IDX
ETOX
BNHL-1002
LA-7584-M
NJOt
LA-6486-HS
MINX
DE-1278, ENDF-152
FLANGE
WCAP-3845-1
ET0G
DP-1064 (SRL)
HAMMER
BNL-5826
THERMOS
ANL-8144
MC2
ORNL
VENTURE
CITATION oRtn.

ENPF DOCUMENTS o f GENERAL IHTEREST

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10
5.11

GARBER, D.

ENDF-110

BSL-50300

OZER, 0.

EHDF-201

BKL-17541

GARBER, D.

ENDF/B SUMMARY DOCUMENTATION

ENDF-202

BNL-19302

ALTER, H.

EHDF-210

ANCR-1157

REICH, C.W.

CROSS SECTION EVAL. WORKING GROUP BENCHMARK SPECIFICATIONS
RADIOACTIVE-NUCUDE DECAY DATA FOR
ENDF/B

ENDF-216

BNL-NCS-50446

MAGURNO, B.A.

EMDF-223

LA-6116-MS

ENGLAND, T.R.

ENDF/B-IV DOSIMETRY FILE
ESDF/B-IV FISSION-PRODUCT FILES:
SUMMARY OF MAJOR NUCLIDE DATA

BHDF-225

BNL-NCS-50464

MAGURNO, B.A.

EHDF/B-IV CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT

ENDF-230

BNL-SCS-21118

BOHN, E.

BENCHMARK TESTING OF ENDF/B-IV

ENDF-243

BNL-NCS-50545

ROSE, P.F.

ENDF/B FISSION PRODUCT DECAY DATA

EMDF-244

LA-6518-MS

HALE, G.M.

LIGHT ELEMENT STANDARD CROSS SECTIONS

ENDF-249

0RNI.-TM-5938

PEREY, F.G.

ENDF-265

BNL-NCS-24853

WEISBIN, C.R.

FOR ENDF/B-IV

Comments

Application

LIB-IV "CCCC" Format
26 gp ARAMCO
Benjamin - SRL l i b r a r y
460 gp ENDF/B-IV Thermal
SAND-II

LMFBR
General
Actinide depletion
Thermal Reactors
Dosijnetry

ESDI.

Fusion

175 gp l i b r a r y

BNL-NCS-S0496

STANDARDS

NEA-DATA B A M
L l b r a r v

DATA FORMATS AND PROCEDURES FOR THE
EVAL. NUCLEAR DATA FILE
DESCRIPTION OF THE ENDF/B PROCFSSING
CODES AND RETRIEVAL SUBROUTINES

ENDF-102

DATA COVARIANCE FILES FOR ENDF/B-V
SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENT COMPILATION FOR
CSEWG DATA TESTING BENCHMARKS
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cont.

REFERENCE GUIDELINES FOR ENDF/B
ENDP DOCUMENTS OF SPECIFIC TOPIC
Case I:

m

ENDF-152

DP-1278

HONECK, H.C.

ENDF-218

ORNL-TK-4847

WEISBIN, C.

ENDF-237

LA-6486-MS

WEISBIN, C.

EHDF-238

ANCR-1322

GRIHESEY, R.A.

ENDF-239

ANL-8144

HENRYSON, H.

ENDF-2S1

HEDL-TME-77-54 MAUN, F.

ENDF-266

TREE-1259

DARKER, Y.D.

ENDF-269

GA-8774

KOPPEL, J.U.

ENDF-272

LA-7584-M

MACFARLANE, R.

FLANGE II (VERSION 71-1) A CODE TO
PROCESS THERMAL NEUTRON DATA FROM AN
ENDF/B TAPE
CROSS SECTION AND METHOD UNCERTAINTIES: THE APPLICATION OF SENSITIVITY
ANALYSIS TO STUDY THEIR RELATIONSHIP
IN RADIATION TRANSPORT BENCHMARK
PROBLEMS
MINX: A MULTIGROUP INTERPRETATION OF
NUCLEAR CROSS SECTIONS FROM ENDF/B
ETOP 14: A FORTRAN CODE TO PROCESS
ENDF/B DATA INTO THE 68-GROUP FHROG
LIBRARY FORMAT
MC 2 -2: A CODE TO CALCULATE FAST
NEUTRON SPECTRA AND MULTIGROUP CROSS
SECTIONS
HEDL EVALUATION OF ACTINIDE CROSS
SECTION FOR ENDF/B-V
FISSION PRODUCT AND REACTOR DOSIMETRY
STUDIES AT COUPLED FAST REACTIVITY
MEASUREMENTS FACILITY
REFERENCE MANUAL FOR ENDF THERMAL
NEUTRON SCATTERING DATA
THE NJOY NUCLEAR DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM:
USER'S MANUAL

Use of ENDF/B evaluations In a secondary manner, where nan;
elements are used together, or other cases where NO CONCLUSIONS
ARE DRAWN CONCERNING QUALITY OF EVALUATIONS. In this case
we proposs the following form for ENDF/B-V.
"ENDF/B Summary Documentation, BNL-NCS-17541 (ENDF-201),
3rd Edition (ENDF/B-V), edited by R. Klnsey, available
from the National Nuclear Data Center, Brookhaven National
Laboratory, Upton, N.Y. (July 1979)."
Use of ENDF/B evaluations In a direct Banner, for exanple
comparing measured results with evaluated results, or ANY
CASE WHERE CONCLUSIONS ARE DRAWN ABOUT AN EVALUATION FOR A
PARTICULAR MATERIAL. We propose, for 1 2 C from ENDF/B-V as
an example:
"ENDF/B data file for l 2 C (MAT 1306.MOD 1 ) , evaluation by
C.T. Fu and F.G. perey (ORNL), BNL-NCS-17541 (ENDF-201),
3rd Fdition (ENDF/B-V), edited by R. Kinsey, available
from the Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, N.Y.
(July 1979)."
Use of ENDF/B evaluations to generate a nultigroup library.
In this case we propose that the report describing the library
contain a table which Includes the following information for
each evaluation:
Material

Authors

Institution

This table may contain In addition other useful information
concerning the aultigroup library. Finally, a general
reference should be given of the type described in Case I.
As shown in Cases II and III, a correct reference would contain the material
name, MAT number, author list and Institution(s), alcng with a reference
to the Summary Documentation. In addition, for ENDF/B-Version V, updates
will be allowed to fie evaluations prior to the release of ENDF/B-VI. Thus,
references to ENDF/B-V evaluations should also contain the appropriate MOD
number; which serves to define the current status of an evaluation. All
of this Information is readily available in File 1 of each evaluation. The
only exception to the above cases would be where a published document, prepared by the authors of the evaluation, is available. This document should
then be referenced directly.
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countries by providing neutron generators to be used i n

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND THEORETICAL
MODELS FOR THE STUDY OF INTEGRAL 14 MeV
NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS

fundamental and applied research. The fast neutron data
have played an important r o l e i n nuclear technology since
about 40 years, when Barschall and others [2,

3, 4 ]

reported measurements of cross sections f o r the e l a s t i c
and i n e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g of neutrons by various m a t e r i a l s .

J. CSIKAI
Institute of Experimental Physics,
Kossuth University,
Debrecen, Hungary

In these experiments neutrons between 2 and 3 MeV were obtained from the

a target m a t e r i a l [ 5 ] to produce 14 MeV neutrons by the

data f o r fast neutron-induced reactions were measured at
14 MeV and the free parameters i n nuclear reaction models
have been determined at t h i s energy. The discrepancies
between experiment and theory are often due t o the unmeasured or u n r e l i a b l e experimental data; t h e r e f o r e , i t

is

important to survey the present techniques used f o r the
nonelastic [ ( n j x n ) ;

still

the t r i t i u m was a v a i l a b l e as

D-T reaction w i t h high y i e l d s , r e s u l t i n g i n a

ABSTRACT. Owing t o technical reasons, most of the

measurement of t c t a l , e l a s t i c ,

H(d,n) 3 He r e a c t i o n , which i s

commonly used. Around 1950

nonelastic and p a r t i a l

( n , x charged); ( n , f ) ;

(n,-r)]

development i n the use of small a c c e l e r a t o r s .
and his co-workers used metal t r i t i d e

large
Barschall

targets i n 1949 t o

measure the angular d i s t r i b u t i o n of neutrons scattered by
protons [ 6 ] , deuterons [ 7 ] and t r i t o n s

[8] and t o deter-

mine the t o t a l cross sections [ 9 ] f o r the elements from
H to U. From t h i s time p h y s i c i s t s i n many l a b o r a t o r i e s
have dealt w i t h the measurements of cross sections

cross

sections f o r 14 MeV neutrons. Systematics i n the data as

As i n d i c a t e d i n the l a t e s t WRSNDA l i s t iBeued Tjy the IAEA

w e l l as t h e o r e t i c a l and semi-empirical models are also

I l O ] there i s s t i l l a large number of requests f o r

outlined.

neutron cross section measurements.

fast

Recent studies on fusion reactors show that the D-T

INTRODUCTION
It

for

D-D and D-T neutrons.

reaction w i l l

i s w e l l known that the large cross section of

H(d,n) He reaction permits high y i e l d s of

the

fast neutrons to

probably be used to release the thermonuclear

energy i n the D-T-Li f u e l cycle. I n the D-T fusion about
80 % of the t o t a l energy i s c a r r i e d o f f

by the 14 MeV

be obtained even at low energy, e . g . at 150-200 keV. Such a

neutrons; t h e r e f o r e , the i n v e s t i g a t i o n s on the

device i s inexpensive, easy t o i n s t a l l and operate. Therefore,

of fast neutrons w i t h s t r u c t u r a l materials are of

i n a d d i t i o n t o nuclear p h y s i c i s t s ,

importance for the design of the r e a c t o r . Because intense

there are a number of

interaction
primary

groups of s c i e n t i s t s who use small neutron generators i n

14 MeV neutron sources are not a v a i l a b l e at present f o r the

nuclear technology. The approximate d i s t r i b u t i o n of these

engineering t e s t i n g of the working conditions of

accelerators among various i n s t i t u t i o n s

r e a c t o r s , neutron data are needed f o r the c a l c u l a t i o n s of

[1] i s :

hospitals

fusion

and medical centres 1 %, research l a b o r a t o r i e s 34 %, u n i -

the t r i t i u m breeding, r a d i a t i o n damage e f f e c t s ,

v e r s i t i e s 32 % and industry 33 %. During the l a s t decade,

s h i e l d i n g , neutron m u l t i p l i c a t i o n , isotope production,

radiation

the IAEA has promoted neutron research in several developing

energy deposition i n the f i r s t w a l l and superconducting
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magnet, f i s s i o n r e a c t i o n and f i s s i l e
the f u s i o n - f i s s i o n

f u e l breeding

h y b r i d systems, e t c .

in

The maximum y i e l d from neutron g e n e r a t o r s , i n

[ 1 1 , 12, 1 3 ] .

t o the beam c u r r e n t ,

An IAEA Advisory Group Meeting i n 1978 has discussed
the s t a t u s of nuclear data f o r fusion reactor

and a number of d i f f e r e n t

technology

and formulated recommendations f o r f u t u r e a c t i v i t i e s

systems

structural

m a t e r i a l s around the t a r g e t and the design of a t a r g e t w i t h a

improve the accuracy of 14 MeV cross sections and t o c o o r d i -

long l i f e

nate research programmes w i t h the aim of completing the

cross s e c t i o n measurements. I n l o w - v o l t a g e generators

data needed f o r a p p l i c a t i o n s and also f o r checking nuclear

most common t a r g e t s are deuterium or t r i t i u m absorbed i n

time are p l a y i n g very important

roles i n

the
the

model c a l c u l a t i o n s [ 1 4 ] , Considering the D-T burning systems,

t h i n metal l a y e r s . Besides t i t a n i u m and z i r c o n i u m , Er, Sc,

about one t h i r d of the elements are conceived as

Y and U are a l s o used t o produce i n t e r m e t a l l i c

structural

compounds

m a t e r i a l s , so x t i s w o r t h - w h i l e t o survey the s t a t u s of

w i t h deuterium or t r i t i u m . A t h i n l a y e r of T i or Zr

i n t e g r a l 14 MeV neutron cross s e c t i o n s and the present

evaporated onto A l , Cu, Ag and W backing m e t a l .

techniques and t h e o r e t i c a l models f o r the study of these data.
1 . OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS OF NEUTRON GENERATORS
The d e t a i l s on D-T g e n e r a t o r s , as w e l l as on t h e i r
i n s t a l l a t i o n , o p e r a t i o n and hazards can be found e . g . i n Refs.
[ 1 5 , 16, 1 7 ] . A survey of commercially a v a i l a b l e

but

i s about 1 . 5 : 1 . Rare

e a r t h t a r g e t s have a much higher thermal s t a b i l i t y

than T i .

The l i f e t i m e

following

ratio

of a t a r g e t can be represented by the

[20]:

neutron

generators i s given i n Ref. [ 1 8 ] . The cross s e c t i o n of

the

Target l i f e t i m e =

I o n

c u r r

Htd.nJ^He r e a c t i o n as a f u n c t i o n of bombarding deuteron
energy has a broad resonance at E .= 109 keV, t h e r e f o r e ,
thick-target

is

Theoretically,

the r a t i o of t r i t i u m to t i t a n i u m atoms i s about 1 . 9 : 1 ,
i n the case of commercial t a r g e t s i t

the

neutron y i e l d increases r a p i d l y up t o about

° n t (mA)xHours to h a l f
Target area (cm^)

The average t a r g e t l i f e
the maximum being 4 mA.h/cm

Ed=200 keV. As shown i n F i g . 1 the y i e l d increases by a

yield

2
f o r T i - T i s about 2.7 mA-h/cm ,
for stationary

targets.

For T i - T

t a r g e t s , by the time the 14 MeV neutron y i e l d reaches one

f a c t o r of f o u r between 100 and 200 keV and only about 50 %

half

excess can be achieved when the 200 keV deuteron energy

s a t u r a t i o n and the y i e l d of 3 MeV neutrons i s about 1 % of

is

of i t s i n i t i a l

v a l u e , the deuteron b u i l d - u p achieves

doubled [ 1 9 ] , According t o the y i e l d curve, 1 mA of 200 keV

the D-T o u t p u t . I n the f i r s t

atomic deuteron beam on a f r e s h t r i t i u m t a r g e t

et a l . [21]

2x10

n/s.

produces about

T y p i c a l D-ion c u r r e n t s both f o r home-made and

metal t r i t i d e

neutrons i n the order of 10

Engineering Service A u s t r i a )

Y i e l d s much above 10

n/s need high beam c u r r e n t s ,

c u r r e n t a neutron source s t r e n g t h of 8x10
i n D-T r e a c t i o n a t 80 kW power (see Ref.

Using 0.5 A i o n

n/s was achieved
[ 1 6 ] ) . Various methods

t o o b t a i n h i g h source s t r e n g t h s have been described by B a r s c h a l l [ 1 6 ] .

by Graves

s u p p l i e r s (Amersham UK, ORNL USA, CEA France, IRE Belgium,
SORIN I t a l y ,

n/s.

D-T generator b u i l t

t a r g e t was used. Nowadays v a r i o u s

commercially a v a i l a b l e D-T generators are a few mA, producing

d i s s i p a t i n g about 100 kW power i n the t a r g e t .
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construction

s t a t i o n a r y and r o t a r y t a r g e t

have been developed. The type and geometry of

to

addition

i s determined by the t a r g e t

Techsnabexport USSR, Metronex Poland,
s e l l metal t r i t i d e

International

targets f o r DT

g e n e r a t o r s , mostly w i t h T i l a y e r s from 0.2 to 4 mg/cm
thickness w i t h d i f f e r e n t

backing m a t e r i a l s . Targets w i t h

dimension up to 50 cm diameter and thickness from micrograms
t o m i l l i g r a m s per cm
disks,

can be manufactured. I n a d d i t i o n

rectangular s t r i p s , a n n u l i and other

geometrical

to

shapes of targets are commercially available. In the case of
large target surface( strong backing materials are needed to
withstand
pressure differences. These backings are prepared
from copper alloys (Amzirk: 0.15 % Zr i n Cu, Glid-Cop:
A12O3 i n Cu).
Targets should be stored for short periods only, in dry
and inert atmosphere, to ensure that the titanium layer
remains adherent.
Using a 22 cm diameter rotating target, 16 mA of 400 keV
deuterons produced a neutron y i e l d of 4x10 n/s that decreased
10-20 % i n 50 hours for a 1 cm diameter spot [22] which
corresponds to about 1600 mA.h/cm l i f e t i m e .
In addition to the solid targets, t r i t i u m gas as well
2
3
as an implanted mixed beam of H and H have been used as
targets to produce 14 MeV neutrons. Figure 2 plots the neutron
yields of various targets against the deuteron energy [23, 24],
According to the evaluation of Paulsen and Liskien [25]
for the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross sections, the yield of neutrons
from D-T reaction depends on emission angle i n the laboratory
system, but the anisotropy is less than 15 % between the
forward and backward directions at Ed=200 keV. The energy of
neutrons in the c m . system emitted i n D-T reaction i s 14.1 MeV.
In laboratory system the neutron energy depends on the bombarding
deuteron energy and on the emission angle as shown in Fig. 3.
I f Ed»200 keV, the angular variation of energy is En~2 MeV; t h i s
variation i s especially accentuated around 90°.
The excitation functions for many threshold reactions vary
s i g n i f i c a n t l y around 14 MeV, thus the cross section depends on the
position and the dimension of the sample. This may be one reason
of the large spread i n the data published by different authors.
The inconsistencies of the data may be caused by the
unnormalized neutron energy. For normalization, the angular
i n t e r v a l from 93° to 103° seems to be acceptable in which the
energy spread of neutrons does not exceed a few ten keV, resulting
i n negligible errors in the cross sections [7.6]. The energy

spread of neutrons at a d e f i n i t e angle arises mainly from the
stopping and scattering of deuterons in the target. The spread
caused by stopping is indicated i n Fig. 3, as function of the
angle, for different deuteron energies. The large energy spread
(AE-0.45 MeV) i n forward and backward directions raises several
problems in measuring rapidly varying excitation functions [ 2 6 ] .
This is the reason why physicists should take the target
arrangements and through i t the spectra of emitted neutrons i n t o
consideration before measuring the cross sections.
Most recently Raics [27] has given the following simple
formula (based on the reaction kinematics) for the calculation
of the laboratory neutron energy (En) versus deuteron energy
(E.) and emission angle t TJ" ) for thick Ti-T target:
En(E .,•*)=!.94-10" 4 EV2 cosVfO.162 E . cos^>-+(9.52 10" 4 E ^ 2 +

+ 67.42 EJ/2)COS0-+0.397 Ed+14049.51

(1)

were E and E . are i n keV. Using t h i s formula such q u a n t i t i e s
as 3 E / i E , and bE /Sjv""as w e l l as the a n i s o t r o p y f a c t o r can
be given i n a simple way. I n the knowledge of the stopping cross
s e c t i o n EfE^JstdE^/dxl/N and the D-T r e a c t i o n cross s e c t i o n
6(E d ) the energy d i s t r i b u t i o n of e m i t t e d neutrons S(E n ,E d ) a t
a given angle can be c a l c u l a t e d . F i g . 4/a shows the "stopping
s p e c t r a " of neutrons f o r f i v e d i f f e r e n t angles at E d *175 keV.
The r e s u l t a n t spectrum S(En> that w i l l reach the sample, depends
on the source-sample geometry, t o o . I f the dimension of the
sample covers a •Spib& angle i n t e r v a l which corresponds t o a
change i n neutron erergy E°±AE n , then the average energy <En>
f o r the surface of the sample f a r from a p o i n t source i s :

<E

n>

(2)
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where N(En) i s the number of target atoms i n the unit angle
interval at sP direction. The spectrum of impinging neutrons on
the sample i s S (En)=S(En.Ed)^- N(En)<£(En),
where <J(En) i s the f l u x density. Curves of S(En) are given i n
Fig. 4/b for a typical geometrical arrangement shown in F i g . 5
(the diameter of the sample i s 19 mm, the distance from the
sou ? i s 7 cm, the diameter of the beam i s 14 mm). I n Table I
neutron energies and the relative yields as a function of angle
as well as the energy spreads, including the effect of multiple
scattering of deuterons, are summarized for the geometry shown
i n Fig, 5. The relatively large spread at 90° i s caused by
the effect of f i n i t e angular interval used for the i r r a d i a t i o n .

and i t i s advisable t o determine the spectrum e x p e r i m e n t a l l y f o r
the given source-sample arrangement. One should pay s p e c i a l
a t t e n t i o n t o the r o l e o f secondary neutrons produced i n the t a r g e t
holder or i n the surrounding m a t e r i a l s i f cross sections f o r low
threshold reactions are measured; e . g . ( n , r ) , ( n , n ' f ) , ( n , p ) , e t c .
Because o f the large amount o f s t r u c t u r a l m a t e r i a l s around t h e
t a r g e t tho sealed-tube generator and the intense D-T sources
[16, 75] (see F i g . 8) have serious l i m i t a t i o n s i n the cross
s e c t i o n measurements but not i n the f i e l d o f a p p l i c a t i o n s . By
these equipments, however, the primary neutron spectrum t o be
expected from a D-T plasma of a few ten keV temperature can be
simulated. L i s k i e n [28] has pointed out that the 1 4 . 1 MeV l i n e i s
s t r o n g l y broadened and has a w i d t h of about 2 MeV i f neutrons w i t h
a t l e a s t S % of the maximum i n t e n s i t y are included (see F i g . 6 ) .

Table I .
Neutron energies vs. emission angle for D-T reaction
at Ed=175 keV and - R a for 27 A1
"93

and

Angle

Ave ra ge
energy (MeV)

Relative
intensity

Nb

2 . MEASUREMENTS OF NEUTRON FLUX AT THE SAMPLE
2 7 6(mb)
27

Al(n,a)

0

14.80±0,17

1.07

30

14.70*0.15

1.06

110.3
111.5

60

14.45±0.12

117.0

90

14.12i0.08

1.03
1.00

120

13.75*0.10

0.97

123.5

150

13.52*0.12

0.95

125.5

180

13.41±0.13

0.94

a93, 6( mb)
Nb( n.2n )

t

464*3 %

120.4

The energy spread o f neutrons depends also on the r a t i o o f
atomic and molecular i o n s . The energy of the l a t t e r i s h a l f o f
the former; t h e r e f o r e , they produce much less neutrons. According
t o the problems mentioned above i n the cross section measurements
218 the neutron energy must be s p e c i f i e d more d e f i n i t e l y than "14 MeV"

The q u a n t i t y that one should measure f o r the determination
o f cross sections by an absolute method i s e i t h e r the f l u x d e n s i t y
or the fluence ( t h e time i n t e g r a l o f the f l u x d e n s i t y ) . For D-T
reactions the neutron f l u x can be measured t o an absolute
accuracy of about 1 % using the associated p a r t i c l e method (APM)
[ 2 9 , 3 0 , 3 1 ] . By detecting the alpha p a r t i c l e s w i t h i n a w e l l
defined r e c o i l s o l i d angle, the neutron f l u x i n the respective
i n t e r v a l can be determined and - w i t h a knowledge o f the angular
d i s t r i b u t i o n - the t o t a l y i e l d of the source as w e l l . Figure 7
sh-ws a spectrum obtained by a t h i n (~5mg/cm2) CsI(Tl) APM detect o r [ 3 2 , 3 3 ] . The APM has d e f i n i t e advantage when e l e c t r o n i c
c o l l i m a t i o n i s needed; i n t h i s case alpha p a r t i c l e s should be
counted i n coincidence w i t h the neutron-induced events. The cross
section f o r the 2 7 A l ( n , o ) 24 Na r e a c t i o n was measured w i t h an
accuracy of 0.7 % by Vonach e t a l . [34, 35] based on the APM
without coincidence counting.

3. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES FOR TOTAL, ELASTIC AND

There are a number of fluence monitors for routine use,
e.g.

induced r a d i o a c t i v i t y

can be converted to fluence i f

the cross
The t o t a l cross sections for 14 MeV neutrons i s

section i s known.
The choice of standard reference data has a great
at 14 MeV the n-p e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g ,
Nb(n,2n)
of

NONELASTIC CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENTS

the charged p a r t i c l e s emitted by a monitor f o i l or the

93

the

27

Al(n,a)

importance;
Na and

Nb cross sections are widely used. The advantages

Nb(n,2n)

92m

Nb reaction are that the e x c i t a t i o n

function

has a f l a t shape around 14 MeV and the slow neutrons do not
contribute to the a c t i v i t y

because of the high threshold. The

dashed l i n e i n d i c a t e d i n the insert part of F i g . 9 was measured

to ir.easure only the r e l a t i v e neutron f l u x w i t h ( I )

activation

[38, 3 9 , 40] methods (see Ref.

and without

( I Q ) sample. The sample must completely shadow the detector

from

the d i r e c t beam of neutrons. A t y p i c a l arrangement i s that

the

distance between the source and detector i s about 100-150 cm
placing the sample at a h a l f - d i s t a n c e . The transmission

is

given by

T=I/I o =pxp(-nt6 T )

i n the geometry shown i n F i g . 5, while the absolute data were
taken from the l i t e r a t u r e obtained by moderation [36, 37] and

usually

determined by the simple transmission method, which requires

from which we have

[ 4 1 ] ) . According to

T

nt

the evaluation of Nethaway [ 4 1 ] the peak cross section in the

(3)

T

14.0 to 1 4 . 6 MeV range i s 464 mb, with an uncertainty of about

where n and t are the number of nuclei per cm

and the

total

3 %. Our r e l a t i v e measurements show that the change i n the cross

sample thickness,

for the

relative

section of

93

Nb(n,2n )

92m

Nb reaction i s w i t h i n ±5 % for

the

respectively.

The expression

error of <J_

1 3 . 5 - 1 4 . 8 MeV i n t e r v a l . These cross section curves can be accepted as standards i n r e l a t i v e measurements or to determine
the neutron f l u x

lnT

density.

The e l a s t i c s t a t t e r i n g of f a s t neutrons renders i t
to measure the neutron fluence at the p o s i t i o n of
w i t h a high accuracy by detecting

possible

the sample

the proton recoils using a

counter telescope [ 4 2 , 4 3 ] .

shows that

the optimum thickness of sample is i f

easy to f u l f i l

this requirement

natural elements but not for separated isotopes.
for i n - s c a t t e r i n g ,

Fragments from a thin l a y e r of

U placed in an i o n i z a t i o n

chamber i s a convenient f a s t neutron monitor. Using a gas

T»0,5.

for samples prepared

d e t a i l by M i l l e r

Dukarevich and Oyumin

[46] developed an a-n

coincidence

fluencs observed by the sample can be measured. I n the

neutron cross sections using small samples of separated

of

°U l a y e r i s used to separate the pulses

from the background.

Such investigations

enrichments

can y i e l d information

many others for the f l u x density and .luence measurements are

isotopic,

nuclear deformation

discussed i n d e t a i l i n Ref.

sections,

which data are of great

[44],

of 4ns to measure

The angular width of neutron beam wt,s about 1 . 5 ° .
the specimens having d i f f e r e n t

The physical bases of the methods mentioned above with

in

[45].

technique with a time resolution

chamber 0.2 mg/cm

is

Corrections

background and hardening are discussed

flowing chamber w i t h a uranium l a y e r shown in F i g . 5 the
fission

it

from

isotopes.

The weights

of

were a few grammes.
on the existence

and s h e l l effects
interest

total

of

on the t o t a l

cross

up to now. The use of
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oriented nuclear targets to study the effect of deformation (see
Ref.

[47, 48]) is beyond the p o s s i b i l i t i e s of small laboratories.
The elastic scattering cross section (>p. can be measured by

This equation supposes that the detector s e n s i t i v i t y
the same for both the source and the e l a s t i c a l l y

is

scattered

neutrons. However, in general the s e n s i t i v i t y depends on

detecting the recoil nucleus or the scattered neutrons. Most of

neutron energy; therefore, correction i s needed to the r a t i o

the oV. data have been determined by measuring the energy spectra

(S-B)/I for t h i s

of scattered neutrons. To eliminate the contribution from neutrons

obtained from

i n e l a s t i c a l i y scattered through the low-lying states of the
nucleus, t i m e - o f - f l i g h t

ring and f l a t

plate

experimental geometries (see Fig. 10) are the most commonly used
for measuring neutron scattering [49]. Rec3ntly, the scattered
neutrons are detected by an NE-213 l i q u i d s c i n t i l l a t o r coupled to
an XP 1040 photomultiplier tube. The pulse width is about 1-2 ns
and the t o t a l resolution including pulse width, target, sample and
scintillator

6"EL = 2nr£6'(9)sine d 9

(TOF) spectrometers are preferred because

of their good resolution. C y l i n d r i c a l ,

time spreads and electronic resolution i s 2-3 ns for

14 MeV neutrons [50]. A typical arrangement of a TOF spectrometer
to measure the elastic and inelastic cross sections i s shown in
Fig. 11. In addition to the a-n coincidence method, pulsed neutron
generators with bunching and time pick-off

systems are used. The

details of these techniques are presented by Seeliger

effect.

The integrated elastic scattering cross section can be

[51] at

t h i s course.

Corrections to the experimental data are discussed in d e t a i l
by Walt [52] and Kammerdiene'- [49]. A typical

The r e l a t i o n between the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross section (>(©)
solid angle at e is

time-of-flight

spectrum produced by 14 MeV neutrons in a sulphur sample at
8=44,6° i s shown i n Fig. 12. Angular distributions for neutron
scattering to the ground state and to the f i r s t
(2.24 MeV) in

32

excited state

S measured at 14.1 MeV [53] are presented i n

Fig. 13.
The nonelastic cross section is defined as 6T-5EL» which
means that 6NE includes a l l neutron interactions other than
elastic scattering. The components of 6^- are inelastic
scattering, capture, reactions and f i s s i o n . At 14 MeV the main
processes are: (n.n'-y). (n,2n), ( n , p ) , ( n , d ) , (n,a)
The cross sections for ( n , t ) , ( n. He), ( n , T )

and the neutron flux scattered by a small sample into the unit

(6)

p a r t i c l e emission following inelastic neutrcn scattering are
very low except for l i g h t nuclei. The determination of the
nonelastic cross section can be performed d i r e c t l y using the

6(e)

/$

N

sphere transmission method or i n d i r e c t l y either by summing the

(4)

where § , $ . p , r and N are the scattered f l u x , the incident

reaction cross sections or by measuring 6T and f>E, .
flux

The f i r s t

measurements with 14 MeV neutrons and threshold

at the sample, the distance between the sample and the detector,

activation detectors were made by Gittings et a l .

and the number of nuclei in the sample, respectively. Since eq.(4)

the sphere transmission method. In the f i f t i e s

contains only the ratio of the scattered and incident
it

and(n.f).

and for charged

is convenient to use

fluxes

the same detector to measure both

[54] using

several

groups [55, 5F, 57, 58] have measured the 6NE values at 14 MeV.
The principle of the sphere transmission method i s very simple:

fluxes. I f S, I and B are the counting rates for $ g , $ l f ) and

an isotropic point-source of neutrons i s surrounded by a thin

for the background, respectively, eq.(4) becomes

spherical shell of the absorber, and an ideal isotropic detector - which counts the primary and e l a s t i c a l l y
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6(8)=(S-B)r 2 /IN

(5)

scattered

neutrons with equal e f f i c i e n c y but i n s e n s i t i v e to i n e l a s t i c a l l y

rather d i f f i c u l t

scattered neutrons - i s placed at a large distance from the

spectrum and angular d i s t r i b u t i o n of emitted p a r t i c l e s in a

sphere. I n t h i s case the r e l a t i o n between the transmission and

high background. I n t h i s case the cross sections are obtained

the nonelastic cross section i s the f o l l o w i n g :

by i n t e g r a t i o n over the secondary neutron spectrum and over

T=exp[-E(r2-r1))

(7)

because i t needs the measurement of the

the emission angles. Recently a charged-particle magneticquadrupole spectrometer has been constructed f o r H and He to

where fg-r^ i s the thickness of the sphere, E=N6NE is the

increase the s o l i d angle at large source-to-detector

macroscopic nonelastic cross section in cm•~ 1
of the s h e l l i s s m a l l , then

and to suppress the background caused hy other charged p a r t i c l e s

T=l-N6 N E t and

If

the thickness

[ 6 3 ] . The improvement i n the spectrum methods for the emitted
charged p ° r t i c l s s and neutrons has been surveyed by Qaim [64, 6 5 1 .

1-T
Nt

(8)

where t = r 2 ~ r i I n actual practice the i s o t r o p i c detector is placed inside
the spherical s h e l l to a large distance from the source and
the data are analysed using Bethe's method f 5 9 , 6 0 ] . Corrections for f i n i t e

thickness of the sample, f i n i t e

source-detector

distance, f i n i t e detector s i z e , absorption in the source,

p a r t i c l e s should be c o l l e c t e d . I n the case of f i s s i o n ,

the

fragments are recorded by a track detector, while for

(n,a)

and (n,p) reactions the accumulated He and H gases can be
measured by gas mass spectrometer [ 6 6 ] . The r e l a t i v e emission of
3

He and 4He i s being investigated by Wu e t a l . [67] a t Oiilich using

a quadrupole mass spectrometer. I n the case of ( n . t )

[68, 6 9 ] , This method i s applicable for other

method [61J. These correction factors require the knowledge of
elastic

s c a t t e r i n g cross sections. Recently Chatterjee and Ghose [ 6 2 1
have reported a new technique i n which the sphere-transmission
for the determination of the non-

e l a s t i c cross sections. I t would be worth-while to use t h i s
method to complete the S^E data at 14 MeV.

gaseous products, e . g .
and

K(n,t)

the

radioactive

A content produced i n

[70] reactions was measured by i t s soft

The spectrum i n t e g r a t i o n , mass spectrometric,

Ca(n, a )
radiation.

radiochemical

separation, accumulation techniques used for the determination
of i n t e g r a l cross sections w i l l be discussed in more d e t a i l
by Qaim, Seeliger and Vonach at t h i s course.
For the determination of t o t a l neutron emission cross
section 6 n M ,

the absorption methods have soms udvanta,

comparison with the spectrum i n t e g r a t i o n and are us;' '

4 . IRRADIATION AND MEASURING ARRANGEMENTS USED FOR

the d i f f e r e n t i a l

THE DETERMINATION OF PARTIAL NONELASTIC CROSS
SECTIONS
The techniques used for the determination of

reactions,

or o x i d i z a t i o n techniques and nu sured through i t s beta decay

should consider i f 6*NE values are determined by the sphere
a d d i t i o n a l nuclear data l i k e t o t a l end d i f f e r e n t i a l

The accumulation method i s simple because or y the emitted

the accumulated t r i t i u m can b<= separated by vacuum extraction

nonisotropic detector and source, e l a s t i c energy l o s s , one

data alone are s u f f i c i e n t

separation

in
-. check

data.

By d e f i n i t i o n
reaction

S

nM "

cross sections can be divided i n t o three groups, namely
a c t i v a t i o n , accumulation and spectrum methods. The l a t t e r

is

G

n ' + 2 6 2 n + 3 6 3 n + e n charged

+

^f

'9>

includes a l l processes i n which neutrons are emitted weighted
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by the number of secondary neutrons. The disappearance cross
section 6Q measures those reactions i n which a neutron is
converted t o some other p a r t i c l e .
Neutrons having d i f f e r e n t energies are slowed down and
f i n a l l y absorbed in the surrounding medium (manganese-bach,
boron-bath, l i q u i d s c i n t i l l a t o r tank [ 7 1 ] ) . I n practice the
D-T target i s placed i n the middle of a large vessel
containing aqueous solution of MnSO,. One can determine the
number of excess neutrons related to the source neutrons by
measuring the flux distributions with and without a spherical
sample around an isotropic neutron source, i . e . :

slow neutrons by the sample. Using relations given
in Refs. [72, 73] we have the following equation
for the neutron emission cross section?
°NE

where S i s the thickness of the sample. I f S i n small
eq. ( l l ) becomes
n

nM

/ f ( normalized)
R tn
n

14

( r ) r 2 rfp

h(

_| | o
R In

2

dp

(10)

r) r 2 dr

where R i s the radius of the sample. The sample must be thick
enough i n order t o obtain considerable difference i n eq. ( 1 0 ) ,
which leads also to a d e f i n i t e depression i n the primary f l u x .
This effect can be corrected by normalization measuring the
r e l a t i v e fluxes a t so large distance from the source, where
only the primary neutrons are present. For this aim the
activation f o i l method can be used, while, for the measurement
of the integrated fluxes the manganese-bath i s advisable: after
i r r a d i a t i o n the solution i s s t i r r e d and a d e f i n i t e volume i s
taken out to measure the a c t i v i t y of Mn. Relative measurements
are needed only t o determine the average a c t i v i t e s <A> with
and without sample, i . e . :

(11)
-1

(12)

n 1 4 * NS

Using the water-bath method the 6n2 n value for
bismuth was determined [ 7 2 ] .
Recently the activation technique has been
improved [64] by application of separated isotopes
as targets, quick radiochemical separations and
high-resolution counting systems ( G e ( L i ) , HPGe,
Sit Li) , e t c . ) . Considerable progress has been made
in the knowledge of decay data for the radioactive
products from fast neutron reactions. Following the
notation of Smith [74] the relation between the
reaction cross section, the reaction rate and the
detector counts for a sample irradiated with a
constant flux of monoenergetic neutrons i s given by
the formulas:
R = F N Gntn<*
C = b£G r 1 r R ( l - e " X t E ) . e " X ( t w + t )

n

e
14~

<A > - < A >
<A >

where <An> i s the normalized a c t i v i t y with sample.
222 Corrections are needed also for the absorption of

Table I I .

where R=reaction r a t e , F=neutron fluence, N«number
of atoms in the sample, G ^geometric factor for
neutron i r r a d i a t i o n , ""I =neutron absorption and
scattering factor, 5»cross section, Csdetector

faMnr. »=Herau constant.

t_=irradiation

(13)
(14)

Table II.
Limits to the s e n s i t i v i t y of cross section measurements
at 14 MeV assuming that gamma-ray a c t i v i t y i s measured
Parameter
Neutron intensity
Sample size
Counting rate
Detector e f f i c i e n c y .
E T *1 MeV
I r r a d i a t i o n time
Cooling time
Counting time
Neutron-energy d e f i n i t i o n
Angular-distribution effects
Secondary-neutron reactions
Absolute fluence
Standard cross sections

Calibration of Get L i ) detector
Decay data
Effect of the geometry
Absorption and scattering
Total uncertainty using
eqs. (13, 14)

Limit
3-5 % at F~10 lo n s - ^ r - l
<2xlO 23 atoms
C-l count/s; 1-3 %
£ - 0 . 0 5 for Gel Li)
X t E < 0 . 1 , t £ (max)~10 5 s
X

V<X

tcS T
. Ct^lO 1 * forff~3S&
-100 keV around 14 MeV
13 %,0° to 180° i n t e r v a l
% depends on the threshold
~3 % for APM
i l % for 2 7 Al(n,c0
23 % for 93 Nb(n,2n)
iS % for 2 3 8 U ( n , f )
-2-3 %
?, variable
-1 %
<1 %

as-io %

count rate at time t , b * f a c t o r to account for mass
y i e l d s , decay branching, isotopic abundance, e t c . ,
fc=radiation detection e f f i c i e n c y , Gr»geometric factor
for measurement, ^ r >decay radiation absorption and

scattering factor, \=decay constant, t E = i r r a d i a t i o n
time, t w =cool ing time. Smith [74] discussed some
details associated with the accurate measurement of
cross sections, using the activation method. The
effects of various parameters mentioned above were
studied. In Table I I . the practical l i m i t s of each
parameters are summarized.
Errors from sample attenuation, neutron flux
normalization, nuclear recoil e f f e c t , i n t e r f e r i n g reactions are discussed e . g . in Refs. [15, 2 6 ] .
The removal cross section i s useful for calculating
the attenuation of fast primary neutrons in shielding
materials and i n the samples used for the cross section
measurements. The f l u x of primary neutrons from a point
source is

4r

f

exp[-E(r-r

where E i s the macroscopic removal cross section,O is the
source strength, and d » r - r 0 i s the t o t a l thickness of
sample traversed. Typical experimental arrangement used
for the measurements of £ or the relaxation length
1/E-X. of primary neutrons i s shown in F i g . 14. Using the
activation method, the value of In ( a c t i v i t y x r 2 ) plotted
against d results in a straight l i n e with a slope of r
from which the microscopic cross sections for different
geometries can be determined. For iron the slab and c y l i n d r i c a l geometries gave almost i d e n t i c a l results [150] and
the cross section was found to be 1.42±0.015 b at 14 MeV.
Using copper as threshold f o i l detector and monitor we
have determined [76] the removal cross sections for samples
indicated in Table I I I .
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Table i l l .
Removal cross sections for 14 MeV neutrons
Sample

Efcm"1)

Graphite , 0.0627*0.0027
(1.7 g/cni )
Fe (0.3 %C)
0.1214±0.0012
Pb
0.0850±0.0040
Al (97%Al) 0.0651*0.0030
(3% Mg.Si)
Paraffin
0.0674*0.0026

\(cm)

S(barn)

15.95*0. 70

0.74*0.03

8.24±0.08
11.76±0.55

1.43*0.02
2.58*0.12

15.36*0.70

1.12±0. 06

14.84*0.60

5. PRESENT STATUS OF 14 MeV NEUTRON CROSS SECTION
DATA
The m a j o r i t y of the recent fast neutron cross section
data has been determined f o r D-T neutrons i n the i n t e r v a l
of 13.5-15 MeV and s i m i l a r l y to the e a r l i e r measurements,
i n most cases the a c t i v a t i o n method was used. Haight [77]
has given a review on the neutron data f o r i n c i d e n t energies between 10 and 40 MeV. A p l o t of the number of cross
section v s . atomic number of the target shows t h a t f o r
d i f f e r e n t i a l e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g and neutron emission the
data are very scanty i n the i n t e r v a l of 55SZS70 (see Figs.
15 and 1 6 ) .
a / TOTAL NEUTRON CROSS SECTION
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Among f a s t neutron data the t o t a l cross sections are
the most complete and accurate, so they give r e l i a b l e
i n f o r m a t i o n on the average p r o p e r t i e s of n u c l e i • The <?T
values measured by d i f f e r e n t authors are approximately
c o n s i s t e n t w i t h the given e r r o r s . Although there are some
exceptions, on average the inconsistency does not exceed
1 %. There are no data u t 14 MeV f o r the f o l l o w i n g elements:

Ru, Rh, Po, A t , Rn, F r , Ra, Ac, Pa and f o r most of the
s t a b l e i s o t o p e s . The white neutron sources based on c y c l o t r o n s , e l e c t r o n l i n a c s and tandem generators have been
used i n the l a s t decade f o r the measurements of 6L(A,E)
(see Refs. i n [ 7 7 ] ) . Some work on the determination of
6 T f o r the isotopes o f T i , N i , C r , Cu, Z n , A g , Cd, I n , Sn,
Sb, Te, Nd, Sm and Gd elements has been done at 14.2 MeV
by Dukarevich e t a l . [ 7 8 , 79, 8 0 ] , They found, i n agreement
w i t h the p r e d i c t i o n o f the "black nucleus" formula
6T=2n(R+x.) t h a t f o r a given element the cross s e c t i o n
increases smoothly w i t h increasing atomic weight o f i t s
isotopes.
The L ( A ) data a t Z=const. can be approximated by
s t r a i g h t l i n e s w i t h an average slope of A 6 = 2 . 3 - 1 0 AA
barn.
I n our earlier investigation [81] i t was found that the
ratio of 6|xp/2n(R+fc)2 shows a sinusoidal form as a function
of A ' and can be well described by the following empirical
expression (dashed curve in Fig. 17):
gexp
2n(R+JO*
where R=r A 1 / 3
Q

1.021 - 0.104 cos(2.18 A 1 / 3 -1.25)

(15)

r Q =1.4 fm and X=1.22 (A+l)/A.

The good f i t of t h i s empirical a n a l y t i c a l formula to the
experimental data for A>27, independent of the fact that the
elements are monoisotopic or not, suggests that i f any systematic trend i n 6j e x i s t s , i t s magnitude does not exceed a
few per cent and so eq, [15] can be used f o r the calculation
of unknown data.This conclusion i s supported by the measurements for the isotopic dependence of t o t a l cross sections [78]
where the r e l a t i v e change of <>T for AA*1, varies from Ni to Te
i n the i n t e r v a l of 0.8 to 0.4 %. Expression (15) could be i n t e r preted quantitatively by a semiclassical o p t i c a l picture (SOM)

[82, 83] with reasonable values of the nuclear radius parameter r o , potential depth and surface thickness. The general
formulae for the t o t a l , elastic and nonelastic cross sections
are as follows [84]
(16)

5;

(17)

(18)
where 1 j = e x p ( i & j ) , &£ being the phase s h i f t between the wave
t r a v e r s i n g the nucleus and that going around. Assuming 1j=o
f o r 4se nax =R/?i and "^=1 f o r t > t m a x i then we get the black
nucleus formulae which can reproduce the data of Cy, 6^. and
6"NE w i t h accuracies o f about 10 %, 20 % and 10 %, r e s p e c t i v e l y ,
at 14 MeV. Let us suppose as a second approximation t h a t
^ t p ( )
m a x = R A and 1^=1 f o r
S=exp(-ImM and <f=Re&, than we have

x

where

For ?^o, an oscillating term appears i n the t o t a l cross
section, caused only by the elastic scattering process. The
phase shift in the optical model formula for 6L can be determined from the solution of the Schrodinger equation i f the
potential parameters are known. This formula i s accurate but not
simple and computer is necessary for the calculations, however,
the data for 6_ can be reproduced within their 1-2 % error
l i m i t s . The nuclear Ramsauer effect used successfully by
Peterson [85] for the location of maxima and minima in neutron total cross sections is
another way for the determination of the phase s h i f t . Both the phase s h i f t and the phase
constant 1.35 in eq. (15) can be explained by assuming that
the nucleus has a surface thickness t in which the index of
refraction n changes. The physical picture and the meaning
of symbols used in this model are given below. The phase
shift Stakes the form:
3
<f=(n2R-2R)A-2t(n-n)/fc=( n-1) 2 r o A 1 / 3//* - 2 t ( n-n)
1/3
= <f'-r= const.A f - r

2R

(22)

. .4,

where
1/2

U=V+iW,

and n i s an average value
of the index of r e f r a c t i o n
w i t h i n the surface l a y e r .

=2n(R+)t) Z (l-e'- L " 1 / i cos ReA) =
= 2n(R+x)

(1-Scos<f)

6' E L =n(R+X) 2 (l+J 2 -2 Jcosd")

(19)
(20)
(21)
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The good f i t

[86] i n Bruyeres-le Chatel the angle-integrated

of the calculated curve to the e x p e r i -

elastic

and i n e l a s t i c cross sections, as w e l l as the angular d i s -

mental data suggests that n i s independent of A. The
frequency constant i n the empirical expression (15) i s 2.18

t r i b u t i o n f o r e l a s t i c and i n e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g from carbon

r e s u l t i n g i n a value of n=2.015. Taking i n t o account the

were measured [ 5 0 ] , The angle-integrated cross sections

surface thickness i n the nuclear radius, r o =1.26 fm was

the energy range from 8 to 14.5 MeV show s i g n i f i c a n t

found from the 6,- data- Using t h i s rQ,

agreements with the ENDF/B-III. and-IV. evaluations based on

from the observed

in

dis-

frequency we get a p o t e n t i a l depth of UQ=4S MeV and

the very scarce data. The new d i f f e r e n t i a l e l a s t i c

t=1.6 fm. From the amplitude of the o s c i l l a t i o n which i s

sections f o r Be at 14.2 MeV measured i n LASL [87] are i n

cross

f o r medium and heavy nuclei (see Fig. 17)

good agreement with the ENDF/B-IV. e v a l u a t i o n . A number of

the imaginary part of the o p t i c a l p o t e n t i a l can be deter-

6g. were derived by subtracting the measured nonelastic (>„£

almost constant

I n

Fi

t n e

from the t o t a l cross sections ^EL=SJ-6ME*

inary p o t e n t i a l w i t h strong surface and weak volume ab-

14 MeV ffe, data divided by t h e i r "black-nucleus" values are
1/^
p l o t t e d as a function of A ' . The dashed curve shows the

s o r p t i o n . The f i r s t
A '

term i n eq. (22) i s p r o p o r t i o n a l to

, while r i s constant f o r a given n and t .

Expression

3*

1 8

mined. The 14 MeV data support the existence of an imag-

r e s u l t of c a l c u l a t i o n s using the semiclassical model with
the same parameter values as determined from the t o t a l cross

of the form

sections (see e q . ( 2 0 ) ) . Unknown 6^. values f o r Asl5 may be
calculated with the simple a n a l y t i c a l expression
6T=2n(R+fc)2[a-p c o s ( q A 1 / 3 - r ) ]

(23)
6EL«n( r 0 A 1 / 3 + x ) 2 [ l . 0 3 - 0 . 2 0 8

cos(2.18 A 1 / 3 - 1 . 2 5 ) ]

(24)

i s a good approximation to reproduce the mass number and
energy dependence of t o t a l cross section

Eq.

[ 8 3 ] , where a,

(24) i s very useful i n normalizing angular

distributions.

p, q and r are energy-dependent parameters. Using t h i s

The integrated G gL and d i f f e r e n t i a l

simple model the energy dependence of t o t a l cross sec-

ing cross sections can be reproduced w i t h i n a few per cent by

scatter-

the nuclear o p t i c a l models [ 8 8 ] : however, these models need

tionscan be calculated i n the i n t e r v a l of 3-30 MeV. I t
was found that the calculated and experimental values

6 £ L (S) e l a s t i c

for

a number of adjustable parameters depending on energy and/or
mass number and the c a l c u l a t i o n s require at least medium-

Bi are i n agreement w i t h i n a few percent.

sized computers.
b/ ELASTIC SCATTERING CROSS SECTIONS

As there are no measurements f o r the d i f f e r e n t i a l

Most of the e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g cross sections 6"EL
have been determined by measuring the energy of
neutrons. Because of experimental d i f f i c u l t i e s

scattered
(poor energy

while f o r the remaining n u c l e i s i g n i f i c a n t deviations are
present i n the shapes and absolute values of the ( L . t S )

r e s o l u t i o n , background, incomplete knowledge of the energy

f u n c t i o n , any conclusion concerning the p o t e n t i a l form and

dependence of the neutron detection e f f i c i e n c y ) ,

the values of the parameters is iwtv, r u n c e r t a i n . I t was shown

integrated

6_. data were determined from d i r e c t measurements only
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elas-

t i c s c a t t e r i n g cross sections of about 30 % of the elements,

for

26 elements at 14 MeV. Recently using neutron T.O.F system

that the semiclassical model can be used to describe not
only t o t a l and integrated e l a s t i c but also

differential

212

elastic and nonelastic neutron cross sections i n a wide
range of mass numbers, using the same parameter sets for
each nucleus.
The general expression for the d i f f e r e n t i a l elastic
scattering cross section is
6 EL (9)=

as suggested by the d i f f r a c t i o n model. The &E1_(8) values can
be estimated f o r 12SAS238 mass numbers.
c/ NONELASTIC CROSS SECTIONS

(25)

e)

Applying the same assumptions and notations as before,
t h i s gives [891
max

9

EL(8)=(|y

S(2

2 p

The mass number dependence of 6EE|_(
|(fi)
fl

Pe (cos 0)

(28)

a t 14 MeV i s :

- 0 3 - 0 - 2 0 8 cos(2.18 A 1/3 -1.25 )] •
2

©)[

"•(26)

The neutron nonelastic cross section 6^ i s equal t o
that of the S--6 E ,. Using a more complete data set f o r
S T , 6 E L and 6 NE at 14 MeV the reduced (?NE values are plotted
i n F i g . 20 as a function of mass number. I t can be seen that
there are no data for aboui. half the elements; the e x i s t i n g
data, however, show a decrease with increasing mass number A
which means that r i s A-dependent. Since 1970 no new data
have 'ueen published for 6«,p. The nonelastic cross sections
can be calculated by the expression [82, 83]

(27)

r Q (A) A'1/3
„_„ _
-TFigure 19 show experimental and
where t_
calculated scattering cross sections for
Fe,
Ta and
2o9B i . Normalizing constants were not used. The dashed
l i n e shows the sun of the shape e l a s t i c scattering and a
constant background of 10 mb/sr. Using Eq. [27] the
forward peaks are f a i r l y w e l l reproduced i n a wide range of
mass numbers both i n form and i n absolute values, while
there are deviations at some of the remaining peaks espec i a l l y f o r the heavy n u c l e i . I t should be noted however,
that no free perameters were used i n the c a l c u l a t i o n s .
Pearlstein [90] has also given a simple method for the
c a l c u l a t i o n of d i f f e r e n t i a l e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g cross sections of 14 MeV neutrons, using a Bessel function expansion

fm, and J=0.104
where at I t MeV rQ! A) =1.21+^73 from eq. (15).
A
The energy dependence of 6 N E around 14 MeV i s smooth
and no additional tendency, e . g . isotopic e f f e c t can be
observed i n the data w i t h i n t h e i r r e l a t i v e l y high l i m i t s of
errors.
The semiclassical o p t i c a l model i s capable to describe
the 6 T , 6 E L , fJE[_(S) and 6NE data above 10 MeV for 14SAS238
i n t e r v a l . The cross sections are given as closed a n a l y t i c a l
expressions of the o p t i c a l parameters; this renders possible
both the quick estimates of unmeasured cross sections and
the a n a l y t i c a l operations [ 8 9 ] ,
Considering the fact that the t o t a l , e l a s t i c and
nonelastic cross sections a t 14 MeV can be well described
both by exact or s i m p l i f i e d o p t i c a l models and by empirical
expressions w i t h an accuracy of 1-2 %t further accurate
measurements are needed f i r s t of a l l f o r the 6 ^ ( 6 ) function
fnr which the agreemen1 israther poor.
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d / PARTIAL NONELASTIC CROSS SECTIONS
14 MeV neutrons can give r i s e t o about 1800 reactions on
the 290 s t a b l e or long h a l f - l i f e isotopes leading t o radioact i v e r e s i d u a l n u c l e i . I n t h i s number the reactions ( n , p ) ,
{n,o), (n,2n), (n,3n), ( n , T ) . (n,np), ( n , d ) , (n,na), (n,3He),
( n , t ) , ( n , n t ) , and ( n , n ' f ) were taken i n t o account. These
reactions give r i s e t o about 600 d i f f e r e n t r a d i o a c t i v e i s o topes, i . e . a given isotope on the average can a r i s e from
three d i f f e r e n t i n t e r f e r i n g r e a c t i o n s . The number of known
n

TO

fission products in
U(n 1 4 # f) i s about 450, from which
363 ha-^a cumulative y i e l d higher than 0.1 %, with h a l f - l i v e s
ranging from 10
to 10 s.
There are a few compilations and surveys of the available
14 MeV neutron reaction and fission cross sections based on
recent publications [64 , 73, 91-98] which were used in t h i s
review.
I n spite of the simplicity of measuring activation cross
sections, there are considerable disagreements between published data; therefore, more accurate trends can be revealed from
the data measured by the same author because of the higher
relative accuracy.
The activation cross sections for (n,2n), (n,p) and (n,a)
reactions vs. target proton number Z at 14 MeV are plotted in
Figs. 21 a-e, 22 a-e, 23 a-d respectively. The deadline date
for the l i t e r a t u r e survey for points was 1969, while the
crosses represent the modern data. In these Figures the
target mass numbers and the h a l f - l i v e s (<ly) of the
residual nuclei ( i n parenthesis) are indicated above the
experimental points. The numbers shown above the question
marks denote the mass numbers of those nuclides for which
data are not available. As i n most cases the differences
between the data relating to the same nuclide considerably
exceed the errors given in the references, the error l i m i t s
are not indicated. As i t can be seen the spread is s i g n i -
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ficant i n the modern data, too. The nain sources of errors
are as follows: i n t e r f e r i n g reactions caused by impurities
in the samples; h a l f - l i f e data; abundance of the radiation
detected; converting counting into disintegration rate;
efficiency of the separation technique; absolute neutron
flux and i t s variation i n time; energy and energy spread
of neutrons; cross section of monitor reaction; escape of
residual nuclei by nuclear r e c o i l or d i f f u s i o n . A few among
these sources can be eliminated oy using the arrangement
given in Fig. 5 for i r r a d i a t i o n . The fission on depleted
° U layer can serve as flux monitor and standard cross
section. Dacay data including decay schemes can be found
in Refs. [99-108].
e) (n,n f ) AND (n,2n) CROSS SECTIONS
The ratios of 6 „ and
values plotted against the
target neutron number at 14 MeV show that the (r.,2n) cross
sections give about 80 % of 6NE above N=60; therefore, by
the study of the (n,2n) reaction one can get information on
those properties of nuclei which are dominant in nuclear
reactions.
According to a recent survey by Body [109] (n,2n) cross
sections have been measured at 14 MeV for about 30 % of the
stable nuclei. The observed N-Z dependence i n the (n,2n)
cross sections [110] provides a p o s s i b i l i t y to estimate
unknown values for isotopes and elements. On the basis of
measured and estimated data, recommended values of (n,2n)
cross sections at 14.7 MeV were given for 114 nuclides from
experimental data, for 137 nuclides from N-Z systematics and
for 71 elements from the averaging of 6 „ over isotopic
abundances [ 111] .
In addition to the activation technique a new method
based on pulsed sources and a large l i q u i d s c i n t i l l a t o r to
detect neutrons [112] is used for the measurement of 5 „
[113]. Fre'haut et a l . [113] obtained higher (J .,„ values for

heavy nuclei than those measured by activation method. Using
this s c i n t i l l a t o r - t a n k

method the ffp

2 n

values obtained by

from the calculation of inomeric cross section r a t i o in the
knowledge of 6m, the value of 6^, can be estimated. Another way

veeser et a l . [1141 at 14 MeV for a number of nuclides are
in good agreement with our recommended values, except for
Rh. The (n,2n)

G", values l i e in the i n t e r v a l of 100 to 600 mb. As f>n, so^. + SJj,

i s to measure the neutron emission cross

cross sections for elements have been mea-

At 14 MeV C-i-u

a

€!«•

section

J can in most cases be neglected or in

sured for FRT-structural materials i n LASL. by spectrometric

some cases can be measured by activation method. Systematic

method [115]. Results at 14.7 MeV are in good agreement with

measurements were carried out i n Dresden for 6

the recommended values [111] except for Ti at which the

assumed that i n the case of vibrational even-even nuclei

M

[118]. I t

is

deviation i s about 50 %. There i s , however, considerable spread

following i n e l a s t i c scattering, the excited states decay through

among existing old and new (n,2n) data i n the 13 to 15 MeV

the 2* state, and so by measuring the number of gammas from the

region determined by the activation method. The discrepancies

2+»0+

are attributed to the accepted decay schemes and i n s u f f i c i e n t

can be determined. Kuopman [1191 has given the results for

energy resolution of the detectors i n the past [116].

6

The plot of (n,2n)

cross sections (Figs. 21 a-e) enables

the following rough trends to be established: a) I n the mass
number region 19<A<40 the cross section decreases from 50 mb
to 4-5 mb, b) at A-48 i t

rises rapidly to -1000 mb and shows

a trend of increasing slowly up to a maximum value of -2000 mb

transitions the t o t a l i n e l a s t i c scattering cross section

, (2 + -0 + )

in comparison with that obtained from

GNE
between the data are satisfac3
MC - £6.. ,
i / n . n '. . The
, , _ agreements
,lfi
u
tory except for
Cd and J"L°Cd.
Several semi-empirical and empirical formulae are available
for the estimation of 6*n

2 n

at 14 MeV [117], among these, the

expression given by PearLstein [120] shows the best approxi-

for the heaviest n u c l e i , c) in the region 48<A<L00 strong

mation

l o c a l fluctuations e x i s t . The trends i n (n,2n)

14.7 MeV in the region of rare-earths taking into account both

reaction

[111], Kumabe [121] calculated (n,2n)

cross sections at

cross sections have been investigated by several authors [ 117]

s t a t i s t i c a l and precompound e f f e c t s . His results show good

and both isotopic and isotonic as well as odd-even effects

agreement with Oaim's experimental values [ 1 2 2 ] , According to

have been observed.

our investigations [123] the excitation functions of

Taking i n t o account the differences of

and

n

( n , t ) , (n,a)

2 n

well as the values of p a r t i a l cross sections at 14 MeV, for
6n

n

. i n average a few hundred mb can be expected. So, in

approximation for A2100,
the difference

S

- ffp

2 n

arount!

n'
is due to the
h inelastic

first

MeV, i . e .
scattering

(n,2n) (

and (n,p) reactions can be well described by the

Hauser-Fes'.bach model [124, 125, 126].
The angle-integrated cross section, g

, , for a

reaction a-a' averaged over compound nucleus fluctuations,
without width-fluctuation correction, may be written

and the same trends i n opposite direction should appear in
£

n

, as in 5n

2 n

. Very few data are available for the total

's' f

inelastic scattering cross sections because the direct measurements by the angle-integrated neutron spectra are d i f f i c u l t . Using the simple activation method a lower l i m i t
6"

i

a, a

st
0,n(2e+l) (21+1)

s' V

(29)

D(0,n)

for

process can be given for nuclei that have low-lying

isomeric states. According to the few data available, the

where I and i are the spin values of the incident

particles,

0 and n are the angular momentum and parity of the com-
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pound nucleus, respectively, while the denominator is

;.....]

, , , . (30)

E

x=0

In eq. (30), the sum from Ex=0 to Erf is over known discrete
levels of residual nuclei, and the integral i s for continuum
states up to the highest excitation energy. The level dens i t y parameter a in the back-shifted formula used in this
calculation was taken from the l i t e r a t u r e for ( n , n ' ) , (n,a)
and (n,p) processes. The actual value of a in the neutron
channel has been determined from the f i t of the calculated
(n,a) excitation function to the experimental data. The
value of a has been changed only within its l i m i t of error.
The f i t to the (n,a) reaction i s favourable because the
transitions t o the known levels give the greatest part of
the cross section up to 16 MeV, so the inaccuracy in aa
does not cause any considerable error i n the determination
of the level density parameter a n for the neutron channel.
Holub et a l . [127] calculated the (n,2n) cross sections
for 6 MeV excess energy and the excitation functions from
threshold to 20 MeV. The influence of the level density
parameter and the inverse particle reaction cross sections
on the evaporation model was tested. The systematic discrepancies between experimental data and evaporation
calculations have led to the conclusion that preequilibrium emission is present i n the (n,2n) reaction at
high energies," in agreement with the results of Veeser
et a l . [114] .
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Most recently qaim et a l . [128] found that at
14.6 MeV neutron energy the strong reaction channels
can be well described by the Hauser-Feshbach model,
while for the (n,t) and (n. He) processes the measured
cross sections are much higher than the calculated data.

For the analysis of neutron emission spectra from
14 MeV neutron reactions, Pearlstein [129] has used the
nuclear model code ALICE, developed by Blann [130] and a
global set of input nuclear constants. Over 70 % of the
cases the calculated spectra can be f i t to within 30 %
of experimental values in the range Na to B i .
f ) (n,p) AND (n,a)

CROSS SECTIONS

The plot of (n.p) cross sections vs. proton number of
the target nucleus (Figs. 22 a-e) shows an increasing
trend up to Z-16, from 6 D sl0 mb to—300 mb. In the
region 16£Zs24 a broad maximum can be observed, then
gradually decreases to 2-3 mb for the heaviest ele6
ments. The Cn „ values (Figs. 23 a-d) generally decrease
from -100 mb to - 1 mb from the lightest nuclei to the
heaviest elements. Two definite maxima can be seen, one
in the region from Na to Cl( 6"n o *100 mb) , the other i n
the rare-earth region ( 6 n a -100 mb). At N=50 the 6n
data are considerably higher than for the neighbouring
nuclides. Gardner and Yu-Wen [131] have given a relationship for the isotopic dependence of 6n .
Ths (n,p), (n,a) as well as the hydrogen and helium
producing cross sections for FRT related structural
materials were measured for a number of nuclei during
the last years [109, 132-138]. Molla and Qaim [132] have
determined the (>n
data at 14.7 MeV for 48 nuclides of
19 elements using the activation method. In the cross
sections ( from the systematic mesurements and from the
evaluation of l i t e r a t u r e data, they found a strong dependence on (N-ZJ/A in the case of medium and heavy
nuclei supporting the prediction of an earlier formula
given by Levkovskii [139] for the interval 12sAsl50:
ftl/3+1)2e-33(N-Z)/Amb>

(31)

The (N-Z) /A dependence of (5

and 6

is confinr >d by

structures

Haight et a l . [134, 136, 137] have used a Magnetic
Quadrupole Spectrometer (MQS) [140]

( n , t ) and (n,3He)

The study of

reactions may add to

our understanding of the emission of the three-nucleon

recent data indicated i n Fig, 24[97].
for the measurement

of the spectra of proton and alpha particles from 14 MeV

H,

He and to obtain important data for the

t r i t i u m and helium concentration build-up in fission
reactors and thermonuclear devices.
The cross sections for ( n , t )

neutron-induced reactions. The agreement between ths

and ( n. He) reactions at

results obtained at Livermore by MQS and aiilich by a c t i -

14 MeV have been recently investigated by the activation

vation for

and t r i t i u m beta counting techniques mainly at Oulich

Ti,

Ni and

Cu i s satisfactory. Fig. 25

shows a t y p i c a l angle-averaged proton spectrum from

Ti.

contribution of (n,np)

and (n,no)

[145], Debrecen [69, 123] and Zagreb

[146].

Values of ( n . He) reaction cross sections measured i n

I t was shown by Qaim and Stocklin [141] that the
reactions to the pro-

Zagreb [135] are much higher than those (~l-100|ib)

obtained

duction of hydrogen and helium at 14 MeV are not negligible.

in Oulich and Debrecen. Oaim [64] has given the following

The l i m i t e d number of data shows, as a gross trend, the

empirical formula to predict the uukw»r. uata for medium

(N-z)/A dependence [ 6 4 ] ; however, further measurements

and heavy n u c l e i :

are needed to observe any fine structure and to under-

6 n 3 H e =0.54 ( A 1 / 3 +l) 2 exp

stand the reaction mechanisms,

[-1

N-Z)/A]11b

(32)

Reaction mechanisms i n fast neutron-induced reactions
have been discussed in d e t a i l by Cindro [142]. The compound

The same formula i s v a l i d for 6_

t

, but the constant

nucleus emission i s able to account for the 6
i n the
n,ct
region 20SAS80, while for the explanation of the alpha
emission from heavy nuclei both preequilibrium and direct

factor i s 4,52 instead of 0.54

effects should be taken into account. The fine structure

nuclei they l i e in the -10-100ub region. Extensive inves-

The ( n , t )

[64],'

cross sections for very l i g h t nuclei are

r e l a t i v e l y large (-1C0 mb) , while for medium and heavy

in the angle-integrated alpha spectra was described by

tigations were carried out for the determination of

dispersion theory [143], The excitation functions of (n,p)

production rates i n the model Li blanket

and (n,a)

also for L i isotopes [147],

reactions can be s a t i s f a c t o r i l y described [123]

by the Hauser-Feshbach model (see e.g. Figs. 26 and

27).

tritium

[13, 152], and

Qaim and Stocklin [145] found that a maximum appears

Pearlstein [144] has given an empirical model based on

in the 6

s t a t i s t i c a l theory to calculate reaction cross section

exits for Z»22. According to our e a r l i e r r e s u l t s , a strong

, values at Z=26. and an ( N-Z)/A dependence

curves for medium mass nuclei. He obtained f a i r agree-

decreasing tendency with increasing atomic number can be

ment between calculated and measured (n,2n), ( n, a ) and

found in 6 n

(n,p) cross sections at 14 MeV.

vidual properties of nuclei are superimposed [69]. The

t

data, on which deviations arising from i n d i -

Hauser-Feshbach model calculation can reproduce both
g) ( n , t ) , (n,3He) AND (n,2p) CROSS SECTIONS

the shape and the magnitude of
tions

( n , t ) excitation func-

[123]. As can be seen in Fig. 28 the cross sec-
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h) (n,T> CROSS SECTIONS

t i o r curves change s i g n i f i c a n t l y around 14 MeV espec i a l l y f o r even n u c l e i ; t h i s may be a reason of the

For the determination of ( n , r ) cross sections at 14 MeV

large spread i n the l i t e r a t u r e data. S i m i l a r l y to Qaim's
observation we also found the (N-ZJ/A dependence for
odd target n u c l e i , but the 6n

t

data are higher than

for even nuclei by one order of magnitude. For even
nuclei the t r i t o n energy i s less

by

about 2 MeV than

that for odd ones, which may be a reason of the separation of the cross sections i n Fig. 29. The formula given

two methods are used: the a c t i v a t i o n technique 6"

and
t

values from e a r l i e r measurements were higher by a factor of
ten than 6.

< because

of the presence of scattered neutrons.

The measurements for f>act have been repeated w i t h improved
methods, eliminating the effects of secondary neutrons, and

tion on such properties of nuclear transformation that

good agreement was found between (J
and S. „ . Results
act
int
indicated in Fig. 30 [150] show that 6
is -1 mb in a wide
n,f
range of mass number, and that data are scanty especially for

cannot be obtained w i t h charged p a r t i c l e s [146], e.g. on

l i g h t nuclei.

the sub-Coulomb barrier reactions which lead to two holes

qualitative agreement with the expectation of the direct-

and one p a r t i c l e i n the proton and neutron configurations,

semidirect model [150]. The magnitude of the T-ray cascade

respectively.

through unbound levels could be determined from the difference

by Oaim [64] for the calculation of 6

values does not

contain a term f o r the odd-even e f f e c t s .
The study of the (n,2p)

reaction can y i e l d informa-

LULIC et a l . [148] used a simple model for

the calculation of the r a t i o R = 6(n ,2p)/6(n ,pn). They

of

(n,f)

penetration factor for protons emitted from the product

measured prompt -r-ray spectra and integrated cross sections

B of the A( n,p) B

of

reaction, and to a factor which takes

6*act -

The A-dependence of the cross section i s i n

supposed that R i s proportional to the Coulomb barrier

i n t o account the l e v e l density and the neutron and proton

6" i n t , which requires further precise activation

measurements. Most recently Budnar et a l . [151]

the radiative capture of 14.6 MeV neutrons for 28 elements

using a telescopic s c i n t i l l a t i o n pair spectrometer. The i n t e -

separation energies i n the nucleus B. According to t h i s

grated cross sections have a saturation value of about 1 mb

model the R values range from 10

at

to 10

. Our calcu-

l a t i o n s for high threshold reactions show the very strong
effect of the Coulomb b a r r i e r penetration factor on the
cross sections

cross sections, only a few microbarns can be expected for
the (n,2p)

A-60. Additional measurements should be performed to

clarify

the effect of closed neutron shells.
i)
(n.x-r)
CROSS SECTIONS

[123]. Taking i n t o account the facts

mentioned above and the experimental data for the (n.pn)
reactions instead of the (10-50) lib value

During the l a s t years there have been measurements at
14 MeV for neutron-induced gamma-ray production cross sections and spectra. I n such experiments pulsed beam and T.O.F

given by LULIC et a l . ( 1 4 8 l . Our present value for the

methods are used and the time spectrum of gammas i s detected

(n,2p) cross section for

by p l a s t i c or Nal(Tl)

Pr i s in agreement w i t h the

t h e o r e t i c a l expectation [149]. Further measurements are
needed, however, to clear up the systematics i n the data.

s c i n t i l l a t o r s . Gamna-ray production

cross sections were measured at 14.2 MeV by Drake et a l . [153]
for 20 samples ranging from Be to Pu, including elements that
are of i n t e r e s t

232

t

measurements of prompt gamma-ray spectra 6 i n t . The 6

for CTR programs.Cox et a l . [154, 155] have

measured the gamma-rays associated with scattering of 14 MeV
neutrons i n extended samples of possible fusion reactor mat e r i a l s . Fig. 31 shows a typical example for the shape of a
spectrum measured for
Al [77]. The discrepancies i n the
results indicate the d i f f i c u l t i e s of such measurements. I t
would be important to obtain data for standard
n,;
values and spectrum at 14 MeV neutron energy.
j ) FISSION BY 14 MOT WIITRONS
Fast neutron f i s s i o n cross sections f o r

233

U,

235

U,

238

U

239

and
Pu have been reviewed i n d e t a i l by Poenitz and Guenther
[156], and Lapenas [96]. The deviations i n f>n f values measured by d i f f e r e n t authors around 14 MeV are related to the
energy dependence of the f i s s i o n cross section near the
(n,2nf) threshold as the bombarding energy i s not always well
defined. At 14 MeV the change in 6 f i s especially marked f o r
•*°U, while f o r
Pu i t i s n e g l i g i b l e .
Most recently Cance and Grenier [157] measured the ab235
239
solute neutron f i s s i o n cross sections of
U and
Pu
around 14 MeV. In disagreement with e a r l i e r observations no
235
s i g n i f i c a n t energy dependence was found for
U i n the
239
i n t e r v a l 13.9 to 14.6 MeV and the results for
Pu are 12 %
lower than the old data. Further measurements are needed
around 14 MeV with good energy resolution to solve these
questions.
As for the f i s s i o n yields at 14 MeV,data for 2 3 4 > 2 3 6 u
and
Pu are incomplete and i t is necessary to extend the
measurements over the 2 3 1 Pa, 2 3 6 ' 2 3 7 N p and 242,244pu isotopes.
More accurate data are needed for the wings and valleys of
the mass d i s t r i b u t i o n s .
In order to study the fine structures, the present 5-10 %
errors i n the determination of yields in the peaks should be
reduced as low as 2-3 %. In the case of independent yields the
data are not s u f f i c i e n t even for 2 3 2 T h , 233,235,238^, g n d

239

Pu, which makes the conclusion on the charge d i s t r i b u t i o n ,
polarization and dispersion, as well as on odd-even effects
rather uncertain at 14 MeV [158]. The present status of
fission yield data has been surveyed by Cuninghame [159].
For the determination of mass distribution of fission
products, in addition to the earlier radiochemical and mass
spectrometric methods, nowadays the on-line isotope separation
technique and the gamma-spectrometric method [160] are applied at 14 MeV. The determination of both independent and
cumulative yields using Ge(Li) detectors i s more accurate
because the method i s fast and several gamma lines can be
used for the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of fragments for the same isotope [161].
According to a present investigation of Dardczy [161,
165, 166] the main advantages of the Get Li) technique are as
follows: mass yields £0.5 % can be determined, i . e . in the
S2SAS152 region for fast neutron-induced f i s s i o n ; among these
about 40-50 cumulative yields can be evaluated on the bases
of the known nuclear data; the accuracy is about 1-3 % for
fragments having a few y-lines with intensities higher -than
10 % (e.g.
Te,
Ba) , and so they can be used as standards
in relative measurements; the method i s also applicable for
fragments having short half l i v e s ; the necessary equipments
are available even for small laboratories to study the nuclear f i s s i o n .
The angular distribution of fission fragments can yield
information on the states at the saddle point. I t is expected
by theory that the anisotropy parameter R=W(0°)/W( 90°) has
maxima at t h e ( n . f ) , ( n . n ' f ) and (n,2nf) thresholds. The
existence of the maximum at the (n,2nf) threshold could not
be settled as yet because of the great spread and error in the
experimental data around 14 MeV. The solid state track detector technique i s a very simple method to measure the angular
distributions for a l l fragments [162, 163, 164). and also for
the determination of fission cross sections. The d i f f i c u l t
233

microscopy work can be e l i m i n a t e d by the a p p l i c a t i o n of the
jumping spark counter

[IS]

1167] f o r scanning. Schematic drawing of

such an e x p e r i m e n t a l arrangement

for irradiation

i s shown i n

NARGOLWALLA, S . S . , PRZYBYLOWICZ, E . P . , A c t i v a t i o n
w i t h Neutron G e n e r a t o r s , W i l e y , New York

(16]
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SOME REMARKS ON EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES FOR
THE STUDY OF SECONDARY PARTICLE SPECTRA AND
ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS EMANATING FROM 14 MeV NEUTRON INDUCED NUCLEAR REACTIONS
D. SEELIGER
Dresden Technical University,
Dresden,
German Democratic Republic
Abstract:
Neutron time-of-flight spectroscopy is widely used for experimental

acceleration, resulting in a deuteron current between 10 ,u
and 1 aA at the target. With thick tritium targets (1...10
0 Curie
of tritium absorbed in the titanium or zirconium occlusion layer
on a 0.2...0.5 mm air-cooled or water-cooled copper backing)
Q
'1*1
averaged neutron intensities of 10 ...10
neutrons per second
can be generated. The mean target life-time typically is in the
order of 20 h...100 h of operation.
On the one hand, small neutron generators of this type are
comparatively inexpensive and easy to operate. On the oth.erh.and,
they are rather useful for fundamental as well as applied
nuclear research. Therefore in a great number of laboratories each
devices are succesfully used since many years [1,2}.

investigations of neutron emission from neutron-induced reactions
at 14 MeV incident energy. The paper contains some recommendations
in connection with the design of pulsed-beam time-of-flight
spectrometers at DT-generators in developing countries.

I. Experimental Techniques
1. Time-of-flight spectroscopy at DT-Neutroa Generators
The main advantage of the T(d,n)*He reaction as a source of
monoeaergetic neutrons is its high, cross section at low deuteron
energy, which typically is between 120 keV and 250 keV. Moreover,
the reaction yield is almost isotropic (within about 3 %) and
neutron energy only weakly depends on the emission angle. Counting the associated oC-particles, a both absolute and precise
monitoring of the neutron flux is possible.

More advanced devices of DT-generators are equipped with high
current duoplasmatron ion sources and high power rotating targets,
which allow neutron yields between 10
and 10
neutrons per
second. But the number of existing devices of that type is still
rather limited [3,4-].

vw

Mo
Sc

For the overwhelming number of investigations of neutron
emission reaction channels time-of-flight spectrometers are
preferred, due-to their high efficiency and good energy
resolution [2*1 • In some cases also with proton recoil scintillation spectrometers useful physical information with comparatively weak energy resolution has been obtained [5 ] •
The energy resolution of a non-relativistic time-of-flight
spectrometer

(1)
DT-generators usually are equipped with a Cockroft-ffalton type
high voltage power supply and a RF-ion source. The mixed-ion
beam obtained from these sources is analyzed magnetically after

Mo

is determined by the overall time-spread ftt £ ns ] and the length
of the flight path t(mj. The full time spread is composed of
255

Sc
or

the independent partial uncertainties
.1/2

(2)
amongst which the main contributions are due to
A t j - the time spread of the 'start' moment, (e.g. the width
of the ion pulse for the beam pulsing method or the time
spread for the detection of associated « -particles);
^tj. - the spread of the 'stop' moment, which is determined by
the time resolution of the neutron detector,and
itj, - the time spread, which is caused by 'geometric'
uncertainties of the flight path.
. '• present both of the two methods for determination of the
'start' moment are widely used: The so-called 'associated particle
6
8
method^ can be used at low source intensities only (10 ...10
neutrons per second), due-to the limitations by random coincidences. This results in very long running time for most of the
experiments. But there are also some advantages connected with
this method: The time resolution of the order of 1.0...1.5 ns
for the best cases is completely independent of the parameters of the neutron generator, such as the stability of the
high-voltage power supply and others. Based on the associatedparticle method, fast neutron TOF-spectrometry depends on the
disposal of high-quality nanosecond detector electronics equipment only. Using this method, the background TOF-spectra are
not time-depending and, therefore, the background-line can be
determined with high precision. Finally, the formation of a welldefined coincident neutron cone makes possible experimental
arrangements without a heavy shielding of neutron detectors.
For these reasons, especially if the running of the DT-generator
256 is not time-limited, the associated particle method seems to be

a very useful tool for fast neutron spectroscopy. This is true,
particularly if a
specific reaction channel for a small number
of cases has to be investigated with high precision.
Compared with that, the main advantage of the pulsed-beam
method consists in the much higher neutron intensity, which in
principle can be applied for experiments. However, one has to
pay for this advantage:
- The background-line becomes time-dependingj
- neutron detectors have to be located in heavy collimators;
- and some of the neutron generator parameters must be controlled
strongly, since they influence the overall time resolution and
stability of the TOF-spectrometer.
But no doubt, for systematic investigations of many nuclei the
pulsed-beam method is favoured.
In the review paper [6 J the existing methods for nanosecond
ion beam pulsing are discussed in detail. The following
conclusions can be drawn from this paper: In relation to the
120...200 keV DT-generators, the most reasonable (but the only
possible one!) solution for a nanosecond beam-pulsing system
consists of the combination of RF-deflection with HF-klystron
bunching of the ion beam. By the last method, the monoenergetic
deuteron beam with the velocity v and kinetic energy E is
modulated with the harmonic energy spread E • sin to t in a narrow
modulation gap. This velocity modulation leads to the collection
of a definite part of the whole ion beam (e.g. ions crossing the
modulation gap during a definite phase interval A^> 0 «*«t 0 of the
modulation voltage) into very intense short burst after drifting
to the 'focus* distance x g from the modulation gap.
The focus distance

(3)

depends on the frequency u velocity V Q and the so-called
modulation factor ots g ° • For klystron bunching of a 150 keV
monoenergetic deuteron beam with the bunching frequency of 5 M c
as shown in fig. 1,the following characteristics can be obtained theoretically: Ions, passing the modulation gap within a
time interval £ * 0 - 45 ns, e.g. 22,5 % of the total amount of
deuterons, can be collected within the time interval 4 1 = 1 ns
at the target. The somewhat broadened initial time interval
A t Q = 6 0 ns, e.g. 30 % of the beam, contributes to an ^ t g = 2 ns
ion burst at the target. The corresponding compression factors
A i O . amount to 45 and 30, respectively [ 7j- But such high
bunching factors cannot be obtained practically. As it was shown
(see f.i. f 8 ] ) , bunching factors obtained experimentally are
limited by the energy spread £ E Q of the ions before klystron
bunching. The ma-rimum compression factor is given by
(4)

where A E is the energy spread introduced by the klystron
bunching, e.g. approximately A E « 3^. Having in mind, that
even for a well stabilized high voltage power supply the' beam
energy spread is at least of the order of ^ E Q = 500 eV,
modulation amplitudes 1^ should te higher than 5 keV. Practically modulation factors of of = 0.05...0.1 are used, which
correspond to modulation amplitudes S^ = 7.5...15 keV for a
150 keV deuteron beam. In this case according to eq. (4)
compression factors up to -|£ = 15...30 are possible.
For practical design of pulsing systems for DT-generators the
following conclusions can be drawn:
- In order to preserve the main advantage of the p-ilsed beam
method, e.g. the maximum average intensity for a requested

pulse width At , i* is necessary to choose the pulse width ^ t 0
by beam deflection in accordance with eq. (4). If i t is
smaller, beam intensity is lost without any benefit. If 4 t Q is
higher than predicted by eq. (4), the requested &^s cannot be
achieved.
- Introduction of a modulation amplitude in the order of
EJJJ 7,5..«15 2£eV immediately after the ion source, where the
total kinetic energy of the ions is of the same order of
magnitude, is impossible due to the requirements of ion optics.
Therefore, in systems, introducing velocity modulation before
acceleration, much smaller modulation amplitudes 1^ have to be
used. The apparent advantage of using a low power BF-generator
is paid by the decrease of the maximum compression factor,
resulting finally in a loss of average neutron intensity.
• Sometimes,beam deflection and klystron bunching electrodes
are supplied with different RF-voltages. From eq. (3) it's
evident, that using instead of w the frequency 2kfc> (with
k = 1,2...n) the focus distance x s is preserved with ^ of
the modulation amplitude. In this case it is necessary to
shorten the incident ion pulses to A fe t>y means of the beam
deflection, e.g. to preserve constant the compressible phase
interval &<j>o = « a t Q = ^ i & V ( 2 i w ) - ° - 'the new bunching

frequency 2kfc>. In this case again the apparent advantage of
using a smaller RF-generator is paid by the loss of target
intensity (by a factor Jjr , if oz'zer parameters like A^s,
x
s i E Q , 4 E Q and bean loss along the drift path are considered
to be constant!).
And so we conclude, that for low energy DT-generators (for
other accelerators the situation is quite different!) from the
point of view of a maximum pulsed neutron intensity the best
solution consists in post-accoleration klystron bunching of the
deuterons with a modulation factor * = O.O5...O.I, combined with
a beam deflection at the same fresueccy before or after acceleration.
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INTEGRAL CROSS-SECTION MEASUREMENTS FOR
INVESTIGATING THE EMISSION OF COMPLEX PARTICLES
IN 14 MeV NEUTRON-INDUCED NUCLEAR REACTIONS

differential data. Integration of the cross section over the
angular range gives the integral cross section. Several types
of counter telescopes have been used for studying charged
particles and the subject is treated in detail by Vonach [ 2 ] .
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2.1 Activation Technique

ABSTRACT
Some of the off-line techniques used for the determination
of integral cross-section data are reviewed and, as a critical
check, some typical data sets are compared. The systematic trends
reported in the cross-section data for (n,d), (n,t) , (n,3He) and
(n,a) reactions are discussed. A brief discussion of the possible
reaction mechanisms is given. Some of the applications of the
data are outlined.
1. INTRODUCTIOM
In the interactions of 14 MeV neutrons with nuclei radiative
neutron capture has low probability but the emission of both
neutrons and protons is highly favoured. In addition the emission
of complex particles like *H, 3 H , 3 He and ''He is also energetically possible. However, with the exception of ''He, in general
the emission of complex pari:icles has not been investigated in
great detail, mainly due to the relatively low cross sections of
such processes [cf. 1 ] . Such investigations are, however, of
great significance for enhancing our understanding of nuclear
theory and for practical applications. Integral cross-section
measurements play an important role in the study of such reactions
and this review gives a summary of the information available in
this field.
2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
In general three techniques are commonly used for measuring
integral cross sections of reactions involving the emission of
complex particles.
- On-line particle detection
- Activation technique
- Mass spectrometry
The on-line particle detection technique involves identification and measurement of the energy and angular distributions of
the emitted complex charged particles (2H,3H,'»He) and yields

This is a relatively simple technique and involves an off-line
identification and radiometric determination of the radioactive reaction product. In the special case of (n,t) reactions
the technique has been applied in two variations, namely,
identification of the activation products and estimation of
the formed tritium by 6 - counting in the gas phase.
Several of the steps involved in the precise measurement of
the cross sections by the activation technique have been
discussed by Csikai [ 3 ] . In this review only those aspects are
emphasized which are relevant to the study of the rather lowyield reactions.
2.1.1 Sample preparation for irradiations
The chemical form of the substance to be irradiated should
be well defined. As has been discussed in several publications
from Jiilich [cf. 4-10], in investigations of low-yield reactions
it is most essential that high purity materials be irradiated
since many of the activation products under investigation may
also be formed via interfering reactions on impurities, thereby
giving rise to erroneous results. In this context both isotopic
and non-isotopic impurities are undesirable. It has been found,
for example, that in the 14.6 MeV cross-section measurement of
the reaction 6 0 Ni(n,t) 5 8 Co, if target nickel contains 10 ppm
cobalt impurity, the interfering reaction 5 9 Co(n,2n) 5 8 Co will
give rise to •>. 20% of the 5 8 C o activity. Similarly if the target
isotope 6 0 N i is 99.8% enriched with 5 B Ni isotopic impurity of
0.2%, the interfering reaction 5 8 Ni(n,p) S B Co will contribute
about 12% of the 5 8 Co activity. The interference from non-isotopic impurities can be suppressed by using > 99.999% pure
materials and that from the isotopic impurities by using highly
enriched isotopes.
Whenever possible thin samples should be used since thick
samples cause the production of low-energy secondary neutrons.
In general the Q-values of the low-yield reactions are highly
negative and the effect of secondary neutrons is therefore
negligible. However, if the investigated activation product is
the same as that formed in an (n,-y) reaction on some isotopic
or non-isotopic impurity, the measured reaction cross section
will be erroneous since the low-energy neutrons have rather high
cross sections for the (n,y) reaction. In investigations of
(n,t) reactions by tritium counting the interference due to
secondary neutrons must be taken into account, especially if the 281

irradiated sample contains lithium impurity for which the (n,t)
cross section is particularly high.
2.1.2 Choice of E n and neutron flux measurement
It is known that the energy of the neutrons produced in a
dt neutron generator ranges between 13 and 15 MeV, depending
on the energy of the deuterons incident on the tritium target
and the emission angle of neutrons. A typical irradiation
facility at a 300 keV dt neutron generator is shown in Fig. 1.
The energy and energy spread of the neutron incident on the
sample can be calculated [cf. 11] by taking into account the
angle of emission and scattering in the intervening medium.
From the energy profile of the neutron flux in various groups
it is estimated that the energy of 90% neucrons reaching the
sample is 14.7±0.3 MeV. Since in investigations of nuclear
reactions with low cross sections, with a view to obtaining
reasonably reliable counting statistics, it is necessary to
irradiate rather thick samples at angles of 0-40 , the resulting
neutron energy is 14.6±0.4 MeV.
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The neutron flux can generally be measured accurately by
the associated particle technique. However, in the case of
thick samples it may not give the neutron flux effective in
the thick target, unless some Monte Carlo type calculations
are done to take into account the size and thickness of the
sample. As an alternative the use of an internal standard
reaction with a well-known cross section may be very advantageous. In investigations of (n,t) and (n.'He) reactions, for
example, (n,p) and (n,a) reactions, respectively, on the same
target nucleus have been employed as internal monitor reactions
[4.6,8,9].
2.1.3 Radiochemical separations
The activation products of strong reaction channels can
often be identified non-destructively, mainly through the use
of high-resolution counters. In the case of low-yield reaction
products, however, in order to identify the weak activities
it is important to separate them chemically from the strong
matrix activities. Such chemical separations are often straightforward but they do demand a good knowledge and skill of radiochemical techniques, especially when dealing with carrier-free
materials.
The more commonly used radiochemical methods of separation
include processes like precipitation, coprecipitation, adsorption
on preformed precipitates, solvent extraction, ion-exchange
chromatography, high-pressure liquid chromatography, gas extraction, etc. A summary of the radiochemical methods used at
Jillich for the determination of nuclear data is given elsewhere
[12,13]. The latter two separation methods, viz. high pressure
liquid chromatography and gas extraction, proved to be of special
advantage. The high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) is
virtually an efficient column chromatographic technique which
makes use of high pressure to accelerate the separation. It
facilitated rapid separation of the rare earths [14] and allowed
accurate measurement of the (n,p), (n,3He) and (n,o) reaction
cross sections [9,15]. The gas extraction technique [5] is ideal
for those cases where the activation product is a very soft
B~ emitting gaseous product like 3 H or 3 7 Ar [16]. It has been
applied extensively to studies on (n,t) reactions
[cf. 5,7,12,13,17,18].
2.1.4 Sample preparation for counting
Radiochemical techniques not only allow separation of the
transmutation products from strong matrix activities but also
facilitate preparation of thin sources for B~ counting or
X-ray spectroscopy. Typical examples are furnished by investigations on the reactions 58 Ni(n,a)5 5 F e and 5 0 Cr (n,n!p)1*9V [19].
Since both 5 5 Fe and ""'v are long-lived, grarone quantities of

Ni and Cr target samples must be irradiated.
Due to high selfabsorption effects, however, the products 55Fe and U-V, both
of which decay exclusively by EC and thereby emit 5.9 and 4.5
keV X-rays, respectively, cannot be accurately determined. Use
of carrier-free radiochemical
separations for V and Fe, and
preparation of thin lt9V and 55 Fe sources, eliminate this difficulty.
2.1.5 Measurement of radioactivity
High resolution counting methods are essential for an unambiguous identification of the activation products. In recent
years Ge(Li) detector y-ray spectroscopy has superseded almost
all the other methods of counting. There is, however, still
considerable scope of the application of soft
X-ray spectroscopy, such as applied in the detection of lt9V and =5Fe [19],
since cross-section data for many of_the light mass nuclei are
not known. The use of non-specific B~ counting should in general
be avoided. If, however, no other radiation is emitted, use
should be made of low-background anticoincidence B-proportional
counters [cf. 4,6,8,9]. Chemical separation, preparation of thin
source and a stringent test of half-life are most essential.
2.1.6 Calculation of cross section
The count rate is converted into decay rate by applying the
usual corrections like those for u^cay, y-ray branching, counting
efficiency, geometry, absorption, etc. and the cross section is
calculated using the well-known activation equation. It should
be pointed out that many of the older cross sections are in
error because of the use of erroneous decay data. It is therefore
recommended that in each case two or three strong y-rays with
well-defined branching ratios should be used for cross section
work. Furthermore, a check of the half-life of the product should
be carried out. It is also essential to give enough details of
the data used so that a renormalization, if necessary, may be
carried out at a later date.
2.1.7 Advantages and limitations of the activation technique
The advantages of the activation technique are:
- Simplicity
- High sensitivity, especially in combination with specific
radiochemical separations
and low-level methods of counting.
In the case of (n,3He) reactions cross sections of the order
of 1 ub have been measured [8,9].
- It is possible to distinguish between (n,x) and (n.n'x) processes since they lead to different activation products. In
contrast, in on-line detection of emitted charged particles
the contributions of (n,x) and (n,n'x) processes can be
analysed only by an elaborate theoretical analysis.

Cross sections for transitions leading to the formation of
closely spaced nuclear levels with measurable half-lives
can be determined. Due to resolution problems cjch isomeric
cross sections cnnnot be easily determined by an analysis
of the emitted particle spectrum.
The limitations of the activation technique are:
It is not applicable in the case of stable reaction products.
It yields only integral data and hence the information extractable on the reaction mechanisms is rather small.
It involves measurement of the activation product, irrespective of its mode of formation. Therefore, if proper care is
not taken, the interfering reactions may lead to erroneous
results.
2.2 Mass Spectrometry
This method involves an off-line identification of the
generally stable or very long-lived reaction product via its
mass. Cross sections for the formation of some medium and heavy
mass products via (n,y) reactions during long irradiations in
nuclear reactors have been determined using a magnetic mass
spectrometer [cf. 20j. However, as far as nuclear reactions
involving the emission of complex particles are concerned, the
method has been applied
exclusively to the estimation of light
3
mass gaseous products
He
and ''He; in cross-section work the
2
3
detection of 'H, H and H by mass spectrometry has so far not
been attempted.
The mass spectrometric determination of helium isotopes has
been carried out so far mainly at Rockwell International,
California [cf. 21,22] and bJUlich [10]. Whereas at Rockwell
International the produced He was heated out ci the irradiated
material, spiked with 3He and measured using a high sensitivity
magnetic mass spectrometer
in a static mode, in our Institute
relative measurements of 3He and ''He, both produced in fast
neutron-induced reactions, were carried out in a dynamic mode
using a quadrupole mass spectrometer.
Mass spectrometry constitutes a sensitive method for the
detection of light mass stable gaseous products and about 10,8
atoms can be detected
[21,22]. The dynamic range of the system
is generally
> 10 7 , which means that the intensity ratios of
1:107 for neighbouring masses can be well distinguished [10].
The technique has proven to be very useful for estimating total
helium gas production in various structural materials [cf. 22].
In recent years it has gained considerable sophistication and
has found application even in passive neutron dosimetry [cf. 23].
Similar to the activation technique the mass spectrometric
method has the disadvantage of yielding only integral crosssection values so that little information on the reaction
mechanism is obtained. Furthermore, no distinction is made
between (n,x) and (n.n'x) type reactions, the measured cross
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In general it seems that the recent results obtained by u.he
three techniques are in agreement wiOiin the limits of expei\mental errors.

section being a sum of all the helium emitting reactions. On
the other hand, in contrast, to the activation technique, mass
spectrometry can be applied even in those cases where the
transmutation products are stable.

3.2 Systematic Trends in Integral Cross-Section Data

3. CROSS-SECTION DATA AMD SYSTEMATICS

Miljanic and Valkovic [26] surveyed the cross-section data
for (n,d) reactions on the light nuclei 3 H e , 6 L i , 7 L i , l 0 B ,
" B , lllN, 1 5 N , 1 6 0 and 1 9 F . In recent years extensive studies
on nuclei in the medium mass region have been carried out at
Livermore [cf. 27-29]. The trend based on the integrated (n,d)
data reported from Livermore is shown in Fig. 2. For comparison

3.1 Comparison of Cross-Section Data obtained by various
Techniques
The (n,t) reaction on very light nuclei has been investigated
using both particle detection with counter telescopes [cf. 24,25]
and the activation technique in combination with tritium counting. The results are more or less in agreement. In th& medium
and heavy mass regions so far both the (n,t) and (n,3He)
reactions have been investigated exclusively by the activation
technique so that a comparison with other techniques is not
possible. The cases of (n,d) and (n,a) reactions are discussed
below.
Since integral cross-section data of 14 MeV neutron-induced
reactions obtained via the three techniques mentioned above
incorporate varying contributions from side reactions, some
adjustments in the data are necessary before a comparison can
be made. We present in Table I the results for a few typical
cases.

Table I. Comparison of some data sets obtained by various techniques
Activation and Radiochemistry
(KFA Juli=h)
5?
58

Ni(n,p) 5 8 Co
N i [ (n,n'p) + (n ,d)]' 7 Co

375+22
526 + 45

Quadrupole Spectrometer
(LLL, Calif.)
5B

Ni(n,xp)
Ni(n,d)

58

Mass Spectrometer
(Rockwell Int.,Calif.)

1000+120
14+ 16
00

Total :
58
58

Ni(n,a)55Fe
Ni(n,n'a) 5 *Fe *
Total :

51
51

V(n,a)" 3 Sc
V(n,n'cc) u7 Sc
Total :

1014+136 mb

901±67 mb
125+15
< 10

58

Ni(n,xi)

18±2.5 Tit

58

Ni(n,rXa)

116±8
Fig.

51

V(n,xu)

17i2
17+2 mb

2

116i8 mb

106+17 mb

125+15 mb
16 + 2
2 + 0.5

106+17

0D5
010
Q15
020
Asymmetry parameter [N-Z)iA-»-

5l

V(n,xa)

18±2
18+2 mb

Systematics of (n,d) and [(n,d)+(n,n'p)+(n,pn)] reaction
cross sections at 14.7 MeV. The trend in the
[(n,d)+(n,n'p)+(n,pn)] reaction cross sections is based
on radiochemical measurements done at Jiilich, that in
the (n,d) cross sections on magnetic quadrupole spectrometric measurements carried out at Livermore.

* Value from systematics.
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the trend in the [(n,d)+(n,n'p)+(n,pn)] cross sections based
on the data measured at Julich [30-32] is also shown. It is

For medium and heavy mass nuclei it was observed that the
(n,t) cross section decreases rather slowly with (N-Z)/A of the

the trend in the [(n,d)+(n,n'p)+(n,pn)] cross sections based
on the data measured at Julich [30-32] is also shown. It is
apparent that for nuclei with A ^ 30 the (n,d) cross section
is small coippared with the [ (n,d) + (n,n'p) + (n,pn) ] cross section.
The sequential emission of a neutron and a proton is therefore
more favoured than the emission of a bound deuteron. In the
medium mass region, however, the (n,d) cross section almost
approaches the sum of the (n,d), (n.n'p) and (n,pn) cross
sections.
The (n,t) cross section for very light nuclei is exceptionally
large [cf. 24,25]. First systematic studies on (n,t) reactions
in the medium and heavy mass regions were carried out at Julich
[4-7]. The trends in broad terms are shown in Fig. 3. At 14.6
MeV, in general the (n,t) cross section decreases as a function
of Z. The proposed rising part of the curve is due to nuclear
structure effects; our Hauser-Feshbach calculations have shown
(see below) that in this mass region the (n,t) reaction proceeds
mainly via statistical processes, whereas in other mass regions
non-statistical processes are important.

For medium and heavy mass nuclei it was observed that the
(n,t) cross section decreases rather slowly with (N-Zl/A of the
target nucleus. The cross section can be described by a phenonenological formula [ 6 ] ,
exp[-1O(N-Z)/A]iib.
r(n,t) = 4 . 5 2 ( A l / 3 + 1 ) 2
Measurements at Debrecen [17,18] on seven odd mass target nuclei
gave cross-section values wnich are by an order of magnitude
higher than the trend described above. This suggests the existence
of an odd-even effect in the (n,t) cross section at 14.6 MeV
for medium and heavy mass nuclei [18], somewhat similar to that
for light nuclei at higher incident neutron energies [ 7 ] . In the
above formula therefore an extra term should be included to take
into account the odd-even effect.
Systematic studies on (n,3He) reactions have been carried out
mainly at Julich [8,9]. Similar to (n,t) cross sections, a
phenomenological formula has been developed to predict unknown
(n,3He) cross sections.
exp[-1O(N-Z)/A]iib.
O.54(A1/3+1)2
a(n, 3 He)
The trend in (n,3He) cross sections is similar to that for (n,t)
cross sections; in absolute terms, however, the (n,3He) cross
section is by an order of magnitude smaller than the (n,t) cross
section.
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Trends in tritium formation reaction cross sections.
(A) With break-up neutron spectrum (E n = 11.5-43.5 MeV;
I m a x at 22.5 MeV; FWHM = 15.8 M e V ) . (B) At E n = 14.6
MeV [7].

The gross trends in the cross sections for the four (n,charged
particle) reactions investigated in rather more detail, viz.
(n,p), (n,t), (n,3He) and (n,a) are shown in Fig. 4. The (n,t)
and (n,3He) cross sections have been multiplied by a factor of
1O 3 to facilitate visual comparison.
The decrease in cross section as a function of the asymmetry
parameter (N-Z)/A is a characteristic feature of all the reactions
in which charged particles are emitted. The (n,p) and (n,a)
reactions constitute rather strong reaction channels in the light
mass region. The strong decrease in their cross sections as a
function of (N-Z)/A is due to the increasing competition from
(n.n'y) and (n,2n) processes. The decrease of both the (n,t) and
(n,3He) cross sections with (N-ZJ/A is much less pronounced.
Apparently the emission of 3 H and 3 He particles in the medium and
heavy mass regions at incident neutron energies very near the
grazing thresholds of the two reactions is relatively independent
of the emission of other particles, such as n, p and a, and
possibly entails substantial contributions from direct processes.
4. REACTION THEORIES AND CALCULATIONS
The differential cross-section data on the emission of
deuterons, tritons and a-pafticles in 14 MeV neutron-induced
reactions on very light nuclei have been interpreted in the
light of several direct reaction theories [cf. 24-26,33,34].
The (n,d) reaction seems to proceed via direct processes in
other mass regions as well [cf. 35,36]. For a-emission in the
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II

target nuclei and Qaim et al [39] gave an analysis of (n,t),
(n,3He) and (n,d) reaction cross sections in the mass region
27 to 59. It was concluded by Qaim et al [39] that the (n,t)
reaction on target nuclei in the (2S,1d) shell seems to proceed
predominantly via statistical processes; for heavier nuclei ronstatistical contributions become important. In the case of (n,d)
and (n,3He) reactions non-statistical contributions appear to be
significant for all the nuclei.
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Gross trends in some (n,charged particle) reaction
cross sections at 14.6 MeV [9].

if pick-up,
then S=0,1

medium mass region multi-step Hauser-Feshbach analysis has
been quite successful [cf. 28,29] whereas in the heavy masf>
region direct effects play an important role [cf. 37].
Attempts to interpret the integral cross-section data, i.e.
those obtained by off-line methods described above, have in
general been limited to the use of the statistical n.odel. The
(n,a) cross section in the mass region 20<A£80 is described
successfully by the statistical model [cf. 38]. In contrast,
the (n,d), (n,t) and (n,3He) reactions in the medium and heavy
mass regions constitute special cases since their Q-values are
highly negative. A schematic representation of the energy scale
involved in those reactions is shown in Fig. 5. Most of the
transitions occur to the discrete states of the product nucleus.
The total width for the decay of the compound nucleus into all
open channels must therefore be split into two parts, thus
replacing the summation over transmission coefficients of discrete levels by an integration over level densities at the beginning of the continuum region. Another important factor is the
choice of the optical model parameters; in general for low
energy tritons and 3 He-particles such parameters are not known
with high accuracies. Despite these limitations recently Sudar
and Csikai [18] calculated (n,t) cross sections for several

=

it pick-up,
.n then S=0

A-3.Z-2
A-2.Z-2

Fig. 5

Schematic representation of the energy scheme of (n,n'),
(n,2n), (n,p), (n,d), (n,t), (n,3He) and (n,a) reactions.

5. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
In addition to their importance for an understanding of
nuclear theory- studies of neutron-induced nuclear reactions
involving the emission of complex particles are of value in
reactor technology, especially for design calculations in fusion
reactor technology (FRT). Some of the areas demanding such
studies are discussed below.

5.1 Tritium Breeding
Most of the recently developed FRT-concepts are based on a
dt burner and aim at self-breeding of tritium via (n,t) reactions
on lithium. An accurate knowledge of the cross sections of the
two tritium producing reactions 6Li(n,t)'1He and 7 Li(n,n't)*He is
therefore most essential. The excitation functions of those
reactions, taken from the ENDF/B IV file, are shown in Fig. 6.
Whereas the cross-section data for the 6Li(n,t)'*He reaction are
known with adequate accuracy, there are some discrepancies in

the case of the 'Li(n,n't)MHe reaction. A recent measurement at
Harwell [40] gives 7Li(n,n't)''He cross-section values which, in
the energy range of 5.5 to 14 MeV, are lower than the ENDF/B IV
values by about 25%. If true, this will adversely affect the
tritium breeding ratio in a blanket. A careful measurement of
the excitation function is therefore underway at Argonne and as
a Geel-JUlich collaboration.
For estimating neutron losses in the blanket it is also essential to know the cross sections of the competing non-tritium
producing reactions. As can be seen in Fig. 6, cross sections
for some of the non-tritium producing reactions have been determined. Further investigations, however, are necessary.

5.2 Radiation Damage
Radiation damage in metals originates from two sources, viz.
displacement of atoms from their normal lattice sites and the
formation of foreign atoms via nuclear transmutations. As far as
the displacement damage is concerned, even with 14 MeV neutrons
the major contribution is furnished by (n,n), (n,n') and (n,2n)
processes. Nuclear transmutations give rise to foreign elements,
and more seriously, to hydrogen and helium gas production via
(n,xp) and (n,xa) reactions. The latter is normally not a very
serious phenomenon at relatively low neutron energies but is
expected to be one of the major sources of radiation damage in
the case of fast neutrons such as those anticipated in a fusion
reactor.
The radiation damage effects manifest themselves in phenomena
such as bulk swelling, radiation-enhanced creep, radiation-enhanced self diffusion and gas-produced embrittlement. For an
interpretation of the radiation damage effects at 14 MeV a
knowledge of the (n,p), (n,n'p), (n,d), (n,a) and (n,n'a) crosssection data is essential [41j.

5.3 Activation and Nuclear Heating
2
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Excitation functions of tritium producing and some
competing reactions on 6 Li and 7 L i .

Activation of reactor components constitutes a serious problem
in reactor technology. An estimation of the induced radioactivity
is essential to assess the practical problems associated with plant
maintenance, radioactive waste disposal and reactor safety. It
also enables one to calculate nuclear afterheat. Cross sections
of all the energetically possible reactions leading to the
formation of radioactive products, especially long-lived
radioisotopes, are needed.
The energy and momentum balance calculations necessary for
estimating KERMA (kinetic energy released in matter) factors

je

for nuclear heating calculations require an accurate knowledge
of individual reaction cross sections, Q-values and energy
and angular distributions of emitted particles and photons. Since
local energy deposition is sensitive to charged-particle
producing reactions, data needs for those reactions are imminent.
CONCLUSIONS
activation technique in combination with radiochemical separations constitutes a very sensitive method for measuring integral cross sections of fast neutron-induced nuclear reactions.
It is of special significance for studying the emission of
complex particles. Mass spectrometry has also been used successfully for estimating helium isotopes. The recent data obtained
by on-line particle detection as well as off-line activation and
mass spectre-metric methods are in good agreement. The cross
sections of all the (n,charged particle) reactions decrease with
increasing Z and (N-Z)/A. In complex particle emission both
statistical and non-statistical processes are involved. The
cross-section data are of practical importance for design calculations in fusion reactor technology.
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(N, P) AND (N, a) SPECTRA AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS
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Vienna, Austria

ABSTRACT
The v a r i o u s methods f o r i n v e s t i g a t i o n of angular and energy d i s t r i b u t i o n s of charged p a r t i c l e s from neutron induced n u c l e a r r e a c t i o n s a r e
reviewed. The design of counter t e l e s c o p e s and multi—telescope systems
f o r t h i s purpose i s discussed and t h e p r o p e r t i e s of a number of such
measuring systems designed i n t h e l a s t decade a r e compared i n d e t a i l .

1. Outline of the general problems
Energy and angular distributions of charged particles
from (n,p) and (n,o) reactions have been investigated
since about 25 years, nevertheless there is s t i l l a lack
of adequate results for many nuclei,especially in the
region of A > 70, and very few measurements have been done
at a l l for neutron energies other than 14-15 MeV. This is
due to specific experimental difficulties which can be
discussed most easily by looking at Fig. 1 showing
schematically an experimental setup for such measurements.
Tarqei foil
(forward angle meat)

^-^ (back angte rueas.)

neutrons

charged particle
particle
detector
Fig. 1. Basic experimental set-up for study ot
charged particle spectra from neutron*
induced reactions

The two main problems are:
1) Very low event rate because of
a) necessity of rather thin target foils in order to get
reasonable energy resolution,as the charged particle
spectra extend to rather low energies (1-2 MeV p ,
2-3 MeV a) in many cases
b) rather small production cross-sections (•>- 1-100 mb)
c) either a rather large source-target distance is
necessary if a shielded detector is used or only rather
small neutron source strengths are permitted in case
of unshielded detectors.
Due to these circumstances the ratio of detected
charged particles
to the number of source neutrons
amounts to 1 0 " 1 1 - lO" 1 *.
2) The background from neutron-induced events in the detector
due to (n,n'Y), (n,p) and (n,<») reactions in the detector
material itself and its surrounding is much higher than
the true events
rate (for an unshielded detector by a
factor of 1O 3 -1O 6 ) necessitating the use of special
techniques for background suppression and an efficient
shielding of the detector. In general the conditions for
low background and for high event rate are contradicting
each other.
Thus the design of an experimental system for the study
of charged particle spectra amounts essentially to
optimization of the event rate at a given energy resolution and background level.
2. Early approaches
The first studies of charged particle spectra used
nuclear emulsions as chargad particle detectors [1-4].
Although p/o discrimination is possible by means of special
development techniques [2] and efficient background reduction
can be achieved by careful inspection of the tracks (e.g.
for the criteria of origin at the surface and track direction),
the method was abandoned because of the very time-consuming
scanning work as soon as electronic detection techniques
became comparable in quality about 15 years ago.
Essentially three types of measuring systems were used
which are shown schematically in Fig. 2. In the simplest
systems (Fig. 2a) a Csl scintillation crystal shielded against
the source neutrons by about 20 cm of brass was used [5,6].
As both Cs and I have very low (n,p) and (n,o) cross-sections
and in addition Csl has excellent pulse-shape properties which
allow Y-p-a discrimination down to about 1 MeV proton energy,
successful measurements were possible with this very simple
system for (n,a) cross-sections in the 100 mb range.
Lateron Bormann[7] achieved a further background reduction
measuring the associated a-particles corresponding to the
neutron cone hitting the target foil and rejecting all events
not coincident with a corresponding associated o-particle.
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In this way (n,a) reactions with cross-sections as low as 5 mb
could be measured (Fig. 2b).
Most of the measurements,however, have used a third
approach, the so-called counter telescope [8-19] as shown
in Fig. 2c.
a)

and particle identification is achieved by demanding
coincidences between the E and the jE/dx counters and re accepting only pulses located in the appropriate regions of the

E - |J plane.
finally it is to be mentioned that simple unshielded Sidetectors have been used for the study of the high energy
parts of the a-spectra from heavy nuclei, which due to the
large positive Q-values are well above the highest a-energies
produced by (n,a) reactions in the Si-detector itself [2o-22].
Though rather different in their designs the results
achieved with the above systems are rather similar ~.i
quality. All of them suffer from extremely low event rates.
Even with modest energy and angular resolution
(see table 3)
typical true event rates were i, 0.01 sec"1 and background
remains a problem.
Higher count-rates and thus measurementswith good
statistical accuracy have been obtained for these nuclei
which are constituents of charged particle detectors like
Na, Si, K, Cs and I.
In these cases the target served simultaneously as charged
particle detector. In this way the count rates are increased
by 2-3 orders of magnitude compared to systeneaiscussed
before, but of course only angle integrated energy spectra are
obtained[7, 23-30] except for Si where by means of coincidences between two Si-detectors also angular distributions
could be measured[30].

Target foil

n-Ott.

c)
neutrons
3. The classical telescope
Prop.C. Prop.C.

i

n

Fig. 2. Main types of experimental systems for
study of (n,p) and !n,a) charged particle spectra
(a) shielded Csl detector
(b) shielded Csl detector + assoc. part,
coincidence
(c) counter telescope

In this system the charged particles emitted by the target
foil traverse at first one to three thin so-called
gj detectors, mostly proportional counters until they are
finally stopped in an E detector thick compared to their
270 range. No shielding is used in most cases. Background reduction

As mentioned in the previous section,the standard method
for the st\jdy of {n,<*) and (ti,p) spectra in the last two decades has
been the use of the counter telescope [8-19] and it is the
basis of the more recently developed system to be discussed
in the next section. Therefore I will discuss this instrument
in some detail in this section. As an example Fig. 3 shows
one of the more sophisticated designs, the telescope developed by Shirato and Koori f12].
Charged particles from the target foil traverse two (or
in the case of Fig. 3 three) dE/dx detectors and are finally
stopped in a detector thick compared to their range, mostly
a Si-detector or Csl scintillator. True events are identified
by a triple coincidence between the proportional counters
and the final E-detector and particle identification is done
by means of the relations between the E and dE/dx detectors
respectively. A further reduction in background is
achieved in some designs (like that of Fig. 3) by means of a
so-called veto counter behind the target foil operated in
anticoincidence to eliminate charged particles originating
in the E-counter and traversing the telescope backwards.

Table 1 summarizes the most Important properties of a number
of such telescopes reported in the literature.
Concerning the choice of the different design parameters
(see table) the following can be said:
a) Choice of E-detector: No clear preference can be given
to either the Si surface-barrier or Csl scintillation
detectors. On the one hand Csl has much smaller (n,p) and
(n,a) cross-sections than Si (see table 2), and allows

S. SHIRATO AND N. KOORI
10 cm

fig.

3.

Counter

telescope

designed

5

by Shirato

and K o o r i

112):

Vertical cross-section of the tandem dE/dx - E-countertelescope. tO) Anticoincid&nce proportional counter.
(1) Target zoom for the solid target snoi-n as (8) or a
proportional counter for the gas target. (2) - (4) dE/dx
proportional counters. (S) Lithium-drifted silicon detector.
(6) Counter wire of stainless steal O.O1S cm in dia.
(7) Target wheel. (9) Cas filling tube. 110), (11) BNCconnectors. (Fig. 1 of ref. 12)

pulse shape discrimination between photons, protons and
a-particles down to energies as low as 1 MeV protons, on
the other it shows a non-linear pulse-height response for
a-particles and has a much lower energy resolution than
a Si-detector. This advantageihoweverj cannot be exploited
in most cases as for intensity reasons rather thick targets
have to be us^d which limit the energy resolution to about
the value obtainable with Csl anyway. For the study of
a-spectra Si--detectors have the additional advantage that
the effective counter thickness can be adjusted very
easily to the maximum a-range by proper bias setting. Thus
so far mostli > I crystals have been used for measurements
of proton spectra whereas in the study of a-spectra there
is a definite trend to the use of Si-detectors.
b) Choice of g^ detector: Proportional counters have been
used in most cases as they are inexpensive and can
easily be adjusted to any telescope geometry; gas
pressures of about 100-200 mbar and counter dimensions of
a few cm are generally used as this results in an
energy loss sufficient to separate p, d and a-particles
in the g— spectrum and low enough to transmit also the
low energy
parts of the particle
spectra.
p
Pure CO, y p
h b p 5
and
mixtures of Ar with about 5 to 10% CO, or CH^
in one case Xe have been successfully used. As charged
particles produced in the counter gas by neutron induced
reactions near the target foil cannot be distinguished
by the telescope from true events,(nfp) and (n,o) crosssections and Q-values are very important for the choice
of the counter gas. These values are summarized in table 2
together with the same data for the nuclei used in the
E-detectors. As the table shows C0 2 is a very good choice
for investigation of protons due to the highly negative
(n,p) Q-values, but it does produce an appreciable a-background at lower energies, CH,,
"4 produces a rather large
proton background whereas Ar + some % CO•_ probably gives
the lowest overall background.
The main drawback of the proportional counters is their
bad time resolution which makes it necessary to use
coincidence resolving tlmss of 0.5 - 1 ysec in most designs
and chance coincidences are therefore one of the factors
limiting the maximum admissible neutron flux.
An improvement in this respect is possible by decreasing
the telescope dimensions thereby reducing the drift times
in the proportional counters. Using this approach the
University of Tubingen group succeeded in achieving
practically 100% efficiency with a coincidence resolving
time of only 0.1 ysec (15).
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A further reduction of the resolving time to about
0.02 ysec can be obtained if the proportional counters
are replaced by parallel plate avalanche counters [16].
However, in the present design considerable additional
background is produced by the electrode foils needed for
the counters and it is mainly useful for studies of the
high energy parts of the o-spectra above the l s 0(n,o 0 )
energy.
Recently also thin (30 v) solid state detectors of
sufficient size (up to 300 mm 2 ) have also been used
successfully as dE/dx detectors in the Ohio State Univ.
Triplett quadrupole spectrometer [41]. In this way the
time resolution can also be very much improved (to a few
nsec), however, due to its price and sensitivity the use
of such detectors will probably be restricted to shielded
telescope systems.
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c) Wall materials and background: The wall materials for
all parts of the telescope have also to be chosen for
minimum proton and o-production cross section. Either
graphite (essentially no proton emission) or heavy
elements like Pb, Ta or A u have been used. The optimum
solution is probably graphite covered with a gold
foil just thick enough to absorb the rather low energy
a-particles from the 1 2 C(n,a) and 12 C(n,n'3o) reactions.
As backing of the target itself even such a graded backing
may produce background problems if (n,p) and (n,a) reactions
on heavy elements are to be investigated and in this case
the use of a self-supporting target foil and a veto
counter (see Fig. 3) behind it is the best solution.
d) Energy and angular resolution: In order to achieve even
count-rates of 10~ 2 sec" 1 in general solid angles of
50 - 100 msr and target thickness of some mg/cm 2 have to
be used resulting in a typical angular resolution of
15-20^ and energy resolution of 0.5 - 1 MeV.
e) Maximum admissible neutron source strength: Admissible
single count-rates (in order to keep pulse-pile up in
tolerable limits) in both the dE/dx and E-detectors and
background due to chance coincidences limit the maximum
neutron flux at the telescope position to about 1O 5 -1O 6 n/sec
(see table 1 ) ; details on which effects actually limit the
admissible neutron source strength are not given in most
papers.
f) Background: In all telescopes there are about 4 sources of
background of comparable magnitude:
A) charged particles produced by (n,p) and (n,a) reactions
in the backing of the target foil;
B) charged particles produced in the gas of the first proportional counter^
C) random coincidences between pulses in the dE/dx and
E-counters (mostly between pulses from the E-counter
and genuine double coincidences between the dE/dx
counters)}

D) charged particles produced in the E-detector traversing
the telescope backwards.
Minimization of background sources has already been discussed, the number of chance coincidences can be minimized
(apart from achieving the smallest possible coincidence
resolving time as discussed above) by minimization of the
single count-rates in all detectors by careful selection
of all construction materials and use of the smallest
possible detector volumes. Chance coincidences are a
large problem for measurement of proton spectra as both
low energy thresholds in the dE/dx detectors (because
of the smaller dE/dx of protons) and thick E-detectors (because of the larger proton range) have to be used than in
the case of a~particles. Few quantitive information on the
various sources of background is given in most papers, some
can be found in ref. [8,9].
4. Recent developments
All experimental set-ups discussed as yet can only
produce very low count-rates necessitating very long running
times ("v 1000 hours per experiment) . Such running times are
possible if relatively cheap neutron generators can be used
e.g. in 14 MeV neutron experiments. For measurements at other
neutron energies,however, where more expensive accelerators
in the MeV range are necessary, the cost of beam time would
be excessive and therefore up to now very few (n,p) and
(n,a) spectra measurements have been performed at energies
other than 14 MeV except for these favourable special cases
(Na, Si, Cs, I) where the detector material itself can be
used as target [23-27]. In addition also at 14 MeV especially
the low e»"irgy parts of the p- and a-spectra were only very
poorly known.
In order to improve this situation some new approaches
were followed in the last years which led to a considerable
progress both in the achievable event rate and in background
reduction.
a) The Livermore quadrupole spectrometer [31]:
A schematic view of this set-up is given in Fig. 4.
Charged particles produced in the target foil by (n,p)
and (n,a) reactions are focussed by means of a magnetic
quadrupole doublet or triplet on a counter telescope
at a distance of about 2.5 m. This results in a drastic
reduction of background for two reasons:
1) Due to the focussing effect of the quadrupoles the
effective solid angle of the telescope is about a
factor 100 higher for charged particles than for the
neutrons the intensity of which decreases simply
proportional to 1/r2.

2) Because of the large distance of the detector from
the neutron source the whole telescope can be well
shielded by shadow-bars several mean free paths thick
(see Fig. 4 . ) .
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Fig. 4. Livermore quadrupole spectrometer
A typical traje~tory of a charged particle from a neutron-induced
reaction is shown. The entire system can be moved parallel to its
axis so that charged particles emitted at different angles with
respect to the incident- neutron direction can be observed. Position
A of the neutron source corresponds to reaction angles greater than

15
Ep{MeV)
Fig. 5. Measured transmission of protons for some magnet current set-ups.
The transmissions are expressed as effective solid angles for
accepting protons emitted from the target foil. (Fig. 2 of ref. 34).

90° (Fig. 1 of ref. 34)

Because of these features a very close neutron source to
target distance (5-10 cm) and a neutron source strength
of <o 2.5.1OH n/sr that is about a factor of 2000 more
than with conventional counter teles copes can be used while
at the same time preserving a much lower background than
in conventional set-ups.
These advantages are, however, partially compensated
by two draw-backs:
1) The acceptance angle of the quadrupoles (see table 3)
is much smaller than the solid angles achievable in
conventional telescopes.
2) The quadrupole system is momentum selective and acts as
an energy band pass filter ai;d only particles within
a rather narrow energy band (l'WHM % 35%) centered around
the momentum selected by the particular quadrupole
current setting are transmitted to the telescope. Thus

all data have to be corrected for this transmission
function (see Fig. 5) and several (7-9) measurements at
different quadrupole current settings are necessary to
cover one full proton or a-particle spectrum
The discussed draw-backs compensate to a large part for the
intensity gain because of the higher admissible neutron
source strength.
However, in total a net gain of about a factor of 10 in
count-rate could be achieved compared to conventional
telescopes combined with somewhat better angular resolution
and lower background especially for low energy a-particles
and protons. It has up to now been successfully used for (n,p),
(n,d) and (n,a) spectra and cross-section measurements
on about 1,5 isotopes in the mass-range 27 - 93 [32-34] and
it has for the first time opened the possibility for a
reliable measurement of the low energy parts of the charged
particle spectra due to (n,n'p) reactions. Fig. 6 shows
an example of this.
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Fig. 6. Proton spectrum from the

Al(n,xp) reaction at 75°. (Fig. 3 from rel.32).

b) The TUbingen four fold telescope [35]:
By means of a very compact design the University
of TUbingen has succeeded to combine four of their
larger solid angle telescopes into one rather small reaction
chamber as shown in Fig. 7.

c) The Geel multi-telescope [36]:
This system (Fig. 8) consists of a target foil in the
center of a reaction chamber containing four proportional
counters and 5 Si-detectors. By imposing suitable
coincidence conditions the system can be operated as 5
independent counter telescopes set at fixed reaction
angles of 16.1, 52.5, 79.8, 105.4 and 141°. Because of
the very compact design a large solid angle (-v 100 msr/
telescope), a tolerable energy loss in the gas
(0.5-1 MeV for 4 MeV o-particles) and good time resolution
(0.2-0.5 ysec) is achieved. The Si-detectors and partially
also the proportional counters are shielded against
the source neutrons by 20 cm of brass. This necessitates
a neutron-source target distance of 30 cm, on the other
hand it allows the use of much higher source
strength
(see table 3) and thus the system ass--*"1- allows a
count-rate of about one order of magnitude larger than
conventional telescopes. It has so far been successfully
used to measure the 58 N i( n/O ) spectra,angular distributions
and integrated cross-sections for incident neutron

DETECTOR i

DEIECTOR 2

DETECTOR 1
•CONNECTORS FOR
PROP COUNTERS

SURFACE BARS 0ET6CT0R

/>-source
SCREEN BETWEEN
PROP COUNTERS
PROPORTIONAL
COUNTER
DEIECTOR 5

DETECTOR ]

PROPORTIONAL
COUNTER

NEUTRON COLUMATOR

Fig. 7. Wie University of Tiibingen four fold telescope {schematic!
(Fig. 2 from ref. 35).
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Fig. S. The Ceel mvltitelescope

(A. Paulsen, priv.

cam.)

energies of 5-10 MeV with measuring times of about 1 day/
incident neutron energy point. Fig. 9 shows an example
of their data. Though designed specifically for study
of a-particles it is certainly also very well suited
to the study of protons from neutron-induced reactions.
d) The Vienna multiwire telescope [37] :
In this design (fig. 10) a catbination of a small
multiwire proportional counter and a scintillator
is used, which allows simultaneously the measurement
of the energy and angular distributions of charged
particles of neutron-induced nuclear reactions and the
determination of the background.
In a cylindrical chamber (20 cm diameter, 12 cm height)
32 counting wires are arranged around a central scintillator shielded from the source neutrons by about 30 cm
of tungsten. The thin target foil is laid in a semicircle
along the chamber wall outside the counting wires. A graded
shield, consisting of a graphite ring and a gold foil
is put behind the target foil as well as on the other
half of the chamber to reduce background from the
co"Rtnjction materials.
The origin of the charged particle is traced back by a
coincidence between the central crystal and one of the
counting wires. As the direction of the incoming neutrons
is known, the reaction angle can be derived. On the
average the angular resolution is 13 degrees at FWHM.
The energy resolution is mainly determined by the thickness
of the target, the pressure of the filling gas, the
distribution of path lengths in the chamber and the
properties of the scintillator. The resolution varies between 0.5 and 1 MeV, depending on the energy, the type
of the particle and the target thickness necessary for
sufficient count-rate.
The central scintillator is a Csl(Tl) crystal (1 inch
diameter, 1 mm height) and has good pulse shape properties
for particle identification. Charged particles up to an
energy of 20 MeV are stopped.
The proportional chamber is operated with a mixture of
90* argon and 10% CH4 at a pressure of approximately
100 mbar, a voltage of 700 V and uses 20 u gold coated
tungsten wires as counting wires.
Fig. 11 shows the block diagram of the associated electronics. Each wire produces both an analog and a logical
signal (Time-out). The logical signals are fed to an
aCdress logic, which transforms them to a bit address
characterizing the different counting wires, simultaneously they are used as timing signals to identify the coincidences between the proportional counter and the
scintillator pulses. The analog pulses from the proportional
counters are at first
combined in 4 summing amplifiers
summing 8 preamplifier outputs each. The output of these

so?

Fig. 9. Energy spectra from nat. Ni (3 mg/cm ) at 79° and various neutron
energies as measured with the Geel multitelescope
(A. Paulsen,
priv. conrn.)

Fig. 1O. The Vienna multiwire telescope
a) top view
b) side view
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5. Comparison of presently existing systems, their
possible further developments and applications to neutron
energies different from 14 MeV

Fig. 11. Block diagram of the electronics
counter-scintillator
system.
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for the multiwire proportional-

straining amplifiers are fed into linear gates, which are
opened in case of coincidence with the scintillator and
eventually all proportional counter signals are combined
in a final summing amplifier. By means of this arrangement
4 times higher counting rates can be admitted to the
proportional counter outputs (DE signals) in one summing
amplifier. The Csl scintillator is used to produce
a timing signal, an energy fc) signal and a pulseshape-signal (PSD) which allows to discriminate between photons, protons and o-particles.
Finally for each valid event the E, PSD and DE signals
and the wire address are stored sequentially in an
on-line computer enabling simultaneous measurement of
the energy and angular distribution of all kinds of
charged particles emitted by the investigated target.
Particle identification is done both by means of PSD
information in the Csl scintillator and the dE/dx
information of the proportional counters.

In order to see the possibilities resulting from the
new developments more clearly the main properties of the
discussed systems are summarized in table 3 and compared
both with each other and with the conventional systems
used up to a few years ago. In the table w e compare the
count-rates achievable for one specific example.
a) under the assumption that each system can be used with
its specific maximum admissible neutron source strength
(this would be the realistic situation for 14 MeV
neutron energy)
and
b) for the case that the neutron source output is restricted
to values lower than 10 9 n/cm 2 sr (which is the experimental situation for most neutron energy regions except
the 14-15 MeV range).
As the table shows, for 14 MeV both the quadrupole spectrometer and the multitelescope and multiwire telescope do
achieve an event rate of about one order of magnitude
higher than all previous systems, comparable background
measurements are at present not yet available but it appears
that probabJy in this respect the quadrupole spectrometer
(at least if used with the low area Si-Si telescope) is
superior to the multi-detector systems. Thus at present
the combination of the Livermore quadrupole spectrometer
with the Livermore intense neutron generator is probably
the most powerful system for study o f charged particle
spectra at 15 MeV, although the difference to the multidetector systems which do not need the extremely high neutron
flux is not very large except for lowest charged particle
energies.
For other neutron energies, however, it has to be kept
in mind, that at present and in near future neutron source
strength will be restricted to < 1 0 9 n/sr. If this feature
is used to calculate the event rates (Z2 in table 3) it
becomes obvious that the quadrupole spectrometer in its
present form loses its merits and produces event rates even
lower than simple counter telescopes even for the large
solid angle version. The multidetector systems on the other
hand retain their superiority and can be expected to enable
(n,p) and (n,a) energy and angular distribution studies
in the whole energy range of about 5 - 2 0 MeV with event
rates of about 0.1 sec"'.
It seems, however, possible to design an achromatic large
solid magnetic charged particle transport system and combine this with a conventional telescope. Such a system
would retain the main advantage of the quadrupole spectrometer, the very low background (because of the large
distance of the telescope and the neutron source) and at
the same time an increase of the count rate by a factor

i:

c:

2S2

of about 100 against even the high solid angle version of
the Livermore quadrupole spectrometer. Such an instrument
would at equal source strength produce about equal countrates as the multi-telescope and operate at much more
favorable background conditions.
The simplest way to implement such a achromatic large
solid angle magnetic transport system would be 1 - 2 m
superconducting solenoid with a field of about 50 KG and
diameter of 10 cm similar to that used in the myon channel
at SIN [40].
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Table 1

Comparison of characteristic parameters of various counter telescopes used in the study
of (n,p) and (u,a) reactions

Kef.
:omponents

8

9

11

10

P.C.-P.C.
PC-PC
-Sz
-Sz
+ Veto.
+ assoc.
part.coinc. C.

PC-PC

countinei-gas

90% Ar +
10% 002

pressure (nib)

150

12

13

14

15

PC-Sz

PC-PC
- Si

PC-PC
- Si

Ar + 10%
C3H3

Ar + 5%
C02

PC-PC
-Si

PC-PC
-PC-Sz
+ Veto

Me + 4%
CH4

co2

Ar + 5%
CO2

6O-140

300-1000

25

60-180

120

140

40/120

15/15

20/88

30/30/30

10

30

Au

C

AU

Pb

-Si

16

18

PPC-PPC
- Si
+ PEC
Veto

PC-PC
CsJ

Prop. Counter

length traversed by part (inn)
wall material

C

C

NaJ

CsJ

C + 50 yPb

Ar + 5%
CD2

0D2

^2
200

100

220

12.5/12.5

10/10

40/40

Ta(C +
12pAu)

Plexi

Pb

E-counter
Kind
lfcicknesa (mrj
effect.area(cm')
En.resolution

Si

2

5

10

5.5% for

31 for

14 MeV P

13M5V P

1.13

Si

Si

CsJ

0.145

2

90mg/cm

4.5

1.13

O.13M2V
3.3% f.
f. 8.8weV« 14M2V P

0.14
4.0

8* for

Si

Si

CsJ
R

ciMax

0.5

IOMBW

o/IMoV f.
12MsVa

O.ttfcV f.
5.5>,e</a

R

CsJ
1.2

c.M£«

1.0

0.5

0.13 f.
5.5'-«.-.'a

j

Geaietry
source-target
d i s t . (an)
Target area(cm )
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13.1

10

5

3

10
2

5-10

11.2

O^-^.O

70-100

5.O-S.5

7.6

8

7

1.2

1.8

3

0.5

0.5

2

Table 1 Cont.

solid angle
of telescope
ftnsr)

22

19

70

20

5

total angular
resoluticn

8-14°

VI5 0

I/I8°

15-20°

5°

I

110

27

70

70
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O7°
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O6°

5

6-14°

(EVIHM)
j

Misc.
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n-source stren.
(n/sr.sec)
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6.1O 7

*108

1.2
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4.1O 8
1,2

1,0.5
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v-2 mv

min o
min p
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shielding
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2 mv
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2 mv
P.d,a

a
w i t h E>8M V

a

P.d.a
•

8.1O 7
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•v3 MeV
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2 M=V
a

a

a

a

P.d
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6cm W
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"G.1/sec
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15 MeV at
108 n/s

PC =
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PPC =

4.1O8
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no inf.

qualit.
inf.

no inf.

| no

no
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inf.
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inf.

no
no inf.

i

proportional counter
szintillation crystal
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Table 2

14 KeV cross-sections and Q-values for the main constitents of the E and
detectors in counter telescopes

Nuclide

Q(n,p)

<r(n,p)

(MeV)

12

C

Q(n,a)

Ref.

(MeV)

(nib)

0

690

39

- 12. ;

< 1

39

- 5.7
(-8.2 f. (nn'3a))

16

40

-

•v. 7 0

39

(nn'3aK 150

-

9.6

40

38

- 2.2

300

Ar

-

6.8

16

38

- 2.5

10

2-7

38

+ 2 - + 7

< 2*

+ 0.6 - -3.4

Ref.

-

0

Xe

39

38

28

Si

-

3.9
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38

- 2.7

29

Si

-

2.9
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38

0.0

Cs

+

0.1

^ 5
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+ 4.4

i 1 tub

38

j

+

0.4

•>. 1 0
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+ 4.3

1; 1 Bb

38

<l

280

o(n,a)
(mb)

own estimate from systematics

iv 180

26

probably A, 100*

Table 3

Comparison 01 different contemporary systems for study of neutron-induced
charged particle emission
source-target target area solid angle max.n-source ang. res. n-shield
(msr)
strength
(FWHM,dedist. R
(n/sr)
grees)
(cm)
(cm2)

SYTEM

t y p i c a l counter

6.5

0.5

20

8

70

10 8

•v2O°

100

5.1O7

-25°
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M**

(seT)

1

0.0066

0.0066

1

0.0080

0.0080

1

0.0264

0.0264

telescope [15]
shielded CsJ detector
[7]
riibingen four fold
telescope [35]

6.5

0.5

280

6

^20°

10

10 cm Pb
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11

8 a!
0.039 a)
0.00016 a)
Liveonore quadrupole
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0.3 a) 2.5.1O
3
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0.00172 b)
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6 b)
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0
9
•\-2Ccm brass 1
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0.220
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5
1O
[36]
1
0.050 " ) T O.QSD " )
50
14
^30cm W
Vienna nultiwire
10 9
100
1
telescope [37]
a) small area detector system
b) large area detector system
*) in comparison of this number with the count rates of the other systems i t has to be kept in mini that in the Vienna
nultiwire telescope the background spectrum is measured simultaneously with the target spectrum whereas in a l l other
systems separate background measurements are necessary, thus for comparison of measuring tiiw=s for experiments the Vienna
values should be multiplied by about a factor of two.
*) M n number of measurements neceSBary for one full energy spectrum*

V

r.tt

n max. F.n

~7~

10.-6

M

M

10,-6.

count rate far «" » 30 itto, ft. = 90 target thickness 5 tag/cm am operation
at max. admissible neutron source strength
count rate for sane conditions except for assumption that a max. neutron source
strength is limited to N
either by max. admissible value of systan to
n max. saa *% s o u r c e propsrties to < 10 n/sr; N ^ being the smaller of the
two values

N
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PROGRAMME SCHEDULE
Interregional Advanced Training Course on Applications of Nuclear
Theory to Nuclear Data Calculations for Nuclear Reactor Design
ICTP Trieste, 28 January — 22 February 1980
Week 1: 28 January - 1 February 1980
I. Reaction Mechanisms for Fast Neutron-Nuclear Interactions
Invited lectures
— Statistical theory of neutron-nuclear reactions (P.A. Moldauer, Argonne, USA — 5 lectures)
— Recent results in the theoretical description of pre-equilibra.um processes (E. Cadioli, Milan, Italy — 2 lectures)
— Developments and applications of multi-step Hauser-Feshbach/pre-ecjuilibrium model theory (C.Y. Fu, Oak Ridge,
USA - 5 lectures)
Special Seminars
— Analytical solution of the exiton model master equation (S.K. Gupta, BARC, Bombay, India)
— A unified model of pre-equilibrium decay (J. Rama Rao, Varanasi, India)
Afternoons: Workshops on current problems in the understanding of fast neutron-nuclear reaction mechanisms and on
nuclear data calculations with new nuclear model codes
Week 2; 4 - 8 February I98O
II. Nuclear Fission
Invited lectures
- A critical review of some aspects of the theory of fission (H.C. Pauli, Heidelberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany - 5 lectures)
- Theory and phenomenology of neutron-induced fission cross-sections (H. Weigmann, Geel, Belgium — 5 lectures)
- Applications of the nuclear theoi-y to the computation of neutron cross — sections for actinide isotopes <kV, Konshin,
Minsk, USSR — 5 lectures; in the absence of Dr. Konshin presented by V.S. Ramamurthy, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Bombay, India)
Special Seminars
- A semi-empirical nuclear level density formula with the inclusion of shell effects (V.S. Ramamurthy, S.K. Kataria,
BARC, Bombay, India)
- Elementary excitations in nuclei (E.O. Civitarose, La Plata, Argentina)
...

.Afternoons: Workshops on current problems in nuclear fission theory and in the parameterization of the doublehumped fission barrier for neutron cross section calculations
Week 3: 11 - 15 February 1980
III. Nuclear Data Evaluation and Processing of Suclear Data
(S. Pearlstein, Brookhaven, USA — 10 lectures)
Special Seminars
—

Simple parameterization of optical model reaction cross sections for neutrons and charged particles (S.K. Gupta,
BARC, Bombay, India)

— An interactive system for evaluation of nuclear data (H. Collin, Bruyeres—le-Chatel, Prance)
Afternoons: Workshops on formatting, checking, processing and testing of evaluated nuclear data with examples and
exercises on the US ENDF/B library
Week 4:

18 - 22 February I98O

TV. 14 MeV Neutron Cross-Sections in Experiment and Theory
Invited lectures
— Experimental techniques and theoretical models for the study of integral 14 MeV neutron cross-sections (j. Csikai,
Debrecen, Hungary — 3 lectures)
—

Some remarks on experimental techniques for the study of secondary particle spectra and angular distributions
emanating from 14 MeV neutron—induced nuclear reactions (D. Seeliger, Dresden, German Democratic Republic —
3 lectures)

—

Integral cross-Bection measurements for investigating the emiBnion of complex particles in l/\ MoV noutroninduced nuclear reactions (S.M. Qaim, Juolioh, Fed. Rep. of Germany - 2 lectures)

—

Experimental methods for investigation of (n,p) and (n,<x) spectra and angular distributions (H.K. Vonach,
Austria — 2 lectures)

Special Seminar
—

Introductory remarks on a planned IABA Interregional Technical Assistance Project in the field of nuclear data
(j.J. Schmidt, IAEA, Vienna, Austria)

Afternoons: Work3hops with the task to develop tho scientific and technical basis of a planned IAEA Interregional
Technical Assistance Project in the field of nuclear data.
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